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M BOSS 
GOES RACK 
CE-300 SUPER CHORUS 

• Two types of chorus circuitry and two output jacks are provided to allow for 
wide stereo effect. 

• Chorus Tone control and Chorus Level control are equipped. 
• Direct Mute switch is used to output delayed signal only. 

DE-200 DIGITAL DELAY 
Advanced Digital Technology results in a superb Digital Delay at an incredible low price 

• Two operating modes. Mode 1 has a frequency-response priority featuring a delay time of up to 640 ms, and 
a frequency response of 10kHz. Mode 2 has delay-time priority, with à delay time of up to 1,280 ms and a 

frequency response of 4.5kHz. 
• The delay time is set between 1.25 and 1,280 ms. 

• Modulation is controlled by independent Rate and Depth controls. The level of feedback is determined by 
the Level control, and the Feedback Phase Select switch provides a full spectrum of effects. 

• The DE-200 features a 12-bit logarithm-compression A/D/A converter that provides a dynamic range wide 
enough to accept guitar signals. 

• The newly developed Rhythm Sync function enables trigger signal of a rhythm machine such as the BOSS's 
DR-110 or Roland's TR-606 to synchronize delay time with rhythm. This means that automatic delay time 

control is possible when a programmable rhythm machine is used. 
• The Hold function holds for up to 1.2 seconds. These sounds can then be recalled by operation of a foot switch 

or external trigger. When this function is combined with the Rhythm Sync function the sound held can be 
synchronized with a rhythm machine. 

• The three output — Direct, Mix (Direct + Effect), and 
Inverted Mix (Direct - Effect) can be used independently 

to produce two completely 
different stereo effects. 

L71130SS 
Roland (UK) Ltd 
Great West Trading Estate, 983 Great West Road 
Brentford, Middx. 
Telephone: 01-568 4578. 



THE CHASE "BIT ONE" 
SENSATION 
HAS ARRIVED 

The new " BIT ONE" heralds the dawn for a new age in 
synthesizers. It is what every true musician has been waiting 
for — the ability to control musical expressivity from the 
keyboard alone. 

Sounds Great 
The keyboard is completely touch 
sensitive giving you total control 
through the velocity of the keys 
over the attack and envelope of the 
VCF's, the attack and amount of 
the VCA's the pulse width 
modulation of the DCO s and the 
modulation rate of the LFO's - al 
by the way you touch the keys - 
note by note ... but you'll really 
have to hear it to appreciate the 
difference this makes. 

Great Sounds 
In addition this six voice dual 
oscillator syntnesizer combines 
the perfect blend of Digital access 
controls linked to Analogue filters 
to give a unique blend of the 
benefits of each technology 
combined with assignable 

splitable keyboard, doubling mode, 
unison feature, stereo output and 
cassette and midi interfaces. 

The Complete System 
Designed for simplicity of operation 
the -BIT ONE'" is the first of a new 
series of mooular electronics. 

Also coming soon, 
the " BIT ONE Expander Unit", 
the " BIT ONE Sequencer" and 
the ' BIT ONE Rhythm Unit". 

And The Price 
Normally for a synthesIser with all 
these features, but still not the 
revolutionary " BIT ONE" sound, 
vou would expect to pay nearly 
£1,400. Our special introductory 
offer is an amazing £ 799 

7-RY A "BIT ONE" TODAY - & YOU'LL 
NEVER WANT ANYTHING LESS 

Ç‘ÇL‘çr 
CRUMAR SCOOP 

I he Trilogy gives you that big fat Crump 
sound by combining three different sour', 
from the same keyboard at the same tini, 
Organ, Strings and Synth se.ctions are all 
infinitely variable and mixable at the sani, 
time. The Professionals' synth 
Original Recommended Pr e 61 300 
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KEL 
20 Denmark Street London WC2 

Telephone 01.379 6690 (sales) 01-240 0085 (service) 

Rod Argents 
Musicstore 

15 The Butts Worcester Telephone 611774 

New concept, add on 
Digital Percussion 
Modules. Can be 
incorporated into any 
acoustic or electronic 
drum kit. Features: digitally 
sampled sounds, totally 
variable dynamics, inter-
changeable sound cartridges, 
can be triggered manually 

(sticks etc) or by Synths or 
Sequencers. Call for availability 
and price. New sounds available 
include: Echosnare, Glass, China 
Cymbal, Latin, Echotom. 
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Readership Survey 73 
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E&MM does, how it does it, and what 
could be happening but isn't. Speak now 
or forever hold your peace. 
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Casio CZ101  10 
At last, Casio come up with the pro key-
board goods. Paul Wiffen tests the first of 
a whole range of synth gear from the cal-
culator people, and concludes that it's 
'probably the best Casio of all time.' 

Simmons SDS EPB 17 
If the sound of your kid sister hitting a bis-
cuit-tin lid is your idea of what a snare 
drum should sound like, Simmons' new 
EPROM blower should make your sampl-
ing dreams come true. Paul White 
reports. 

Powerful Combinations 18 
Paul White puts five sturdy and powerful 
keyboard combos to the test - stand by, 
all at Ohm, Marshall, Carlsbro, Roland 
and HH. 

Elka Project Series X30 22 
The X30 's a typical example of how organ 
manufacturers are applying today's tech-
nology to traditional instruments - but will 
the new-found features make it as popu-
lar among 'serious' musicians? Paul 
White finds out. 

Sequential MAX 25 
They call it a computer peripheral and 
MIDI expander, you'll probably think of it 
as a preset version of the SixTrak. Exclu-
sive review of SCI's new baby by Dan 
Goldstein. 

TED Digisound Revisited 28 
We first looked at the Digisound in July, 
but now the Dutch sampled-sound per-

cussion machine has some new features 
and a new distributor. Paul White checks 
out the new version. 

Siel MK900 30 
The words Siel and MIDI have gone hand 
in hand throughout 1984. Trish McGrath 
looks at what happens when the former 
puts the latter on a budget personal key-
board. 

Retro 1984 33 
Another year, another host of hardware to 
look back on. We take you through the 
goodies and the baddies that came out 
during '84, just in case you missed any of 
them. 

A Bunch of Fives 42 
In which five of E&MM 's writers pick their 
fave things of the year. If your personal 
preferences aren't there, don't take it out 
on us. 

/music/ 
On Cassette 48 
Just because we missed the column for a 
month, doesn't mean our readers have 
stopped sending us demo tapes. Ask 
Chris Heath, who's been sifting his way 
through the latest mountain of C60s. 

Tears for Souvenirs 50 
Messrs Smith and Orzabal explain how it 
can take a year to make two singles but 
only two months to make an album, 
among other things Bits in between the 
chat by Dan Goldstein. 

Hybrid Data 54 
Tony Mills thinks Neuronium's curious 
blend of electronics, guitar-strumming, 
and psychedelic art could be just the 
thing to break the musical jelly mould in 
1985. See if you agree. 

/TECHNOLOGY/ 
Powertran MCS1  57 
Tim Orr on how to test your MIDI Con-
trolled Sampler once you've put it 
together: tips and diagrams aplenty. 

Short Circuit 64 
Steve Howell and a simple footpedal con-
troller for the Roland SH101. Plus a solu-
tion to The Case of the Missing Theremin 
Parts List. 

Backto Basics 66 
We start a new series on synthesis for the 
complete beginner. Steve Howell is the 
man at the helm. 

Patchwork 70 
Our monthly bring-and-buy sale for read-
ers' synth sounds. January's models 
include the OSCar, the Moog Prodigy 
and Yamaha's ubiquitous DX7. 

Everything butthe Kitchen 76 
Having trouble syncing your sequencer 
to your drum machine or vice versa? 
Steve Howell (probably) has the answer. 

/COMPUTER/ 

/ MUSICIAN/ 
Editorial  81 
The copyright dilemma rears its ugly 
head once again. 

Rumblings  82 
The Synergy gets an overhaul and 
becomes the Synergy Plus, Passport and 
Syntauri fight it out, and more. 

LEMI MIDI Software 84 
Last month we looked at six software 
packages, but not one of them was writ-
ten for the Apple and its lookalikes. 
LEMI's MIDI system is one that is, as 
David Ellis discovers. 

BeeBMIDI 6  92 
Jay Chapman anda Juno 106 voice dump 
program for use with E&MM's own MIDI 
interface unit for the BBC Micro. It can be 
adapted to suit other synth and computer 
combinations, too. 

Alternatives 98 
According to the experts, most of the 
upcoming computer research and deve-
lopment will be based around software. 
Ed Stenson looks at one programming 
language that could prove useful in more 
than a few musical applications. 
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Last month's news story on the 
Casio CZ101 polysynth was a bit 
of a tease, really. We already 

knew how stunning it could sound, 
how revolutionary its new synthesis 
principles were, and how earth-shat-
teringly low its price tag would go. So 
it's probably best if I leave the techni-
cal description and subjective adula-
tion to Paul Wiffen, whose appraisal 
of the CZ starts on Page 10. We'd 
hoped, also, to bring you an exclusive 
review of Isao Tom ita's performance 
on the 101's ancestor, the Cosmo 
system, at this year's Ars Electronica, 
but unforeseen production difficulties 
(no, not drinking all the Christmas 
booze a week early) have meant 
this'll have to await a future issue. 

What shouldn't be left unsaid, how-
ever, is that the time it took Casio to 
come up with the 101 - and the rest of 
the pro gear that should make itself . 
evident in the course of 1985 - can't 
all have been taken up by research 
and development. An innovation like 
Phase Distortion doesn't come about 
overnight, of course, but it's a fair bet 
that marketing indecision also played 
its part in delaying the synth's arrival. 
And that's made me wonder just how 
many other domestic keyboard 
manufacturers may have profes-
sional instruments ready and tested 
for full production, but awaiting the 
final go-ahead from the powers that 
be. 

Take Elka as an example. Their 
X30 reviewed in this issue represents 
contemporary organ technology at its 
finest, but it remains packaged in 
such a way as to make that technol-
ogy distinctly unappealing to most 
modern music performers. All that 
auto-accompaniment stuff really isn't 
on, but there's no denying that, if the 
Italian company were ever to produce 
a range of hi-tech, professional elec-
tronic instruments aimed at a some-
what younger audience, they'd be up 
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there with the established names 
before you could say 'Project Series 
Contemporary Keyboard'. Because 
let's face it, inside that X30 is a mildly 
wonderful digital drum machine 
dying to get out: but will it ever get the 
chance? That's for the marketing 
men, not the technicians, to decide. 

Technics have already shown the 
rest of the organ world what can be 
done if you take your voicing technol-
ogy and put it into a more profession-
ally-acceptable package: their Digital 
10 ( reviewed last month) is as good 
an electronic piano as you'll find 
under £1000, and if the company 
were to chance their corporate arm a 
little further by introducing some 
more products based on similar 
design objectives ( and again, they 
can't deny they've got the know-how 
to make it happen), there's no reason 
why said products shouldn't be of 
comparable quality. 

So if the design skill is already 
there, why are some companies so 
reluctant to enter the pro keyboard 
arena in a wholehearted fashion? It's 
a simple question but it lacks a sim-
ilarly straightforward answer. How-
ever, I suspect that a major factor is 
simply that the marketing divisions of 
these major corporations (and some 
of them really are major) simply don't 
know how good a job their colleagues 
in R&D are doing. 

The reason for that ignorance is 
probably not unconnected to domes-
tic musical trends. The Japanese, for 
instance, are generally a lot keener 
on the go-anywhere, personal key-
board (as pioneered by Casio and 
now marketed by a host of imitators) 
than they are on fully-fledged, pro-
fessional and semi-pro synthesisers. 
So are the Italians. 

Which is why an industrial giant 
such as Yamaha can put some mar-
vellously fresh and exciting digital 
drum sounds into a personal key-

board (the PS6100) but remain con-
tent at supplying their first- ever dedi-
cated units (the AX series) with little 
more than sonic replicas of conven-
tional drum kits. And why Elka - and 
an entire breed of organ manufactur-
ers - won't enter the 'serious' end of 
the music market without making 
absolutely sure (as Hammond did 
with their DPM48 drum machine) that 
the product is right. 

It's also why Casio had to go right to 
the top ( the top, in this instance, being 
Isao Tomita) to find out whether or not 
their Cosmo computer system was 
really much cop, musically speaking. 
Still, at least they took the right deci-
sion in the end. We wish them well. Strange as it may seem, almost all 

the current editorial staff at 
E&MM are ex- readers, rather 

than off-the-peg journalists who 
served their apprenticeship on the 
Monmouthshire Regional Echo or 
people who just happened to be 
walking by at the time. 

Between us, we manage (don't ask 
me how) to form a productive and 
generally well-behaved work unit that 
enjoys putting together the country's 
leading electronic music magazine. 
However, it just so happens that 
there's a slot to fill within that unit, not 
because anybody's actually leaving, 
but simply because we've come to 
the firm conclusion we'd all be a lot 
happier if we didn't have to work 
the long hours that have recently 
become the norm. In other words, 
E&MM needs a Staff Writer. And fast. 
So if you've got a basic grounding 

in music synthesis and its electronics 
and computer applications, a broad 
taste in music, an open, enquiring 
mind and the ability to string a few 
sentences together, write to Terry 
Day at the editorial address printed 
below. 
You never know, you might be writ-

ing Comment for next month's 
E&MM. • 
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THANKS...FOR A 
GR :AT YEAR 

WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK ALL READERS 
OF E&MM FOR A FABULOUS 

1984 
AND FOR MAKING US 

N0.1 in ESSEX 
FOR THE MODERN MUSICIAN 

IN 1975 WE DECIDED THAT MUSICIANS DESERVED A BETTER KIND OF 
MUSIC SHOP...A SHOP WHERE PROFESSIONAL ADVICE & SERVICE, 
TOGETHER WITH THE FINEST SELECTION OF NEW PRODUCTS WERE 

OFFERED AT THE BEST POSSIBLE PRICES 

TODAY, 10 YEARS LATER - WE THINK WE WERE RIGHT 
SO WHETHER YOUR INTERESTS ARE MUSIC COMPUTERS, 

KEYBOARDS, GUITARS, HOME RECORDING OR DRUM & PERCUSSION 
EQUIPMENT DON'T TAKE PROMISES...OR REPRINTS 

OF MANUFACTURES CATALOGUES 
We have the Real thing...at the Right Price 
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MORO 

DRUMS & PERCUSSION 

AMPLIFICATION 

HOME RECORDING 

Southend 1070 553647 
300-302 London Road, Hadleigh, Essex, SS7 2DD. 



Sequencer Triggering 
Dear E&MM, 

I recently bought a Korg Poly 800 synth, but 
am unable to trigger the sequencer from a 
non-MIDI drum machine. Is it possible to buy 
(or build) a cheap interface to trigger the 
sequencer with a TR606 Drumatix? Can you 
advise me? 

MA White 
Oxford 

Korg market an accessory to sync their new 
Super Drums and Super Percussion units to 
the Poly 800 (ie. a 24 pulses-per-quarter note 
to MIDI converter), and this should fulfil your 
requirements nicely. Contact your nearest 
Korg stockist for further information on the 
KMS30 MIDI Synchroniser (which retails at 
£155 inclusive of VAT), or contact Rose Morris, 
32-34 Gordon House Road, Kentish Town, 
London NW5 1NE. gir 01-267 5151. 

A Matter of Course 
Dear E&MM, 

In response to Max Howarth's letter in 
E&MM September concerning education on 
recording techniques, your readers may like to 
know that courses oh Electronics in Music are 
currently being offered as part of the BA Music 
honours degree programme at Bath College of 
Higher Education. 
The electronics elements enable students to 

become familiar with electronic instruments 
and the basics of sound recording, with the 
opportunity to use the fully-equipped eight-
track studio located in the Faculty of Art and 
Music. 

Michael Short 
Principal Lecturer in Music 

Bath College of Higher Education 

Fiction or Fraction 
Dear E&MM, 

I am a professional, classically-trained flautist 
(and regular E&MM reader) as well as a 
composer with tastes ranging from Bach to 
Boulez and beyond. I have yet to actually buy 
either a synthesiser or a computer, simply 
because the ones I can afford are (for me) 
inadequate and the ones that are not are 
beyond my current financial grasp. 
The reason I haven't entered the world of 

computer music concerns both manufacturers 
and reviewers, between whom there seems to 
be some unwritten conspiracy to ignore any 
musician whose needs extend beyond a four 
beats to a bar time signature. I want a 
sequencer that can (a) accept any time signa-
ture for any bar (not only 3/4 and 4/4 but also 
5/8, 7/16, 13/16 or even 17/16) and (b) accept 
any fraction of that bar. We're all used to 
quarter notes and eighth notes, so why not 
fifths, sevenths and tenths as well? I expect it's 
easy enough for a computer — but the UMI 1B 
(to cite Just one package I was able to try 

(Le_ ileev, tip:itL ) 
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locally) won't even accept a 7/8 bar. 

To be of any use to me, a review should 
either say if the sequencer or drum machine 
under test provides these highly desirable 
facilities, or suitably bemoan the fact that they 
do not. To do neither is to leave us in the lurch. 
And just to show that all the above is not just 

a personal hang-up, I have enclosed photos of 
relatively simple pages from two masterpieces 
of boring old analogue music: Roberto Ger-
hard's 3rd Symphony Collages for orchestra 
and electronic tape (1961), and the final page 
of Boulez' Le Marteau sans Maitre (1954). 

I'm not saying that this is what people 
should be writing, but even Vangelis might like 
to spread a C major scale of seven notes 
evenly across a 4/4 bar! 

Richard Dobson 
Bath 

One of the many criticisms aimed at com-
puter- or sequencer-controlled music is that 
everything seems to get written in 4/4 time, 
with a steady, (sometimes) monotonous puls-
ing rhythm (we've lost count of the number of 
patches sent to Patchwork that are 'ideally 
suited to playing Ultra vox, pulsing bass lines). 
However, it is not the case that either the 
technology or the manufacturers using it follow 
musical styles to the extent that options such 
as playing fifths or changing time signatures 
are ignored or not pursued, though we accept 
your point that perhaps reviewers sometimes 
fail to highlight a facility which, while probably 
not of importance to some players, might be 
just what a classically-trained musician needs 
to allow his or her skill to shine through. 

Taking some of your comments in isolation, 
allocating a different time signature to every 
bar of a piece is not a problem. The Roland 
MSQ700, for instance, can be set to Free 
mode (le. no time signature), in which case it's 
left to the composer to keep track of bar 
numbers and so on. 
Programming different time signatures on a 

drum machine is a simple matter of allocating a 
different pattern (if need be) to each bar and 
stringing them along in Song mode to form the 

piece as it should be played. The Yamaha R?(series (which sync via MIDI to the MSQ700, 

incidentally) can be programmed to accept 
anything from 01 to 99 beats to a measure, 
with the note length of each beat variable from 

a quarter note to a 32nd note, or even a 48th or 
192nd note on the RX11. So a 17/16 disco 
rhythm is no problem for the RXs - though it 
might make a few TOTP dancers fall off their 
pedestals. 

Incidentally, the London Rock Shop report 
that 7/8 is a possibility with their UMI 18 
package - as are changes in time signatures. 

However, perhaps the reason sequencer 
patterns are generally not overly complex has 
more to do with available memory space than 
anything else. Sequencers and drum machines 
(whether they be computer-based or stand-
alone units, analogue or digital) can record 
only a limited number of events or steps, and 
quite a number of them are based entirely on a 
set number of 'pulses' per measure (this is 
often referred to as resolution). If only eight 
quavers are to be played in every bar, the 
resolution could be set to eight and a unit 
capable of recording 4096 notes could produce 
a sequence lasting up to 512 bars. However, 
since a pulse has to have the value of the 
shortest note, a resolution of 32 pulses per bar 
would be needed just to record the odd 
demisemi-quaver. And you don't have to be a 
mathematician to figure out that with the same 
memory capacity, only 128 bars could be 
recorded. 

Considering recording perfect runs of five 
semi-quavers in the space of 4 and so on 
brings the fractions down to mind-boggling 
proportions (a resolution of something in the 
region of 1/80 might be needed). But the story 
isn't all gloom and doom. For instance, some 
software packages such as the JMS Recording 
Studio will record in real time at a resolution of 
48 time events per crotchet - so if you can play 
runs of fifths and sevenths, the software will 
record it, albeit not strictly to the exact fraction 
of the measure (but 'close enough for jazz . . . 2. 
So the fact that quantisation can only be 
carried out to a 32nd of a measure is not to say 
that only demi-semi-quavers can be recorded. 

Finally, your letter only goes to prove that 
maybe there is a market out there for an 
enterprising software house to develop a 
package aimed specifically at the classical 
composer (perhaps with volume options rang-
ing from pp to ff, instead of plus or minus 99!). 

In the meantime, don't give up on technology 
simply because other musicians may not be 
exploiting it to the full. • 

1•+,6 
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CX5-ME Muse ComPutm 
kkeeColnPoSer ROM 

HI-TEC 

 £449 
£35 

YRM-Y02 FM Voicing ROM CSI 
YRTA-1133 DX7 Voicing ROM ......... 
YRM-104 Music Me ro ROM £36 
UDC-C1 Data Memory Cartr.dge £65 
CA-01 Single Cartridge Adaptor £19 
YK-01 MINI Computer Keyboard ... £85 
VIE-10 Full Computer Keyboard £165 
AX-It Digital Drum Mach nr 
ES-15Digital Drum Nimbi. C 

* PLEASE CONTACT FOR DETAILS • 

YAMAHA DX7 *WE WILL 
YAMAHA DX9 NOT BE 
YAMAHA PF-10 Plano BEA tEN 
YAMAHA PF-15 Piano ON PRICE!! 
YAMAHA 10(.5 Remote me Llboaro 
YAMAHA VP-40 Piano f1399 
YAMAHA CP-7 Piano [299 
YAMAHA CS-01 Synth £99 
YAMAHA CS-50 Polysynth  1295 

1295 YAMAHA CS-20M Synth  
YAMAHA CS-5 Synth £129 
SIEL DK-600 (Bollient19.   £Phone! 
KORG Poly 800  £Phone! 
KONG Poly 61M £Phone! 
KONG Monopoly (Hatt-poor) £299 
KONG 95S Prano/Stnrgi.. mint £199 
KONG MS-10 Synth, mint £129 
KCIFIG PE- 1000 Polysvnth, -runt £189 
KCMG CX3 Organ £299 
SEQUENTIAL Prophet 600 £1150 
SEQUENTIAL Prophet 5.11. mint £1295 
SEQUENTIAL Srstrakis derno £595 
SIEOUENTIAL Sixtraks.....-...  .. ehone! 
SEQUENTIAL Pro-one £325 
SEQUENTIAL 64 Interface £173 
SEQUENTIAL 64 900 6 910 siNeere _ ... CPbone! 
ROLAND Juno 106 [Phone! 
ROLAND Juno 60, mint  £595 
ROLAND Juno 6, mirk ...... _.- ........ £395 
RCLAND SH -101 £Phone! 

ROLAND SA-09 Synth, mint. £159 £195 
ROLAND MC 202 

RO_AND SH- 1000 Si nth. innt £129 
ROLAND RS202 strings ... . .......... _...   [249 
ROLAND SHO9 synth £159 
MINI Moog, mint £495 
MCOG Prodigy, mint £159 
YAiillAli-A SK. 10 stnrgs £199 
CROMAR Perlormer stnngs etc £249 
EL KA 610 stnngs etc £249 
Honnet EK-4 stnngs etc £199 
ELSA Soloist Synth. milt 1129 
MOOG Realistic 2VCO no 
TRANCENDENT 20CD Synth 1129 
RHODES Stage 73 II Piano £595 
RHODES Suitcase 88 I PMMX £595 
RHODE. Stage 73 I 0rana £395. 
RHODES Suitcase 88 I Pato....... .-_   .E495 
WURLITZER EP-200 Reno £325 
/U9, 4-yuce Piano (What I vse 
ROLAND Piano Plus 300 DUO 
ROLAMD PR-800 Digital Mono Retorzler £25ü 
ROLAND JSO-60 Sequencer [199 
FIRSTIMAN Synth/Se:menus. mint £9II 
JEN SX 1000  f 1 DI 
JEN SX.1000 sib 
Wasp Synth 2 VCO £89 
CASIO MT-400V * New Model* £199 
CASK) CT-600 * Nee, Model*  £599 
CASIO MT-200 * New Model* £119 
Grse CT-810 * New Model* ........£375 
Ci.S10 PT- 1 • New Modvil• £35 
CAS/0 CT-610 £325 
CASIO CT-310 £195 
C.A.S10 CT-501 £349 
CASIO CT-101 £1139 
CASIO CT-1000P f199 
CASIO MT-800 £249 
CASIO MT-70 £1e9 
CASIO MT-68. £129 
CASIO MT-46. £99 
CASIO MT-41 £79 
CASK) PT-80 £69 
CAS/OPT-50 £89 
CASIO PT 30 £.59 

£45 CASIO PT-20 
CASIO VI- 1 (Mich Extral. DI) 

ALL CASIO PRICES INCLUDE 
MAINS ADAPTOR & DELIVERY 

HOHNER Duo (Planet • CLiv.) 1229 
POLIRA Stnng Maoh ..  1199 

HOME RECORDING 

TASCAM 
MAIN DEALER 

PORTA ONE Mini- Studio  
*BEST UK PRICES* 

244 PORTASTUDIO  
234 SYNCASSETTE 

£595 
 £525 

225 STEREO Cassette f.Phone! 
122 SIEREO Cassette ..  £440 
38 8-Track Reel-to-Reel £Phone! 
34 4-Track Reel-to-Reel £ 99 
122-Track Reel-to-Reel   £699 
2A6 into 4 Whim, £224 
M.09 4 into2 Mixer .._.... ___  C153 
MODEL 305 into 4 exer 
:»E-41i Parnsetnc EQ. £295 
MX 8) Microphone Mixer C275 
MU-40 Meter Und £125 
MH-40 Mu t-PhonesAmp .......  [125 
DX2D 2 Channe DBX £168 
DX4D 4 Channel DES £224 
DI-20 4 CH. Mixer Expande,  CPhone 
GE-21) Graphic E0  [Phone 

CUTECAIR-402 4-tract, ! smelts 1285 
CUTEC MX- t210 12 into-2 mixer £325 
DUTEC MX- 1610 16 into 2 near £399 
-ITR 12>8>2 Mixer 1299 
M TR 6.,-4 >2 Mixer  £199 
ACES 12>4.-:. 2 Meter £399 
ACES 16>8>2 Meter .. ___ 
STAR SOUND Dy-rummy. 12> ....-.. ............... -£11:2151 
STAR SOUND Dynam • 2i,  ISIlsone 
FOSTIX Powered Personal Moailsir £69 
TEAC LS-X7 Miry Monitors oak) £69 
ELECTROVOCE Sentry 100A Monitors £4139 

I ARIA 4 track Cassette Recorder £385 

RACK UNITS 
YAMAHA R. 100 Modal % verb £Phone 
YAMAHA 0.1500Digital Deray The Best!) Cfrhone 
113ANEZ 0M-2000 Digial Delay. Lowest UK Price" 
IBANEZ DM 1106 Digita Delay £2,39 
CU • EC. CD4e4 Dtgita av  £219 
WASHBURN W0.140o Dyartai Oeley £269 
VESTA FIRE RV- 1 Reverb  £139 
VESTA FIRE BV-2 Reverts . .... .. ........... .. 1:249 

VESTA-FIRE MODULAR RACK 
PROCESSORS. KO. Noise Gate. 
Compressor, Parametric ED 

Fineasoc Value from only £74!! 
RING FOR DETAILS 

.0•10 ['gnat Delay 
FRONTLINE Muth Etter, 
riangos,chos...s/delay et.: £149 
IBANEZ HD- IOC) Harrasnizes &day ['Phone 

DRUM MACHINES 
. YAMAHA RX-11fThe Guynor! • WE WILL NOT 13F 
'AMAHA RX-15 BEATEN ON PRICE .• 
YAMAHA MR-10 with brass luck pedal £89 
SEQUENTIAL Dtumtraks *BEST UK PRICE 
ROLAND TR-808, several Irorn £349 
ROLAND TN-6013 Drurrete, £199 
:30LAND 113-303 Basstne 

• *SPECIAL f•RICE* £159 
30SS DR 1,0 £99 
-AMMON° 0PM-481198a' £499 

*KAY PROGRAMMABLE DRUM MACHINE 
fantastic Offer! - Less than half price!! 
Linsted Quantify a: 1:391 HURRY!!!* 

. N. Space Drums, to r.lear at £311 , 
b 1 IX .rogrammable .The only cheap mad** vinth 
separate outputs - Yew Handel et' 
FORD KPfl 77 Programmable £239 I 
1.,ORG PPF., 50 3upe-secticr 1229 ! 
riURG DDM-110 Dtgddi Rhytun 1229 
(ORO DDM-220 Digital Percussion 1229 . 
(ORG KIR-55 (presets easy to use) £199 r 

*CACTUS 5 DRUM ELECTRONIC KIT 
trwLiding Controlar & Hardware* 

ONLY £405 

EFFECTS PEDALS/ 
MICROPHONES 

DS- 1 Destarton. _ £39 
CE-2 Chorus £59 00, Overdrive £39 
CI-3 Chorus _C9 510-* S/Oveninve £39 
BI -2 Flanger £99 Compressor £39 
HM-2 Heavy Metal £49 Handcia0 £48 

Phewr [49 PC- ! Pere. Synth C48 
GE TGraphc _ C49 TW-1 Touch Wan C49 

TII-12 Tuner  

SHURE 
515-tiA ---  £43 
5'7-SA-LC. £33 PE75L-LC £103 
518-SA 950 PESSL-LC...... .......... S117 

PE2.  ...... SM 57-LC 1104 
PE35 CP0A SM011-LC......_._ ....... C134 

GJITARS 

Your last chance to buy the best Fendes ever 
made USA Gold Elite Strats-i Precisicris. 
Huge selection at great prices!! 

OYAMAHA 
YAMAHA SG30005 , case.   £'37 
YAMAHA SG2000S+ case £605 
YAMAHA SG13007  1199 
VASAAI-A SG200 £199 
YAMAHA SG4507  1336 
YAMAHA 5E200 £ 72 
YAMAHA SE300 1209 
YAMAHA SE700E 1359 
*Yamaha Guitars & Basses are sorse of The 

oest instruments on the marlut! 
Come In and see for yoursete, 

ALSO fantastic Chnstmas Offers on 
Yamaha Folk & Classic Guitars- Mort models 

In stock - Save Up to 35%EI 
Pnces from orty C52!! 

GIBSON SG STD Tram, me £295 
GIBSON LP deluxe. mint £395 
GIBSON LP Firebrand. rmnt £229 
GIBSON 345 Stereo, 1960 £395 
GIBSON Maurauder, rent £229 
FEFCER Vintage 62 Strats (all colours)  £299 
RENDER Vintage Paisley Teles £268 
FENDER USA SUM std 1299 
FENDERUSA Strut std When 1:325 
FENDER USA Tetes £299 
30UIER '57 Maple neck Strats. from ...... _ f149 
SOUIER 62 19/wood neck SUats, from... ..... £159 
3OUIER '52 Butterscotch Teins £199 
SOU1ER Popular Strats £174 
MISER Popular Teles £174 
SOUIER S& Bullets *SPECIAL OFFER* £129 
IBANEZ RS135 £177 
IBANEZ RS225 £193 
IBANEZ RS430 1230 
BANEZ RS440  1230 
IBANEZRS520  .£271 
IBANEZERS530 £279 
.1BANEZRS1300T £319 
1BANEZAM50 semi £239 
IBANEZAM205 send £361 
IBANEZ AS80 semi £337 
IBANE2BL500 £195 
WESTONE Thunder 1 £129 
WESTONE Thunder IA £159 
WESTONE Thunder Jet £145 
WE STONE Concordlltrem   ..... £136 
WE STONE Spectrum Ill  £219 
WESTONE Rainbowl semi £199 
VVESTONE Prestrge 150 £179 
YVESTONE Thunder II £169 

t VOX Custom 24 IDimarzio X-29) £229 
VOX Custom 25 (Dirnarzio X-2N) £229 

r VOX St125 (Dimarzio's) £169 
WASHBURN Tour 24 (Woe CPhone! 
IBANEZ RS1000, mint £249 
TOKAI ST-SO   £179 
HONDO Flying Wheel (heavYY0 [Offers! 
KAY Seats (only 56 left-huny!) £69 
ARIA TA-50 serni £249 

ARIA ES-500 semi, mint...— £229 
ARIA DE-R80 £349 
ARIA XX deluxe£169 
ARIA L-60T Urchin   £169 
ARIA TA- 100 Semi CPhone! 
ARIA FE-T-75 Electro Acoustic [Phone! 

KAWAI Aquarius 3 pick-up (Greet)) £199 

5 
ARIA Fantastic New Model - 91 B ack. 
Super Tram System. 2 uncle cod and 
one Humbuckedr Inc. Case £199t! 

BASSES 
YAMAHA BB1100s 1252 
YAMAHA BB1000s 1299 
YAMAHA BB400S f/less £248 
YAMAHA 86515 £279 
FENDER USA precistons from £199 
SOU1ER Precisions from £149 
SOUER Jazz basses f229 
TOKAI Jazz sound —    £199 
RICKENBACKER 4001 901  £349 
WES ;ONE Thunder I   £125 
WES tONE Thunder IA  £159 
A/ES TONE Thunder Jet.    £159 
AIESTONE Concord II   £189 
VES-TONE Thunder II £225 
WESIONE Thunder III Mess 1249 
IBANEZ MC-924 £418 
!BANEZ RB-850 £266 
IBANEZ RB-750 £222 
,BANEZ RB-650 £197 
IBANEZ RS-920 £249 
iBAHEZ BL-700 Vhand £199 
ARIA SB speeal II  £222 
ARIA SB special& Mess £252 
ARIA RSB std £149 
ARIA TSB-400  £199 
WASHBURN Force 8 £199 
WASHBURN Vulture II s'h  £99 
KAY Prec. basses  £69 
KRAMER 4001   £199 
GUILD B302 Custom active Uless _ ... £199 
GUILD B302 Vhand  £199 
MAYA Pres bass Mess  £99 

AMPLIFICATION 

SE5510r1 
• SESSIONETTE 75w 1+ 12 reverb 1246 
SESSIONETTE 75w 2 x 10 reverb 1275 
SESSIONETTE 100w 1 x12 bass combo 1275 
SESSIONEITE 100w 4 x 10 bass combo £349 
SESSIONETTE 1COw 1 x 15 bass combo 1339 
*SESSION •MOSFET' Amps are available mn back 

or neige and are terrific value!'* 

(»ALMA° 
WASP 10, lead combo  f69 
SCORPION 20w lead combo  £109 
SCORPION 20w bass combo  £99 
HORNET 45w lead combo  £149 
HORNET 45w bass combo  £139 
HORNET 45w keyboard combo £168 
COBRA 90w lead combo  £199 
COBRA 9CAv bass combo  £199 
COBRA 90w keyboard combo  £249 
COBRA 90w bass head .... £119 
COBRA 90w keyboard head £159 
COBRA 90w PA head    £169 
STINGRA" 150w keybord head £217 
STINGRAY 150w lead head £217 
STINGRA" 150w bass head £178 
MARLIN 150w PA head £247 
MARLIN SlOw PA head £329 
SrRINGRAY 150w k/board combo £385 
STRINGEtAY 150w led combo £325 
STRINGRAY 150w pro lead combo £465 
PA cabs 2>12 + horns. Pau  £298 
PA cabs 1-x12 , horns, pair £198 
*ALL OTHER MODELS AVAILABLE, PHONE* 

LANEY 
LANEY 100w pro-bass combo  £299 
LANEY 100w keyboard combo  _ £249 
LANEY 45w keyboard combo  £169 
LANEY Theatre 850 150w PA 5th , £229 
LANEY Theatre 750 150w PA 4ch.. £159 
LANEY Micro lead combo  £49 
LANEY Micro bass combo   £49 

Dw 
KA125w 1 x 15 4ch IL/board combo 1279 
TRAMP Keyboard combo £115 
TRAMP bass combo £89 
TRAMP Wad combo COO 
OHM 2 x 12 PA cabs 1230 
OHM 1 x12 PA cabs  

*Best UK Deals on New BOSE Systems!! 
Part- Ex Welcome on your PA Gear* 

PAIR 802 PA cabs  . £840 
PAIR 302 bass boss  £1175 
802C System Controller  £160 
PAIR 40: cabs  £616 
BOSE Speaker stands  £99 
BOSE Super-Dooper speaker stand, £189 

Kt./LOS 
PAIR 6 x 5 PA cabs  £398 
PAIR 2 x 5 PA monitOrs  £138 
6 Chaude PA Miner with echo  £498 

We also supply superb quality, ultra con•pact 
JBL 4612 2 x 10 .• horn cabs plus the new 

Yamaha S.250X cabs, both are ma. 
Bose ahernatives 

TRAYNOR 6400 mixer/amp (packed mth 
  (Phone 

TRAYNOR CS15 PA cabs, 1 x 15 horn (Phone 

AMPLIFICATION BARGAINS!! 
ORANGE 50v, 2x 12 combo. mint . £179 
VOX AC.30 reverb combo, mint .. £189 
PEARL 100w 2x 12 rev. combo, IT11111 £ 159 
FVH BL.215 200w bass cab. mint  £119 
CARLS3R0 100w valve rev, head, good   £99 
VOX Escort 30w combo. mint   £99 
LOCO 60w micro-combo. mint  £99 
LITTLE Rock 2x 15 200v, bass cab. new.. £169 
I-V11 Micro-30w combo, mint  £99 
WEM litOw 2 x 12 combo, mint   £119 
TOTAL 1130w 2 x 12 combo. good  £99 
WEM Dominator 35w combo. good  £79 
PEAVE" Centurion 130w basshead, new 6239 
PEAVE" 2 x 15 basscab. gaxt £159 
SELMER 1 x 18 basscab  £40 
VOX Ix 18 basscab mint  f50 
ATC 10 12 Mini-bassbin  £95 
ROLAND Bolt 30 combo, good  £195 
TRUCKER 65w 2x 10 rev, combo £169 
ROLAND Cube 60 lead. rent £149 
MM 15.2 mixer desk  £345 
MM 500w stereo power amp £195 
CARLSBRO 1 x15 bassen. good  £89 
PAIR Fsaavey 2x 12, 2 x 10. 3, horn cabs, mint £250 
PAIR Peavey 1 x 12 horn cabs, new  £196 
PAIR learshall 4x 12 PA cols  £148 
MARSHALL 100w Ich PA amp  £90 
PAIR Sound City 4012 PA cabs  £99 
PEAVEY MP4 4ch mixer amp, new  £150 
PEAVEY XR-500 5ch rouer amp, new  £250 
VOX Ezport 30 bass combo. mint  £99 
BADGER Piccolo 8w combo mint   . £39 
BADGER Minuet lOw combo, mint   £59 
BADG'R Bass Boogie lOw combo mmt £69 
KAY 51M 1 x 12 combo, new  £89 
I-VH Pro 1 ii 15 i horn cab, mint  
CUSTOM Sound 100w bass head, new .... £140 
I-II-WATT 4 x 12 cab  £60 
H/H Mutti-Echo. mint  £95 
FENDER Champ combo. new  £79 

ALL MAIL ORDERS ARE SUBJECT 0 A 
SMALL DELIVERY CHARGE: PLEASE RING 

ttirr. 
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/HARDWARE/ 
Casio are set to launch the CZ1000 hot on 

the heels of the CZ101 reviewed in this issue. 
Incorporating a similar specification to its 
smaller brother, the CZ1000 features a full-size 
four-octave keyboard, though it's still portable 
enough to be worn over the shoulder for the 
classic lead synth look ... RAP should be 
around the £445 mark, availability sometime 
during March/April. 

1985 will also see the launch of the CZ5000 
though Casio are playing a close hand when it 
comes to releasing advance information: any 
bets on a longer keyboard, more memories, 
and touch-sensitivity? One to look forward to. 

Please note that the price quoted in last 
month's Newsdesk for the Elka Synthex from 
Oxford Synth Consultants should have read 
£1199 excluding VAT. Further information 
on fr 01-767 7052. 
Advanced Technology Products have 

announced details of their musical keyboard 
for the BBC Micro. Simply entitled Symphony', 
the full-size four-octave 49 note (C to C) 
keyboard comes complete with software en-
abling up to 100 different sound effects to be 
created and modified, and the complete set of 
sounds can be saved on disk or cassette. Each 
sound can be given a specific name which can 
be added to the Index, and facilities include 
octave shift, pitch-bend and an optional sus-
tain foot switch. The package, priced at £125 
(includes VAT and delivery), comprises the 
keyboard and connector cable to BBC micro 
user port, software (either disk or cassette) 
and a user guide. Further information from 
Advanced Technology Products Limited, 
Station Road, Clowne, Chesterfield S43 4AB. 
e (0246) 811585. 

/COMPUTER/ 

MUSICIAN/ 

Microsound have finally introduced their 
sound sampling add-on for the Commodore 
64 (see review of the same company's digital 
music system in E&MM July 84). Software 

Out-of-Phase Distortion 

NEW CRASSY-0-TONE USES 
W EST LESYN THE SiS 
TECHN IQUES FOR -M N.? 
AUT H ENTI C SouNIDS! 

Currie of Ultravox. Copies of the band's 
Lament album have been despatched to the 
ten runners-up: C Berry, Birmingham; H Fern, 
Billingham; R S Green, Chesham, Bucks; 
S Lowther, Axford, Hampshire; I Popperwell, 
Stoke; W Punshon, Gateshead; A Sloan, 
France; M H Smith, Wiltshire; D W Storey, 
Merseyside; and J P West, Tonbridge, Kent. 

TANGERINE DREAM COMPETITION 
December 84 

Twenty-five copies of the Poland album by 
Tangerine Dream are on the way to the 
following lucky winners of last month's com-
petition: J Allen, Henfield, Sussex; I P Brockley, 
Stoke-on-Trent; D Brown, Hatfield, Herts; 
G Denison, Arnold, Nottingham; P Dome, 
North Anston, nr Sheffield; K Dulay, Learning-
ton Spa, Warks; PC England, Salfords, Surrey; 
M Evison, Greenhill, Sheffield; R J Ford, 
Oxford; D Fox, Sligo, Eire; S Gaddis, East 
Kilbride, Scotland; C Hook, London SW18; 
K Hopwood, Gravesend, Kent; S P Kelly, 
Birmingham; C Krzywinski, Bristol; G Mc-
Cracken, Dunbartonshire, Scotland; M Mark-
well, Horsham, West Sussex; S Moorcroft, 
Brinscall, Lancs; K Nolan, Dublin 16, Eire; 
D Orrell, Manchester; P Rogers, Westhough-
ton, Lancs; G Siegwart, London SW20; 
J Stevens, Bath; G Stewart, Glasgow; and 
S J Wallace, Brighton. 

Computer Music Studios have moved 
lock, stock and barrel to Berwick Farm, Berwick 
Road, Bynea, Dyfed, South Wales. Zi• (0554) 
751169. 

NAMM Winter Market, Anaheim, USA — 
February 1 to 3. 

Frankfurt Musik Messe, Frankfurt, West 
Germany — February 9 to 13. 

For special package deals to Frankfurt, con-
tact New Apollo Travel Zr 01-836 1406 or 
Press-Plan Travel Ltd Zr (0727) 33291. 

Electronic Music TV Special, South Bank 
Show, LVVT — Sunday, January 27 (deferred 
from November 4). An overview of the develop-
ment of electronic music, featuring Tim Souster 
and Andy Mackay — not to be missed. • 
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includes a variable sampling rate up to 32kHz, 
sounds being stored in 30K of RAM, waveform 
editing on screen via high-resolution graphics, 
envelope control of timbre and amplitude, and 
the facility to save samples to disk. The hard-
ware incorporates an input amplifier suitable 
for mic or line signals, MIDI In/Out, program-
mable output attenuation and 24dB tracking 
low-pass filter. 
The Digital Sampler and matching software 

retail at £299, while the four-octave controlling 
keyboard and software are £195, both prices 
inclusive of VAT. Further information from 
Microsound, PO Box 14, Peters field, Hants, 
GU32 1HS. fr (0730) 87403. 

/ STOP PRESS / 
ROSE MORRIS COMPETITION 
August/September 1984 

Entries flooded in from readers hoping to 
win both a Korg RK100 remote keyboard and 
EX800 expansion unit in this two-part com-
petition. Congratulations and first prize go to 
Norman Fay, South Shields, Tyne & Wear, 
while the ten runners-up receive E&MM T-
shirts — B A Andro, Italy; M Antal, Yugoslavia; 
R Callan, Penicuik, Scotland; J Eklund, Finland; 
R I Farquhar, Sunderland; D Fudge, Rosyth, 
Fife; S Klee, London NW1; S Mulholland, 
Sherwood, Notts; P Robinson, London SW7; 
and A Zipper, London N20. 

OSCAR COMPETITION 
October 84 
Winner of the OSCar competition is Paul 

Young from Brighton, Sussex, seen here being 
presented with his new MIDI OSCar by Billy 
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/HARDV,ARE/ 
............ • . . • 

Casio CZ 1 01 
Programmable Phase Distortion Polysynth 

Casio launch not only a new product aimed at a new market, but a new 
concept in sound synthesis — Phase Distortion. Can all this innovation 

really cost just £ 395? Paul Wen 

E
ver since the company's miniature 
VL-Tone took the electronic key-
board out of the specialist music 

shops and into the High Street chains of 
Dixons and Argos, the world and his wife 
have been waiting for Casio to produce a 
professional synth to turn that market on 
its head in a similar manner. Their first 
musical instruments — the CT201 and its 
successor, the 202 — were reasonable 

enough. For under £300, they gave the 
semi-pro keyboardist access to a variety 
of good-ish sounds, but both were short 
on — if not entirely lacking in — program-
mability. That was supposed to be rectified 
with the advent some little while later of 
the CT1000P, but for my money it retained 
too much of the ' preset' philosophy — 
certain waveforms only available at certain 
octaves, not much in the way of memory 

space, and so on. 
After that disappointment, I was scep-

tical that the pocket calculator people 
would ever really cut it at the serious' end 
of the keyboard market, particularly after 
the domestic monstrosity that was last 
year's SymphonYtron modular home 
organ. However, it would now seem that 
Casio have put these abberations firmly 
behind them: the CZ101 is the first of a 

10 JANUARY 1985 E&MM 



 /HARDWARE/  

Figure 1. A cosine wave written into ROM and 
read out in linear form. 

Figure 2. Phase angle no longer linear. 

Figure 3. More of the same. 

whole range of pro gear that'll emerge 
during the course of 1985, and brings 
with it a new synthesis technique by the 
name of Phase Distortion. 
The 101 has only a four-octave mini-

keyboard and a rather awkwardly-placed 
bend wheel, but the fact that it's MIDI-
compatible over five octaves means this 
will be a limitation only to the first-time 

MIDI buyer. And yes, a standard-sized 
keyboard variant — the CZ1000 — wilf be 
available in tne Spring for about £50 
extra, though personally I'd rather put 
that money towards another MIDI instru-
ment with a five-octave keyboard span, 
since it's the sound of the 101 that's the 
really worthwhile thing (as we'll see later). 
Depends on whether you intend adding 
to you collection of MIDI keyboards, I 
suppose. 

PD in Theory 
That rtighly desirable sound comes 

from a new and Casio-developed synthe-
sis process called Phase Distortion. How 
does it work? Well, imagine a simple 
waveforn — a sinewave, say. Store it in 

ROM, read it out, and as you do so, alter 
the phase angle during each cycle so that 
a distorted version of the original wave-
form is produced. Figure 1 shows a 
cosine wave (generated when the phase 
angle is read out at a constant speed) 
between the values of 0 and 27r. Change 
the speed so that reading out is faster 
between 0 and than it is betweeen 

and 27T (ie. faster in the first half-cycle 
than in the second), and distortion starts 
to become evident. 
As you can see, the result of this 

distortion is to displace the position of the 
positive peak towards the front of the 
cycle, a process not entirely unlike 
changing the width of a pulse wave (but 
not entirely like it, either — Ed). The logical 
conclusion of this process tends towards 
a sawtooth wave, as the difference in 
readout speed is increased (Figure 3). 
As you probably already know, a per-

fect sinewave consists of its fundamental 
frequency and nothing else. More com-
plex waveforms add various harmonics 
of the fundamental, and one of the most 
intricate of these that succeeds in going 
about its business without actually losing 
the level of the fundamental is the saw, 
tooth, which contairs all the harmonics in 
inverse proportion to their number. 
Now, the beauty of the Casio system is 

that these changes in readout speed can 
be implemented as you play the keyboard. 
This is accomplished by an envelope 
known as the DCW (methinks it stands 
for Digitally Controlled Waveshape), which 
can be considered the PD equivalent of a 
filter envelope. It operates like this. When 
the envelope begins, the waveshape is a 
simple one— let's say the sinewave again. 
As the envelope opens, phase distortion 
is increased to a user-preset level, so that 
the waveform produces an increasing 
quantity of higher harmonics in much the 
same way as a low-pass filter. 

PD in Practice 
What this means in terms of sound is 

that, unlike the FM principle by wnch 
filter sweep effects can be rather tricky to 
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create, a PD synth can actually make an 
approximation of analogue-type sounds. 
However, seeing as digitally-stored simple 
waveforms of high resolution are still the 
basic building blocks from which sounds 
are created, the 101's outstanding sonic 
characteristic is one of cleanness and 
purity — the output lacks analogue har-
monic distortion. 
Any comparisons with FM are probably 

misleading, but sound-wise the CZ101 
excels in the same areas as Yamaha's DX 
polys — natural 'acoustic' textures, 
especially those with percussive 
envelopes. 

Full marks to Casio, though, for the 
way in which they've made their technique 
accessible to the musician. The layout of 
the panel is logical and easy to get to 
know, while a liquid crystal display gives 
a readout of each parameter value, these 
being selected by switches entirely sepa-
rate from those used to effect program 
changes. Hence getting the synth to 
respond to your patch editing wishes is 
a lot simpler than it is on those instru-
ments (DX7, Poly 800, SixTrak) that force 
you to keep switching between program 
and edit modes. 
What makes editing more straight-

forward still is that the results of parameter 
changes are a lot more predictable than 
they are on the DXs. Within half an hour of 
seeing the 101 for the first time, I was 
altering values with total confidence in 
what the procedure would achieve. 
Two different modes allow the Casio's 

eight voice channels to be used for eight-
note polyphony (one channel per voice) 
or four-note operation (two channels 
per voice). Each channel has entirely 
separate envelope and PD controls. 

Eight independent waveforms are 
available in total (they're displayed dia-
grammatically on the front panel), and 
each DCO has two assigned to it, one to 
provide the sound source and the other 
to generate the Phase Distortion. Like all 
the other envelopes on the 101, the pitch 
envelope can have up to eight steps, 
each with its own variable rate and level 
(can't help thinking I've seen those phrases 
somewhere before). As I've already men-
tioned, the DCW controls the PD-induced 
harmonic content level, and is made up of 
two sections — a key follow to allow the 
effect to be varied up and down the 
keyboard, and a further eight-step enve-
lope (illustrated in Figure 5) to control the 
amount of the effect. Use just four of the 
envelope steps and you can imitate a 
standard VCF ADSR, and Figure 4 shows 
how the effect of a filtered sawtooth can 
be induced. At the maximum point, the 
PD has turned the sinewave (ie. the 
fundamental) into a sawtooth, but as the 
filter closes again and the waveform turns 
back into a sine, the harmonics are 
reduced in number. 
The DCA or amplifier section has the 

same key follow and envelope controls 
as the DCW, and these allow volume to 
be varied across the keyboard and com-
plex envelope delay effects in addition to 
the standard ADSR variations. For 
instance, repeats can be triggered by 

reducing one of the eight levels to zero 
and opening the envelope again at a later 
stage. 

If you're in four-voice mode, the two 
channels can be tuned apart in one of 
three amounts — fine, semitone, and 
octave. And, logically enough, each of 
the channels can be assigned not only 
different waveforms but also different 
DCW and DCA effects. This means that 
'doubled' voices are easily created, and if 
you're really clever, you can manipulate 
the individual key follow parameters so 
that the 101's keyboard can be split with 
one voice at the bottom and another at 
the top, though be warned — the sounds 
will still merge in the middle. 

The voices were 
good enough to 

convince me there 
should be plenty of 
sonic mileage to be 
got out of Phase 

Distortion.' 

Sounds 
The CZ101 holds 16 Casio factory 

presets (these are not erasable) and 
enough space for you to store another 16 
of your own. The factory voices I found in 
the review sample are not, apparently, 
those that'll appear on machines when 
the model is properly launched in the UK 
towards the end of January. And a couple 

Figure 4. A typical DCW envelope setting, with 
points (a), (b) and (c) showing the wave output 
at that point of the envelope. 

of good flute and piano sounds apart, 
that's probably no bad thing. Still, 
amongst the user-programmed sounds 
(courtesy of Casio demonstrator Richard 
Young), was an excellent clay that made 
use of the 101's built-in digital ring 
modulator (if I had my way, this facility 
would be standard on all synths, no 
matter what their country of origin), and 
the remainder of the voices in this bank 

Figure 5. An envelope using all eight of the 

CZ101's programmable steps. 

were good enough to convince me that 
there should be plenty of sonic mileage to 
be got out of Phase Distortion. 
And once you've exhausted the 101's 

program memory space (no, it isn't enor-
mous, but how many keyboard players 
actually need the 128 memories provided 
by other machines?), Casio will be happy 
to supply you with cartridges that hold a 
further 16 — they're due to be £29.95 
each. 
Casio have also blessed their baby 

with an excellent implementation of MIDI. 
As I've said, five octaves of pitch are 
recognised (if you're using a very long 
MIDI controlling keyboard, the Casio 
duplicates its top and bottom octaves to 
avoid any dead areas), as are pitch-bend 
and program-change enable and disable 
functions. You can switch remotely 
between Poly and Mono modes (the 101 
can receive and transmit on any of 16 
MIDI channels), and I only wish other Far 
Eastern manufacturers had entered the 
MIDI minefield with the same dedication 
as the CZ's designers — it would have 
made interfacing life a lot easier for all 
concerned. 

Conclusions 
If there's one fact that almost escapes 

unnoticed about this new Casio — such is 
the degree of competence and innovation 
within the machine — it's that it is remark-
ably good value for money at only £395. 
It's probably the least unexpected aspect 
of the machine's specification, given 
Casio's reputation for offering consumers 
a little bit more for their greenbacks. 
So yes, I more or less expected that 

when Casio produced a professional 
polysynth, it would carry an RRP calcu-
lated (no pun intended) to make some of 
the competition look very silly. What I 
wasn't expecting was that the synth 
would employ a completely new method 
of sound synthesis, and that its designers 
would succeed in making that method so 
easy to apply from the word go. 
As I see it, the only problem facing 

Casio (apart from the possibility of the UK 
division experiencing supply problems) is 
one of trying to convince pro players to 
accept an instrument from a company 
with a somewhat tarnished serious key-
board reputation. lsao Tomita, who played 
the CZ101's prototype ancestor at Ars 
Electronica earlier in the year (see report 
elsewhere this issue), has blessed the 
production model with the name Cosmo. 
From where I'm standing, that's some-
thing that ought to be changed as soon 
as possible if the marketing strategy isn't 
to deter potential purchasers before they 
even get the instrument out of its box. 
You'd be right in thinking that Casio 

have produced some decidedly unpro-
fessional products in the past, but wrong 
in deciding that the CZ101 is one of them. 
Because this is the keyboard that changes 
everything. 

Further information from Casio Electron-
ics, Unit 6, 1000 North Circular Road, 
London NW2 7JD. fe 01-450 9131. 
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The London Rock Shops 

JANUARY SALE 
The London Rock Shop January Sale is now on! 

1  Interest-Free Credit (MAPR) on selected items  
and great savings on all our regular lines.  

Please note that on the hottest, newest items stock availability 

can be a problem - so please ring to check before travelling any 

great distance.  
LONDON ROCK SHOPS- 26 Chalk Farm Road London M.X/1 Tel. 01-267 7851/5381/1771 

" 7 Union Street Bristol Avon Tel. 0272 276944 

* Open 10.00 a.m. to 18.00 p.m. ( Bristol 17.30 p.m.) Monday to Saturday 

a 'ION 

K SHO-
1P1 «IMP IMP 

*We accept Access and 
Barclaycard and will be happy to 

arrange purchases on extended 
credit through HFC Trust or Instant 

Credit through Club 24. 

THE LONDON , 

CK SHOP 
7. UNION STREET'. IIIIISML. In 0272 276.944 

NO FICTION JUST SCIENCE 
... AT THE LONDON ROCK SHOPS NOW! 

Sound advice AND a better price ! 
LONDON BRISTOL LONDON BRISTOL LONDON BRISTOL LONDON • ERISTOL LONDON BRISTOL LONEON BRISTOL LONDON BRISTOL. LONDON 
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The London Rock Shops 
TASCAM 
TEAC Production 

FOSteX 
FOSTEX: 13-16 NEW I6-track on 1/2 " tape 
FOSTEX: 8090 remote control for B-16 

FOSTEX: A-8 8-track on 1/4 " tape recorder 

FOSTEX: A-2 2-track reel-to-reel recorder 
FOSTEX: 350 8 into 4 into 2 mixer for A-8 
FOSTEX: 3060 6 way meter bridge for 350 
FOSTEX: 250 4-track Multitracker w/Dolby C 
FOSTEX: X-15 NEW baby 4-track cassette 

FOSTEX: MN- 15 4-1 mini mixer/compressor 
FOSTEX: 8070 AC mains adapter for X-15 
FOSTEX: 9060 " Orange*" foot drop in/out 
FOSTEX: 3180 Stereo spring reverb 
FOSTEX: 3070 Stereo compressor/limiter 

FOSTEX: 3050 Digital delay with modulation 
FOSTEX: 3030 Dual 10-band graphic equaliser 
FOSTEX: 3040 4 ch Dolby C noise reduction 

FOSTEX: 2050 10 x 2 line mixer for mon MIX 
FOSTEX: 6301 Powered mini monitor 

FOSTEX: SP- 11 200w mini monitor 2 x 4" 
FOSTEX. 3010 32 way all phono patch bay 
FOSTEX: 8030 A-series remote control 

FOSTEX: 8050 250/A-8 drop in switch 

SPECIAL "GO FirSTER" FOSTEX A-8 

PACKAGE: 
During December we are offering a ready-to- roll 

eight track system at a very special price including 
all the following items absolutely FREE 
8030A-8 full remote control £46 
8050 drop-in footswitch. £9 
ACCESSIT compressor f51 
ACCESSIT power supply for 
above f8 

3 reels of AMPEX GM- 1800 7' 
tape  £24 
plus all necessary cables £27 
Total FREE offer value f 165 

Offer extended to end of 
January 1985 

SALE 

•11 6 

TASCAM: 38 8 track on 1/2 " recOrder 
TASCAM: 34 4 track on 1/4 " recorder 

TASCAM: 32 2 track on '/4" recorder 
TASCAM: DX4D 4 channel dbx noise reduction 
TASCAM: DX2D 2 channel dbx noise reduction 

TASCAM: 244 Portastudio with dbx noise 'ed. 
TASCAM: Para One mini portastudio —NEW! 
TASCAM: 234Syncassette rack-mountingunit 
TASCAM: 133 3 channel A/V cassette 

TASCAM: 122 "rofessional rack cassette 
TASCAM: 225 Sound-on-sound syncassette—NEW! 
TASCAM: Meter Bridge MB-20 for M-2A 
TASCAM: Mixer M-2A 6 into 4 desk 
TASCAM: Mixer M-30 8 into 4 Pro desk 

TASCAM: Ge-20 dual 10-band graphic equaliser 
TASCAM: M- 1B 8/2 line mixer 

TASCAM: MH4013 4 way headphone amplifier 
TASCAM: MX-80 rack-mounting mic/line mixer 

TASCAM: PE-40 4ch. 4-band parametric eq. 
TASCA M: PB-32P 32 x jack patch bay 
TASCAM: PB-32R 32x phono patch bay 

TASCAM: PB-32H jacks (front) phon (rear) 
TASCARA: PB-32W mixed jacks 8. phonos 

TASCAM: RC-30P punch-in switch 
TASCAM: RC-71 remote control 

TASCAM: Microphones and TEAC. accessories 

*Special introductory prices on all TASCAM 

recording equipment during our December 
promotion: please call in person to o..ir London 
or Bristol stores for full details of our extra 

special December deal si ( must end Dec. 31st) 
Instant Credit ( Club 24) up to f 1,000 on all 

TASCAM recording gear for credit card holders 
Isubjectitostatusi. Please ring for furtIer details 

HOME RECORDING  

REVERS UNITS: 
LEXICON: PCM-60 NEW digital reverb 
YAMAHA: R-1000 digital 4 delay settings 
FOSTEX: 3180 stereo spring with pre-delay 
VESTA-FIRE: RV- 1 mono in stereo out spring 
GREAT BRITISH SPRING: updated black tube model 
CUTEC: AE-400 spring with analog pre-delay 
ACCESSIT: mono in stereo out spring inc. psu 

BOSS: RX-100 mono/stereo in/out spring 

DIGITAL DELAYS: 
YAMAHA: D-1500 MIDI I 023ms. 16 memories 

DELTA LAB: Effectron 3 I024ms. 4 memories 
ROLAND: SDE-3000 8 full memories digital readout 
KORG: SDD-3000 8 memories with excellent mod. 

ROLAND: SDE- 1000 4 memories long delay 
DELTA LAB: Effectron 2 I024ms 17khz 

KORG: SDD-1000 NEW with ext. trigger 
IBANEZ: DM- 1100 long delay suitable for guitar 
IBANEZ: DM-2000 digital read-out of echo time 
BOSS: DE-200 with external trigger input 

VESTA FIRE: Dig 410 excellent all-round DDL 
DELTA LAB: Effectron 1 1056ms. 12khz 
FOSTEX: 3050 Short delay ADT/chorus/flanger 
*Please call for further technical details* 

COMPRESSORS/LIMITERS etc. 
DRAWMER: DS- 201 Dual noise gates 
DRAWM ER: DL- 22 1 Dual limiter/compressor 
DRAUtIM ER: DL-23 1 Limiter/compressor/expander 

FOSTEX: 3070 Gated compressor/limiter 
VESTA FIRE: SL-020 Dual compressor/limiter 

IBANEZ: HD- 1000 Pitch shifter + digital delay 
ASHLEY: SC-33 Stereo noise gates 

APHEX: Model " B" aural exciter 

ROLAND: Dimensions " D" few only left 
VESTA FIRE: TC-810 2 channel driving exciter 
VESTA .FIRE: SF-010 Dual flanger/chorus 
IBANEZ: UE-400 Multi-effect pedal rack unit 
ACCESSIT: Compressor 
ACCESSIT: Parametric equaliser 2 way 
ACCESSIT: Noise gate 
ACCESSIT: 4-way power supply 
ACCESSIT: Headphone splitter box 

ACCESSIT: Stereo 15w power amp for above 

JANUARY SALE NOW ON i! 
FOSTEX 250 MULTITRACKER 

The quality cassette Multitracker that gives up to ten 

bounced tracks with the aid of Colby Cat 33/4 ips 
tape speed I -4 inputs may be recorded a, the same 

time with separate equalisation on to foui different 
tracks Ideal for the elet tro musician with sync-to-tape 

and triggering facilities The professionals rate the Fostex 250 as 
"(retest Multitracker" Catlin for our "Setter Price". 
London Rock Shop 250 case £39. 

TASCAM PORTA ONE 
MINIM/DIO-- NEW 
Tascam s new little baby is also a winne,!Built-in 
dbx noise reduction, 4 independent channels 
with full eq. and VU monitoring Battery or 

mains operation (AC adapter optional extra) 
running at normal cassette speed 

Somehow all four Muititracker/Portastudios are slightly different ... 
and the choice is yours, 

Full descriptive brochures are available on all models -just send us 35p in stamps to 

cover postage and we II send you details on all four models and a FREE copy of the 
Fostex Cookbook. 

Extended credit available on all models subject to finance company approval. 
Instant credit for credit card holders through Club 24. Full details tc personal callers 
at our London and Bristol stores. 

FOSTEX XIS MULITTRACKER 
Real multitrac,ung on a budget ! For only E279 

you get a 4 track cassette recorder running at 
normal cassette speed I :/i3ips) that can work off 

its own battery pack ( suppled) of the Opt1Ofkli 
mains unit A pair of headphones and a 

microphone are all you need to get started and 
Dolby B works well for the seven track bounce! 

MN- IS Fostex " Squash 5 channel mixer and 

compressor ideal for mixing down with live vocal overdub  
9060 Fostex Orange' punch in/out switch  

£40.95 
£7.95 

8070 Fostex ' Juice AC mains power unit  £28.95 

9015 Fostex soft carrying cover for X-15  £21.95 
London Rock Snop hard case for X-15 £29.95 

Mill MID 1•1111•1 um. 

- — - — 
41 • • • • • u 

TASCAM 244 l'ORTiLSTUDIO 

rasom's trusty successor to the 144 (the one that 
started it all) features dbx noise reduction and double 

normal cassette speed With its versatile tone controls 
stereo echo send facility and angled VU meters the 
Tascam 244 has a little extra to offer The choice is 
ycxirs1 Call in for a demo and our " Better Price 
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INTEREST-FREE (0%APR) CREDIT ON SELECTED LINES 1PLEASE CALL FOR 
FURTHER DETAIS) ... PLUS MANY IN-STORE CLEARANCE ITEMS NOT LISTED HERE. 

SYNTHESIZERS 

ROLAND: MK13-1000 NE1)788 note Mother keyboard 
ROLAND: MKS-300 NEW 76 note Mother keyboarc 
ROLAND: MKS-80 NEW Super Jupite, rack polysynth 
ROLAND: MPG-80 Programmer module for MKS-80 
ROLAND: MKS-30 NEW Planet "S" polysynth module 
ROLAND: MKS- 10 NEW Planet " P" piano module 
ROLAND: AXIS 1Remote MIDI keyboard controller 
ROLAND: Jupiter M DCEYNAIDI compatible polysynth 
ROLAND: Juno 106 polysynth 120 memories 
ROLAND: JX-3P programnable/preset/poly synth 
ROLAND: PG- 200 add-on programmer for .1> -3P 
ROLAND: MD-8 Midi-DCE interface unit (Juno 60) 
ROLAND: MC-48 Microcce:-nposer & OP-8 interlace 
ROLAND: OP-8M CV/Gate to MIDI or DCB 
DIGI-ATOM: CV/Gate to MIDI Rack-mounting unit 
ROLAND: MC-202 Microcoonposer *with sync-to-tape 
ROLAND: SBX-80 Sync Box SMPTE to MIDI 
ROLAND: MS0-700 Multi :rack MIDI sequencer 
ROLAND: .MS0-100 Midi sequencer 
ROLAND: JSQ-60 JP-8A & Juno 60dg. sequencer 
ROLAND: SH-101 Monopnonic synth with bout-in 
100 step sequencer and arpeggiator 
ROLAND: MC-1 hand grpond mod control for SI-I- 10 I 
KORG: Poly 800 Midi polnononic synth w/seqi.encer 
KORG Poly E 1M now with MIDI &64 memc ries 
KORG: EX-800 Expander polysyntr (no keyboard) 
OBERHEIM 08-8 Midi pcxyphonic synth 
OBERHEIM XPANDER amazing anatog/digr.al hyorid 
OBERHEIM DM multi voice polyphonic sequencer 
UMI: Midi mu*O-track sequencer for BSC "B" 
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS: Prophet 600 w/secpencer 
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS: Prophet 5 no with MIDI 
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS: PrDphet T-8 Wooden keyboard 
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS: Six Traks Midi polysynth 
MOOG: Sour:e new model with clock in, sync in 
YAMAHA: DX-7 Midi 32 memories + RAM storage 
YAMAHA: DX-9 Midi 20 nemories FM sounds 
YAMAHA: CX-5ME MSX cc mputer with full-sire 
keyboé rd 
YAMAHA: CX-5101E MSX computer with mir i keyboard 
YAMAHA: CS-01 incredibly versati ,e mini synth 
YAMAHA: Eheath controller for CS-01 and DX7 
CASIO: CT-6800 New touch-sensitive keybcand 

ELECTRIC PIANOS 

*Prices listed are RR P orly. Please :all in pesonto 
either store lor our competitive polices. 
YAMAHA: PF-15 FM 88-note weighted keys._. £ 1049 
YAMAHA: PF-10 FM 76-note touch sensitive _....£849 
YAMAHA: CP-7 5 octave stereo chorus ........ 
SIEL: Piano PX 10 voices.  (Bristol only) £635 
SIEL: Piaro QUATTRO (Bristol only) £985 
SIEL: Piano PX JR  (Bristol only) £399 
ROLAND: NEW HP-20 E octave wood or si:ver £275 
ROLAND: HP-400 & HP-300 Home pianos (Bristol) 
ROLAND: HP-70, HP-60 & HP-30 Piano Plus ' Bristiolj 
ROLAND: EP- 11 Piano uv/rhythmsiauto acc firisocli 

DRUM MACHINES 

OBER HEIM: DMX extra armory & s'ware updates 
OBERHEIM:DMXe Main trame choose your own cards 
OBERHEIM: Replacement cards for DMX Iron stock 
OBER HER* DX now witi- sync-to-tape 
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS DrumTraks tuneable 
DRUMULATOR: New 64 song model crash or ride 
ROLAND: MPC-8 MIDI Pad Controller NEW! 
ROLAND: TR-909 digita./analog hybrid RAM pack 
ROLAND: TR-707 NEW Digital drues unit 
ROLAND: TR-606 " Drumatix" 
YAMAHA: RX- 11 digital lb voice & RAM pack 
YAMAHA: RX- 15 digital 12 voice ta,De drum 
KORG: DDM-110 Digital arum un, t— NEW' 
KORG: DOM-220 Digit zli percussion unit— NEW' 
MPC: Sync Track sync- to- tape for -R-606/808 
BOSS: ID R- t: 0 New Dr Rhythm bes: value budget U1117 

YAMAHA: MR- 10 presets with playing pads 
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YAMAHA 
CX-5ME MUSIC COMPUTER 

CASIO KEYBOARDS 

This incredible MSX compatible micro from Yamaha 
s simply staggering value for money! 
YAMAHA: CX-SME MXE Music Computer £449 
(K-01: Mini keyboard £85 
YK-10: Full-size keyboard £165 
YRM-102: FM voicing ROM for internal voices £36 
YRM-101: FM Music Composer ROM*8 part. 
8 different FM voices for song composition £36 

YRM-103: DX-7 voicing ROM create and 
edit DX-7 voices via MIDI £36 

YRM-104: Music Macro ROM add sounds to 
your programmes via MSX Basic language  £36 
UDC-01: Data Cartridge  £65 
CA-01: Single cartridge adapter    £ 19 
... and don't forget that other MSX standard 
programmes will run on the CX-5ME. 

All models are available at our Bristol store OUR 
but only selected models in London. 111/18: PRICRI 
CASIO: CT-700C digital multitracking  £525 £475 
CASIO: CT-6000 NEW touch sensitive MIDI £695 £645 
CASIO: CT-810 Full size Ml-ECO stereo  £395 £345 
CASIO: (T-6105 octave stereo lull size £395 £345 
CASIO: CT-410V full sizeMT-«V £345 £295 
CASIO: CT-310sportable but Eiji size £255 £199 
CASIO: MT-800 stereo with RM pack  £295 £24 
CASIO: MT-400V stereo with ADSR filter £255 £ 199 
CASIO: MT-20C mini wit :amputer irate £155 £ 129 
CASIO: MT-66 lest value ponaDle grey £155 £ 129 
CASIO: M-46 same as MT-45 bit cheaper £125 i97 
CASIO: MT-35 small portaDle keyboard £95 £79 
CASIO: PT-80 ROM pack reader £79 £69 
CASIO: PT-20 mini, proaramrméb1e  £59 £49 
CASIO: PT-1 updated V.-tome.  £44.95 £39 
CASIO: NEW12-101 MIDI polysynth- amazing value £345 

BOSS EFFECTS UNITS 

Please note: Prices listed are RRP tor your reference only. Please 
call in person to either store fc tour "Better Prxes"1 
BC8-6 Effects pedal carrying case  
BF-2 Hanger pedal  
CE-2 Original nono chorus pedal pale.blue   
CE-2 Stereo chorus pedbl metallic blue  
CS-2 Compressor/sustaner or guitars  
130-1 Digital delay pedal  
DE-200 Rack-mounting digita: delay w/trigger  
DF-2 NEW Distortion and feechacker pedal  
DM-3 NEW Stereo analogue delay pedal  
DR- 100 Doctor Rhythm drum unit  
DS-' Distortion pedal fuzz box type  
PV- 00 Volume pedal with 'minimum volur-e  
Fv-zooStereortrolume annty filter ........... 
GE-7 7-band graphic equaliser with boost  
GE-40 10-band graphic equéMer (mains)  
HA-5 Play Bus- Rothman" 'ype unit  
HC-2 Hand clap unit with ex:. trigger or pad  
HM-? Heavy netal overdrive pedal  
NF-1 Noise gate pedal   
OC.? Octaverpedal 1 & 2 octaves down  
PC-2 Percussion synth tyncrfin type w/ex-._ trigger  
PD-1 Rocker distortion foot ccntrollable  
PW- I Rocker vvah-wah pedal variable depth  
PV-1 Rocker five boost vo•time pedal + ndb 
PH- 1R Phaserpedal w tl- added resonance  
PH-2 NEW Stper Phaser. 
RH • 11M Stereo mini hpho -res & mic for HM-5. .... 
RH • 10 Lightweight stereo h eadphones   
RX- 100 Monc or stereo add-on spring reverb  
SD- 1 Super ouerdnve pedal  
TW• I Touch Wah auto triggered wah-wail pedal  
VB-2 Vibrato Dedal excellent tor bass h'monics  
PSPA-5 Powersupply/effects for up to 8 peCals  
PSA-220 Mains adaptar for SH-101 synth.  
ACA-220 Individual pedal ta:tery eliminator  
MA-5 Mini 5 watt mainspracice combo 2 hputs  
MA- 15 Ace IS watt keyboa -0/practice co-lobo  
MS-100 100 watt 2xe mini Tic stand monitor  
MS-100A Microphone stand adapter for MS-100  
J-44 Junction box phono-mini jack-jack.   
J-5 5-way intertonnectedjack socket splutter  
KM-044 into 1 battery poveered compact mixer 
BX-400 4 into 1 mixer  
BX-600 6 into 2 stereo mixerilightweight   
BX-800 8 into 2 compact m-xer  
TU-12 Chromatic auto gukanbass tuner Cl -B5  
TU-I2H NEW extended ranoe auto tune- C2-86   
Mall Order:just ring Bratol store withyour credit card numter and 
we will despatch within 24 hours Isubject to stock aval abIIlty 
Personal cheques take some time to clear. 
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MIDI SOFTWARE 

h our computer music showroom we have a good 
selection of MIDI software for a wide range of home 
computers. The BBC B. Commodore 64, Spectrum, 
Apple WI le and IBM PC are all covered but the quality 
of sequencing programmes varies greatly. 
At the moment we have MIDI interfaces from 
JELLNGHAUS, SIEL, EMR, ROLAND DG, 
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS and UMI- 1B but software is 
not interchangeable between the various interfaces. 
so bewarelPrices start from 
E99.95 complete. 
Rather than just produce a list 
of all software available we 
would rather talk to you about 
your own requirements—so 
why not give us a call? Try 
London on 01-267 7851, 
5381, Dr 1771 and Bristol on 
0272 276944. 

MIDI 

Si 

AMPS, CABS /IL COMBOS 

The London Rock Shop is the main London outlet for the 
superb TRACE ELLIOT bass equipment. 
TRACE ELLIOT: GP- 11 Rack-mounting bass preamp 
TRACE ELLIOT: AH-I50 150w bass head 7 band eq. 
TRACE ELLIOT: AH-250 250w bass head II band eq. 
TRACE ELLIOT: 4x10" and 1x15" cabs 
TRACE ELLIOT: 4x10" 150w combos 7 or 11 band 
TRACE ELLIOT: lx15" 150w combos 7 or 11 band 
ROLAND: Cube 60 Keyboard (silver) 2 inputs 
ROLAND: Cube 40 Keyboard (silver) 
ROLA ND: Cube 60 Chorus (grey) stereo chorus 
ROLAND: Cube 40 Chorus (grey) stereo chorus 
ROLAND: Cube 60 footswitch overdrive (orange) 
ROLAND: Cube 40 lx10" w/master volume (orange) 
ROLAND: Cube 20 w/master vol and reverb 
ROLAND: Cube 60 Bass portable small combo 
ROLAND: Spirit 10 w/master volume budget amp 
ROLAND: Jazz Chorus JC-50 I x12" 
ROLAND: Jazz Chorus JC-120 2x12":"a classic-
CARLSBRO NEW Keyboard 150 combo 9 inputs 
CARLSBORO Cobra 90 bass combo lx15" 
CARLSBORO Cobra 90 keyboard combo and head 
CARLSBORO Hornet 45 keyboard combo 2 ch. w/rev 
CARLSBORO Hornet 45 bass combo 1x12" 
SESSIONETTE Mk. 2 SG: 75 lx 12" Mos/Fet 
SESSIONETTE Mk. 2 SG: 75 2x10" Mos/fet 

GUITARS We now stock only a few, very tasty 
models. At the moment these range from the best value 
budget basses by WESTONE right up to STATUS. 
STEINBERGER and the ROLAND GR-700 guitar synth. 

TO: THE LONDON ROCK SHOPS 
Please send me more information on the following item 

to the following address  

and quote your " Better Price" 
I enclose 34p in stamps to cover postage and catalogues 
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The London Rock Shops 
HOME RECORDING 

MICROPHONES 
N.B AB prices listed are " LIST PRICE ( R.R.P.)"Please call in 

person for our " Setter Price" 
FENDER: DI Dynamic £74.86 
FENDER: D2 Dynamic £123.84 
FENDER: D3 Dynamic £127.80 
FENDER: Pl Condenser f204.98 
FENDER: P2 Condenser £91.81 
FENDER: MI Miniature condenser £164.41 

*AU FENDER microphones carry a lifetime warranty* 
AKG: C-451 Condenser body excluding capsule £ 107.53 
AKG: CK-1 Cardioid capsule for C-451 above £71.30 
AKG: D-33013T Vocal microphone with roll-off £149.50 
AKG:: D-320EB Vocal microphone with roll-off  £ 107.53 

AKG: D-310 Vocal microphone £68.89 
AKG: D- 190E All purpose Portastudio mic £64.98 
AKG: D-80 Best budget buy microphone £29.95 
SHURE: SM-58LC Professional lo-z microphone £ 179.06 
SHURE: SM-57LC All purpose pro stage mic £ 138.85 

SHURE: SM-10A Headset mini microphone £ 145.64 
SHURE: 518-SA Unisphere vocal mic £54.33 
SHURE: 517-SA Unidyne general purpose £44.83 
SHURE: PE Series colour catalogue available 

SENNHEISER: MD-441 Dynamic hypercardioid £ 166.75 
SENNHEISER: MD-421 Beautiful " black beauty" £ 120.63 
SENNHEISER: K3-U Electret condenser module £51.90 
SENNHEISER: ME-20 Omnidirectional capsule £33.46 
SENNHEISER: ME-40 Unidirectional capsule f46.57 
FOSTEX: M-505 Black or grey dynamic f49.95 

*Discounts on all microphones if purchased as part of a 
recording or PA. package. N.B. prices quoted are " List 
Price R.R.P. )" • 

MICROPHONE STANDS: 
Budget lightweight boom £16.95 

Professional boom stands from £24.95 

MICROPHONE CABLES: 
SHURE: SC-2 Jack-Cannon  f8.95 
RHINIO: For American microphones 
RHINO: For Japanese microphones 
WHIRLWIND: MK-3 Jack to Cannon ( F) 
WHIRLWIND: MK-4 Cannon (F) to Cannon ¡MI 

HEADPHONES: 
BEYER: DT- 100 Classic studio headphones 
BEYER: DT-202 Increased bass response 
SENNHEISER: HD-222 Enclosed model 
SENNHEISER: HD-4 10 Slimline open back 
ROLAND, RH-10 Lightweight model 

TAPES: 
AM PEX: Grand Master '/4" 7" for FOSTEX A-8 
AM PEX: 456 1/4" IO t/2" spool for REVOX/TASCAM 
AMPEX: 456 4/2" for FOSTEX 13- 16, TASCAM 38 
TDK & TEAC: " Reel" cassettes for Portastudios 
TDK: Floppy disks for tJMI- I B and MIDI data 

ACCESSORIES: 
Head cleaning fluid 

THEATRE PROJECTS: D.I. boxes 
Heac c'emagnetizers 
Ready-to-run cables and tonnectors 

STANDS: Console stands for Mixing desks and 
complete FOSTEX A-8/B- 16 package formats available. 

MONITOR SPEAKERS: 
ELECTRO-VOICE: Sentry 100A pair £550.00 
ELECTRO-VOICE: NEW Cristal monitors 
 pair £295.00 
FOSTEX: NEW SM-6600 3-way 200w pair £595.00 
FOSTEX: 6301 powered mini monitors as used by the 

BBC and NBC news each £80.44 
JBL: 4401 broadcast monitors pair £295.00 

TANNOY: Stratfords pair £265.00 
BOSE: Studiocraft 30051 pair £ 169.95 
AURATONE: 5C reference mini monitors pair £ 72.45 
VISONIK: David 6000 pair £ 115.00 

AKG: LSM-5 0 Auratone size monitors pair £59.95 
YAMAHA: MS-10ipowered mini monitors 

 pair £199.95 

PATCH BAYS 
ACCESSIT:, Patch Bay jacks )IF) phonos (Rear) £73.54 
ACCESSIT:• Patch Bay 16 way jacks IF & R) £73.54 
ISOPATCH: CP-44J 22 way jacks (F & R) £86.25 
ISOPATCH: CP-44P jacks ( FJ phonos (R) £86.25 

ISOPATCH: CP-44T jacks (FI open ¡R) £86.25 
SOTA: 32 wayjacidield open (R) .  POA 

TASCAM: PB-32P -16 way jacks (F & R) £65.00 
TASCAM: PB-32R 16 vvay pnonos (F & R) £65.00 

TASCAM: PB-32H 16 way jacks ( F) phonos (R) £65.00 
TASCAM: P8-32W 6 way aljacks (F & R) mixed with 
10 way all phonos & R) £65.00 
FOSTEX: 3010 16 way normalised all phonos f 45.14 

PATCH CABLES: 
PHONOPRO: Pack of 2 x 4n phono to phono £5.75 
PHONOPRO: Pack of 4 x 2n phono to phono £6.95 
PHONOPRO: Pack of 8 x . 5m phono to phono £8.65 
ISOPATCH::Assorted pack of 4 x 175mm, 4 x 3 20mm & 

2 5 50mm jack :o jack cables £36.80 
KORG: Pack of 7 x -long" jack-to jacks £20.52 
KORG: Pack of 10 x "short" jack-to-jacks £20.52 
ROLAND: T5 5m. MIDI-MIDI cable £9,00 
ROLAND: T10 10m. MIDI-MIDI cable £ 14.00 
ROLAND: Pacx of 3 x 1 m. mini to mini PCS-14A £ 7.00 
ROLAND: Fac< of 2 x brownegreen jack cables £ 7.00 
ROLAND: Fac,c of 2 x jack to mini jack £7.00 
ROLAND: PJA jack-to-jack 2.5m (P to J adap). £ 7.00 
Adapters: M'ale phono to Feruale jack (jack cables) 

Female phono to Male jack (phono cables) 

19" RACK-MOUNTING CONSOLES 
STATIK RAK: 4 unit high no doors £40.00 
STATIK RAK : 12 unit high £71.00 
STATIK RAK: 16 unit high £82.00 
STAK RAK: A modular system to match your own rack 
requirements. Frame., shelves, side panels, castors. 
Please send for catalogue and price list 
Flight Case Rack Units with front and rear doors 
available in 410.16 units from f 69.0 0 

KEYBOARD 
ACCESSORIES 

OBLONG CASES:. To fit DX-7/9, Juno 6/6C, Poly 6/6 I and most 
other 5 octave polvsynttis £39.95 
CASE: To fit KORG Poly 800 £39.95 
CARRYING COVERS: For YAMAHA DX sertes f29.95 

REUNION BLUES: Professional carrying cover £112.41 
REUNION BLUES: Larger synth carrying covers £224.83 
YAMAHA: DX-7/9Aluminium covered flig'-it cases £79.00 

YAMAHA: PF-10 Piano aluminium covered case £79.00 
YAMAHA: PF-15 Piano aluminium covered case £ 125.00 
YAMAHA: Double X-frame keyboard stand £30.00 
YAMAHA: BC-01 Sreath controller   £25.00 
YAMAHA: RAM- 1 RAMpack for M-7/1 &RX- I I  £69.95 

YAMAHA: Replacement ROM 1 & 2 cartridges £69.95 
YAMAHA: FC3A Volume pedal forlDX-7 £36.00 
YAMAHA: FC-4 Metal sustain pedal £23.00 
YAMAHA: FC-5 Sustain pedal £13.00 

DX OWNERS CLUB: Double sustain metal pedals._  £29.95 
ROLAND: DP-6 Metal sustain pedal £26.00 
ROLAND: DP-2 Sustain pedal £18.00 
ROLAND: FS- 1 Lahing on/off foo:switch £18.00 
ROLAND: FS-2 DoJble on/off foot≤witch f24.00 
ROLAND: FS-3 Triple omoff footswitch f36.00 
ROLAND: M- 16C 2K RAM pack for Planet S/GR-700 £40.00 

ROLAND: M-64C 16K RAM pack for TR-909 £80.00 

ROLAND: KS- 2 Metal keyboard stand RRP f54.00 

ROLAND: KS-4 Stand for new HP-20 piano £32.00 
BOSS: KM-400/600 8, 800 Keyboard sub mixers POA 
BOSS: FV-100 Mono volume/filter pedal  RRP £71.00 
BOSS: FV-200 Stereo volume/filter pedal RRP £82.00 
KORG: JI Latching on /off footswitch £ 10.03 
KORG: PS- 1 Momentary sustain footswitch  £ 17.17 
KORG: S-2 Double on/off footswitch £24.54 
KORG KVP001 Two channel volume pedal £41.95 
MIDI CABLES: Various lengths normally available. 

REMOTE MIDI KEYBOARD 
CONTROLLERS: 
ROLAND: AXIS 149 keys RRP ES00.00 
KORG: RK 100 Black, white, red, nat.  RRP £523.95 
YAMAHA: KX-1 Touch sensitive RRP £999 £ 766.00 
YAMAHA: KX-5 37 smaller keys RRP £449 £325.00 

MIDI SOFTWARE 

BBC "B" 
umi-IB• Professional sequencer for DX-7/9 £495.00 
EMR: MIDITRACK composer (step-time) seq £ 159.00 

EMR: MIDITRACK performer ( real-time) seq £169.00 

COMMODORE 64 
SEO. CIRCUITS: 64 real-time sequencer £ 195.00 
SEO. CIRCUITS: Dumptraks ¡disk only) £29.00 

SEO. CIRCUITS: 910 &-Traks expansion )disk)   £65.00 
JMS: Budget hardware interface card £29.95 

JMS: C-t4 Spectrum hardware interface £89.95 
JMS: RMS24 12 track real-time recorder £99.95 
JMS: RMS25 Master Keyboard set-up programme £99.95 
JMS: RMS23 Arpeggiator programme £ 19.95 
JMS: RMS22 Sound Library for DX-7 £49.95 
JMS: RMS21 Sound editor for DX-7 £49.95 
JMS: RMS20 Multitrack step-time composer £49.95 
SIEL: MIDI hardware interface £99.00 
SIEL: Mvtitrack step-time composer £39.00 
SIEL: Muttitrack sequencer £69.50 

SIEL: Expander polysynth editor £53.50 
Some of the above programmes will run on the Sinclair 
Spectrum. Please ring us to dicuss availability. 
ROLAND: MPU-401 Intelligent MIDI interface with superb 
manual emabling you to write your own MIDI software 
 £160.00 
ROLAND: MIF-APL Apple Il card and cable £65.00 
ROLAND: MRC-APL s'ware for MPU-401 MIF-APL £90.00 

ROLAND Apple Ile MIDI system complete' £315.00 

ROLAND IBM PC MIDI system complete  £325.00 
ROLAND: CMU-800 CompuMusic (not MIDI) £320.08 
ROLAND: CM-64D CompuMusic software Comm 64 £67.82 
ROLAND: CMAPLD CompuMusic software Apple II £38.05 
ROLAND: CMIBMD CompuMusic software for IBM . £80.00 

LEMI: New software for APPLE Ile available January. 
MAINFRAME: Call for details of this Apple sampler. 

STOP PRESS ARRIVING SOON: 

LINN 9000: State of the art drum machine with built-in MIDI 

keyboard sequencer and expansion capabilities for sampling, 
disk drive 5/orage and SMPTE reading. around £4,000 
SECK: 18-8-2 Mixing desk for Fostex B-I6 to make a 16 track 
package for under £ 5,0001 

GARFIELD: Nano Doc rhythm sync controller £345.00 
GARFIELD: Clock to MIDI clock adapter £229.00 
GARFIELC: FSK adapter sync-to-tape to clock £229.00 
IBANEZ: I-1D-1500 New Harmonics Delay around £400.00 
IBANEZ: DMD-2000 New DDL with foot control. 
IBANEZ: MSP-1000 Compressor/Graphic/Par Eq. 

BOND: A new concept in guitars with the patented carbon 
fibre " sayvtooth" Touchboard. 

VESTA-FIRE: Mono/stereo spring reverb RV-3 £215.00 
YAMAHA: PS-6100 FM digital " home" keboard 
ADA: 2FX Digital multi-effects processor 

ADA: STD- 1 Stereo tapped delay rack unit 
CASIO: CZ- 101 MIDI Polysynthesizer £345.00 

Sound advice AND a better price ! 
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 / HARDWARE/  

Simmons SDS EPB 
As the sound-sampling war hots up, Simmons strike another percussive 

blow for Britain. Paul White 

A
fter months of superhuman patience on 
behalf of E&MM staff, the long-awaited 
EPB finally arrived in the editorial office 

last week. Designed primarily to complement 
Simmons' SDS7 electronic drum kit, the EPB 
enables the musician to store natural sounds 
on EPROMs so that they may be used later as 
percussive elements within the SDS7. It's not 
inconceivable, however, that the EPB will find 
applications other than as an add-on to the 
SDS7, as stored sounds may be triggered 
from a sequencer, click-track, or indeed 
Simmons' own newly-developed SDS1 pad, 
making the EPB a useful device for studio 
applications. 

Either the 2764 (8K) or 27128 (16K) type 
EPROMs may be used, giving maximum 
sample time of 0.8 seconds and 1.6 seconds 
respect-ively. 

Whilst not being long enough to capture 
entire party political broadcasts (and let's face 
it, who'd want to capture them in the first 
place?), the EPB's capacity does allow it to 
accommodate a wide range of percussive 
sounds and, using the larger EPROM, ambient 
effects such as reverbed snare drum, for 
example. 
The EPB has a single input channel which 

incorporates a peak LED for level matching 
purposes. Once it's been fed into the unit, the 
sound is digitised into eight bits and stored in 
an area of RAM (up to 16K), and it's at this 
point that whatever it is you've sampled may 
be replayed so that its relative worth may be 
evaluated before it is immortalised in EPROM 
form. Once the EPROM has been programmed, 
it may be played back via the EPB or used to 
replace one of the existing EPROMs in an 
SDS7, should you be lucky enough to possess 
one. 
A computer interface is also provided, and 

this allows samples to be transferred between 
the EPB's memory and that of the computer, 
making the editing of sounds (or even the 
creation of new ones from scratch) quite 
feasible. The catch is that if you want to take 
advantage of this facility, you'll have to write 
your own software, but it shouldn't be long 
before some enterprising soul starts to market 
a suitable package. 

Construction 
This is a functional bit of gear, and its 320 x 

210 x 75mm steel case makes few conces-
sions to fashion. All the switches and pots are 
mounted on the top surface, along with the 
zero-insertion-force EPROM socket, whose 
nomenclature is conveniently and charmingly 
shorted to zif. The rear panel contains the 
computer interface connector, the input and 
output sockets, and the trigger input socket. 
No surprises there. 

For the enlightenment of those readers who 
have never encountered a zif, it's simply an IC 
socket into which a chip may be plugged 
without whoever's doing the plugging having 
to use force. The clever part is that once the 
chip has been fitted, a lever clamps the IC's 
legs, thus holding it firm and ensuring good 
contact. This is obviously desirable in situations 
where an IC needs to be inserted and 
withdrawn on a frequent and regular basis, as 
otherwise the socket would wear out and half 
your EPROMs would be walking around with 
wooden (non-conductive) legs. 

Mode D'emploi 
Didn't know I could speak Serbo Croat, did 

you? The first item on the agenda is to decide 
whether you're going to record the sample live 
(using a microphone), or whether you're going 
to sample something you've already recorded 
on tape. You'll need to plug the EPB's output 
into a monitor system of some kind in order to 
check the sound quality of your handiwork, 
and the output monitors the signal after it has 

been through the digitisation process, so you 
can check for side-effects that might be 
caused by the sampling rate you're using. 
Sadly, this facility is only audible during 
sampling. 
Whatever you decide to record, it must first 

be stored in the RAM section of the EPB, and 
the Record RAM button is used to select this 
function. The input level should be adjusted so 
that the clip LED just glows if you want to 
obtain the optimum signal-to-noise ratio with-
out distortion. 
Depending on which EPROM size you 

intend to use, 8K or 16K should be selected, 
and recording may then be initiated by 
pressing the Start button. 

In order to obtain the highest quality of 
recorded sound, the sample speed should be 
set as high as is possible without cutting off the 
end of the sample. If there's a hefty chunk of 
silence recorded after the sound has died 
away, you're sacrificing bandwidth and signal 
quality to no purpose. So stop it at once. 
The beauty of being able to store the sound 

in RAM first is that all these finer points can be 
optimised before the end result is burned into 
the EPROM. Of course, trying to synthesise 
the exact beginning of a percussive sound to 
the pressing of the Start button can be a bit of a 
pain, to say the least, so Simmons have wisely 
built an auto-trigger facility into the EPB. 

Pressing the Ready button puts the EPB into 
this automatic mode, and recording starts as 
soon as an input signal is present. A variable 
threshold helps to ensure reliable triggering 
and this is best set empirically. 

Finally, the moment of truth. You plug an 
EPFtOM into the zif, pausing only to check that 
the Safe/Blow switch is in the former position. 
Pin 1 of the EPROM must be next to the lever, 
ie. the indent at the end of the EPROM should 
point towards the rear of the case. Moving the 
lever down locks the EPROM into place, and 
the Safe/Blow switch can then be moved into 
the Blow position. 

At this point, you simply press Save followed 
by Start and wait for the Start LED to go out 
(between 40 and 80 seconds). When this event 
has come to pass, the Select switch can be 
thrown back to Safe and your handiwork 
checked by pressing Play PROM followed by 
Start. 
A Loop facility is also incorporated, and this 

causes the stored sound to cycle indefinitely 
(at a rate set by the Sample Speed control), 
enabling you to set up repeated signals and 
thereby create that mystical entity we call A 
Rhythm. 

If you find that you loathe your latest sample 
with an intensity normally reserved for tax 
inspectors, your EPROMs can be erased and 
reused by subjecting them to half-an-hour of 
electronic brainwashing in an ultra-violet eraser 
supplied as an optional extra. To give you 
some idea of what this implies, half-an-hour in 
one of these things is equivalent to a week or 
so in the Sahara, only without the sand. 

Sound Quality 
This really depends on the sample speed set 

during Record mode, though for every sample 
I made while the EPB was in my possession, a 
certain amount of quantisation noise was 
always evident. This is generally unobtrusive in 
the context of percussive sounds, but where it 
does become a problem is when the sampled 
sound is so short that you end up storing a little 
of the following silence or ambience. In this 
case, the noise really shows up directly after 
the beat, and I can't help but wonder if 
Simmons would have been better off opting 
for a shorter sample time with better quality. 
Even sampling at the fastest possible rate, a 
snare drum beat wastes a fair amount of 
memory, and all this does is generate unwanted 
noise. 

At the maximum sample time, it's only 
possible to get something like a 4kHz band-
width, so bright sounds such as snare drums 
or cymbals suffer rather badly if things are 
stretched too far — but a one second sample 
using the 16K setting is both bright and long 
enough to capture any ambience that may 
exist, whether acoustically or artificially. 
Used in conjuction with the SDS7, even the 

EPB's low-bandwidth samples are useful, as 
analogue stick-click or pitch-bend can be 
added to liven things up. However, it's worth 
noting that the SDS7 cymbal sound takes up 
two 16K EPROMs, and I can't think of any 
simple way of replacing that. 

Conclusions 
The EPB may be considered as being 

something of a luxury, particularly if your 
musical endeavours are being sponsored by 
no greater a benefactor than the Department 
of Stealth and Total Obscurity, but SDS7 
owners and recording engineers may well feel 
that the added flexibility justifies the unit's high 
initial cost. 

It does mean that recording studios and 
musicians alike can build up a library of sounds 
for future use though the cost of EPROMs 
shouldn't be ignored: a 16K (27128) job will 
cost around £12 or more. 

I have some reservations about the quanti-
sation noise, but the EPB does its job in an 
efficient and user-friendly manner, and if you 
do use it in conjunction with the SDS7's 
analogue processors, the noise side-effect 
should all but disappear. • 

The EPB retails at £392.04 including VAT. 
Further information from Simmons Electronics, 
Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St Albans, Herts. le 
(0727) 36191. 
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POWERFUL 
COMBINATIONS 

Manufacturers are finally waking up to the fact that keyboard 
amplification requires something better than a hyped-up guitar amplifier. 
We look at five of the latest high-power keyboard designs. Paul White 

Ohm KA1 40C 
Keyboard Combo 
This is a solidly built but still easily portable 

keyboard combo capable of delivering up to 
140 watts. An eight-ohm, 15" cone driver and 
high-frequency tweeter are built into the 
cabinet, but as the solid state amplifier delivers 
its full power output into a four-ohm load, 
you'll need to add an extension speaker 
cabinet if you want to realise its maximum 
potential. 
The ported enclosure is tastefully finished in 

deeply textured matt vinyl, and measures a 

Marshall KC60 

4 :ige.a>").ege,„me,eiggie war 

compact 645 x 535 x 380mm, the corners 
being protected by tough plastic extrusions. 
A multikeyboard set-up demands com-

pletely independent input channels, and the 
Ohm satisfies this requirement by providing 
four such channels, each with its own Reverb 
Depth control as well as the mandatory 
Volume, Treble and Bass adjusters. Additional 
pushbuttons are fitted for Effects Send and 
Auxiliary (or Dl) output, and the Master section 
includes a Master Volume control, Pressure 
and Reverb controls, plus the effects loop 
sockets, auxiliary output and reverb foot-
switch socket. Rear panel facilities include the 
extension speaker sockets, the slave output 
and the IEC mains sockets. 

Although undeniably better known for their 
rock guitar amplification, Marshall aren't 
hiding from the fact that the electric keyboard, 
and the synthesiser in particular, is enjoying 
tremendous popularity at the moment, and 
consequently generating a sizeable market for 
specialist amplification. 
The KC60 is distinctively styled in the 

tradition of its guitar ancestors but in reality it's 
designed specifically for keyboard use and is 
not simply a revamped guitar combo. 
Measuring about two feet square by 12" 

deep, the KC60 is built around the ported' 
loudspeaker system and incorporates a 
heavy-duty 15" speaker and a horn tweeter. 
The cabinet construction follows the simple 

but solid design traditions laid down by its 

At £365, the Ohm KA140C offers both 
power and flexibility in a compact, economical 
package and should fill the requirements of a 
good many keyboard players. The use of high 
quality loudspeakers ensures undistorted 
sound up to very high levels, and this combo is 
also suitable for drum machines and electronic 
drum kits. 

Subjectively, the Ohm has a clean sound 
with more than adequate tonal range, and the 
reverb works well without introducing any 
noticeable background noise. 
The words 'value for money' usually imply 

compromise, but Ohm have cut few if any 
corners in producing this high quality, cost-
effective package. 

manufacturer, and all the hardware is typically 
Marshall, from the bar handles to the gold front 
panel with its metal-capped knobs. Solid state 
circuitry is used throughout, as the famous 
Marshall valve sound has little or no relevance 
to the world of the keyboard player. 

Both input channels have their own Volume, 
Bass and Treble controls, and these share a 
common Master Volume and Master Reverb 
section. An inspection of the back panel 
reveals a reverb footswitch socket, an effects 
loop, and line and headphone outputs, but 
there is no extension speaker facility pre-
sumably because the built-in speakers are 
capable of handling the full output power of 
the amplifier. 
Because of its relatively large cabinet size 
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and powerful speaker, this combo delivers a 
fat punchy sound which, because of the built-
in tweeter, still has a bright edge to it. 

In terms of range, the tone controls are 
remarkably effective ( if a little noisy when used 
to excess), and are certainly more than 
adequate for most normal keyboard appli-
cations. The reverb is also very effective, and if 
you use it properly, generally flattering. 
The KC60 is a powerful combo offering a 

useful range of tones that should be able to 
hold its own against a drum kit in an ongoing 
artiste/audience exchange-of-vibes situation. 
Conversely, it looks meaty enough to handle 
synthesised drums and, as there are no 
specific combos built for that purpose that we 
know of, it's definitely worth a try. 

I think a separate Reverb Depth coltrol for 
each channel would have been a sensible 
addition. 

In most respects then, this is a tine and 

Carlsbro Keyboard 
150 

This impressive-looking offering from CarIs-
bro can deliver 150 watts into four ohms, 
though as is normal, the power delivered to its 
internal eight-ohm speaker system will inevi-
tably be somewhat short of this. 

Four instrument channels are provided, but 
there is also a tape input channel which offers 
a choice of jack or five- pin DIN inputs (but 
don't plug your MIDI cables in here, folks!). 
Although each channel has its own Bass and 
Treble controls, a six-band graphic equaliser is 
included to add further treatment to the mixed 
sound: this would prove to be a big advantage 
in awkward acoustic environments. Each 
channel has buttons to select reverb or 
external effects, and the rear panel provides 
effects loop, line out, headphone and exten-
sion speaker sockets. 
The whole combo looks very tasteful, 

measuring a little over two feet square, and the 
cabinet is a ported design housing a 15" 
speaker (not another one — Ed ) and two HF 
tweeters. All the fittings are distinctively 
Carlsbro in appearance, but I would prefer to 
see a tough steel speaker grille in place of the 
chorus girls' tights normally fitted. 

Seeing as the 150 is rather a heavy beast, 
side handles and castors are fitted as stan-
dard, the rear ones having toe-operated 
brakes which should preclude the eventuality 
of the combo running away on an uneven 

stage, for example. 
The combo coped happily with a variety of 

DX7-generated sounds as well as electronic 
percussion voices and the tonal range pro-
vided by the combined efforts of conventional 
and graphic EQ sections was well in excess of 
what would normally be required. By incor-
porating a Tape In channel, Carlsbro have 
extended the usefulness of the amp to 
embrace those performers who rely on pre-
recorded backing tapes as part of their act, but 

versatile combo wit`i a good reverb, and 
should find a fair degree of popularity with both 
keyboard players and electronic percussionists 
seeking clean, loud amplification. 

,6441.4.1•Se••••.4,1•014111111/1••••• 
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Roland Keyboard 
Cube 60 

This highly portable but nonetheless punchy-
sounding keyboard combo from the Land of 
the Rising Yen is easy recognised by its silver 
vinyl. In fact, the amp's appearance streng-
thens my conviction that Roland's design 
team are becoming increasingly influenced by 

Doctor Who. For whereas the G707 guitar 
synth controller resembled a Dalek's handbag, 
this combo could easily be mistaken for a 
Cyberman's lunchbox. 
The cabinet is of the fully-enclosed type, 

which affords a welcome degree of protection 
to the rear of the loudspeaker, though this 

does have a cut-out for cable stowage which 
also acts as a rear vent. Weighing in at a little 
over 36Ibs, the Cube 60 incorporates a 12" 
loudspeaker and a small horn tweeter, enabling 
it to handle most of the frequencies generated 
by modern synthesisers. And it measures a 

mere 370 x 465 x 300mm, making it one of the 
most compact combos in its power range. 

This is a two-input amplifier, each input 
having its own Volume control and a Reverb 
on/off switch, but both inputs are routed via a 
common three-band EQ section: The reverb 
control is also a joint affair. Turning now to the 
rear panel, we find a pair of phonos (which 
provide a split mono output suitable for 
feeding to a tape recorder), and also a pair of 
effects loop sockets, plus, of course, the 
almost obligatory extension speaker outlet. All 
the controls, switches and sockets are deeply 
recessed to minimise the risk of accidental 
damage, but again, I would have preferred to 
see a tougher grille material than that fitted to 
the review sample. It really isn't good enough. 

The Cube's output remains clean up to 
moderately high sound levels and possesses a 
warm, convincing reverb sound, but I could 
have done with a little more range in the EQ 
department, particularly for the Treble control. 
By using only one set of EQ controls, Roland 
will undoubtedly have managed to reduce 
their production costs, but the compromise 
may be a bit uncomfortable if you're unlucky 
enough to have a couple of keyboards that are 
ill-matched tonally. 

If it were not for its fairly hefty price tag, the 
Cube 60 could be forgiven its compromises: 
after all, it's portable, compact, and does what 
it sets out to do very well. The fact remains, 
however, that for around the same price, you 
can buy a British product offering twice the 
power output and four times the facilities. Its 
not often that Roland lose out in the value 
stakes, but the Cube 60, I'm afraid, happens to 
be one of those rare exceptions. 

HH K80 Combo 

It must be a difficult cnoice for a manufac-
turer to decide how many channels to build 
into a keyboard amplifier, and of all the 
companies whose models we've checked out 
in this round-up, HH are the only people to 
have decided on three. 

This 80-watt combo uses a 15" speaker and 
a torn to provide a full range of sound, but the 
facilities provided on the amplifier are sur-
prisingly comprehensive. Each channel has its 
own Bass, Treble and Volume controls as well 
as a Reverb on/off switch, which in itself is not 
earth shattering news, but there's more to 
corne! All the Treble controls incorporate a 
pull-for-bright facility great news if you're 
having to deal with a muddy old electric piano) 
and each channel has its own private effects 
loop. And yes, there's even more. The main 
effects send/return socket is located on the 
K80's deeply recessed rear panel, and this is 
connected via the auxiliary controls and 
switches on each of the three channels, so that 
effects may be used creatively and in combi-
nation. 
As the reverb can only be either on or off for 

each channel, a Master Reverb control is 
located adjacent to the Master Volume knob, 

beneath which resides the obligatory illumi-
nated HH emblem. 

For private practice, a headphone socket 
has been thoughtfully provided, and an exten-
sion speaker may be connected providing that 
the minimum load impedence of no less than 
four ohms is observed. Lastly, a line output for 

DI or slave connection is also fitted, making 
this combo most suitable for live situations 
where a sound reinforcement system is used. 

Like the Marshall reviewed earlier in this 
section, the HH's Tone controls are very 
effective but noticeably noisy if you start 
adding a lot of treble. The pull-for- bright 
facility should be a real boon for Fender 
Rhodes owners, and the flexibility offered by 
the effects patching system is hard to beat. 
And as with most HH products, the K80's 
reverb is good, too. 

Being a few inches narrower than the 
Marshall combo, the HH is fairly easily carried 
by means of its strap handle, and its smart 
appearance is typical of other HH products. 

Apart from the noise generated at high 
settings of the EQ and Level controls, the 
sound quality is really very good — certainly 
well up to semi-pro standards. As with most 
combos incorporating good 15" speakers, the 
HH should be a good bet for use with drum 
machines or electronic drums as well as 
synths, pianos and organs. 

I know it's a bit predictable, but this is 
another good British buy. 

Prices and Addresses 
Ohm KA140C (£365) — Ohm Industries, 
Wellington Close, Parkgate, Knuts ford, 
Cheshire WA16 8XL. 23` (0565) 54641. 
Marshall KC60 (£305)— Jim Marshall Products, 
First Avenue, Denbigh Road, Bletchley, Milton 
Keynes MK1 1JE. 23` (0908) 75411. 
Carlsbro Keyboard 150 (£385) — Carlsbro 
Sales, Lowmoor Road Industrial Estate, Kirkby-
in-Ashfield, Notts NG17 7LD. Zi` (0623) 
753902. 

Roland Cube 60K (£299) — Roland UK, Great 
West Trading Estate, 983 Great West Road, 
Brentford, Middx TW8 9DN. 01-568 4578. 
HH K60 (£249) — HH Electronic, Viking Way, 
Bar Hill, Cambridge CB3 8EL. 2if (0954) 
81140. 
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BAND LIGHTING 

The MJL 85 range' of lighting control equipnent gesides with us Through 
a range of rock, dimming, memory desks, rac,<, disco controllers, luminaries 
and f ttirgs shines a market leader whee quality and price is second to 
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have nicknamed .t focal engineering, a form of art to complement the 
sourd system in use. 
With rigs from a fraction to a million watts we can supply any size cf rig to 
aly band, disco or club, and as a starting point our advice and information 
comes free. So what are yoL waiting tor, send for your brochures now and 
move up to MJL to discover the true meaning of the saying ' may the force 
be wth you'. 

SALES DIRECTOR 
MJL SYSTEMS LTD., 

45 WORTLEY ROAD WEST 
CROYDON, SURREY GRO 3EB 
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Elka Project Series X30 
Not a square inch of wood veneer in sight, yet all this high technology 

represents the organ of the eighties. Gerry Queen 

E
Ikça have a long-standing reputation 

' for producing electronic organs, but 
it's all too easy to forget that the 

recent advances in synthesiser techno-
logy have their parallel in modern organ 
design. The X30 is designed to fulfil the 
requirements of the mobile professional 
musician and is equipped with a digital 
rhythm section of outstanding quality and 
MIDI, but it's somewhat incongruous that 
it also incorporates the type of auto 
accom-paniment that usually forms the 
crutch of the musically inept. It's unlikely 
this facility will endear the X30 to pro 
musicians seeking an alternative to the 
MIDI synth/ drum machine/sequencer 
system: traditional organ players probably 
won't mind so much. As it happens, the 
section even extends to the provision of a 
sample tune, fully orchestrated and locked 
within the sequencer memory which, 
though of little practical use to the 
prospective X30 owner, will undoubtedly 
be a boon to those organ salesmen who 
are less than skilled in the art of musician-
ship. 

Specification 
The X30 is a two-manual portable 

organ with a 13-note bass pedalboard, 
both keyboards having 49 notes and 
extending from C to C. Seven flute 
drawbars are coupled to the upper 
manual (they include percussion at 4' and 
2'), and the addition of a chorus device 
makes the generation of convincing 
string sounds a straightforward matter. 
As well as flutes and strings, both the 
upper and lower manuals have preset 
(polyphonic) and solo (mono) options, 
there being some 18 preset sounds 
assignable to the upper and lower manuals. 
The lower manual also boasts impres-

sive strings and vocal chorus sections 
(the chorus sounds as if it's been taken 
straight off John Foxx's ' Pater Noster'), 
and sustain and slow attack envelope 
options are available on both manuals. 
It's also possible to split the lower manual 

in order to allow manual bass playing. 
The instrument features mono and stereo 
outputs, and the latter give full rein to the 
electronic rotary speaker simulator, which 
has wind-up and wind-down times preset 
to simulate a mechanical Leslie-type 
speaker. 

Rhythms 
The X30's 16-pattern rhythm unit offers 

four variations on each factory-pro-
grammed pattern, as well as intros and 
fill-ins. However, it's possible to program 
your own from the lower keyboard, and 
all the voicings are digitally generated, 
presumably from real samples. In terms 
of sound quality, these drum sounds are 
as good as anything available in the 
'serious' music marketplace, and I only 
hope that Elka see the potential of their 
samples and offer the device as a stand-
alone programmable drum machine in 
the not-too-distant future. 
Once you decide on your favourite 

registrations, 14 of them may be stored 
for instant recall, which requires only the 
touch of a button. 
Complete accompaniments comprising 

your own rhythms, chords and bass lines 
may also be stored in either the real-time 
rhythm programmer or the step-time 
chord programmer. Another useful aid to 
rapid registration changes is the Orches-
trator, which allows you to pre-program 
flutes, strings and solo voices. 

MIDI 
No tribute to modern musical tech-

nology would be complete without MIDI, 
and the X30 may be configured to 
operate on as many as four MIDI channels 
— one for the upper manual, two for the 
split lower manual and a fourth for the 
bass pedals. In this way, any of the 
instrument's existing sounds may be 
reinforced by connecting another MIDI 
keyboard or expander as a slave to one or 
more sections of the X30. However, the 

X30 has only one MIDI Out (as well as 
MIDI In and Thru) sockets so the use of 
something like a Roland MM4 MIDI Thru 
Box might be necessary if the slave 
keyboards don't possess MIDI Thru 
sockets. Conversely, the X30 may be 
played remotely by between one and four 
external remote MIDI keyboards, though 
this particular scenario seems less likely. 

MIDI mode is entered and disengaged 
by simultaneously pressing four specified 
rhythm keys, and the tempo display then 
indicates the MIDI channel number. 

Sounds 
Drum voices apart, nothing particularly 

exciting here. Most of the sounds are the 
staple diet of the traditional organist, but 
they're generally well implemented, and 
there are some additiobs that stand out 
as being exceptional, such as the pan 
flute and the strings/choir already 
mentioned. 

Conclusions 
Although the word organ is not directly 

mentioned in Elka's publicity, the X30 is 
most definitely an organ and a rather 
impressive one at that. Its styling is both 
modern and functional and, with the lid 
fitted, the whole outfit is quite portable, 
though it's no featherweight. 

Despite the 'even the family pet can 
play it' auto-accompaniment section, 
this really is as professional an instrument 
as its price tag might indicate, but its 
appeal will almost certainly be to traditional 
organ players rather than to pop musi-
cians. The latter will gain satisfaction only 
from the X30's drum machine and MIDI 
capability, since in purely sonic terms the 
instrument is outclassed by most modern 
(and considerably less costly) polysynths. 
It's a shame that Elka have assigned so 
much of the X30's cost to developing the 
automatic performance features rather 
than improving the quality of its preset 
voices, but it's clear that the company are 
instrumental in keeping the traditional 
organ on the map, even if they seem 
somewhat loath to call it by its name. 

If you require proof that, despite the 
odd common feature or two, the organ 
and synthesiser worlds are still poles 
apart, then look no further than the X30. • 

RRP of the X30 is £3000 including VAT. 
Further information from Elka-Orla (UK) 
Ltd, 3-5 Fourth Avenue, Bluebridge Indus-
trial Estate, Halstead, Essex CO9 2SY. le 
(0787) 475325. 
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Sequential MAX 
Preset Polysynth 

The MAX is Sequential Circuits' idea of what a MIDI expander should 
be, but unusually, this one can operate as a preset polysynth in its 

own right. Dan Goldstein 

S
o. you've got yourself a MIDI poly-
synth. you've written a couple of r ot-
ertial Top Ten hits on it. and now you 

want to extend its sonic power as easily 
and as cost-effectively as possible. What 
you need is a MIDI expander module such 
as those marketed by Korg, Siel. Roland, 
and now, with the advent of the MAX, 
Sequential Circuits. 

But 'iang on a minute. This expander is 
different. It has its own keyboard so you 
can use it without any other MIDI instru-
ment, and its factory voices are preset - 
you can't do any programming of your 
own. Actually, things aren't quite that sim-
ple in reality, but there's no doubt that, 
concept-wise. the MAX is something of a 
novelty. 

Presentation 
For once, a product that doesn't give 

the game away about its origins before 
you've even so much as switched it on. 
With its silver-and-black metal finish, 
understated black sides and mysterious 
'MIDII Voice Expander/Computer IPeri-
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pheral' front panel legend, the MAX looks 
nothing like any SCI instrument there's 
ever been. Obviously, the company are 
keen to eradicate the traditional, wood-
endowed appearance that characterised 
their produce for so long. 
And in fact, the only concrete clue to the 

MAX's ancestry lies in the layout of its 
patch selection and multitrack sequencer 
switches, which bear more than a passing 
resemblance to those of the SCI SixTrak, 
a fully programmable model that first hit 
the UK about a year ago. 
As on the SixTrak, MAX's switches 

don't inspire confidence (their feel is rub-
bery and their action imprecise), but they 
do at least incorporate status-indicating 
LEDs, and their positioning is logical 
enough to be remembered by the aver-
age user within a very short period after 
coming across the synth for the first time. 
And one happy result of the MAX being 
essentially a preset instrument is that the 
SixTrak's distinctly dodgy value incre-
mentor is thankfully absent from these 
proceedings. 
As if in acknowledgement of the fact 

that a lot of potential MAX synth buyers 
will be relatively unfamiliar with the work-
ings of a MIDI polysynth (must be all those 
other magazines), Sequential have 
printed what almost amounts to a user 
guide on the front panel. Not only are all 
the voice groupings listed along with their 
respective names, but a full rundown of 
the numbers needed to access various 
aspects of the synth's MIDI operation is 
also given at the extreme right of the 
panel. So no more searching around for 
the manual when you want to refresh your 
memory about how to change MIDI 
modes, for instance. 

Fifteen-love to Sequential on the user 
information front, then. 

Specification 
The MAX owes the majority of its inter-

nal design to the SixTrak, which isn't, all 
things considered, all that surprising. 
What that means in practice is that it's a 
six-voice polyphonic synthesiser with 
one VCO-per-voice and a four-pole filter 
for each of those voices. It also shares the 
SixTrak's multi-timbrality - that is, each of 
its six voices can be assigned to individ-
ual functions decided by the user, though 
in the case of the MAX's preset sounds, 
that decision is taken for you by the SCI 
programmers. In fact, the MAX's multi-
timbrality extends only to the built-in mul-
titrack sequencer and MIDI channel 
assignment - more on both of these sub-
jects later. 
The MAX features the same keyboard 

as the SixTrak, too, which is something of 
a disappointment in view of the fact that 
it's both spongy in its action and ungener-
ous in its length (four octaves C-to-C). 
And whereas the costlier poly possessed 
two (albeit ill-placed) control wheels for 
pitch and modulation, the MAX has none 
at all. Presumably, part of the reason for 
this is that the MAX also lacks the Six-
Trak's Stack mode (sorry about the invo-

luntary tongue-twister), whereby all six 
voices (with different sounds, if you so 
wish) can be assigned to the same note 
and the keyboard played monophonically 
for soloing purposes. I don't know about 
you, but I regard these omissions as more 
than a mite unfortunate, as they diminish 
the instrument's versatility by no small 
degree: if all you want from the MAX is to 
be able to play it in real time as a conven-
tional polysynth, then fine - but you won't 

'You won't find FM 
clarity here, but the 
MAX makes a pretty 
good stab at the sort 
of percussive sounds 
digital synths seem to 

be so good at 
reproducing.' 

be able to do realistic Keith Emerson 
solos on this one, that's for sure. 

Sounds 
All these control omissions pale into 

insignificance when you remember the 
greatest limitation of all - the fact that 
MAX's voices are not user-programm-
able. Well, that's not quite the whole truth, 
because if you possess a Commodore 64 
home micro and a disk drive, Sequential's 

about three times the size of the normal 
operation one, and for good reason: it 
tells you exactly how the synth's patch 
information is digitally coded. 

Alternatively, if you already own a Six-
Trak, you can edit MAX sounds remotely 
from its controls, again over MIDI. 

Like the SixTrak, the MAX has 80 fac-
tory presets in all, but those who fear 
these are the same as the voices fitted to 
the programmable model when it first 
came out needn't worry: the MAX's pro-
grams are entirely new, and so pleased 
are Sequential with their programmers' 
endeavours, they've fitted the most 
recent generation of SixTraks with the 
same set of voices. 
Even if it wasn't readily apparent at the 

time, it's now pretty clear that the range of 
preset sounds fitted to the SixTrak when it 
first appeared did scant justice to the 
capabilities of the synth's internal voicing 
and filtering circuitry. 
The MAX voices will put an end to all 

that. Logically grouped in tens depending 
on which sonic family they happen to 
belong to ( and with a set of consecutive 
voice numbers to match), the sounds are 
generally full, pleasing and effective. 
Only rarely are more than a couple of 
tones within one family strongly reminis-
cent of each other, and although you 
won't find FM clarity here, the MAX makes 
a pretty good stab at the sort of percus-
sive sounds digital synths seem to be so 
good at reproducing. 
As it happens, those percussion voices 

are more useful than they might at first 
appear. Using the MAX's bass and snare 
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920 software will let you edit MAX's 
sounds via the Commodore's QWERTY 
keys and some nifty parameter screen 
displays. In fact, if you're reasonably con-
versant with the synth's internal workings 
and MIDI protocol, you can edit sounds 
without the help of the software - all you 
need is for the Commodore to be linked to 
the MAX via MIDI, since it's over the com-
munications bus we all know and love that 
the parameter data is transmitted and 
received. The MAX's MIDI manual is 

drum sounds and something appropriate 
from the pitched bass range, you can 
coax the six-channel sequencer into 
behaving pretty much like a programm-
able rhythm section - and still have three 
of MAX's timbres to experiment with on 
the keyboard. Note entry into the sequen-
cer is still only in real time, of course, so 
you've got to have a reasonable sense of 
rhythm, but seeing as the MAX is 
intended to appeal primarily to first-time 
polysynth buyers, it makes sense to offer 
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those buyers a rhythm programming 
facility they can use without having to gain 
access to dedicated percussion and 
seciLencirg devices. 
One problem surrounding the sequen-

cer is that, unlike the one in the SixTrak, it 
doesn't incorporate any battery-backed 
RAM to hold your sequences in memory 
when the syntn has been powered down 
for the right. Instead, Sequential have 
seen fil to store two Gemo pieces in a non-
erasable ROM, which neans they're ir 
there forever, regardless of whether or 
not they're to your musical taste. They 
may help shift synthesisers from dealers' 
shelves, but their irclusion won't please 
musicians of a reasonaoly creative bent 
who would rather have seen MAX's chip 
money spent in a less rarrow-minded 
fashior. 

Interconnections 
The pack panel cf a syrth is rarely the 

scene of much surprise or technological 
debate these days, but in the case of the 
MAX, there's a lot that catches the atten-
tion, fer both good and bad reasons. 

First, the power In what I can orty term 
a bizarre move, SCI have blessed their 
new baby with a power requirement of 8V 
AC, which isn't exactly the most common 
operating voltage in the universe. Of 
course, if you buy a MAX in the UK you get 
a suitable 220V- o-8V transformer so that 
you can olug the nachi le in and play it as 
soon as you ge: rt home. but what hap-
pens .f it subsequently breaks down or 
goes astray'? I hope Sequential are going 
to 'Keep a good supply ( pun intended) of 
spares. 
You want some better rews? Well, how 

about the fact mat the main/headphone 
output is stereo and that two additoral 
outputs ( marked A and E. - both phcnos) 
enable you to connect MAX to, say, a 
domestic hi-fi system without so much as 
an interconnection niccup? 
The test of the back panel news is con-

cerned more with what isn't there than 
with what is. It seems SCI haver 't paid 
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much attention to the critics who pointed 
out tne SixTrak's dearth ol decent inter-
facing tacilities, because what the earlier 
synth racked, MAX lacks too. That means 
no separate outputs for each of the 
synth's six voices ( it would have been a 
real boon for recording fans), no tape 

'Unlike the 
sequencer . n the 
SixTrak, this one 

doesn't incorporate 
any battery-powered 
RAM to hold your 

sequences when the 
synth is powered 

down for the night.' 

connectors to • storing voices and 
sequences on cassette, no MIDI Thru 
socket (from the people who invented the 
system in the first place). and no sync 
socket other than that inherent within the 
MIDI connectors: the only drum machines 
that will sync to the MAX are those that 

recognise (and are friendly towards) the 
MIDI clock. 

Conclusions 
You'll probably have noticed that 

throughout this review, I've placed almost 
as much importance on what Sequen-
tial's designers haven't seen fit to endow 
the MAX with as what they have. In reality, 
if you take the trouble to listen carefully to 
its full range of preset sounds and com-
pare its implementation of MIDI with that 
of similar designs, you can't help but 
admire the way the MAX's design people 
have gone about doing their job. 
What makes things a little more difficult 

is MAX's recommended retail price - an 
unexpectedly high £725. I say 'unexpec-
tedly' simply because that does seem like 
an awful lot of money to pay for a preset 
synthesiser these days: there are a great 
many programmables around for a good 
bit less. 

Personally, I can't help thinking 
Sequential would have been better off 
omitting the MAX's keyboard (thereby 
cutting component and production costs) 
and fitting the patch change software on-
board, in much the same way as the 
manufacturers mentioned at the start 
have gone about their MIDI expander 
business. 
The MAX's synergistic relationship 

with the SixTrak is not in itself surprising, 
but what isn't immediately obvious is just 
how far that relationship goes: many of 
MAX's sounds are designed to be dou-
bled up by the corresponding preset on 
the SixTrak, while the prospect of 12-
channel, multi-timbral synchronised 
sequencing (SixTrak as master, MAX as 
slave) in this price range is mouth-water-
ing. So why didn't SCI pitch the MAX more 
towards existing SixTrak (and other MIDI 
polysynth) owners instead of going for the 
synth newcomer who just wants a library 
of sounds and a multitrack sequencer to 
play them on? 
Time and the sales figures may prove 

me wrong, but I don't feel the above cate-
gory of musicians is a particularly large 
one - at least, not any more. 
Further information: Sequential (Europe), 
PO Box 16, 3640 AA Mijdrecht, The 
Netherlands. 
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TED Digisound Revisited 
Dynamics and some new voices have been added to this Dutch-built range 

of sampled-sound percussion machines. How do they rate now? 
Paid White 

hen I first looked at these units 
back in July 84, I felt they 
offered a fair degree of flexibility 

and sound quality for an admittedly 
modest asking price. Now they've been 
given some new features and have also 
undergone a change in UK distribution, 
which might help spread the Digisound 
word to a wider range of musicians. 
Each TED module has a small, square, 

solidly-built metal case of unexceptional 
charm, but lurking within is a digitally-
recorded drum sound whose triggering 
can be invoked in one of two ways: by 
sending a suitable trigger pulse to the unit 
or by pressing the Play button on the 
machine's upper surface. 
So far, then, we have something that's 

not all that dissimilar from E&MM's own 
Syndrom project, the difference being 
that you don't have to do any of the 
construction yourself. Mind you, the Digi-
sound costs a fair bit more than the 
aforementioned kit, so you'd expect to 
find everything nicely put together when 
you get a TED module out of its box. 
There is no built-in power supply. 

Instead, an external unit capable of driving 
several Digisound modules can be con-
nected up, thereby avoiding unnecessary 
component duplication. DIN cables are 
used to link things up power-wise, but all 
inputs and outputs are on standard jack 
sockets. There are three rotary controls 
on the upper surface that govern pitch, 
trigger sensitivity and output level, and 
these are all pretty self-explanatory, really. 

So What's New? 
As it turns out, TEDs are still flat, square 

and black, but now they have dynamics 
as well. Pressing the Dynamic Control 
button ensures that the module in question 
will respond to the amplitude of the 
incoming external trigger signal. This 
adds a useful degree of user program-
mable expression to the machine's out-
put, and as a visual guide to just how high 
that incoming amplitude is, TED have 
fitted an LED to the Dynamic Control 
switch that glows with varying brightness 
in accordance with the dynamics. 

It's worth noting, incidentally, that the 
Digisound's Manual Play button is in-
operative when the dynamics are in use. 
This is no great loss, as hitting said button 
with varying degrees of brute force could 
result in its untimely demise at the hands 
of the ham-fisted — E&MM's Ad Depart-
ment, for example. 
TED do in fact produce contact mics 

that enable modules to be triggered 
simply by playing the ironing board or the 

cat (these are just examples, you under-
stand), but for the purposes of this 
review, I connected a few modules to an 
Ultimate Percussion e:ectronic drum kit 
to see how they would respond. One 
of the modules so connected was a dual-
voice model with both snare and bass 
drum sounds burned into its EPROM, 
though sounding both together proved 
impossible. The other voices under scru-
tiny were ride and crash cymbals, and in 
the event, all four sounds were excellent, 
the only slight disappointment being that 

'TED now have a 
library of available 
sounds that includes 

such weird and 
wonderful voices as 
timbales, cowbells 

and gongs, In addition 
to a full range of 
conventional kit 

sounds.' 

the crash sample was a little on the short 
side. 
To be quite honest, I'm not entirely 

convinced of the virtues of sampled 
cymbal sounds. The reason? Weli, every 
time a cymbal is struck, it produces a 
slightly different sound depending on 

where the stick hits it, how hard it is hit, 
and whether or not it was already vibrating 
before it was hit. It's these often subtle 
effects that give our ears clues to a 
sound's authenticity — and seeing as a 
digital sample can't possibly incorporate 
all of them, we soon know that what we're 
listening to isn't the real McCoy. 
Obviously this goes for all cymbal 

samples, not just the TED ones, but it's a 
point well worth bearing in mind, none-
theless. 

Conclusions 
If you already have an electronic drum 

kit of some description, TED's Digisound 
modules are now an excellent source of 
effective alternative drum sounds. The 
fact that you only have to buy individual 
sounds as and when you need them is 
still a very real advantage, and as if in 
anticipation of the growing trend towards 
percussion exotica in modern music, 
TED now have a library of available 
sounds that includes such weird and 
wonderful voices as timbales, cowbells 
and gongs, in addition to a full range of 
conventional kit sounds and the odd 
Simmons drum sample. 

If you're not a drummer but someone 
who nonetheless likes to have a hand in 
putting together percussion tracks, you 
can use a couple of Digisound modules 
to give your drum machine a sonic facelift 
— albeit without the luxury and versatility 
of dynamics — by connecting them to 
some appropriate trigger outputs. So if 
the bass drum on your analogue rhythm 
programmer sounds like a suitcase being 
slapped with a piece of partially thawed 
fish, a Digisound module could be the 
answer. 
Mind you, I'm not altogether sure about 

the combined bass and snare module: 
surely, if you want to use both sounds, 
you're going to want them triggered on 
the same beat at some stage during their 
working life? 

Finally, if you take the opportunity to 
purchase a few of the reasonably priced 
contact mics, you could even construct 
your own digital electronic drum kit in true 
Blue Peter fashion, using kitchen utensils 
and sundry other household items. 

Just a thought. • 

Single-sound Digisound modules carry 
an RRP of £115, while dual-sound variants 
come in at £ 149, both prices including 
VAT Further information from TED'S UK 
distributors, Capelle Music Industries, 
333a London Road, Hadleigh, Essex. 
gr (0702) 559383. 
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MIDI SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS • OBERHEIM 
KEYBOARDS KORG • YAMAHA • ROLAND 

Oberheim os•sy 
An 8 voice programmable 
Poly Synth with 120 
programmes and the 
Oberheim sound. 

We are pleased to 
announce the opening of 

`THE MIDI SHOP', London's 
new centre exclusively for 

MIDI equipment. 
From today you'll be 

able to find the very latest 
MIDI technology in 
keyboards, drum 

machines, computers and 
software all under one 

roof. So if you would like 
to sample tomorrow's 

music, come and see our 
West London showroom. 
Where else would you 

go for the best in MIDI ? 

SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS MIDI 
YAMAHA • ROLAND COMPUTERS 

/SOFTWARE Sequential Circuits 
Drum 'flacks 

A fully programmable Drum 
Machine with 13 digitally 
recorded drums. Each 
sound has individual tuning 
and volume. 

LONDON'S 
BRAND 
NEW 
MD' 
CENTRE 
Sequential Circuits 

4 Six Tracks 
A fully programmable Poly 
Synth with a six track digital 
recorder. Each track is fully 
independent of the other. 

ROLAND MSC. 700 
An eight track digital 
keyboard recorder that can 
be used with MIDI or DCB 
equipment. 

ROLAND 
VJUNO 106 

A 64 timbre Poly Synth. An 
affordable MIDI 
programmable Synth. 

Oberheim XpanderV 
A matrix modulation 
system that lets you connect 
27 sources to any of 47 
destinations per voice. 
Imagine being able to 
interface all of this to 
anything you wish! Velocity 
keyboards, sequencers, 
Guitars, Computers, MIDI 
and CV's simultaneously. 
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Also available 
"The 
— the latest 
keyboard from 
Sequential 
Circuits. 

O RLI M OBERHEIM • YAMAHA• LINN • MXR 
mAr ATNEE; ROLAND • SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS 

MIDI, the whole MIDI and nothing but the MIDI. 

1 Felgate Mews, London W6 9JT. 
Tel: 01-748 9009. Telex: 21897. 
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MK900 
Personal Keyboard 

Of all the domestic keyboards whose MIEY facilities allow them to be 
linked to other instruments and home computers, Siel's 900 is one of the 

cheapest. Trish McGrath 

F
ollowing their success in the pro 
keyboard arena, Siel have turned 
their attention back to developing a 

competitive range of home keyboards, 
and examples of the first, the MK900, are 
at present filtering into Britain. As well as 
their range of organs and pro keyboards, 
Siel also market a MIDI computer interface 
and a wide range of accompanying soft-
ware, so it came as no surprise to find 
that MIDI sockets are there in all their 
glory on the MK: there's no doubt this 
interface capability will be a bonus to 
home computer owners, many of whom, I 
suspect, will by now have explored their 
micro's internal sound chip to the full. 
Housed in a robust, dark grey plastic 

case, the MK900 is decorated in Siel's 
traditional blue and white livery, while the 
selection buttons are moulded from a 
peculiar textured plastic, though the horror 
of these is quickly forgotten once the 
instrument is in use, because against all 
expectations, they actually work rather 
well. Dimensional statistics are 36" x 13" 
x 4", with a weight of over 15Ibs. It's still 
highly portable, however. 

Built-in stereo speakers provide a sur-
prising 6.5W each (enough to drown out 
the mother-in-law at family get-togethers), 
and function-wise, the instrument is divi-
ded into five main sections, viz Sequencer, 
Rhythms, Accompaniment, Presets and 
Special Functions. 

Presets 
The MK900 can produce a different 

sound at each side of a split point, and 
this can be programmed to divide the 

keyboard into 16+45 keys, 24+37 Keys, 
or 32+29 keys. Alternatively, with Program 
Split switched out, two preset sounds 
can be layered over the full keyboard 
range or, tor the single-minded, just the 
one sound can be employed. 
And so to the collection of ten preset 

sounds. Siel have opted for the 'usual 
space- and cost-saving policy of provid-
ing five pushbuttons with a Select pad to 
choose between the top and bottom 
rows. Jazz Organ is bright and cheerful 
from the mid to top octaves but strangely 
unmusical in the bass end, while Pipe 
Organ manages to retain its timbre nicely 
over the full range. Piano is perhaps the 
wisest choice for accompaniment chords 
and, although it's a bit growly and fuzzy in 
the lowest octave, it's a reasonable 
approximation of an acoustic piano. 
Harpsichord tries hard but doesn't really 
come close to capturing the delicacy of a 
whole keyboard's worth of Tudor mech-
anics, white Strings, though nothing 
special, are nonetheless usable and much 
improved by the application of some 
Stereo Chorus (see later). Accordion has 
an identity crisis or, at least, none of the 
characteristic sound imparted by tne 
movement of bellows: a slower attack 
wouldn't go amiss, either. One of my 
favourites is Trombone — above its tradi-
tional acoustic range it offers an uncom-
plicated synth brass sound, while 
Clarinet produces a pretty reasonable 
hollow wind sound within the frequency 
range of the original instrument. Most 
home keyboards boast fairly realistic 
Vibes, but the Siel's version comes 
closer to a hollow Fender Rhodes imper-
sonation than anything else, and perhaps 

the less said about Synth the better: if 
you're familiar with good synth sounds, 
this is not one of them. 

Rhythms 
Again, a Select button toggles between 

two ranges of five switches, and the 
patterns availabie are Waltz, Swing, 8 
Beats, Country, Bossa, Samba, Rock, 
Disco, Ballad, and Slow Rock. An indivi-
dual level control is provided for the 
section and the adjacent Tempo slider 
controls the speed not only of the rhythms 
but also of the Accompaniment section. 
The usual Start. Stop and Synchro Start 
facilities are available, as well as an 
Intro/Break that can be applied at will to 
any rhythm. 
The Manual Drums feature lets you 

play your own arum pattern from the 
keyboard: the top five notes of the 
keyboard are adapted to work as Bass 
Drum, Snare, Cymbal, Torn and Cancel 
buttons. The drum voices are placed 
logically within the stereo image, and the 
Sequencer action allows any one of your 
patterns to be stored as a 'Custom 
Rhythm' for retrieval at any time. In 
addition, Manual Drums can be introduced 
to add variation to a preset pattern — 
though it's all too easy to overlook the 
fact that you've switched the facility in 
and finish your blinding solo in a caco-
phony of electronic percussion. 

Accompaniment 
When the 900's keyboard is in split 

mode, the Accompaniment section allows 
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the addition of auto-bass, arpeggio, and 
easy-finger chords. (For the uneducated, 
this is what makes the Siel a domestic 
instrument as opposed to a pro one.) 
Chords may be executed in either one 

of three modes. One-Finger-Chords 
enables major chords to sound merely by 
the user pressing the tonic note, minor 
chords by pressing the tonic and a higher 
note, and a seventh by keying the tonic 
and two higher notes. (Higher in this 
instance means notes above the tonic 
but still left of the split point.) To be 
honest, this system provides a simpler 
way of obtaining chords than the usual 
method of tonic for major, tonic and 
semitone below for minor, as accuracy is 
not crucial and chords are more easily 
identified if the tonic remains the lowest 
note played. 
Help is not a screen display telling you 

what to do if the answer isn't in E&MM, 
but it does enable you to play the most 
common chords using, again, the tonic 
and a specific interval. And just in case 
you want to play chords in the traditional 
manner, there's a Free button that allows 
you to do just that. 

Memory freezes the chord selected 
while Rhythmic modulates the notes to 
the left of the split point in time to the 
rhythm pattern in play. Automatic Bass 
can be added at this point, and all that's 
needed once you've organised all this is 
the melody line. Unless, of course, you 
want to add an automatic arpeggio of the 
chord composed . . . The Bass drone can 
also be introduced left of the split point 
(with ' Rhythmic' off), in which case it 
applies itself to the lowest note played. 

Finally, Left to Mono introduces the 
preset sound selected to the left of the 
split point to a monophonic melody line 
(or at least the top note keyed in the right-
hand section) and this goes no small way 
towards beefing up the sound. 

Other Special Functions include a 
Counter Melody of one or three voices Qt 
takes its information from the chord 
selected left of the split point — use with 
care); Sustain which alters the release 
time to a non-variable length and reduces 
a run of notes to something of an aural 
blur; Detune, which generates a slight 
detune between left-and right-hand 
voices so as to create a worthwhile 
ensemble effect; and Stereo Chorus, 
which is really quite wonderful and forms 
a welcome enhancement for most of the 
preset sounds. Finally, Transpose allows 
the keyboard's tuning to be transposed 

(well, what did you expect — Ed) by up to 
12 semitones. 
One criticism I'd make of the whole 

accompaniment section relates to the 
volume of the accompanying chords. 
Although individual level sliders are pro-
vided for the Rhythm Section, Bass, 
Arpeggio and, of course, the keyboard as 
a whole. it's left to the Balance slider to 
regulate the relative volumes of the left-
hand and right-hand portions of the 
keyboard (ie. between the chords and the 
melody). Sadly, on the review model the 
volume of the Left voices didn't vary at all, 
even when the slider was placed fully to 

the right, though everything went fine the 
other way around. What this means is 
that to mix the chords satisfactorily, the 
Rhythm and Bass slide-s need maximum 
volume — which tends to drown out the 
melody . . . Shame. 

Sequencer 
No home keyboard would be complete 

these days without some way of memo-
rising an accompaniment or arrangement, 
and Siel have provided a Sequencer 
section to do just that. The sequencer 
can record in any one of three modes: 
Chords (it can memorise up to 50 of 
them, though one proviso is that they 
must be recorded in One Finger Chord 
mode, so only major, minor and seventh 
chords can be considere), Solo (up to 
280 notes of melody or bass line), and 
Custom Rhytnm (which can store 
your own rhythm pattern and loop it 
continuously). 

Selecting a preset rhythm with a similar 
time signature (effectively a choice of 
either 2/4, 3/4, 4/4 or 12/8) sets that of the 
metronome, and pressing Start sets both 
the metronome and the recording in 
motion. The drum pattern can be built up 
in stages or in one take, and press,ng 
Start (which doubles as Stop, incidentally), 
commits the pattern to memory as Custom 

Rhythm for recall at any time. Recording 
can be stopped by the Intro/Break button 
(instead of Start/Stop) in which case the 
sequence will loop indefinitely. 

Connections 
Apart from the aforementioned MIDI In 

and Out (there's no Thru), the usual array 
of sockets are provided on the rear panel 
— stereo phones, stereo phono outputs, 
volume pedal, 12V DC and the Power 
on/off switch. 

With Program Split off, the MK900 
receives and transmits on MIDI Channel 0 
(Channel 1 if the manufacturer counts in 
the more usual 1-16 manner — why can't 
everybody agree on this?), and the resi-
dent DX7 chatted away nicely to it. With 
the Siel split into two sections, notes 
played to the left of the split point 
communicate on Channel 0, while those 
to the right send and receive on Channel 
1 (in reality, Channel 2). These Channel 
numbers are unfortunately not variable, 
but chords composed with the aid of the 
One-Finger-Chord or Help options, as 
well as Counter Melodies, can be trans-
mitted via MIDI to the slave keyboard. 

Conclusions 
To be honest, I think Siel are playing a 

bit safe with the MK900. Its features 
aren't particularly inspiring, while the' 
quaity of the preset sounds and percus-
sior voices is no more than average. I find 
it hard to believe that all the possible 
advancements in personal keyboard 
design have been explored — so why 
haven't Siel explored a couple, as opposed 
to accepting tne common denominator 
imposed by the other major manufac-
turers? The inclusion of MIDI is highly 
laudable, but ! doubt if the MK900 will be 
used as either a master (it's not touch-
sensitive and its MIDI channel assignment 
is not user-variable), or as a slave keyboard 
or expander unit (simply because the 
preset sounds don't make the grade). 

I'd like to say that the MK900 is a truly 
great machine, as well as not mention the 
Demo Song of 'When the Saints Go 
Marching In' — but I can't. Gain solace, 
nonetheless, in the fact that this is Siel's 
first attempt at a home MIDI keyboard. 
and as such is not a complete disaster. 
The company have at least earned them-
selves another stab at what should prove 
a highly profitable market. 

RRP of the MK900 is £449 including VAT 
Further information from Siel UK, Ahed 
Depot, Reigate Road, Hookwood, Horley. 
Surrey RH6 OA Y. 21{* (02934) 76153. 
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As the year of Orwell's nightmare comes to a close, we look back at the 
products and events that made headlines during music technology's most 
hectic twelve months ever. 

Yamaha's CX5M. More software to come. I 

N
ineteen Eighty-Four was supposed 
to be the year of Newspeak and 
Big Brother, part of a time when 

the march towards making the human 
race a more cohesive whole had almost 
completely eradicated the human being 
as an individual. Instead, it turned out to 
be the year when the world's electronic 
musical instrument manufacturers finally 
made strides towards standardising cer-

Thomas Dolby. Making computers make sense. 

tain aspects of their designs, so that an 
instrument from one part of the world 
could be used successfully with another 
from somewhere thousands of miles 
away. 
So in a sense, the hi-tech music scene 

became a more cohesive whole itself, a 
process that was accelerated by a growing 
rift between the hi-tech field and the rest 
of the musical instrument fraternity. Manu-

facturers, distributors and retailers alike 
began to realise that electronic and 
computer-based instruments required a 
degree of specialisation that would in-
evitably divorce them from the traditional 
'group gear' arena. E&MM helped this 
transformation come about by launching 
a sister magazine, Guitarist, so that guitar 
players could read a magazine whose 
editorial was written entirely for them, not 
for drummers, keyboard players, singers 
and computer buffs as well. 

Frankfurt Fiesta 
Things started quietly, of course, as 

musical instrument years always do. The 
annual pre- Frankfurt lull (during which 
manufacturers hedge their bets about 
new products, pending Europe's premier 
trade fair at the beginning of February) 
proved more devastating in its bleakness 
than for some while, but it was for good 
reason. When Frankfurt eventually came, 
it was the scene of more hi-tech music 
debuts than any previous exhibition. 
Journalists and public were agog with the 
glut of new design talent on display, and 
inevitably, some of the smaller exhibits 
didn't get anything like the coverage they 
deserved. 
Yamaha were clever. They'd already 

stood the synthesiser world on its head 
the previous summer when the DX series 
FM polysynths were foisted upon an un-
suspecting music-playing public, and in 
January 84 they flew a select party of 
pressmen to their Euro HQ in Hamburg, 
where the true extent of the company's 
technological leap forward was revealed. 
There was a rack containing the guts of 

eight DX7s known as the T8PR (this has 
now become the TX816, and still hasn't 
reached full production), a MIDI keyboard 
recorder called QX1, Yamaha's first dedi-
cated drum machines (the RX digitals) 
and most surprising of all, a music com-
puter by the name of CX5, a machine 
identical to the new generation of MSX 
home micros but with a DX9 FM sound 
chip stuck inside. 
With a line-up as impressive as that, 

.Ytt anb 
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Guitar synths agogo. SynthAxe and 
Roland GR700 system Yamaha were still the centre of attraction 

at Frankfurt even though they had un-
veiled all their goodies in advance. 
None of the remaining Japanese giants 

could hope to match Yamaha's endea-
vours, let alone exceed them. They were 
far from silent, however. Roland made 
great play of their GR700 MIDI guitar 
sinth (it looked like bridging the gap 
between synths and guitars for the first 
time), while Korg managed to fill an 
enormous stand full of Poly 800s — the 
synth had been released a month before-
hand. 

What was more than a little aggravat-
ing — though not in the least surprising — 
was the length of time it took so many of 
the new products to reach full production 
once the show was over. Crumar's Bit 
One has only just come onto the UK 
market under the auspices of Chase 
Musicians, but there was a prototype 
ready and working (and getting a lot of 
attention) at Frankfurt, where it was 
accompanied by a whole host of other 
slow-to-arrive goodies. 
These included Akai's Micro Studio 

System, Roland's mother MIDI keyboards 
and their associated voice modules (high 
price, low spec), the Oberheim Xpander 
(high price, high spec), a polysynth from 
organ people SoIton called the Project 
100 (it still hasn't been seen on these 
shores, though you can buy it in Europe), 
Dynacord's complete electronic percus-
sion system, and AHB's bold move into 
the same market — the Inpulse One. 
Simmons, the people who started 

making electronic drums in the first place, 
had two new kits in the shape of the SDS7 
and SDS8, for rich and poor drummers 
respectively. Meanwhile, ddrums' novel 
percussion modules were much in evi-
dence on the E-mu Systems stand, and 
E-mu themselves were showing the 
prototype Emulator II, another instrument 
that took its time getting into series 
production (though when it did, it was 
certainly worth the wait). PPG were also 
showing an update to their computer 
instrument range in the shape of the 

Wave 2.3 synth, and further modifications 
to the Waveterm, Processor Keyboard, 
and Expansion Voice Unit have since 
made the company's system rather an 
attractive proposition. Things weren't 
going quite so well for Kurzweil and 
McLeyvier. The former wasn't at Frank-
furt at all (though the machine did mater-
ialise six months later) pending some 
more development work, while the latter 
hasn't been seen since. Shame. 

Finally, Sequential Circuits, who at one 
time produced both the most popular 
polyphonic (Prophet 5) and monophonic 
(Pro One) synthesisers, unveiled their 
Traks Music System. This centred around 
a MIDI polysynth by the name of SixTrak, 
which was capable of transmitting each 
of its six voices along a different MIDI 
channel and could therefore confidently 
claim to be the world's cheapest multi-
timbral synth, and the Drumtraks, a pro-
grammable digital rhythm machine com-
plete with its own MIDI sockets and 
tunable drum samples: the tuning could 
be stored in memory, too, so the machine 
was a pretty hot property when it came to 
Britain in March. 

Vinyl Virtues 
As it happens, the month of March was 

notable more for the quality of its elec-
tronic music records than the musical 
hardware that arrived. 
Thomas Dolby showed that dabbling 

for a year or two with Fairlights and 
Emulators could result in music that was 
accessible as well as innovative, though 
some critics alleged that his album, The 
Flat Earth, wasn't as interesting musically 
as its predecessor, The Golden Age of 
Wireless. That didn't prevent Dolby scor-
ing notable hits both with the LP and its 
first 45rpm excerpt — ' Hyperactive!' — and 
his live performances later in the year 
were some of the most exciting displays 
of techno-fun we've ever seen. 
Another hi-tech luminary, New York's 

Laurie Anderson, released her second 

album the same month. Like its prede-
cessor Big Science (from which the 
unexpected hit '0 Superman' was taken), 
Mister Heartbreak represented only a 
small, musical part of a much larger work 
of performance art. While Dolby's major 
instrument was the Fairlight, Ms Anderson 
focused her attention on the Synclavier, 
producing some fascinating sampled and 
synthesised sound colours and weaving 
them into a convincing overall musical 
picture. Bill Laswell, Phoebe Snow and 
Peter Gabriel were among the many col-
laborators who helped in the album's 
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Oberheim Xpander. Unveiled in February, first sold in July. 1  

creation, Gabriel co-writing and co-
producing the record's most stunning 
track, Excellent Birds'. 
The world of commercial pop had 

witnessed the arrival of solo synth player 
and singer Howard Jones some six 
months before, and his first album, 
Human's Lib, fulfilled the promises made 
by his earlier singles. Cleverly and inven-
tively produced by Rupert Hine, Jones' 
album had more than a fair share of good 
pop songs on which Hine's electronic 
arrangements could be based. 
Two other electronic acts — The 

Assembly and Blancmange — were on the 
cover of E&MM March, and although the 
fruits of Vince Clarke's and Eric Radcliffe's 
Fairlight-based project have yet to see 
the light of day, Messrs Arthur and 
Luscombe succeeded in creating a won-
derful collection of electropop miscellany 
in the form of Mange Tout, released in 
June. The album was thoughtfully 
arranged and competently produced, but 
what continued to set the duo apart was 
their unfailing sense of humour. More 
than any other electronics-based act, 
Blancmange sounded as if they were 
enjoying making music in 1984. 

MIDI Madness 

In May and June. E&MM put the em-
phasis firmly on MIDI, the digital interface 
standard that had by this time (everything 
at Frankfurt had it) been accepted by the 
entire electronic musical instrument 
industry. The system got off to a shaky 
start: most of the synths that came 
equipped with the interface shortly after 
its introduction in May 83 (SCI Prophet 
600, Roland JX3P, Yamaha DX7) had 
incomplete or inconsistent software, and 
things weren't stabilised until the imple-
mentation of the MIDI 1.0 Specification 
the following March. 
The first part of our two-month supple-

ment listed that spec in fist!, as well as 
mapping out a few of the known incom-
patibilities between different generations 
of MIDI gear, and chatting to Culture Club 
producer Steve Levine on the implications 
the new standard could have in the world 
of professional recording. 

Part Two looked at fie technical 
aspects of the system, and CM editor 
David Ellis went through the various 
hardware and software packages that 

Emulator Il. Born to bring samples under musicians' control. 

were available to link MIDI instruments to 
popular home computers, though the list 
has probably doubled since then. In the 
event, the second supplement was to 
some extent overshadowed by the arrival 
(well, sort of) not only of Roland's MIDI 
guitar synth but also of the SynthAxe, a 
British-built design with a more forward-
looking approach, to pitch and string 
control that had already received praise 
(and financial backing) from Fairlight in 
Australia. The SynthAxe was certainly a 
striking piece of machinery (it made use 
of Habitat cybernetic haute couture as 
opposed to Roland's Dalek hand-lugg-
age chic), but in June was set to cost 
roughly six times as much as its Japan-
ese counterpart: and that was without 
any voice-generating hardware. 

Software Surplus 
August's British Music Fair (with any 

luck, the last such event to be open only 
to trade visitors and spread across sever 
London hotels) saw if anything a shift in 
emphasis away from hardware and 
towards computer software. Aside from 
the odd exciting device such as Korg's 
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neat little digital drum machines, Tama's 
first excursion into the world of electronic 
drums, and sundry other items that had 
already been seen elsewhere, the main 
attractions were software packages from 
the likes of Siel, Jellinghaus, EMR and 
LEMI. 
Two things were obvious from the 

many synth-plus-micro-plus-monitor 
demonstrations: that MIDI seemed to be 
the logical choice for anyone wishing to 
make the link between a micro's comput-
ing power and a keyboard's musical 
capabilities, and that of all the home 
micros currently on sale in the UK, four in 
particular (Spectrum, Commodore 64, 
BBC B and Apple) had been singled out 

Powertran MCS1. MIDI-controlled sampling for 
less than £500 — if you build it yourself. 

as those most worthy — for whatever 
reason — of the software writers' attentions. 
The only other notable trend evident at 

the BMF was the fitting of MIDI — and 
other professional' features — to key-
boards that were primarily domestic in 
their intended markets. Hence the arrival 
of instruments such as the Casio CT6000, 
Yamaha's PS6100 and the Siel MK900 
reviewed elsewhere this issue. The idea, 
of course, was that domestic players 
blessed with some sort of home micro 
could get into the world of computer 
music in as painless a way as possible. 

International Inspiration 
As summer turned into autumn, the city 

of Sheffield was threatened by an on-
slaught of hardcore electronic music fans 
seeking enlightenment at the 1984 version 
of UK Electronica, the country's foremost 
synth music festival. Actually, the ' UK' bit 
of the title was even less appropriate than 
it was last year: performers — as well as 
punters came from as far afield as 
France, Spain and the USA. Former 
Tangerine Dreamer Steve Jolliffe (who'd 
appeared on E&MM's cover back in July) 
gave perhaps the most stirring perfor-
mance of the all-day extravaganza, and 
event organisers 1NKEY$ should be able 
to look forward to an even more success-
ful Electronica in 1985. 

One of the year's better-conceived 
albums also made its appearance around 
this time. David Sylvian's Brilliant Trees, 
seven songs of great beauty and colour 
but misleading simplicity from the former 
Japan frontman, didn't exactly set the 
national charts alight, but the critics 
E&MM included — recognised the deftness 
of its construction and the significance of 
its musical achievement. Sylvian drew on 
a wide variety of sources for inspiration, 
in terms of both cultural influence and 
musical collaboration: of the various 
composers and musicians that made an 
appearance on Brilliant Trees, most were 
already noted for the catholicity of their 
recorded output. 

Ile micro), though the review we gave it in 
E&MM October was to some . extent 
overshadowed by a similar appraisal of 
something Oriental — the Yamaha CX5M 
computer already mentioned. Still, Main-
frame themselves succeeded in making n 
marvellous (both sonically and creatively? 
12" EP, Into Trouble with the Noise of Art. 
that made much merriment at the expense 
of 1984's most successful computer 
musicians, Trevor Horn and his ever-
innovative ZTT engineers. 

Future Fantasies 
So much, then, for Orwell's nightmare. 

British Brains 

Nineteen Eighty-Four drew to a close 
with the arrival of several new musical 
products that served to highlight this 
country's growing stature in the field of 
sound-generating technology. E&MM had 
already devoted five articles to Clef 
Products' Programmable Digital Sound 
Generator add-on for the BBC Micro, and 
in December we reviewed a similar system, 
Acorn's Music 500 synthesiser. The 500's 
unique music production language — 
AMPLE — looked like it could be a major 
step forward in improving the ease with 
which musicians could communicate their 
wishes to micros: let's hope other design-
ers take the hint. 

Powertran's MCS1 MIDI Controlled 
Sampler could also justifiably claim to be 
something of a revolutionary device. It 
offered all the standard DDL effects as 
well as allowing the user to store any 
sound and control its pitch from a MIDI 
keyboard, and we make no apologies for 
devoting so much editorial space to the 
machine's design and construction during 
1984's closing months. 
Another sampling system, Mainframe's 

Greengate DS3, proved what could be 
done for a relatively modest financial 
outlay (£200 if you've already got a 
suitable keyboard and the requisite Apple 

What will 1985 have in store? Well, i 
seems likely that this year's Frankfurt 
show might not be quite the technological 
feast it was in ' 84, but expect big things. 
nonetheless from the Japanese giants. 
several of whom — Akai, Technics, and in 
a sense, Casio — are new to the pro music 
arena, and therefore keen to make their 
intentions clear. 

MIDI isn't going to get any faster or 
more versatile, but since it's unlikely to be 
replaced by anything substantially better 
within the next 12 months, the program-
mers are going to have to work hard to 
develop software that really gets the best 
out of the system as it stands now. And at 
the time of writing, it seems they're ready 
to do just that. 
Music technology's other current pet 

subject, sound-sampling, has already 
received a shot in the arm courtesy of the 
DS3, MCS1 and Emulator II, but there's 
every indication that 1985 could see the 
technique's financial accessibility increase 
even more dramatically. No prizes for 
guessing it's the Japanese who are poised 
to take the sampling bull by the horns and 
make it something everyone can afford to 
do in the comfort of their own living room. 
As for music, that's rather less easy to 

predict, but judging from what we heard 
emanating from their studio in Bath at the 
tail-end of 1984, the new Tears For Fears 
album should be one to watch. • 
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If the strap fits... 
The KX-5 Remote Keyboard offers you total 

performance control without physical restriction. 
Via its MIDI port you can acc,ess any number of 

electronic MIDI instruments — syltris, drum machines, 
sequencers — from the front of the stage 

It's as light as a guiar yet incorporates a full set of 
performance controls plus a velocity and pressure sensitive 
keyboard to alow full exploitation of the most sophisticated 
instruments like Yamaha's inimitable DX7. No other over-
the-shoulder keyboard can come close. 

The Yamaha KX-5 
A genuine step forward for keyboard 
players 

• 32-way programme select • 3-Octave transpose • 
Mono and poly modes • Touch-strip pitch bend • Volume/ 
Modulation wheels • Portamento control • Sustain 
• Breath control facility 

£449.00 R.R.P 

@YAMAHA 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

• MOUNT AVENUE, BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS, MK11,IE 
e (0908) 640202 24hr Ansaphone (0908) 649222 
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Please send me further iiformation on the FO<-5 
▪ Remote Keyboard 
I Name  

Address  

Yamaha-Kemble MJSiC (UK) Ltd, Mount Avenue, 
▪ Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks. MK1 1JE. 
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OSALE Starts next month, hundreds of bargains, phone for details 
,  
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IL_2Roland 

- MKB 1000 & MKB 300 
MIDI KEYBOARD 
CONTROLLERS 

MPG-80 

• H SBX-80 SYNC BOX 
• _ 
»e‘11 
q£S. 99 
4 

the SEIX-80 man aflordable progranrrable tempo 
controller that can generate and read SIAPTE tome 
code y generates pulse signals controlled boy MIDI 
data. 24-clock 0114 signals or SMPTE tone rode thus 
the SBX-80 can be used as a master temp. • akoller 
for almost an electrone instruments the tempo is 
controlled by the tempo knob or the tap ante ce the 
hoes panel a by the click agnate stored in external 
summer,' The S130 -80 allows a mussan to control 
en nstrument not only e Ise with the enetronorre 
rhythms ol a drum machne or a sequence.. tout also a, 
lane woth tris own rhythm The SBX-80 can sonnerie 
all the changes of tampons. composes" a display 
Sows all the data required echelon the lempo value 
and tee synchronization wetly tape recorder - 
ndospensabie tat molt- track reccedng - . shaved 
Lang Ski PTE lane code instead el ordearvFSK tape 
sync signals ethos way. The SI3X-13) allows egusenent 
lo be synchronsed with a tape recorder l'orn the 
middle of comport.' It is also posse* tc overdub a 
rhythm macho'e at a sequencer over a composolen 
that is recorded vedhoort FM( tape signals 
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I ,-)Roland 
PRODUCTS 
JUST IN!! 
MKB 1000 
Now with new modules! Rolands system of the 
future available right now! The fantastic velocity 
sensitive MIDI keyboard has acoustic piano feel 
with real wood keys. It can control all MIDI 
pianos, synths, guitar or drum machines, as well 

as its own selection of MIDI modules beth a total 
of 128 programmable memory banks, plus dual 
split. Whole parts of the keyboard can be 
assigned and memorised in any timbre!! 
Rolands budget MKB300 keyboard controller 
offers the solution for a high quality master 
MIDI controller packed with features at a low 
pnce!!Rolands new Planet sertes rack mount 
MIDI modules point to the future of MIDI 
expansion. The 6 voice Planet and 8 voice super 
Jupiter offer full synth features in a convenient 

and compact 19" rack system. 

MKS 10 PLANET P 
MIDI PIANO MODULE 

MSQ 100 POLYPHONIC MIDI N-

SEQUENCER 
Following their success with the world's first 
MIDI sequencer the MS0700 Roland now 
introduce a new budget version packed with 
features at a price for all. 

NEW £P0A 

G707 GUITAR 

r, 

G700 MIDI GUITAR 
CONTROLLER 
loin 

gewaricede dream0fs ore true!! At last guitansts 
unbz ed with the MIDI 

MKS 30 PLANET S MIDI ,., from your guitar, excellSeonut7rdacclgt. from andtl%°"'l 

POLYSYNTH MODULE . G707's new dampened neck with 69 
programmable sound memories available within 

m the G700 plus unlimited expansion possibilities 
IN through the MIDI bus. in  

MK SUPER JUPITER 
MIDI 8 VOICE SYNTH II 
MODULE 

KEYBOARDS 
ROLAND JUNO 106 

HEADPHONES 

£699 
ROLAND JUNO 60 
+JSQ60 SEQUENCER 
CB JUNO CASE+ HEADPHONES 

£795 
ROLAND JX3P 
PG200 PROGRAMMER 

CB JUNO CASE+ HEADPHONES 

£799 
ROLAND JP8 
+ HEADPHONES 

ROLAND SH101 
MSI HANDGRIP 

CASE & HEADPHONES 

£1995 

£249! 
£199 

Ply alt H si 

tlïîfi 1H H 1H 

DRUM MACHINES 
TR808 £399! 
TR909 £449!!! 
TR707 £495! 
D110 £125! 
CR8000 £299! 

SEQUENCERS 
JSQ60 £199 
MSQ700 £795 
MSQ100 £425 
MC202 £199 j 
CSQ600 £199. 
MC4B+0P8+0CE 
RRP S.2999"£799!!! 

' 
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TR707 ROLAND'S 
NEW 

DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE 

BREAKS THE PRICE 

BARRIER ONLY 

. £499!! 
LOOK AT THESE FEATURES 

* 10 Totally Digital Sounds including 2 
snare 2 bass 

* Independent outputs for each sound 
* Midi + Sync outputs 

* 69 patterns on 4 song, 12 songs with 
memory cartridge 
* Real or step time 

* Shuffle — flame, LCD display 

JUNO 106 6 VOICE POLY MIDI 
KEYBOARD 
Unique 6 voice polyphonic synth with 64 timbre 
memory and mrdi output at a budget price! Now 
you really can afford a programmable synth with 
the MIDI connections. Endless features and 
sophistication! Come and try one now! 

lob* 

• 

SALE: SPECIAL OFFERS!! 111,1i' 
GUITAR SYNTHS .• 
G700 £1450.00 i « : • 
G707 £650.00 : :.• - 
G808 £599.00 • : i LI 
G303 £499.00 : •: 
G202 £299.00: 
G505 £499.00 
GR300 £399.00 - +1 
BOSS PEDAL BARGAINS :bp 
DD2 £135 DM3 .199.00 
DR110 £125 HC2....£40.00 
CE3 £65 HA5 ....£95.00 mr," 414Nkl 
CE2 £65 PC2 ....£40.00 -"ss% 

BF2 £75 
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SALE Starts next month, hundreds of bargains, phone for details 

11.11.111111.... 11 11111//117//"". 
°YAMAHA HI-TECH DEALER:: 

RX11 £709 

FU(15 (AIM .• 

10(5 REMOTE KEYBOARD £449 
e i • Irs.-- .......--. Fabulous new PCM MIDI drum rnachnes at new 

affordable peces. Fe 15 has 13 sounds. 
ret •tte ..=. trtt ..t -100 patterns, 10 songs. WO 1 has 16 sounds. 

NAT44 Complete System with Recorder 2000 events. 10 songs. 16 letter LCD dIsplay 
Mixer & Rack, £479 inc. VAT. and LED dosplay. 

COMING SOON - INCREDIBLE NEW YAMAHA 
PRODUCTS!! CALL FOR INFO, 
QX1 DIGITAL SEQUENCE RECORDER 
The Yamah.. ax 1 is a fully MIDI compeldale dotal sequence recorde, provided wrth 8 MIDI output crenne.s allowing the 
museen to control up to 8 separate MIDI in ttratents In addition le hr. ekceptenal contiol Iteetarty a offers. the OX 1 is 
unkfue ci that a features a belt on 5 floppy disk ere. enableg fast easy dorage and rece of sequenca pegrams Two 
methods of data entry we poseble with the OX' real tee wrde. and stag) wee Memory is met'gap] sc that one 
ectredual song or selector e name up of h tracks. each polyphone There are 32 banks one oank hokleg a sepia 
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TX8 16FM VOICE GENERATOR SYSTEM 
Independent MIDIernier. FM kotce generator modules CM+) hace 505m, dearticedi by Tan,Mx acid Ix not to 
accere 8 compete MIDI synthesizers to make Me most of the EMI Ar 8-module systerr Me TX81,.. contons 8 T 1 
race generators na, orvement rack-mountable package Each Thu module pernes 18-note aartypharne output, and 
can hold up to 32 referent yokes n memory 32 function memories am aso proveed 

YAMAHA SPECIAL DEALS 
KX5 Remote Keyboard ...£295! R100 Reverb  £399! 
CS01 Portable Synth ..... ....£99! MT44 Multitrack £499! 
PF10 Pianos.. £695! MR10 Drum Machine £69! 

YAMAHA CX5 MUSIC COMPUTER 
yOu re 1001inp ror. WOW compete to melm mole look no further. Tomah. s emszing C1(5 effort Ike same 
Oman. FM spend sy ..... net poldy nets famous OS syntieseser sotto. Plus all Its teatyret of It, Innovated 
MSS weep teem , 

CX5,4 uu Rea.' 

CX5M Music Computer 
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£499 inc VAT à 
System includes CX5 
MSX computer, YKO1 
Mini keyboard. YRM12 
FM voicing software 
and FM cartridge 

hardware1 

202 NEW KINGS ROAD 

FULHAM, LONDON SW6 
OPP PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE 

TEL 01-731 5993 

01-736 4771 

10 BADDOW ROAD, 
CHELMSFORD, ESSEX 
TEL 0245-352490 

104 106 ELM GROVE 
SOUTHSEA, PORTSMOUTH 

HANTS 
TEL 0705-820595 

Instant Credit Available. 4 4) 

85 ST MARY'S STREET, 

SOUTHAMPTON HANTS\ 
TEL 0703-26798 
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KORG 
NEW EX800 MIDI EXPANDER IN STOCK!!! 

AKAI 
e NEW!! The incredible 

AKAIMG121212 . channel mixer 
• recorder on 1/2 ' 

' cassette tape 

:....e £5999 

AX80 8 voice programmable synth 
touch sensitive midi 96 sounds 

£1295 

1 . sounalhouse 
i 

.......,_____ £399.00 

-i, 7o. 
. 
• .--i-17: —̀` •  - — 
' NEW USA STRATS IN 
STOCK AT LOW LOW 
PRICES!!! £285 inc VAT .4 e 
FENDER AMPS AT NEW LOW PRICES 
Harvard Reverb II  
Studio _ead £149.00 £299.00 
Yale Reverb £235.00 
Mon:reux £395.00 
Princton II Reverb £285.00 

Polaris 6 VOICE DIGITAL ANALOGUE 
132 PROGRAMS BUILT IN 
S=CCENCER 

£1 799.00 

....6„,„ 

.. 

DIEGwITADLopmEDRiccustooNRuumNsiTe.s 

NOW IN STOCK! 

£225.00 
POLY 800 IN  STOC ‘). b, 

L G a l EOUERZIAiCUIZI inc 
....:•:: 

.••••• 
.;:eNe • , SIXTRAK 

6VOICE 
MULTMMBRE 
SYNTHESIZER 

64 INTERFACE FOR COMMODORE64 
DRUMTRAXS DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE 

New Model 910 expansion software for 
6track and Commodore 64 in stock!!! 

GREENGATE 
DS3 POLYPHONIC 

DIGITAL SOUND SAMPLER 
Incredible pnce break 
through sound sarrple 

, board for Apple LIE 
i only f250 with digital 

Sok. ' ....11 scan 4 poly keyboard friso 
Complete Apple IIE system, Apple IIE • 
2 dnves, cards, keyboard and 
software £1400 • VAT 
New looping software in stock! 

CiPLSBRO 
AMPLIFICATION 

BRRISH AMPLIFICATION AT ITS BEST! 
UNBEATABLE QUALITY & PRICE8 

LEAD COMBO'S Bass Combo's 
'N-15p Lead £75 Cztya 90 £285 

! -re' lead £165 150w Combo C425 
-tra90 £225 
!axa9OT £225 

Keyboard Cornbe's 
Cobra90 £285 
150w Combo £425 

PA 
Maarn 150 
Marlrn 300 
Ceb,a 90 PA 

••••BOI11111 111 In 

095 
075 
:its 

ECHO EFFECTS =' 

ee 

Yamaha D1500 midi delay....£612 
Yamaha RV1000 reverb £566 
Rolanc SDE1000 £399 
Rolana SDE 3000 £799 
Boss DE200 £249 
Time Matrix £1595 
MXR Digital Reverb £1750 
Fostex Reverb £299 
Lexcon Digital Reverb £1725 
Yamaha RVI Digital reverb £7588 
Deltalab 1050 delay £199 

 4 
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SPECIAL XMAS OFFER! 
A8 system with free Acce- it-compessor 
Fostex remote switch, punching switch, 

6 reels of tape 8 all leads 

r" 

' 
Se Nk 

ALE Starts next month, hundr ds of bargains, phone for details-' . 
\re,. 

FOSTEX A8 SYSTEM 
CALL FOR PACKAGE PRICE 
ON A8 SYSTEM MC M 
TAPE RECORDER 350 MIXER 
3060 METER BRIDGE 

,!UUU•UUUUI 

I 
• PERSONAL MULTITRACK 

AT FUTURE MUSIC 
B16 Another Fostex First Sixteen tracks high 
speed recording on 1/2 " tape with Dolby C 
£3445 inc. VAT 
816 Remote £345 inc. VAT 

We have a number of Mixers available for use 
with the B16. all of which are subject to special 
package prices. Here are a few examples: 
B16, Remote, Dynamix 24.8.16 £4755 inc. VAT 
B16, Remote, RAM 18.8.16 £3999 inc. VAT 
816, Remote, Allen & Heath 24.8.2 
£5450 inc. VAT 

£1799!! 

Accessit 
FOSTEX SIGNAL 
PROCESSORS 
3070 DUAL COMPRESSOR/ 

LIMITER £280 Inc. VAT 
3050 DIGITAL DELAY £275 inc. VAT 
3030 STEREO 10 BAND GRAPHIC EQ 

£180 Inc. VAT 
3180 STEREO REVERB £335 inc. VAT 
2050 LINE MIXER £140 inc. VAT 
3010 32 WAY NORAAAUSED PATCH BAY 

£45 inc. VAT 

Mullitr( kr 
NEW LOW PRICE 

£279!!!! INC. VAT 

NEW MN15 Compressor/Mixer 

only £40 

Mains supply, punch in/out switch 

ALL IN STOCK NOW 

I'! AkAIPA =  
  = 

/guy- witteroklifte 
AVAILABLE IN 10 AND 15 INPUT CHANNEL VERSIONS (RM10/RM16) 
THE RAM HAS 4 ROUTABLE SUB-GROUPS, TWO MASTER OUTPUTS 
AND 8 TRACK MONITORING FACILITIES 

IT IS TO FALLY COMPATIBLE WITH ALL 4 AND 8 TRACK RECORDING 
APPLICATIONS ON EITHER - 10 OR 4 DBM TAPE MACHINES 
EACH INPUT CHANNEL OFFERS THE FOLLOWING: 

• XLER BALANCED MICROPHONE .NPUTS 
• RCA TYPE PHONO AND JACK LINE LEVEL INPUTS 
• INSERT POINTS 
• 3 BANC) EQUALISATION (INCLUDING VARIABLE SWEEP MID 
BAND PARAMETRIC CONTROLS) 

• 2 AUXYLIARY BUSSES 
• SWITCHABLE PHANTOM POWERING 
• PEAK OVERLOAD INDICATOR 
• PAN CONTROL AND PFL CIRCUITRY 
• AFL ON THE TWO MASTER AUXILIARY RETURNS 
• MONITOR DIM CONTROL 
• 2 HEADPHONE OUTPUTS 

SPECIAL PRICE ONLY FROM 
FUTURE MUSIC!! RAM 10 £599!! 

•  

•1/4 .4o. 
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• 
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RM 16 ONO INC VAT 
RM IS £16115 INC VAT 

• MX3 8/4/2 MIXER 
IDEAL FOR ALL 

• 8 TRACK SYSTEMS 

• 
• 

•••• 

• AFL ON THE TWO MASTER AUXILIARY RETURNS .» 
• MONITOR DIM CONTROL 
• 2 HEADPHONE OUTPUTS 

FULL FEATURE MIXERS AT INCREDIBLY LOW 
PRICES 

• 
• • '" 
• • 
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Applied Ergonomics 
Since its inception the MX3's 
designers have interpreted the needs 
of the user from a human as well as 
technical point of view. A unique 
approach to graphics and colour has 
given the MX3 a high degree of User 
Friendliness. Signal paths are clearly 
visible to all the other colour coded 

• RCA type connectors. Control knobs 
• have raised pointers for easy setting. 

From the moment you 
E switch on the MX3 you will 
▪ appreciate the refinements 

achieved through advanced 
▪ construction techniques 
▪ and applied ergonomics. 

II 

IDEAL FOR 
FOSTEX A8 
SYSTEM 
ONLY £466 
incl VAT 

I I I II II 13•11••• 
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SALE Starts next month, hundr 

The 013-8 Polyphonic Synthesizer 
8 Voice Synthesizer (2 independent 
4 voice synthesizers) 
120 Patch programs 
5 Octave keyboard with programmable 
split point 
12 Split Programs 
12 Double Programs 
Stereo/Mono Outputs 
Arpeggiator 

• st* 

s of bargains, phone for details 

OBERHE- IM 
THE INCREDIBLE OBERHEIM RANGE IN STOCK 

AND ON DEMO AT FUTURE MUSIC 

the DSX Digita, Polyphonic Seqeencer 
6000 Note Capacity 
16 Voice Polyphony 
10 Sequences, each with ' 0 tracks 
10 Merges 
Loop and Transpose 
Auto-Correct 
Programmable Tempo 

NEW XPANDER Imagine being able to control each of 
these voices easily and independently. A 

H
Matrix Modulation "' system that lets you 

connect 27 sources to any of 47 destinations 
per voice, with an interactive block diagram and 

120 display characters to make it easy to use. Imagine 
being able to interface all of this to anything you wish; 
Velocity Keyboards, Sequences, Guitars, Computers, 

MIDI and CVs simultaneously, and of course, the Obeiheim System. We've had 
these fantasies, too. The Oberheirn Xpander ... the fantasy realizad. Realize 
your fantasy at your local Oberheim dealer,or write for more information. 

MIDI SYNT 
MODULE 

The DX Programmable Dal 
Drum Machine 
Real Sounds Recorded D•gaal4 
2000 Event Capacity 
24 Drums 
100 Sequences 
50 Songs 
Auto-Correct 
Programmable Tempo 
Interchangeable soulds 'ndividually Tunable 

_ 

lât 
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85 ST MARY S STREET 
SOUTHAMPTON HANTS 
TEL 0703-26798 

era 

202 NEW KINGS ROAD 
FULHAM LONDON SW6 
OPP PUTNEY BRIDGE TUBE 
TEL 01 731 5993 

01-736 4771 

10 12.A.DDOVV ROAD 
CHELMSFORD, ESSEX 
TEL 02.45-352490 

Instant Credit Available. 

104 106 ELM GROVE 
SOLJTHSEA, PORTSMOUTH 
HANTS 
TEL 0705-820595 

Zr. 
ELECTRONIC DRUMS ACDUSTIC DRUMS 

SIMMONS 
ELECTRONIC KITS 

SDS 7 Digital 
analogue kit 

SOS 8 analogue 
kit 

Introducing the I 
incredible new 
SDS1 Digital I 
DRUMlil £250 

SDS EPB sound 
sampler for 
SDS7ll £390 

TED DIGISOUND 
MODULES 
New Dynamic sound 
modules give high 
quality digital percussion 
at low price!!! 

-1 'humeri I kPe,-(a.....Egl 

5 KIT QUALITY ELECTRONIC 
SOUNDS AT UNBEATABLE LOW 
PRICE!!! £499 Ultimate 

(stands percussions new 
extra)lup 5 kit offers 

high quality 
sounds. New 
design! 
Incredible value! 

YAMAHA 
SERIES 9000!!! IN STOCK 
NEW CHERRY WOOD AND 
BLACK AND NOW AVAILABLE IN 
POVVERTOM! 

THE ULTIMATE!! 

'MIDI DRUM 

INTERFACE 
£349 inc VAT 

Can be triggered from 
acoustic drum pad or 
anything!! 
Snare £99 
Bass drum £99 
Tom £99 

Cymbal  £99 
Snare/bass ..£125 
Power £26 

re ge", 
NEW! MX GA DX 
PROFESSIONAL 
SERIES 
KITS!! 
Top quality professional system 
kits now in stock! Power Toms 
new finishes export kits £449 

II I 1 

. 4 
lea 

Convert your drum kit and pads 
to trigger any midi arum machine 
or synth! 
Assign each drum to any sound! 
Includes Delta Pickups. 
Call for detaks. 

1 .. , 
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SONOR Ibut Lite and t el 
The Drummers Affordable! • a • o 

. 

e' Drum ! Phonic plus! In ' 1 
in al le ..1 

Sonor Signature Stock in new in in 

The Finest 
Series on Demo! Gloss Finishes!!! 

DrumKit in the 
World! 

AI 
Come and Try AI , 
Sonorlite! from £ 
Signature qualitydecce e'lev 
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NEW APK ADVANCED 
POWER KIT!! 
In natural wood finisn! 
With Tri Star stenos! 
5 Piece Power 
Tome' 

I In SIOCK 
Now! gee" ,Ce‘e 
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 HARDWARE/  

A evidell OF FIVES 
E&MM's main contributors list I 984's most noteworthy happenings in 
groups of five for convenient, easy reference. If you don't find them 
bigoted, opinionated, and grossly unfair, you're obviously not easily 
shocked.. 

ONE 
Ace Reviewer Paul 'give it to me and I'll slag it' White lists his favourite new products in 

chronic and logical order. 

1: The SynthAxe Unveiled to the vultures of the music press in May, this instrument obviously deserves more credit 
than anything else, as do its designers, who strove so hard and desperately to create an incredibly 
flexible and versatile instrument that could still be played and understood by the average Guitarist 

reader. Reference has already been made to the instrument's unusual appearance in our Retro feature but 
what isn't so immediately apparent is that the SynthAxe actually contains more computing power 
than the entire Russian space programme (1958 to date). It does come a bit on the pricey side, but if 
you're in the market for a Fairlight, the SynthAxe is the ideal fretted complement and should 

comfortably be afforded put of the change. 

2: Powertran MCS1 Tim Orr's outrageously cheap and powerful MCS1 brings high-quality digital sampling within 
reach of the serious semi-Pro musician, and the pitch of the machine's output can be controlled via 

either MIDI or CV keyboards, so almost anyone can use it. 
Not only does the MCS offer such sophistications as sample loop editing, pitch-bend and vibrato 

facilities, it also doubles as a conventional digital delay line during its time off. Involved as I was in the 
recording of Powertran's demo tape, I was surprised at just how many domestic utensils could be 
pressed into musical service using nothing more than the MCS1, a decent microphone and a 
deranged imagination. Even a humble milk bottle can be coaxed into producing a flute sound so 
convincing it would have James Galway crying into his Guinness. But does James Galway read 

E&MM? Probably not. 

After a veritable age of Great Expectations, Roland have finally come up with the Dickens of a good 
3: Roland TR707 

digital drum machine. Gone are the tinny electronic samples of the 707's predecessors, to be 
replaced by high-quality digital samples and the excellent LCD grid system first shown on the Boss 
Dr Rhythm Graphic: it makes pattern writing and editing simpler than ever. 

At about £500, the 707 really has brought first-rate drum sounds within the reach of mere mortals, 

though some of us are so mere that we'll still have to do a bit of saving up. 

Despite Dr Ellis' demo cassette (bits of which sound uncannily like a deranged bat flying through 
4: The Syndrom 

the workings of an air conditioning system), E&MM's Syndrom is capable of producing sampled 
drum sounds of the highest calibre for, well, peanuts really. 
Connect a couple of modules to the trigger outputs of an existing drum machine and you can 

replace, say, the bass and snare with sounds equal in quality to those of the Linn (where did you get 
those samples?), thus saving your trusty Drumatix or whatever from a fate worse than obsolescence. 

Hats off to the small Essex firm who unveiled this preset electronic drum kit at the British Music Fair 
5: Ultimate Percussion UP5 

in August. Combining superbly made and attractive pads with compact electronics, the UP5 can 
produce eight different drum sounds at the touch of a button or two, yet costs surprisingly little. 

Actually, the kit's real advantage is that all those horrendous sounds we all know drummers are 
capable of programming using a conventional electronic set-up are placed safely out of their grasp. 

Just think of the torment we've all been spared. 

TWO 
Computer Musician Editor David Ellis looks 
at five products of a more computerised 
(well, sort of) nature. 

1: Kurzweil 250 
A keyboard of magnificent dimensions, 

performance, and price. A mite pretentious, 
perhaps, but it does point to a new direction 
for manufacturers to take their sampling 
wunderkind. If the 250 had lived up to all the 
advance publicity, it would have been in-
credible. As it is, a less than healthy percent-
age of the ROM-based sounds are fairly 
dreadful, which brings the 250 down to the 
level of being only excellent. The big question 
that remains is whether adding on an Apple 
Macintosh and the sampling hardware will 
succeed in turning it into the ultimate com-
puter music system. For the answer to that, 
watch these pages in 1985... 

2: Acorn Music 500 
A quality digital synthesiser for the BBC 

Micro that has crept onto the scene without 
the benefit of Cambridge moles giving away 
advance details months before the event. 
With an MCL-type language called AMPLE, 
the Music 500 looks set to offer balm to the 
digits of BBC Micro owners who aren't so 
conspicuously gifted with keyboard skills. For 
those with a vested interest in digital flights of 
fantasy, the Music 500 may appear a bit too 
much like going back to school, but before 
you jump to any hasty conclusions, hang 
around for the music keyboard that'll be 
appearing next year. 

3: Yamaha CX5M 
A boringly standard and over-priced MSX 

micro blessed with Yamaha's gift at turning 
ivory tower research into commercial reality 
— namely the remarkable FM/MIDI module 
that slots into the base of the CX5M. If 
Yamaha were to licence the FM çhip en-
sconced in this unit to other manufacturers, 
they'd make an awful lot of people as happy 
as a sandworm (that's for Dune fans...). But 
they won't, so we'll have to make the best of 
the curate's egg that the CX5M is: great 
synthesis hardware, unimaginative and limited 
(32K) micro hardware, and a right hodge-
podge of software. Mind you, the FM Music 
Composer Package still gets my vote as one 
of the more musical pieces of software to 
have emerged in 1984. 

4: Korg DDM220 
At long last a really cheap digital drum 

machine that grabs the ear with splendidly 
unorthodox sounds. And whilst following the 
latin gravy-train to Hollywood isn't exactly my 
cup of tea, there's no doubt that the DDM220 
is great for blowing your horn at Trevor. 
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THREE 
5: Gn3engate DS3 

Yet another member of the sampling fra-
ternity, but this time based around that 
stalwart of the home computer brigade, the 
Apple Il. And even though Greengate Pro-
ductions have a certain reputation for being 

difficult characters to get on with if you ring 
them up and complain about the difficulties 
you're having with the Hampton Court-like 
maze of instructions n the dire sequencing 
software or the highly idiosyncratic manual, it 
sounds good, it's cheap, and it steals some of 
the thunder away from the (now) over-priced 
Fairlight. 

and the five that never quite made 

1: Jen Music System 
About which the least said the better. 

2: Upstream MIDI system 
Which only goes to prove that being a 

member of Mensa doesn't automatically 
mean business acumen or the ability to turn 
advertising copy into physical reality. 

3: Suchla 400 
So much was promised, but nothing ac-

tually materialised. However, the latest news 

is that Kimball Organs have teamed up with 
Don Buchla in a joint effort to get the 400 on 

the streets. 

4: Yamaha «1 & TX816 
Wonderful on paper and high in price, but 

when are they actually going to appear? 
Talk about inscrutable marketing strategies... 

5: Sharp CX3 
The digital tape recorder that squashes 16 

tracks on ve cassette tape, remember? 
Another non-arriver, but watch out for remark-
able developments along these lines next 
year. 

A personal Christmas message from a debt-ridden Trish McGrath. 

Dear Sanity Clause, 

It's been a long time since I wrote to you last, but you can rest assured I've tried ( very hard) 
to be on my best behaviour since then (December 1967). I'm dropping you a line to let you 
know details of the five presents I would most like to find in my stocking on Christmas 
morning, as I know you must be finding it difficult to keep track of all the advances in musical 
technology during 1984 (you may be reading the wrong magazines — have you renewed your 
subscription to E&MM?). 

So, in order of preference, I would like a Kurzweil 2130 Digital Keyboard — love at first 

sight, I'm afraid. Listening to the Kurzweil's representation of a concert grand with eyes 
shut, you might expect the instrument to resemble the bridge of the Starship Enterprise — but 
don't worry, Rudolph should be able to pull it along nicely ( if not, ring Securicor). Still, maybe 
you'd better skip the chimney lark ... 

If my first choice is unavailable or temporarily out-of-stock, I wouldn't say no to a Roland 

MSQ700 Digital Keyboard Recorder (it would also save me having to knit a bigger 
stocking). With an MSQ, I could record in either step- or real-time using up to eight tracks and 

A 6500 events, and it would quite happily control my MIDI- or DCB-compatible keyboards. 
However, it does look a bit like a clock radio, so you will be careful when you're browsing 
through the Argos catalogue, won't you? 

Of course, with all this high-tech gear this might be a good time to replace my domestic 
percussion (pots, pans, jars — you know the sort) with a MIDI drum machine. I'm not fussy, 
so long as it's either a Yamaha EX11 or the new Roland TR707. Both machines deliver 

to the MSQ700 (hint, hint). high-quality digital drum sounds, offer versatile programming options, and will sync easily 

If all else fails, I guess I could settle for the budget-priced but nonetheless excellent, Korg 
DDM3120 Percussion unit. Mind you, I suppose the congos, agogos and caba-sa may seem out 

of place in cold, wet Cambridge this winter, so If you could chuck in a plane ticket to Hawaii as 
well, I'd very much appreciate it. 

cpen arms ... See you on Christmas Eve. I'll be waiting with some whiskey, Christmas pudding — and 

Love, Trish 

FOUR 
E&MM contributor Paul Wiffen is now a reformed character after giving up selling 

synthesisers and becoming a freelance programmer. Here's his Top Five. 

1: Emulator II 
First past the post with usable sampling facilities for synthesiser programmers and keyboard 

players. Sensible length samples ( unlike the CM!), polyphonic ( unlike the Synclavier) and totally 
user-programmable ( unlike the Kurzweil) for less than any of them. Cross-fades, sample mixing and 
splicing and analogue filtering are wonderfid features. Only complaints are the nasty keyboaid 
(which can be got around via the Ell's excellent MIDI Implementation) the fact that you can't put 
more slum two samples on any one key en' move samples up or down by more than an octave'. 

Definitely Product of the Year. 

2: Sc! Drumtraks 
Twelve months after its release, the Drumtraks is still the only drum machine for those ( like 



FIVE 
And finally, Dan Goldstein takes the easy 
way out, supplying a chart for people who 
are too lazy to make music of their own and 
prefer listening to other people's instead. 

I: Brilliant Trees (David Sylvian) 
The numbe- Seven is a common enough concept. 

you know, seven virtues, seven vices, seven wonders 
of the world, Seven Brides for Seven Brothers, but 
the seven songs on Brilliant Trees are decidedly 
uncommon and much the better for it. 
From the organised chaos of the opening ' Pulling 

Punches' to the emotional high-point of the album's 
title-track, Sy vtan's voice casts a powerful. sensitive 
shadow over an instrumental backing that's as 
competent and as varied as its participants (Sakamoto, 

Hassell, Czukay, Barbieri). 
When the album came out it was striking enough 

to be the best record of tie summer, but I predicted 
then that 198,4 would not see a better LP, and 

ty. 
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C. myself) whose music relies on Phil Collins tom-tom rolls round the whole kit for which 16 different 
levels of tuning are required. Programmed from the excellent ( i f over-priced) Prophet T8 keyboard 
via MIDI, Drumtraks velocity-sensitivity gives stunning control over dynamics. The original Bass 
Drum sound was a bit naff, but the replacement sample Rod Argents kindly supplied me with makes 
the SCI the best of a good crop in this, the year of the digital drum machine. 
3: Oberheim Xpander 

In a year when so many manufacturers (Korg, Roland, Siel, PPG, Yamaha) simply chopped the 
keyboard off their best selling synth and called it a MIDI expander/guitar synthesiser, for me the °nil 

one that showed any real imagination was the Xpander. Not cheap, but then this is neither mutton 
dressed as lamb nor a jump on the MIDI bandwagon. Containing six voice channels which ai e 
probably the most complex yet avai lable polyphonically, the Oberheim combines multi-timbrality ( hi, 
year's most notable piece of Californian jargonese) with truly professional sound quality. 
4: The Bit One 

Despite a truly terrible name, this proved to be the only budget synth that could really deliver 
sound-wise. But then neither name nor sound quality were a surprise to me when I discovered the Bit 
One to have been designed by Mario Maggi (he of Elka Synthex fame). To provide touch-sensitivity 
at this price (£699) is a real achievement, and the future for the Bit One will be bright indeed  tall the planned MIDI expansions come to fruition. 

5: LEMI MIDI Software 

One of the most disappointing aspects of MIDI has been the way in which the best software has 
been written for unreliable budget computers like the Commodore 64 and Spectrum, whilst mote 
reliable models like the BBC have suffered a lack of user-friendly and versatile packages, the M I 
system excepted. However, the Apple II has fared rather better thanks to the LEA,!! Future Shod. 
MIDI Inte-rface and software (reviewed in this issue). An excellent real-time multitrack sequence, , 
aids to DX7, Prophet 5 and Prophet 600 programming and sound libraries, plus a brilliant and 
unique idea, a MIDI digital delay which uses another (or indeed the same) keyboard to play the repeat signal. 

Brilliant Trees has worn far better than even a 
confirmation of that statement would suggest. 
Every time you play it, more intricate details of 

construction, arrangement and production come 
bubbling to the surface. Touching, progressive, 
intelligent, graceful. Brilliant Trees is all these and 

more. 

2: The Flat Earth (Thomas Dolby) 
In which the mad professor of The Golden Age of 

Wireless mellowed into an intelligent songwriter 
and producer with a penchant for corrupting 

traditional instrumental arrangements by dubbing 
Fairlight samples over the top of them. 

Critics said The Flat Earth was too commercial 
but they were missing the point. In 1984 Dolby 
proved computers could make a positive contribution 
to the way music was played yet still not be too 

conspicuous by their presence. True, the man's 
output could be a bit more on the consistent side, 
but if he comes up with records (not to mention 
videos, tours, books and the like) of this quality at 
the climax to each work period, who can complain? 

fry 
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3: The Pearl (Harold Budd & Brian Eno) 
So close ( in both concept and execution) to the 

duo's 1982 album The Plateaux of Mirror that it 
might have been recorded at the same time, this 
was nonetheless the year's finest example of 
modern-day 'ambient' music. Budd's simple, repeti-
tive piano melodies are strikingly but sympathetically 
contrasted by Eno's synthscapes, and while a few of 
the album's pieces are decidedly throwaway, others 
('Against the Sky', 'Foreshadowed') have real 

beauty and passion. 
Far too many dismiss this sort of thing as mere 

aural wallpaper, when in reality a lot more goes into 
its creation than is immediately apparent; if you 
really listen, you'll find more within The Pearl than a 
hundred albums of far more complex instrumenta-

tion. Even the cover is nice. 

4: It'll End in Tears (This Mortal Coil) 
If there was a record that logic insisted shouldn't 

have been an aesthetic success, but became one 
nevertheless, this was it. The line-up is a peculiar pot 
pourri of 4AD employees under the guiding hand of 
the label's mentor, Ivo Watts-Russell. The music 
varies enormously in both style and dynamics, but 

the arrangements are consistently inspiring. DX7s 
being juxtaposed at will with such unlikely bed-
fellows as a gizmo and a yang t'chin. 
Two female singers, Cocteau Twins' Liz Fraser 

and Dead Can Dance's Lisa Gerrard, steal the show 
with vocal performances whose dexterity outshines 
even that of the album's instrumentalists, and while 
a couple of the tracks on It'll End in Tears don't 
achieve anything more than giving you a pain in the 
head, that fact only serves to make the remainder 

more gracefully tranquil. 

5: Journeys out of the Body (Steve Jolliffe) 
Formerly an innocent accessory to the improvis-

ational antics of Edgar Froese and Klaus Schulze in 
the infant Tangerine Dream, Jolliffe returned to 
vinyl with a vengeance in 84 with a musical 
reflection of some extraordinary bodily happenings 
he experienced while staying in Somerset some 

time before. 
Using only the bare basics of musical technology 

(grand piano, SCI Pro One), he succeeded in 
creating an album of great depth and effervescence, 
though seeing as he's now equipped himself with 
rather more in the way of studio hardware, Jolliffe's 
next musical endeavour — due for release early in 
1985 — is likely to be a work of a very different kind. 
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All the products advertised by Turnkey 
are now available from the new 
Turnkey Shop at 14 Percy Street 

in London s West End - Just off 
Tottenham Court Road 
As well as unique offers. 
there are new ways to 

... choose the equipment 
that suits your needs best 
Rack Shop Computer 

allows you to compare the 
latest effects, instantly 

le
• ' -- t Video Demos offer info .,,. on the newest products 

Trade Counter has keenest 
prices on all accessories 

System Sales and hands on 
complete eight and sixteen 

track setups 

The Turnkey Shop 
now open in West End 

Nei 
Our latest 

72 page catalogue 
is packed with the 

latest products, 
hints and tips. 

lirow for your 
Call or write 

free copy. 

store in Central London for the 
-fina supr, 

Xmas bonus 
with eight 
track Fostex 
FREE accessories till 1985. 
A repeat of the Go Foote,' package, 
which sold out last year 

Buy the A8;350, 
system at 
our low 
pro price, 
and we will 
include, a foot-
switch, remote, 
leads, 6 reels tape. 
Accessit compressor 
and PSU Offer must 
end on January 31st 

Call Turnkey now tor the 
very best deal in eight track 

The very latest in electronic revert, fr 
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The widest choice in four track systems 
Fostex Producer System 
:he 250 complete with AKG 

D80 microphone, leads and ten 
cassettes, so you get started the 
inmute you get home 
Fostex 250   £625 

2Fostex X15 the musicians 
sketch book. At a new low 

in stock 

_ 
Mikes by Mail 
AHD C4I4 EB £360.00 
D80(budget) £30.00 
D202 (capsule) £123.50 
D190E (cardioid) £49.00 
D310 £54.00 

Shure SM57 
Tandy PZM ££21.95 P.O.A. £359 

£99.45 
SM58 £128.73 

Neuman U87 

3 from Pi oducer Packages 
Tascarn, includes the 

same range of basic start up 
accessories as with the Fostex 
Tascam 244   £599 

4MT44 Challenger This is 
Yamaha's contendor. Full 

simulsync and the latest Dolby C 
are featured Mixers available 
Yamaha MT44  £294 

Digital Mastering 
for anyone with 
VHS or Beta Video 
The remark,: .• • new 501 PCM 
processor from Sony converts 
any video recnrdei to a master 
quality. digital stereo machine. 
Hook up instantly with phono 

and standard video cables 
supplied Now you can adapt 
your video for 16- bit digital 
mastering - for much less than 
the price of open reel stereo 

Stratforcs (pr)   
JBL 4401 (pr) 
QUAD 
QUAD 

e non u 
re,  

Porta-One Centre 
stoctt 

to get the 
ow Ministudio. Gall :a to the 
fUrnkey SI-rop tor a tut video demo. 
hands-on trial and tree Pooklets rin 
geting tip • • •• • r 0 3 horrie• stud] : 

150 

Rack Shop 
Y t Reyerb a fawest 
pric( 1 , ,t the new t.. irejerbs 

tulie conuoi £499.00 

MXR 01 Pruqrociiinot • -our, 
tti ii tie was! , • Audio 

• - or nitit- t.1695.00 

Lexicon PCM60 .eree 
illul CU11111J1 11,11. 

.11,11t • £1400.00 
• -. 1 ut 

URSA Major Stargate •. \A. lu 
. 411 11 

,iecay. pie delay 1111X1PJ and 
decay CUILII01 Ma:Sternly specs 
Call in tor t dunk. £2150.00 

Check out the best in monitoring 
oar range covers JbL, f annoy, 
Auratone. Visonik and Fostex. 
From major to neariield budgets. 
Competitive prices : tit' packages. 

The fail range 
is on show at 
the Turnkey 
shop in the 
West End 

405 (80W ch) 

Full details 
and prices 
on request 

£117 
  £250 

333 (45W ch) £135 
£215 

15% VAT must be added to all prices shown. 

Our Postage charges are; 
up to £9   £1.00 
over £40   £2.00 
over £40 to £300   £3.00 

We accept teleprtunu orders and 
payment by credit card. We 
operate a daily delivery into the 
London area. Cal:us for details. 



THE BLACK 81 WHITE C 
The Black and White Connection makes interface 

simple. From SYCOLOGIC come connections to 
solve many of today's MIDI requirements. 

AMI. Analog to MIDI Interface, can be used to 
breathe new life into Analog Keyboards or Sequencers, 
expanding their creative possibilities by linking with 
any MIDI-equipped instruments. Standard CV and Gate 
signals are converted into MIDI 'events' allowing 
control of Pitch, Dynamics, Modulation Parameters and 
even Sync Code. 

"M.I.D.I. INTERFACE 
MADE SIMPLE" 

PSP. Percussion Signal Processor, represents a 
dramatic new step in electronic percussion technology. 
By connecting between playing surfaces and their 
sound-producing electronics, the PSP allows previously 
'dumb' percussion synthesisers to talk MIDI — 
dynamically. Pads can be used to play MIDI 
instruments, or MIDI instruments used to play 
percussion synthesisers. Connect a MIDI Sequencer 
and you have the ability to record, in real-time, live 
drumming with all the dynamic inflections. Using the 
PSPs control panel a variety of parameters can be 
assigned to each playing surface. including Note value, 
Gate time and 'Feel'. These can then be recalled at the 
touch of a button from a number of stored patches. 

MI4. Quad MIDI Matrix, has been designed to 
simplify MIDI connections. Problems of constant lead-
swapping. MIDI delays and the lack of a Thru socket 
are minimised using the M14. Up to 4 instruments can 
be connected, allowing any one machine to 'talk' while 
the others 'listen'. Connections are made by defining 
points on a matrix, displayed on the front panel. An 
optional infra-red transmitter allows patches to be 
made remotely. 

MX1. Memory Expansion board for the Yamaha 
DX7, allows you to store and recall 128 Internal Voices, 
instead of the normal 32 — via the DX7's controls or via 
MIDI. In addition, several software enhancements have 
been added to expand the DX7's MIDI functions, 
including the ability to transmit on any channel. No 
modification is necessary to the DX7. 

SYCOLOGIC — enhancing today's MIDI possibilities. 
The Black and White Connection. 

Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London W2. 
Telephone 01-724 2451 for an appointment. 
Telex 22278 SYCO G, Fax 262 6081. 
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"CASSETTE 
After a month's absence, our readers' demo tape 

a vengeance. Chris I bytill 

Merkworks Australia 
Six technically excellent tracks from com-

puter programmer Paul Murphy. This isn't 
new wave' (which is what his letter suggests) 
but a skilful juxtaposition of a much wider and 
more traditional range of musical styles. The 
odd track — like the epic 'Schizophrenic 
Dream' — is a mite too ambitious and falls flat 
on its face as a result, but the others are quite 
worthwhile, albeit in unexpected ways. ' Ultra-
hawk' succeeds not so much 'in the Zappa 
tradition of sending up life, the universe and 
everything else in it' but because it's an 
effective funk-soul drama in the Was (Not Was) 
vogue. 'Jazz Never Dies' intrigues as a bizarre 
'Jazz Rock on 45', while 'Another Prick in the 
Door' is an (almost) amusing Pink Floyd 
parody that reshapes itself as a condemnation 
of door-to-door salesmen and religious freaks. 
Almost as strange as... 

Red Ash & 
The Lebanese Poole 

This month's ludicrous minimalists. Boasting 
possibly the worst mix ever to come out of an 
eight-track studio, 'She's So Sweet' places an 
Ian Dury soundalike vocal against an indistinct 
backing and then disturbs the scene with the 
odd outrageously high-level synth and female 
singer interlude. And that's the most sensible 
song. ' Lying' is the Flying Lizards Play Boogie 
(as bad as it sounds), while ' Respect' is the 
Otis Redding classic mauled into misshape by 
a vocal style that would sound like Lou Reed if 
it wasn't totally devoid of soul. The other side 
of the tape contains an absurd sound collage — 
backwards guitars and drums overlaid with 
telephones, clocks, bells, and chimes filched 
from some of the BBC's indispensable sound 
effects records. I could say that I liked this 
tape, but it would only encourage them. 

Seven Dials London 
Seven Dials successfully ape New Order's 

better rhythmic moments with their opening 
'Captivation', before drifting off into mid-period 
Human League (after they'd learned how to 
use sequencers but before they knew how to 
spell 'jacuzzi') territory. The band make use of 
two Roland SH101s, a Prophet 5 and an SCI 
Polysequencer, and show considerable 
potential — all they need is a few more ideas of 
their own. 

Roger Torquay 
Music that employs the same unexpected 

melody lines and shifting vocal fragments as 
Dick Witts' Passage — though not quite as well. 
Roger's tape is titled ' How to Mend Pots' and 
purports to be concerned with 'the music 
business — its politics and selling ethics'. 
Lyrically, it's refreshingly bold and committed: 

Erik Svahn. 

Iconoclast. 

far too many of the hopefuls that send tapes to 
On Cassette seem to treat lyrics as something 
incidental to be thrown on top when everything 
else is finished. My main reservation about this 
music is that it has the same kind of awkward-
ness that made bands like The Passage and 
(early on) Scritti Politti difficult to stomach and 
therefore rarely heard. 

The Zane Grey 
Incident Cardiff 
Four excerpts from TZGI 's Music for Opera-

tives (terrible title) tape show, from a band with 
a surfeit of strong melodies and a healthy 
imagination. They handle the combination of 
sung and spoken vocals particularly well: the 
opening 'Travel, Climate, Industry' is like a 
synth-based Gang of Four, if you can imagine 
what that might sound like. And although only 
that song was 'professionally' recorfficr (át 
Clydach Vale 16-track); The remaining three 
home recordings are equally well produced. 

Best of the Rest 
An avalanche of tapes from Sweden this 

month. Far away the best of them is a novel 

column returns with 

offering from one Erik Svahn. His looped 
speech fragments are laid over synth pieces 
that are less rhythmic than Cabaret Voltaire's 
but fuller than Eno's — quite special. Thankfully, 
Svahn's vocal snippets are in English, but the 
same can't be said for the work of Peter 
Westerlund, which I found somewhat difficult 
to appreciate. Songs such as 'Sanningen' 
('The Truth') are a bit stodgy and overlayered 
(bounced sound-on-sound with an Akai 
4000D; Polysix, Drumatix, Bassline and SH101 
much in evidence), but I do like ' Meninglos 
Alle' (' Meaningless Alley'), with its repeating 
bass part and frantic alto sax interlude (almost 
too close to Soft Cell's ' Frustration' for com-
fort). Topolini offer more unintelligible Swedish, 
and although they boast a number of impres-
sive DX7 brass programs within their sonic 
armoury, their songs plod mechanically. From 
further overseas (Australia, to be exact) come 
Press, playing jerky: primitive music. The 
band's main asset is that they don't really 
sound like anyone else, though the same can't 
be said for Turquoise Days, whose undeniably 
copious talents are wasted on almost exact 
replicas of OMD and Ultravox songs circa 
1979. Mind you, Iconoclast aren't even suc-
cessful plagiarists. They entertain claims to 
being Nottingham's answer to Joy Division, 
but end up sounding rather dreary, pompous 
and old-fashioned. 'The Way of All Flesh' is the 
title of a Tissues for Men effort that gets a little 
bit closer — it's one of four tracks recorded on 
the ever-popular Portastudio and performed 
on nothing grander than an SH101 and a 
Drumatix. Of the remaining diversity, the story-
tale soul of ' Paula and lain' is the most striking: 
but it's an excellent song struggling under the 
woes of an amateurish execution. Instrumental 
magic this month from Cirencester's Jim 
Griffiths, who seems to take heed of the old 
adage that instrumentals need more, not less, 
in the way of melody than vocal songs. His 
quartet of offerings were recorded in a disused 
coal bunker lined with polystyrene, but are 
evocative and atmospheric in spite of their 
primitiveness. Will he achieve his ambition to 
be asked to write the music for the next Mad 
Max film? That is not a question I can answer, 
alas. Also instrumental are Worcester's Arbit-
rary Names, who do a smart line in layering 
but let their music appear suffocated by 
excess technology. Alan Kyle has similar 
problems, but can at least claim some techni-
cal credit for successfully sampling the word 
'no' (itself a sample to begin with) from OMD's 
'Tesla Girls' using a Boss DE200 digital delay, 
and using it on one of his tracks. On a 
completely different tack, Camera Shy (Cam-
bridge) offer 'three commercial dance songs': 
as luck would have it, Graham Buxton's voice 
is unusually strong and human and the songs, 
which prowl confidently amidst Hall & Oates 
territory, are nicely augmented by a neat 
production and arrangement job. Finally, The 
Kundalini present your correspondent with 
three appallingly-recorded tracks and an 
incongruously pretentious letter. I do wish 
people would realise that you can only get 
away with such ZTT-isms if they're backed up 
by music of equal guile and intelligence. • 
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81,81=5 Coneelit toms 

Proof of equation 
Introducing the SDS 1, the new battery powered 
digital drum from Simmons. Its sounds are digitally 
recorded and easily interchangeable, either from 
the library of sounds available at your Simmons 
dealer or, more excitingly, from your own 
personally sampled collection, care of the 
revolutionary sampling and EPROM blowing 
device, the SDS EPB. 

The SDS 1 is a full sized, hexagonal Simmons 
pad, complete with new rubber playing surface, 
and facilitates perfect dynamic control over volume, 
pitch bend (up or down) attack and brightness. 
Connections are provided for battery eliminator 
and external trigger, accepting signals from drum 

(SIMMONS) 

Electronics Ltd. 

machines, miked acoustic drums, drum tracks off 
tape, sequencers etc. 

A clever little instrument — but eight concert 
toms? 

The SDS 1 features a unique " run generator" 
which, when implemented, instructs the instrument 
to output the selected sound at a lower pitch for each 
consecutive strike of the drum. The period of time 
over which this effect is active can be controlled. 
Therefore, if the SDS 1 is struck eight times with the 
run time set at four seconds and a concert tom 
sound sample installed, the SDS 1 = 8 concert 
toms. Well done Simmons, stay at the top of the 
class. 

Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 OJH 
Telephone (0727) 36191 (5 lines) 
Telex 291326 HEXDRM G. 



TEARS FOR SOUVENIRS 
CRYING AND SHOUTING WITH BATH'S FINEST 
It's been a while coming, but Tears for Fears' second album — due for 
release early in '85 — should be well worth waiting for. How do the ' Mad 

World' duo go about writing and recording? Dan Goldstein 

F
rpm the word go. Tears for Fears were 
more a •Juo that happened to use synthe-
sisers t'lan a synth duo in the accepted 

-;(_A i!-e. They .- erved their musical apprentice-
ship in severii bands based around their 
native. Bath among them Neon (the other half 
of which is now Naked Eyes) and Graduate, a 
five-piece mod ri3vival combo. 

For soi i,c while after Curt Smith and Roland 
Orzabal cpirrie to the conclusion they'd be 
better off working as a two-piece and formed 
TFF, their instruments were no more than bass 

and guitar respectively. 
They started writing the odd song or two in 

Roland's bedroom, but seeing as both young 
men were victims of the social disease of 
unemployment, neither could afford the luxury 
of a tape recorder. Any musical ideas they 
might have had brewing stayed firmly in their 
heads. 
Things began to take off when a friend by the 

name of Ian Stanley asked Smith and Orzabal 
to record a couple of tracks at an eight-track 
studio he happened to have built into one 

room of his house, overlooking the ancient 
West Country city. And as it happens, the band 
have spent the last few months in that same 
house, recording their second ibum at the 
studio (it's now a 24-track) aim playing host to 
the odd music journalist that might happen to 
drop by. 

The Beginning 
This is where it all started'. Roland reflects. 
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 7music/  
casting a familiar eye around the large sitting 
room at the top of Stanley's house, while 
simultaneously attempting to replace a string 
on his treasured Fender Strat. ' Ian's actually 
quite a character. He just approached us in a 
Bath disco one evening and asked us if we'd 
like to do some recording, and obviously that 
was a fantastic break for us because we'd 
never done anything like that before.' 

Both musicians are still in their early twen-
ties, but their music is a good deal more 
mature than their tender years would suggest. 
Roland is the more talkative of the two, but 
he's also nervy and a little uncertain: when 
Curt Smith does speak, it's with greater 
confidence and assurance. 

'Before we came here, the limit of our experi-
ence was playing guitars in Roland's living 
room', he confirms. 'We didn't have the money 
to record.' 
One of the band's demos got picked up by 

Phonogram subsidiary Mercury, and before 
Smith and Orzabal knew where they were, the 
company had released a couple of singles, 
'Suffer the Children' and 'Pale Shelter', both 
classic examples of electronic pop livened 
further by the addition of guitar chords. It was 
David Lord — well-known for his production 
work with Bath's other famous musical export, 
Peter Gabriel — who had introduced the duo to 
synthesisers a little while earlier. From then on 
there was no turning back. 

'David had a Synclavier and a Prophet when 
we did 'Suffer the Children" remembers Curt. 
'Up until that time our knowledge of electronic 
keyboards stretched only to a string machine 
and an electric piano. 
'We used a Jupiter 4 when we were doing 

the demos with Ian. We got involved with them 
simply because they were exciting. Suddenly, 
something new and potentially limitless had 
arrived: with a synthesiser and an eight-track, 
you can learn to lay down one instrument at a 
time and produce God knows how many 
different sounds. Before we'd just been used 
to taking one line each. 

'Synths didn't present a problem in the early 
days because there was just the JP4 and that 
was all we had. Even whèn we went on to do 
the first album, we used only two synths — a 
Prophet 5 and a Jupiter 8.' 

The Hurting 
That album was The Hurting, TFF's first 

long-player for Mercury. Produced by Chris 
Hughes, it was a varied and competent album 
full of neat musical structures, well-considered 
lyrics and tasteful arrangements. There was an 
undeniable and inevitable discrepancy between 
the band's commercial tracks and their more 
involved compositions (a discrepancy that still 
exists today) but strangely, it was one of the 
latter — ' Mad World' — that brought Tears for 
Fears their first chart success. Did its achieve-
ments come as a surprise? 

Roland: 'Yes. we were very surprised about 
'Mad World' because it's nowhere near as 
commercial as the previous singles. All I can 
say is that there must have been something 
basic and simple about it that people liked — 
it's a lot darker than ' Pale Shelter'. 

'The thing is, once you've had a Top Five hit, 
once you've got your foot in the door, then 
more hits should follow, provided that your 
songs are good enough. So we haven't been 
surprised by anything since 'Mad World', 
though I must admit we fully expected that to 
reach about Number 50.' 
Although The Hurting is technologically a 

very straightforward album, it's clear that 
Smith, Orzabal and Hughes spent a long while 
getting each layer of each piece absolutely 
right. And while that attitude undoubtedly 

worked while the hardware at the band's 
disposal was stilt quite limited, by the time 
they'd invested in the likes of Emulators, PI5Gs 
and DX7s, the technology was beginning to 
get the better of the music. 

The Crying 
Writing, arranging, and recording all became 

more of a chore than they should have been, 
and the duo's output became rather less 
prolific: just two singles, 'The Way You Are' 
and ' Mothers' Talk', in a little over a year. 
Roland takes up the story. 
'We became interested in new equipment as 

soon as it came out. When we did The Hurting 
we felt that the JP8 and the Prophet lacked 
hardness, and that's exactly the sort of thing a 
digital instrument like the PPG Wave can give 
you. So the next things we bought were an 
Emulator and a Wave. Even though they're 
digital, they seem to have a much earthier 
sound than analogue instruments. Obviously 
on the Emulator you can make a sound dirty 
just by putting it in there: it'll take on a whole 
new character because it isn't really all that 
accurate. 

'All instruments can create problems, and 
what we found was that having too many 
synthesisers was making us jack of all trades 
and master of none, like the trumpeter who 
can play a bit of trombone or saxophone.' 
'When you're looking for a new sound', Curt 

continues, ' it's all too easy to walk around the 
studio going from JP8 to DX7 to Emulator to 
Prophet and so forth, without actually sitting 
down and thinking of exactly the sound you're 
looking for, and which keyboard you're most 
likely to find it on.' 

Roland again: ' It's fair to say that after The 
Hurting we didn't really know which way to go. 
We were very much concerned with layering 
and synthesisers — there were no guitars on 
anything we did at all. We did spend an awful 
long time sampling sounds and so on, and we 
learned — slowly— that a lot of it really is a waste 
of time. The amount of work you put into 
making things sound absolutely right doesn't 
really come across to anyone not familiar with 
what it all involves. Unless they've got a high 
quality hi-fi system, they're not going to 
appreciate any of it.' 
So the band sold their PPG and their 

Emulator, and between themselves and pro-
ducer Hughes made the collective decision to 
make recording a more immediate process. 
But that wasn't the end of the duo's worries. 
Actually writing commercial songs (or ' money 
tracks', as they call them) has been a problem 
for Curt and Roland since 'Mad World' hit the 
charts. 

'The songs from The Hurting that we started 
working from were the less commercial tracks 
like ' Memories Fade' and 'Start of the Break-
down' — they're certainly more relevant to what 
we're doing now.' (Roland). 'We've reached 
the same conclusion as Chris at about the 
same time: we wanted to do something a bit 
more direct, something that relied more on 
impression than perfection. We wanted to lose 
all the preciousness of The Hurting, but the 
problem with ' money tracks' is that you've got 
to spend a lot of time over them. They've got to 
come across on the radio and compete with 
other people like Nik Kershaw and Frankie 
Goes To Hollywood, so you've got to be a 
perfectionist when it comes to writing and 
recording. 

'At first we thought ' Mothers' Talk' was 
going to be a hangover from 'The Way You 
Are', which was all layers of synthesisers. It 
was all very nice to listen to but it didn't really 
translate, so we ripped the song apart and lost 
all that preciousness. 

'That really is a very old song — the first time 
we did it was on tour last year, when it was all 
synths. Actually, live it sounded as though it 
was mainly guitars, but the guy who mixes our 
live sound always whacks the bass and guitars 
up anyway, so you can't really judge. ' Mothers' 
Talk' was one song that was written a while 
ago but just took a long time to record, but 
generally it's the writing that takes the most 
time. What we've found is that if you take a 
song that's not finished into the studio, it ends 
up being a complete waste of time. So we 
either complete a song before we go in, or 
write everything in the studio.' 
So what's the Roland Orzabal Method of 

Songwriting? 
'At the moment I've been putting a lot of 

ideas together with just a Prophet 5 and a 
LinnDrum. We're not happy with acoustic 
guitar nowadays. When you take a synthesiser 
home, there are two areas that you can 
experiment with — the musical side and the 
actual sounds themselves. You get a chance 
to really get to know a synthesiser, because as 
we've found, when you're surrounded by four 
or five in a studio, you tend to move from one to 
another just playing the preset sounds. When 
you're confronted with just the one, it becomes a 
lot easier to get to know.' 
Do certain sounds affect the way things are 

written? 
'Very much so. That's the strange thing 

about synthesis. Because there are so many 
different sounds available on a synthesiser, 
you tend to think each one is devalued by the, 
sheer scope of the instrument — but take thel 
song we're working on at the moment. We only 
dec ded to do it because Ian was just playing 
the melody with a specific sound: before he 
found that sound, the song sounded a bit old 
hat. Then we went on to record it, changed the 
sound again, got stuck, went back to the 
original one, and realised it was that particular 
sound that was really the essence of the track — 
or rather, it was the combination of the song 
and the sound.' 

The Shouting 
TFF's latest single — ' Shout' — continues 

where ' Mothers' Talk' left off. Strident and 
dramatic, it buries the ghost of earlier, wimp-
ish Tears for Fears once and for all. Was the 
transition from the pleasant, melodic synth 
music of yesteryear to the aural apocalypse cf 
'85 an easy one? 

Curt: ' I still think The Hurting is a good first 
album. What probably changed our music 
more than anything else was playing live. 
because when we recorded that album we'd 
never really played at all. Obviously, the more 
you play, the better you play, and there's 
actually some very good playing on this new 
album. That's really what The Hurting lacked: 
all the parts were well worked out and layered. 
but it was all a bit sterile. And that's the last 
thing you could call this album — it's got a lot 
more feeling and roughness, a lot more honesty. 
Not that The Hurting wasn't honest, because 
that's what we were about at that time.' 

Roland agrees with these sentiments pre-
cisely. 

'Our music is definitely more mature now. 
We used to be known simply for things like 
'Mad World', and people thought we were that 
kind of group, that we couldn't do anything 
else. It was only on stage that there was scope 
for doing other things. and it was always an 
eye-opener for people to come and see us live 

'We've suffered from the fact that we've only 
ever been put across in one specific way. That 
was our own choice, admittedly, but what 
we've tried to do with this album is open 
people's eyes in the same way we've done 
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p when we play live — I think we've achieved 
that.' 

It transpires that 'Shout' and Mothers' Talk' 
have taken the same time to record between 
them as the rest of the new TFF album put 
together. It's clear that the duo are proud of 
their achievement (just two weeks' recording 
remained at the time of our interview), and a 
number of factors have determined the way in 
which they've gone about their work. 
One of the most important has been yet 

another improvement in the quality of the 
band's available technology. Chris Hughes' 
Fairlight has been pressed into service at every 
available opportunity, the band have replaced 
their PPG with a Prophet T8 and a Yamaha 
DX7, and the last two are run from the Rock 
Shop's UMI MIDI software and an E&MM 
BeeBMIDI interface box. 
'We've had the UMI system since it came 

out', affirms Roland, 'though that isn't very 
long ago. It's incredibly useful and not that 
hard to use. In fact, we've used it quite a lot on 
the album, with the DX7, the T8 and a MIDI 
PPG Wave we borrow from a friend of ours. 

'But it's not all hi-tech stuff. There's a lot 
more guitar playing on this album — in fact 
there's even a most amazing guitar solo on a 
track called ' Broken', played by a guy called 
Neil Taylor. He's played with us live, and he's 
actually a brilliant guitarist. He can do a lot of 
things on guitar that I'll never be able to do, 
and he's fantastic to work with. 

'We're getting very interested in using other 
people to work for us. There are two saxopho-
nists on this album — Mel Collins, who's very 
professional and will do anything you want him 
to, and a local guy called William Gregory, 
who's an unbelievable soloist.' 

Do those players write their own parts? 
'It varies. Mel's parts were all written out on 

manuscript. You could do that for William, but 
it's better to let him get on with it. The same 
goes for the drummers. There are actually 
three drummers on the album — Chris, our live 
drummer Manny Elias, and Jerry Marotta. 
They all have their own individual styles and 
are interesting in their own way. A lot of the 
drum writing was done by Manny, but we used 
it in different ways by sampling bits here and 
there. There's a lot of counterpoint on the 
album between the different ways that various 
musicians play things.' 

If post-preciousness technology and the 
addition of some more musicians have helped 
make the new TFF album (untitled as yet, inci-
dentally) as good as the band claim it is, then 
the same could probably be said of the duo's 
new-found technical competence and expert-
ise, things they possessed in rather smaller 
quantities at the time of The Hurting. Not for 
the first time, Roland considers it's time to 
illuminate. 

'The more you work in a studio, the more you 
learn, and the more equipment you have, the 
easier it is to learn. Even just the guitar side has 
improved a great deal since The Hurting. I can 
set up a good guitar sound in about five 
minutes now, and it'll be a lot better than 
anything I used on The Hurting. It took me a 
whole day trying to get a good guitar sound for 
the title-track, and in the end I scrapped it 
anyway! 

'Part of that was down to the equipment I 
was using — just a Telecaster and a dreadful 
Yamaha amp, always close-miked in a very 
dry room — but things are a lot better these 
days. I've got a Roland JC120 combo and a 

Gibi,on Firebird, plus my favourite guitar of all 
which is just called The Strat — it's got more 
bottom end than an ordinary Strat and a 
cleaner sound, too.' 

Curt continues: 'As a band we've become a 
lot more professional since the first album, and 
we now know our own equipment much 
better. On this album we've spent so much 
time getting to know synthesisers, our old 
instruments — guitar and bass — have been 
neglected, but I think we're probably better at 
playing everything nowadays.' 
So you believe that technical competence is 

the key to good music? 
'Very much so. You can't beat a good 

player. You should be able to go into a studio 
and get a good sound if you're using your own 
equipment. You shouldn't have to rely on an 
engineer to do it all for you. 

'We're all capable of working the tape 
recorders and the rest of the recording equip-
ment by ourselves, and that's how it should be. 
If you know that your sound is going to come 
together in five minutes, then all you need to 
worry about is the playing.' 

The Gigging 
It should be quite a spectacle, watching and 

hearing Tears For Fears (suitably extended to a 
seven-piece) playing songs from their new 
album live. A UK tour is planned for early 
Spring, with probable support band The Blue 
Nile, a Glaswegian trio for whom Smith and 
Orzabal have much admiration. 

'The first album is superb', Roland enthuses. 
'Neither of us actually listen much to other 
people's music, because if you work with 
music all day long, the last thing you want to do 
is go home in the evening and listen to some 
more. But The Blue Nile are special. They 
remind me a bit of us when we first started — 
they ignore convention totally. I go through 
crushes on certain albums — like Peter Gabriel 

3 and Tin Drum — and at the moment I'm going 
through a crush on theirs. Their music relies a 
lot on emotion, as opposed to something like 
Tin Drum which is actually very intellectual in 
the way it's put together.' 
You still believe in the power of emotion, 

then? 
'We've always had a lot of belief in it, though 

in the early days we explored those aspects 
most when we played live. Now I'm more 
interested in the power that music has to move 
you bodily. I don't just mean disco dancing, 
but material that is really strident.' 
And there won't be any problems, translating 

the music that's been recorded for the new 
album into something that'll work in a con-
cert format? 

Curt: 'There shouldn't be, because we played 
most of it live before we recorded it. Even if 
there are differences, I think we'll just adapt 
things and improve them. We used to go out 
with a Revox tape machine just so that we 
could reproduce studio sounds live, but now I 
think playing live has to be treated differently 
from recording.' 

'We'd also like to be in the position where we 
can ad lib and do things slightly differently as 
we go along', Roland continues. ' Next time we 
play live we should have a Linn 9000, which 
not only plays drum rhythms but records 
sequences as well — that should make things a 
lot easier.' 

In addition to the Linn, TFF should also have 
an Emulator II (the waiting list is already a long 
one) to ease the playing of sampled sounds in 
concert. However, in an attempt to keep the 
band's keyboards down to a minimum, Curt 
Smith is convinced they're going to have to get 
rid of some more. Anybody wanna buy a 
Prophet 5? • 
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For The 

Working Musician 
Musicians at work need instruments that work as hard as they 

.do. Sequential understands this. We've built a reputation for providing 
musicians with premium instruments to express their music. 

Like the incredible Prophet-T8. It's completely touch- sensitive. 
Velocity and pressure are individually anticulbted for each note you 
play on its extended, six octave keyboard. Oar Prophet-600 provides 
you with full front-panel analog programming, "assignable" 
arpeggiator, and two VCOs per voice that can be synced together for 
that unmistakable Prophet sound. Or maybe you'd prefer our new 
Six-Trak, a multi-timbral, six-voioed synthesizer with a built-in, 
multi-track reconder that lets you "overdub" six separate musical lines 
for simultaneous playback. 

....11111104101. 0.61111. 

Team any of our keyboards with Drumtraks, the only drum 
machine now available that lets you program both volume and tuning 
individually for each of its 13 digitally recorded sounds. 

New products on the horizon from Sequential include our 
MUSICWARE' expansion software packages that give you 
unprecedented artistic flexibility via home computers! 

We Listen to Musicians. 
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For a complete SCI catalogue, please write to: 
Sequential Circuits, Inc.,, P.O. Box 16, 3640M Mtjdrecht, The Netherlands 
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Hybrid Data 

Neuronium are a Belgian-born synth player, a Spanish guitarist and a 
psychedelic artist. Could 1985 be the year of the hybrid? Tony Mills 

I
l's been a long hard road for Michel Huygen 
and the other members of Spain's bat-
known synthesiser band, Neuronium, but 

the general feeling now is that they've made it 
at last. With a powerful international record 
company behind them, it may be time for the 
band to break into the same world class as 
Jean-Michel Jarre, Tangerine Dream and 
Vangelis. 
Which is ironi.-;, because in the eight years 

.1•• 

the band have beet 
strongly connected with Vangelis, Klaus 
Schulze and many of the other major figures in 
the synthesiser music world. Neuronium's 
leading light, Belgian-born Michel Huygen, is 
firm friends with Vangelis, even persuading 
him to host and take part in a Neuronium jam 
session on Spanish television. Other collab-
orators have included Manuel Gottsching, 
Lutz Ulbrich and Ashra's Harald Grosskopf, 

Ht 

who turned in a devastating performance with 
the band on Spanish TV show ' Music Express' 
a while back. 

In the Beginning 
Neuronium got started in 1976, and a year 

later recorded Quasar 2C 361. About to be re-
released, it's an epic composition that makes 
use of string synthesisers, audio generators, 
acoustic and electric guitars, synths and key-
boards. In some ways, the instrumentation 
seems primitive for its time — Tangerine Dream 
were touring America with Oberheim poly-
phonics and a massive laser show that year — 
but things in Spain were (still are) rather 
difficult. A luxury tax on electronic instruments 
which makes them at least 50% more expen-
sive than they are in the UK. 

However, the album was well received and 
the band (largely comprising the duo of Huygen 
and Carlos Guirao, with contributions from 
various vocalists and guitarists) were able to 
invest in new equipment and performed some 
spectacular concerts. In 1978 they recorded 
Vuelo Quimico (' Chemical Way') which featured 
Nico on vocals, and played to an audience of 
11,000 in the Athletic Bilbao football stadium. 
After that came Digital Dream, which remains 
one of their best albums, the epic ' Flying Over 
Kai Tak' standing out as a landmark in the 
history of floating synth music. 

The record that followed — The Visitor — 
seems to split synth music fans down the 
middle: you either love it or hate it. I think it's 
their best album so far, but in many ways it's 
not typical of the band. The title track is a song 
with lyrics inspired by Dylan Thomas' short 
story of the same name (for a Belgian living in 
Spain Huygen is a good bit more culturally 
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literate than the average Briton) delivered in 
heavily Spanish-accented English. This has 
put many people off, but it's possible to listen 
to the words as instrumental sounds rather 
than as lyrics — a view that's strengthened by 
the massively gothic Strange Affair', capable 
of producing nightmares even without its 
vocoded lyrics being entirely comprehensible. 

Side Two of The Visitor strongly features 
guitarist Santi Pico, whose style is often 
reminiscent of Mike Oldfield's. ' I've heard 
Oldfield, of course', he commented at last 
September's UK Electronica show at Sheffield, 
'but my real loves are the great jazz guitarists 
like Larry Carlton and Django Reinhardt'. 

In fact, Pico's a devastatingly versatile 
player, gaining awards as Spain's best guitarist 
(not bad in the country that gave the world 
guitars as we know them today) and switching 
with ease from heavy rock to flamenco and on 
to pop. By this time, Carlos Guirao had left 
Neuronium to pursue a career in commercial 
synth music (actually, he left and rejoined 

several times, as if in imitation of the T. Dream/ 
Peter Baumann split), and logically enough, 
Santi Pico had taken his place as the other 
permanent member of Neuronium. 

Paintings 
There's a third Neuronium member whose 

contribution is non-musical but nonetheless 
important. He's Tomas Gilsanz, a painter 
specialising in ' visions of the macrocosmic, 
microcosmic and ectoplasmic'. His psychedelic. 
paintings adom most Neuronium album sleeves 
and are projected onto a backdrop during 
concerts, giving the band a distinctive look as 
well as a distinctive sound. 

Gilsanz' paintings are featured on Chromium 
Echoes and Invisible Views, as well as the 
latest Neuronium long-player, Heritage. It's 
their first album with Jive Electro, a relationship 
which came about largely as a result of a 
recommendation from Lotus Records' Andy 
Garibaldi. It was released along with Mark 
Shreeve's Assassin and Tangerine Dream's 
Poland, but apparently the big advertising 
push is due to come early in 1985, along with 
the second batch of Electro releases. 

That's no 'reason why Heritage should be 
neglected, however. Huygen feels it's some-
thing a little unusual for the band: 'On The 
Visitor and Digital Dream we sometimes felt we 
had to fill up all 24 tracks on the tape machine', 
he commented during a recent visit to London. 
'On Heritage, and particularly on the long track 
'Secret Audience', there was no such compul-
sion. I wanted to create something sparser and 
gentler, so sometimes there are only three or 
four instruments playing.' 

A sparser feel doesn't detract from the 
richness of Neuronium's sound. The band's 
current instrumentation is fairly up to date, 
though it falls short of the digital giants such as 
Fairlights and Synclaviers. At UK Electronica 
Huygen used a Roland MSQ700 sequencer, 
TR909 drum machine, Jupiter 6 and JX3P 
polysynths, Yamaha DX7 and a Moog Prodigy 
for lead lines, using those powerful ' sync 
bend' sounds the Prodigy does so well. In 
addition, his eight-track demo studio has a 
Prophet 5 (now virtually dropped in favour of 
the Jupiter's cleaner sounds), a Korg Poly 800 
with EX800 Expander, various Casios and an 
SCI Drumtraks digital drum machine. At home 
he keeps another Poly 800, and purchased a 
Fostex X15 multitracker on his UK visit, to 
capture 'some of those midnight inspirations 
we all have occasionally'. 
Picos guitar set-up embraces a Roland 

GR500 guitar synth, a Gibson SG, a Yamaha 
SG, an Ovation acoustic and a Fender Strat. 
He also uses more effects boxes than Paul 
White could review in a week, and has recently 

'I don't use 
MIDI doubling much 
in the studio: I prefer 

to record each 
instrument individually 
to give everything 
a human feel.' 

got hold of a Roland 700 programmable guitar 
synth, which should prove highly effective in 
his practised hands. 

At the Sheffield show, his guitars alternated 
with Huygen's synthesisers to great effect, 
making the audience wonder (particularly on 
up-tempo numbers such as Torquemada') 
how just two men could make so much noise. 

Best Yet to Come 
Simultaneously with Heritage, Jive Electro 

released a Michael Huygen solo mini-LP by the 
name of Capturing Holograms. It's certainly off 
the beaten track for Neuronium, featuring as it 
does vocals, pop rhythms and shorter compo-
sitions in an attempt to break into a more 

commercial electronic field. Does this signal 
the end of Neuronium? ' Not at all. I just had to 
show that I could play other kinds of music 
apart from the 'cosmic', or as we call it. the 
'psychotronic' style. In fact, pieces such as 
'Torquemada' are quite commercial as well, 
and I'm hoping that we can remix that track 
and put it out as a single on Jive Electro. 

'But the next album, which is called Hybrid 
Data, is going to be something very special. It 
uses a combination of analogue and digital 
techniques — which is why it's called Hybrid— 
but it also uses many musical styles. and will 
change from one to another during the course 
of each side. 

'There's going to be a long track dealing with 
the downfall of the Inca civilisation and its 
cities, and there's a possibility I might use a 
well-known Spanish actress to add vocals to 
that part. We'll record the album on 24-track 
as usual, because we always use the same 
studio. I know the studio and the engineers, 
and they know the ' Neuronium sound'. That 
means that if I ask for a reverb effect they know 
exactly the kind of reverb I want, and chances 
are they'll already have it prepared. 

'In the future I'd like to consider using a 16-
track tape machine in my own studio to record 
the albums. The introduction of MIDI has made 
it possible to record many more tracks simul-
taneously and so save tape tracks, but at the 
moment I don't use MIDI doubling very much 
in the studio: I still prefer to record each 
instrument individually to give everything a 
human feel. 

'Last month I used the new Akai MG1212 
recording system for two weeks. It's a wonder-
ful machine, with very high sound quality, and 
it lets you record 12 tracks onto a special tape 
and to drop in and out automatically, or play 
through a certain section as many times as you 
want until you've got the take right. At first I 
was dubious about the quality, but I certainly 
think you could master from it. Unfortunately, 
it's even more expensive in Spain than the 
£6000 it costs in the UK.' 
By the time February gives way to March, 

Neuronium should have released their second 
album for Jive and be getting a little more 
exposure than they did for Heritage. That'll be 
no bad thing, since deserving though this kind 
of music may be, it has to be pushed hard if its 
to gain wider acceptance. And of all the many 
musics that will no doubt be vying for audiences' 
attentions during 1985, there will be few more 
deserving than this talented duo's 'psychotronic 
music'. • 
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DYNAMITE COMES IN SMALL 

Designing powerful and affordable package PA's that also provide the 
convenience of portability is no easy task. Many have tried, but found that 
in order to succeed, features had to be compromised or power ratings had 
to be lowered. At Peavey. we've put it all together. Our XR-400"" XR-
500 -- , and XR-600B''. represent the finest choice in packaged PA 
systems available today. 

Each of these units has full-featured mixing and patching capabilities 

including active EQ. monitor send, effects, and level control on each 
channel. The master section features reverb, main and monitor along 
with either a five, seven, or nine band graphic equalizer. 

We didn't skimp on power either. The XR-600B." features a full 300 
watts RMS into a 2 ohm load. Our exclusive DDT' compression circuitry 
(XR-600B'" and XR-500''' I increases the apparent headroom of the 
amplifier by automatically "sensing" and eliminating distortion. This 
means that the system will stay clean, even when driven to maximum 
levels, by utilizing every precious watt of power available. 

The XR Series'" mixer amplifiers represent unbeatable value for 

musicians requiring a portable. affordable PA that has the features and 
power of larger systems. 

See your Authorized Peavey Dealer for full details on the complete XR 
Series' line including our XR-700-*. XR-800'". and XR-1200'" stereo 
powered mixers. While you're there, ask for a copy of the Summer '83 
issue of the Monitor magazine. It'll show you all the specs and features on 
the most advanced line of sound systems on the market. 

7i7411 
PEAVEY ELECTRONICS (UK) LTD. 
Unit 8. New Road, Ridgewood, 
Ucktield Sussex TN22 5SX, England. 
Telephone: (0825) 5566 



Powertran MCS1 
Part 4: Testing, Testing 

If you're buying an MCS in kit form, you'll need to know how to test it to 
make sure your unit's working as it should do once it's built. Here's how 

to do just that. Tim Orr 

N
ow that the previous articles in this 
series have convinced you that the 
MCS1 is perhaps the greatest techno-

logical advance in musical history and you've 
built one from a kit, the last thing you want is 
for the unit to work incorrectly or, Heaven 
forbid, not at all. 

But first things first. Make sure you inspect 
all the PCBs thoroughly, checking that all the 
components are in their correct places, that all 
joints are properly soldered, and that there are 
no open or short circuits caused by solder 
splashes, for example. The experienced con-
structors amongst you will probably unaertake 
all these tasks as a matter of course anyway, 
but it's worth remembering that these all-too-
common faults are easier to spot at the 
inspection stage prior to final assembly. 
Whatever you do, don't fit the ICs yet. Make 

the wire connections between the PCBs and 
clean the solder connections: the MCS1 is best 
tested outside its box, as shown in Figure 1. 

Powering Up 
With no socketed ICs fitted, power up the 

unit. Be on your guard for smoke, small fires 
and minor explosions. Yes, I know it sounds 
alarmist, but the chances of a power supply 
smoothing capacitor that's been fitted back to 
front blowing up in front of you are unsettlingly 
high. 

Using a digital voltmeter or a scope, test the 
power supply rails for their correct operating 
values, which are as follows. Unregulated 
inputs for the IC115 and 116 are +21V and 
—21V respectively, while that for IC117, 226 
and 322 is + 8.7V. Ripple (on load) for unregu-
lated rails should be 300mVpp for IC115 & 116 
and 700mVpp for IC117, 226 and 322. Current 
consumption on load should be 150mA for 
12V rails and 1.8A for the 5V one, while other 
voltage regulators worth checking out are 
IC100, 306, 419 and 420. 

In their present condition, the voltage regu-
lators shouldn't even be warm: shorts across 
the rails don't usually destroy these regulators, 
as they incorporate their own thermal shut-
down mechanism. 

Next, turn the power off, fit all the op-amps 
and retest the ± 12V rails, having already 
turned the power back on, of course. Turn it off 
again, and insert the logic chips in lots of ten at 
a time. Retest the 5V rails and continue this 
procedure until all the ICs have been inserted.' 

Your MCS1 is now fully powered and should 
operate without generating too mucy in the 
way of heat. The voltage regulators (with 
heatsinks), the microprocessor and the PSU 
power diodes may well be warm or even hot, 
but most of the remaining components should 
be only slightly warm. Retest the power supply 
rails: this is vital for the simple reason that the 
MCS1's electronics will not operate unless the 
power supply rails are as they should be. 
The machine should now be capable of a 

safe power-up, and if everything else is OK, 
your MCS1 will operate first time. One encour-
aging sign of intelligent life is the processor 
going through a start-up sequence, during 
which it flashes all the display LEDs on the 

Microprocessor 
System 

Ideally, it's this section that should be tested 
first. If you're working with an oscilloscope, 
things won't be quite as easy as you'd probably 
like, but there are a few simple tests you can 
employ to locate faults, most of which involve 
connecting the scope to an IC pin or two and 
having a look-see at the results. 
Have a look initially at pins 38 and 39 on 

IC309, the crystal oscillator. Figure 2 illustrates 
its correct operation, while Figure 3 does the 
same for the E signal on pin 37. 
The data and address buses should all be 

Figure 1. MCS1 Test layout. 
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MCS1's front panel. If by some unlucky chance 
this doesn't happen on power-up, you've hit 
trouble, and a further visual inspection is called 
for. Typical faults are inter-track short circuits, 
ICs not being where they should be or fitted 
backwards, IC pins being folded over under-
neath the chip instead of going into the IC 
sockets, non-soldered pins, broken tracks, all 
the LEDs being inserted backwards or the 
displays being installed upside down. And if 
you think some of these eventualities are 
unlikely — not to say mildly amusing — don't 
laugh until you're sure you haven't made any of 
them yourself: it's very easy to do. 
Now, even if your unit seems to come to life 

straight away on first power-up, it's still advis-
able to test everything. Thoroughly. 

Using a DVM or a scope, test for correct 
power on all the ICs: refer to the power pin 
chart shown. 

busy for normal operation. Note that the data 
bus is buffered by IC321. Both the reset signal 
and the IRQ should be high. One thing that 
mustn't escape your attention is to look out for 
illegal logic levels on the data and address 
buses. Levèls of between 1V and 1.5V are 
generally a sign that something is amiss — a 
bus clash caused by a short between two logic 
signals, for instance. 

Next, check out the CE signal on the 
EPROM (IC308, pin 20). This should be rela-
tively active, indicating that the software is 
running. ICs 310 to 312 generate a range al 
address codes, many of which are continually 
active, so if a particular machine functior 
doesn't operate, it may well be the result of a 
decoder fault. 
Now we come to the MIDI keyboard side of 

things. If nothing happens when you play a 
note on the keyboard, it could be because the 
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Power pin chart. 

6N138 

MM5450 
406613 
404611 
LF398 

LM311 
TL081CP 
RC4558 
MF4-50 
LM339 

DAC0800 
ROM (IC112) 8 16 
IIM4884• (DRAM) 16 8 

HM6116'• 14 26,28 

2764 14 
27,28 

6802 1, 21 8 
6850 1 12 
2502 8 16 

DAC88 — 18 13 
00211 5 12 13 4 
74L300 7 14 
74LSO4 7 14 

741.808 7 14 
74LS32 7 14 

741,874 7 14 
74LS86 7 14 

74LS122 7 14 
74L8125 7 14 
74L8138 8 16 

7418161 8 16 
7418169 8 16 
74LS244 10 20 

74LS248 10 20 
74LS374 10 20 
74LS393 7 14 

74LS625 1,9 10,16 
741,5685 10 20 

Ce +R. 

e 8 
1 20 
7 14 

8 18 

4 ( -5- V) 7 
12 3 

+lay —12v 

1 4 
8 4 

7 4 

8 4 

13 3 

•Note: reverse of normal convention. 
••Based on 28-pin layout. 

keyboard itself is not being scanned. Have a 
look at IC315: the Q output pins generate 
active low row scans. Take a look also at the 
KBI signal, which clocks the latch. One device 
certainly worthy of your attention in this depart-
ment is IC316, the tristate buffer. Check its A 
inputs first of all, then look at pin 2 and check 
that switches 1, 5, 9, 13, 17 and 21 all pull this 
point low when pressed (low is only 0.8V in this 
case). Don't forget to test the other three 
column pins, too, and look for the KBO signal. 
10324 is used to divide the 1MHz clock 

signal by two, and pin 5 should be a 500kHz 
square wave - look for this signal at IC325, pin 
8. Note that the M/S signal must be low for 
normal operation. 

Finally, test the MIDI opto-isolator by injecting 
either a MIDI or a TTL signal into SKT300. This 
signal should be repeated at IC327, pin 6, and 
just in case you're stuck for a source of the 
latter kind, Figure 4 shows a simple circuit for a 
DIY TTL drive simulator. 
Onward ever onward, in this case to the 

MCS1's spin-wheel controller. Have a look at 
IC317, pins 13 and 14: the two outputs should 
be 90° out of phase with each other when the 
controller is spun. Now spin the wheel in the 
other direction and check the phase reversal. 

\f\i After flItering 

Figure 6. 

Strewave 
from DAC 

Figure 7. 

Sweep 
generator 

Filter under 
test 

RA Swept 
sinewave 

.1 Scope 

ff) 
Typical 
low pass 
response 

Moving to the audio trigger, you should inject 
a high-level signal into the audio input and take 
a look at IC317, pins 1 and 2: you should see a 
TTL signal of the same frequency as the audio 
one. Check to see that ICs 318 and 319 are 
cleared regularly by the CLINT signal. 

Lastly in this section, we come to the LED 
display. Each time a controller function is 
altered, the display should be updated: check 
that the CKDIS signal is active at 10304, pin 21. 

Panel Controls 
Just because a component is in full view of 

everybody and not tucked away inside the 
MCS1's box, doesn't mean to say it shouldn't 
be checked for correct operation. This is really 
quite a straightforward procedure, and I'll run 
through each control in turn. 
To kick things off, press the Delay Line and 

Voice Mode switches: the LEDs should follow 
the switch selections. In Delay Line mode, the 
Freeze and Click Track should both have an 
independent toggle action. Select Sample 
Speed - the display can now be varied via the 
controller. Now select RAM Size and try out 
the Coarse, Medium and Fine sensitivities; the 
Bypass has a toggle action. 

Press Record in Voice Mode. The LED will 
flash until the system receives an audio trigger, 
and it will then remain on until the MCS1's 
maximum recording time has been exhausted. 
Once this has happened, the Play LED should 
illuminate if Play is pressed or if an external 
gate signal occurs. Once 'again, the Gate Trig 
and MIDI CV switches both have independent 
toggle actions - make sure yours have. 
The Pitch Shift is a controller function, and 

since only one controller function can be 
selected at a time, the currently selected 
function takes over from that previously in 
operation. Loop Start and Loop Length are 
two further examples of controller functions. 

It probably won't have escaped your atten-
tion that the MCS1's alphanumeric display is 
four digits long, while some parameters (such 
as memory address) are actually five digits in 
length. In these instances, the display simply 
loses the last digit, so that a memory address 
of 65535 (the maximum, incidentally) is repre-
sented on the front panel as simply 6553. 
Moving back to the controller functions, 

Filter Shift, Sweep Range and Sweep Speed 
are all examples of these, with display ranges 
of 0-12, 0-100, and 1-100 respectively. Finally, 
both the Sweep On/Off and NR (noise reduction) 
switches are intended to have toggle actions. 

Back to the 
Hardware ... 

. . and the master clock generator (10101), 
to be precise. Adjust C104 for an oscillation 
frequency of 2-5MHz, and have a look at pin 
14 (0104 will be aligned later), making certain 
that the M/S signal is low. The next step is to 
follow the CK signal through to 10109, pin 2, 
and then on to the same pin of ICs 102, 103 
and 104: this is the CK/N generator circuit. If 
you select Sample Speed mode, you'll be able 
to vary the value of N via the spin-wheel 
controller. Have a look at the CK/N signal 
(IC104, pin 9) and vary the value of N: Figure 5 
shows what effect this variation should have. 
It's worth noting that this circuit should work 
fine at frequencies of up to 13MHz, but that 
above this speed, delays in the counters will 
cause the divide-by-N circuit to crash . . 
Fortunately, normal MCS1 operation avoids 
going this high. 

Let's turn our attention to the timing genera-
tor circuit, ICs 110-112. Sync from A4 (IC112, 
pin 14), and check that all the timing signals 
are as shown in the timing diagram reproduced 
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Eddie Moors IVILisic   
679 Christchurch Road, Boscombe, Bournemouth. Tel: 0202.35135. 

302509. 

(lc'Roland Synthesizers 

This month we have some incredible offers 
on a number of Rolland products. 
Doit miss out, phone for details! 

MC202 £ 159. JSQ60 £ 125. Jupite- 6 £ 1099. 

Also huge discounts on JX 3P, MSQ700, 
MSQ100, Juno 106, SH101. 
New Prodicts Just Arrived - M H B1000, 
MH B300, MKS10, MKS30, MKS80, MPG80, 
MK& All Prices on Application! 
Also in stock: Full Range of Roland 
Amplification, and Boss Products!! 

Roland TR909. Limited Quantity £549. 
Roland TR606 £ 169. Boss DR 110 P.O.A. 

Special Offers 

Kawa SN210 Poiyphonic Synthesizer 
(Demo £449). 
Moog Rogue ( Demo £ 139). 
Korg MS10 S!H £ 175. 
Yamaha SH10 Strings S/H £ 159. 
Yamaha PF15 S/I-f £725. 
Yamaha PF10 S/H: £539. 
Yamaha Produce, System P.O.A. 
Tascam 244 Portast P.O.A. 
Carlsbro Cobra 90 Keyboard P.O.A. 
Korg SDD1000 Digital Delay £ 299. 
Yamaha CX5 Computer Now Available! 

Free mail order on all Korg products 
for tn is month. 

nstard world products 

YAMAHA Digital Keyboards 

DX7 & DX9 Polyphonic Syntlhesizers. 
PF 10 & PF 15 Digital FM Piano Keyboards. 
Lowest Ever Price on DX9 and PF10. 
Hurry While Stocks Last!! 

HOAG Keyboards 

Poly 800 Polyphonic Synthesizer P.O.A. 
PSS50 Super Section P.O.A. 

EX 800 Mlidi Polyphonic Synthesizer 
Module, Now Available! P.O.A. 

R H100 Remote Keyboard. In Stock Now! 

Sequential Circuits 
Prophet T8. Polyphonic Synthesizer. 

Prophet 600. Polyphonic Synthesizer. 

Drum Tracks. Digital Drum Computer. 
Six Track. Polyphonic Synthesizer. 

Sequential Circuits Sale Now on!! 
Phone for lovvest ever prices! 

Computer Rhythms 

Korg DDM110 Super Drums. 
Korg DDM220 Super Percussion. 
These digital dram machines are 
available at an unbelievably low 
price! Phone For Details. 

Yamaha RX 11 & RX15 Digital Drums. 

e 
UAW DATA 

MOM LID 

&DM/6U LE er *COPPICE 

Uelie 'e'"neat 

Please note our new address and phone number 
BER WICK FARM, BER WICK ROAD, DYFED, SOUTH WALES 

TELEPHONE 0554 751169 

Now in stock and available on mail order: 

MIDI EQUIPMENT 
LEMI APPLE BASED MIDI INTERFACE £226 
LEM. APPLE MIDI SOFTWARE FOR MULTITRACK RECORDING AND 
EDITING & VOICE EDI—ING FOR YAMAHA & PROPHET £135 
BBC MIDI TRACKS £135 
ROLAND COMPUMUSIC FOR APPLE, IBM or BBC £220 

SYNCING EQUIPMENT 
LEMIMASTER CL.00E £425 
SN1PL SMPTE SYNC CODE FOR ANY TAPE MACHINE 
FROM PORTA STUDIO, TASCAM 34-38-44-48-58. FOSTEX A8-B16. GIVES 
FULL SYNCRONIZAT ION, 8 AUTO LOCA—ES, AUTOMATIC DROP- IN/DROP-
OUT, INCLUDES COMMODORE COMPUTER £995 

SPECIAL OFFER: 2 EX DEMO MXR DPUM COMPUTERS — BRAND 
NEW £850 + VAT 

KEYBOARD SYSTEMS 
VOYETRA 8 POLYSYNTH £3250 
GREENGATE DS3B APPLE SAMPLING SYSTEM £450 
DX1 APPLE SAMPLING SYSTEM £295 
ALPHA SYNTAURI COMPUTER MUSIC SYSTEM AND FULL RANGE OF 
SOFTWARE UPDATES £P0A 

FULL RANGE OF YAMAHA, KORG, ROLAND, RSD & MXR AVAILABLE— 
PHONE FOR DETAILS 

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND P&P 
PHONE F RIDETAILS 

r-7 
(_-_yez,buiE7 
Go We'st for the Best Deals in all of Wales 

We specialise in high-technology 
musical instruments and supply 
only the finest products from the 
world's leading manufacturers. 
Our prices are low, really low, 
and our mail order service is 
available free of charge on most 
items. All prices are available on 
application. 'Phone through 
your Access or Barclaycard 
number for immediate despatch. 

simmoNs SE.S5 

CLARTALEY ELECTRONICS 

 LTD 

KITS 
'I CAN'T BUILD THAT!' 

— BUT WE CAN 

YOU BUY THE KIT— 
WE BUILD IT 

ALSO 
CUSTOM BUlLT PEDAL BOARDS 

PATCHBAYS, CONNECTOR BOXES AND 
ANYTHING FOR THE HOME STUDIO 

ENTHUSIAST 
WE WILL BE PLEASED TO DISCUSS 
YOUR PARTICULAR REQUIREMENTS 

Contact: 
Derek or Graham 
Clartaley Electronics Ltd 
Ash Vale 
Aldershot 
(0252) 512003 

ALL WORK WARRANTED 
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in E&MM December 83. Note that if N is large, 
all 32 portions of ROM are used as a result of 
extra refresh periods. As N is reduced, the 
extended refresh is curtailed. 
Now for the software sweep. Set the Sweep 

Range and Sweep Speed to 100 and activate 
the Sweep On/Off function. Take a look at 
10120, pin 7, and you should see a crunchy 
sinewave, but a filtered sinewave should be 
produced at pin 1 (Figure 6 illustrates the 
difference between these two). Try various 
Range and Speed settings. CKCV clocks the 
latch that stores the sinewave data that feeds 
the DAC (very poetic — Ed). 
The log converter circuit (10121, T100, and 

T101) converts the input from a one-volt-per-
octave keyboard into a log control voltage 
capable of controlling the master clock gene-
rator's frequency (see later for alignment notes 
on this). DC test points are at pins 1 and 3 of 
10121, and should both be — 0.6V. 
To test the memory address counter (lCs 

207, 208, 210 and 211) select the highest 
sampling speed and the largest RAM size 
possible. Once you've gone into Delay Line 
mode, the CK/N signal should be the same as 
the ACK signal, and the counters will all count 
up. Look at MAO throught to MA15, a 16-stage 
binary counter. 
The end and retum address circuits are best 

tested by recording a sound in Voice mode. 
You may decide to record something along the 
lines of the classic phrase 'One, Two, Testing' 
— then again, you may not. Once you've 
recorded your speech, set the Loop Length to 
0 and the Loop Start to 6553. Press Play and 
your words will be replayed as if by magic (or 
something). 

Try taking the Loop Start value from 6553 
down to 0 — less of the speech will be heard 
each time Play is activated. Now increase the 
Loop Length with Loop Start set at 6553 — a 
loop of increasing length should be audible. 
Lastly, try the effect of implementing Fine, 
Medium and Coarse sensitivities. 

The 16-bit words generated by the two 
looping functions are held in latches. The Loop 
Start (end address) is held in 10200 and 202, 
which form one 16- bit input for the address 
comparator, 10201/3. Varying the Loop Start 
point obviously varies the data held in these 
latches. The Loop Length function is a com-
puted return address, so that the end address 
minus the Loop Length equals the return 
address: this is held in 10206, 209. When the 
end address is reached, the counters are 
loaded with the return address. Varying the 
Loop Length alters the data held at the Q 
outputs of 10206, 209. 

Buffers IC212 and 213 multiplex the memory 
address into DFtAMs. Check the control signals 
LAE and MAE: again, refer to the timing 
diagram. 10224 is the refresh counter, so 
check OKRA and RAE against the timing 
diagram, too. 

ICs 214 to 221 are the DRAM memory. To 
test this, go into Delay Line mode and inject an 
audio signal: look for multiplexed memory 
addresses on AO—A7 on the DRAMs. The data 
inputs (DIN) are driven directly from the ADC — 
check to see that they are all busy. 
The data outputs are usually tristate, but are 

occasionally active. Check the RAS, CAS and 
WE signals against the timing diagram. Press-
ing Freeze at this point should result in the WE 
signal going high, preventing any further writes 
into the memory from taking place. The external 
Freeze at the rear of the MCS1 should have a 
similar effect. 
Our last port of call for this section is the 

unit's built-in Click Track. To test the operation 
of this, set RAM Size to maximum and select 
Click Track. The click signal itself is generated 
at pin 1 of IC227: switch the Click Track off and 
T100 should sort out the signal. 

Audio Section 
If you have access to a sinewave sweep 

generator, the MCS1 's active filter responses 
can be analysed very quickly, as Figure 7 
shows. 
The first thing to do is to inject an input signal 

into the MCS1. Test sensitivity selector SW400 
by looking at pins 1 and 7 of IC400 — the signal 
should be unfiltered. However, as we saw in 
E&MM December, the MCS1 incorporates 
several filter stages, and some of these are 
illustrated in Figure 8. Pin 7 of 10401 is a 12kHz 
four-pole lowpass response (a), pin 8 of 10403 
is a 12kHz elliptic response with a notch at 
24kHz (b), while 10403 is the mobile filter as a 
whole (c). If the phase-locked loop is working, 
a filtered output should be visible at pin 5. Look 
at pin 2 to see the MFCK signal — this is a 
square wave with a frequency range of 15kHz 
to 700kHz, and the break frequency in Figure 
8(c) is MFCK divided by 50. Varying the Filter 
Shift should move the break frequency of the 
mobile filter over a ± 1 octave range. Maximum 
signal output level is 8Vpp. 10404, pin 1 is 
another 12kHz lowpass response, incidentally. 

Set the Filter Shift to 12 and select the high 
sampling rate: the MCS1 's audio bandwidth is 
now at its maximum. Take at look at 10404, pin 
7, the noise reduction (pre-emphasis) circuit. 
With NR on, the circuit adds a treble lift to the 
signal. Beware of clipping when testing this 
circuit, and use a 3Vpp signal. 
To test the MCS1 's sample & hold device 

(10405), inject a 1kHz sinewave, vary the 
Sample Rate control, then take a look at pin 5. 
Figure 9 gives some idea of the sort of 
waveshapes you can expect to see. 
The next checkpoint is 10408, where pins 9 

and 10 generate two signals (ADCK and SC) 
that must be checked against the timing 
diagram. 
The ADC performs eight tests, going from 

the MSB to the LSB, and these data bits can be 
seen stabilising as the analogue-to-digital 
conversion proceeds, if you know where to 
look. I'll give you a clue — it's 10409, pins 2 to 9. 
Moving logically from the ADC to the DAC, 

the latter can be tested by following this 
procedure. Select Delay Line mode, set RAM 
Size to 0, Freeze and Sweep off, and select the 
highest sampling speed. Use a lkHz sinewave 
input. This signal should be converted by the 
ADC into binary code, which is stored in 
memory and subsequently converted back 
into an analogue signal by the DAC, ICs 412 to 
414. Have a look at pin 6 of 10414, then at pin 7 
of 10415 — Figure 10 shows two typical 
outputs. In fact, the DAC's output is further 
filtered by the mobile filter 10421 and fixed 
lowpass filter 10422 (pin 7) in turn. 
Now have a look at 10422, pin 1. This is the 

de-emphasis circuit, and as already implied, 
can be used to make a sound appear bright 
simply by recording it with noise reduction 
switched in and playing it back with NR 
switched out, so that you're recording with a 
treble lift and playing back with a flat response. 

Turning now to the Mute circuit, this is made 
up of 10424, T402 and 403. Select Voice 
mode, record a tone and then Play it. When the 
Play switch is released, the output signal is 
attenuated by about 90dB and is effectively off 
(Figure 11). 
Our last place of interest on this whistle-stop 

audio section tour takes us back to the 
MCS1 's front panel. Go into Delay Line mode, 
set the Pan control to centre and input a 
microphone signal: the MCS1 's output will be 
a direct signal with echo. Press the Bypass 
switch, and the echo should disappear, leaving 
just the direct signal. 
To check that the Click Track is working as it 

should be, select maximum memory size and 
activate the click signal. Assuming the metro-

nome is now audible, you're free to lower the 
memory size, at which point a corresponding 
shortfall in the Click Track sequence's audibility 
will take place. 
The phase locked loop is made up of ICs 

410, 416, 417 and 418. If you select Filter Shift 
and vary it from 0 to 12, this will alter the 
division number loaded into 10417 by 10416. 
Sync from the CK/N input, pin 14 of 10418: pin 
3 should be a square wave at the same 
frequency, while pin 4 will be a square wave 
with a frequency of CK/N x the PLL division 
ratio. To check this out, look at pin 4 and alter 
the Filter shift value. 
The PLL is designed to limit at about 

700kHz, whereupon it is no longer in lock. 

Alignment Procedure 
Anti-oscillation (P401) 

Select Delay Line mode. Use a short memory 
length and turn the Repeat control up to 
maximum. Adjust P401 so that echoes are not 
quite self-sustaining. Experiment with other 
Filter Shift values, different Sample Speeds 
and with NR on and off. Readjust P401 so that 
it's as stable as possible with all configurations. 

PLL SOT Capacitor (C449) 
As already mentioned, the maximum fre-

quency of the PLL is typically 700kHz. Set the 
Filter Shift to 12 and the Sample Speed to 
maximum. If the MFCK frequency exceeds 
1MHz, add extra capacitor 0449 (22pF) to 
reduce said frequency. However, this is not 
considered a very likely eventuality.. . 

Sample & Hold DC Offset (P400) 
The sample & hold device (10405) has a DC 

offset that varies with the sample frequency. If 
recording with a frequency sweep is under-
taken, this effect can move the quiescent DC 
offset past quantisation levels, and this process 
often generates small puffs of noise as it 
happens. 
The solution? Select Delay Line mode with 

no audio input, no NR, and a short delay time. 
Look at 10414 pin 6 and listen to the delayed 
audio output. Vary P400, and you'll notice that 
as you do so, the sample & hold DC offset 
moves and the above-mentioned aural effects 
make themselves apparent. Adjust P400 for 
the most quiet position, which should be 
equidistant between two quantisation levels. 
Turn on the Sweep and select a 1Hz full-range 
sinewave. If this causes some further noise 
generation, readjust P400 accordingly. 

Log Converter (P100, 101, 102 & C104) 
This circuit has already been discussed and 

enables an analogue synthesiser to control the 
pitch of the MCS1 's sound output. The normal 
control range is two octaves, but the MCS1 
can add a further five octaves of pitch trans-
position via its CK/N divider circuit. Unfortu-
nately, the log converter is not the easiest 
device in the world to set up, but the best 
method is described below and outlined in 
Figure 12. 

First off, select CV Mode: this allows external 
voltage control of the master clock generator, 
10101. Turn off the Sweep. 
Our first job is to determine the voltage/ 

transfer frequency function of the VCO (10101). 
Figure 13 shows a typical graph for this 
function, but obviously the exact plot will vary 
from unit to unit, which is why your MCS1 
came with a blank graph pad (don't tell me you 
used it as a bin- liner by mistake . . . ). In order 
to plot your own function, adopt the following 
procedure. Measure the control voltage at 
10108, pin 1, against the output frequency at 
pin 14 of IC101. Adjust P101 and P102 so that 
the external CV can move the voltage at 10108 
fully over the OV to + 5V range. Set this voltage 
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SO 1985 HAS COME UPON US ALL - WE HOPE ALL OUR READERS AND PAST 
AND FUTURE CUSTOMERS HAVE A PROPSEROUS ONE. 

TECHNOLOGY HAS SOMERSAULTED ON ITS SELF OVER THE PAST THREE 
YEARS - WE FIND THAT THE AVERAGE MUSIC STORE IS GETTING LEFT 
BEHIND IN THE HI-TECH STAKES (E.G. WE KNOW OF ONE SHOP THAT SOLD AN 
OSCAR WITHOUT FINDING THE ON/OFF SWITCH! THAT'S NIFTY SELLING BUT 
BAD NEWS!) 

WE ALSO NOTE THAT THE VOLUME MAIL ORDER BUSINESS IS DISAPPEARING 
UP ITS OWN POSTBOX THAT'S GOOD NEWS AS IT SEEMS THAT PEOPLE HAVE 
FINALLY REALIZED THAT THE MARCH OF LONDON IS NOT WHAT IT USED TO 
BE SO ITS SIMPLE ISN'T IT. IF YOU LIVE NEAR CHESHIRE OR LANCASHIRE 
YOU GOT A GOOD HI-TECH MUSIC STORE ROUND THE CORNER (N.B. OUR 
SALES STAFF HAVE BEEN ON COURSES TO YAMAHA UK AND ROLAND UK 
AND CAN NOW DEMO IN JAPANESE). 

KING GREAT DEALS 
KDRM 1 PROG RHYTHM BOX ONLY £39.00 
JEN SX1000 £99.00 
KORG MS10 (BOXED) TO CLEAR £99.00 (last six) 
ROUND MC202 STILL £ 159.00 
PLUS MANY S/H SYNTHS £P0A 

MAIL ORDER IF YOU INSIST 

NEW HOT STUFF ON DEMO AND IN 
STOCK INCLUDES: 

YAMAHA CX5/RX11, 15/DX7/PF10, 
15/10(5 

ROLAND GUITAR SYNTH/TR707/ 
MKB t MODULES/JX3P 

JUNO 106/DG SOFTWARE 
KORG PSS50/DDM110, 220/POLY 800 

FLASH ST ELECTOMUSIC IS PROBABLY THE 

NEWEST AND BIGGEST MUSIC STORE IN THE N.W. 
2,500 SQ. FT. WITH TWO MORE FLOORS PLUS MINI 
THEATRE AND SOUND BOOTH READY SOON. 
SITUATED ABOVE 8 TRACK STUDIO (JAMM 
STUDIOS) 

ZX SPECTRUM SOUND SAMPLER 
NOW IN STOCK £49.00 
PHONE FOR DETAILS 

1 ONLY TO CLEAR 
COMMODORE 64 

PLUS CBM DISC DRIVE 
£375 

BBC ' 13' COMPUTER INC. DISC PORT 
NEVER USED £399 

SCI DRUMTRACKS EX DEM 
MXR DRUM COMPUTER 
GODWIN DRUM MAKER 
CLEF BANDBOX S/H 

AFTER 5 YEARS OF HONEST TRADING 
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Figure 13. IC101 voltage/frequency transfer 
function. 
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up to be + 5V, and adjust C104 for an output at 
11MHz. Now plot the transfer function on the 
graph pad, using 0.5V steps going from OV to 
+5V. 
Measure the voltages needed to generate 

frequencies of 10MHz, 5MHz and 2.5MHz 
(otherwise known as V10M, V5M, and V2.5M 
respectively). This is the two-octave range 
over which the MCS1 will operate in CV mode. 
P100 is the volts/octave preset that adjusts 

the tuning of the keyboard voltage span. Log 
transistor T100 must generate a current that 
doubles for every volt increase in the input 
control voltage. 
The next step is to cut the link between T100 

and IC121 and insert a current meter to bridge 
the gap. Set the meter to a 0-2000pA range. 
For an input of OV, set P101 to give an 
approximate current reading of 75pA and 
P100 to a central position. Make a note of the 
measured currents for input voltages of OV, 
+1V, +2V (those CVs will generate the required 
two-octave swing). In order for everything to 
work properly, the current levels must form a 
ratio of 1:2:4, or in other words, a musical log 
law of an octave increase per volt. If the ratio is 
less than two per volt, rotate P100 clockwise; if 
it's more, rotate it anti-clockwise. Continue to 
adjust P100 in this way until the ratio is exactly 
2.00: typical final currents should be in the 
order of 75, 150, and 30011A. Once these levels 
have been attained, it makes sense to increase 
the chances of P100 remaining in its proper 
position by daubing it with something indelible 
and instantly recognisable — a blob of Tipp- Ex 
fluid should do the trick. Once that's done, you 
can remove the current meter and solder the 
link back into position. 

However, that's not the end of the procedure, 
because the log bias preset, P101, must also 
be aligned for this aspect of the MCS1's 
performance to be properly exploited. Using 
Figure 13 in conjunction with your own function 
plot, subtract V2.5M from V1OM to give you 
the voltage needed for a two-octave shift (we'll 
give it the theoretical value of V2oct). Once this 
has been calculated, apply two external volt-
ages, one of OV and one of + 2V. Adjust P101 
so that the voltage change at pin 1 of IC108 is 
equal to V2oct for the input two-volt change. 
Clockwise rotation of P101 increases the size 
of the voltage change, anti-clockwise rotation 
decreases it. Beware of the fact that P102 may 
also have to be adjusted during this process so 
as to maintain the DC position on the graph. 
Once you've calibrated P101, set the exter-

nal control voltage to OV and adjust the linear 
offset correction (via P101) to give a measured 
voltage at IC108's pin 1 of V2.5M. If you now 
apply an external CV of + 2V, this voltage 
measurement should change to V10M. 

If, by some miracle, this is precisely what 
happens, then both P101 and P102 are aligned, 
and the Tipp-Ex must be brought into action 
again. The log converter is now working and 
full aligned. 

Just to make sure the theory works out in 
practice, try sampling a pitched sound (in 
Voice mode) and replaying it via a one-volt-
per-octave keyboard in CV mode. Don't forget 
to make the Gate connections between synth 
and MCS1: the latter's gate-on is + 2V or more, 
while gate-off is OV or negative (the Play LED 
illuminates when the former condition is pre-
valent). 
The recorded sound can now be played and 

pitched over a two-octave range, and pitch 
transposed over a five-octave range via the 
Pitch Shift function. However, as I mentioned 
in December, the tuning in this mode is not 
entirely perfect, due mainly to the bent VCO 
transfer function. If you have the option of 
using the now almost ubiquitous MIDI as a 
control source, then do so — the results are 
undoubtedly superior. • 
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 TECHNOLOGY/  

SHORT CIRCUIT 
A simple and inexpensive footpedal controller for the 

Steve Howell 

T
his modification was originally 
designed for a pupil of mine who 
has a slight disability in that he 

doesn't have the full use of his right hand: 
he couldn't use the pitch-bender on the 
left-hand side of the SH101's keyboard 
effectively as most of his playing is done 
with his left hand. We toyed with the idea 
of modifying the optional poser's' grip 
controller and attaching it to the right of 
the synthesiser, but that proved to be 
fruitless, so instead we came up with the 

bend (up or down with this design) or filter 
sweep the amount of which is regulated 
by the two sliders. 

Construction is also simple. A Colour-
sound Swell pedal was used for the 
prototype and rewired to accommodate 
the circuit in Figure 1. The value of the 
potentiometer is not critical, but a linear 
type must be used to ensure a really 
smooth sweep. Pressing the pedal down 
gives an upward pitch bend, but the 
circuit can be modified to produce down-

Figure 2. Circuit for introducing 

vibrato gradually. 

—I- VR1 
.44---v J K 2 

dmnpui• 

idea of a footpedal controller. 
The design is simple. A nine-volt battery 

is routed via a potentiometer, the 'swing' 
being controlled by a variable footpedal 
normally used for wah-wah purposes. As 
the footpedal is moved, so varying 
degrees of DC voltage are applied to the 
VCO or VCF via the two pitch-bend 
sliders located above the bender lever. 
The footpedal plugs into the 3.5mm mini-
jack socket that normally inputs the grip 
control, and the result is either pitch-

ward sweeps. The jack socket is wired to 
turn the battery off when the lead is 
unplugged and not in use. 
A second modification you might con-

sider is to use a footswitch to introduce 
the LFO sinewave modulation normally 
obtained by pushing the bender forward. 
Any simple push-to-make footswitch will 
suffice (these are obtainable from many 
electronic stores) and the 2.5mm mini-
jack socket is used to plug it into the 
SH101. Alternatively, you could use 

Roland SH 101. 

another rocker-type footpedal to fade the 
vibrato effect in, and the circuit for this is 
given in Figure 2. 

It must be pointed out that when these 
two pedals are connected, you still have 
use of the bender lever and vibrato 
facility, so there's no reason why they 
shouldn't become a permanent part of 
the SH101. The extra flexibility they offer 
effectively gives you another hand to play 
either the controls or another keyboard. 
Together, the two pedals shouldn't cost 
more than £20, so it's actually cheaper 
than Roland's own grip controller and, to 
my mind, well worth the investment. The 
pedals could also be used with other 
synthesisers for similar purposes, as 
most synths have the facility to control 
the filter cutoff frequency with an external 
controller, but pitch-bending may require 
some modification to the synthesiser 
itself as not all synths have this facility. 
Because of the simplicity of the circuit, 

it should be quite easy to come up with 
variations on the theme to provide other 
facilities (such as pitch-bend up and 
down), so don't be afraid to experiment. 

• 

If you've got a design of your own that 
you feel would be suitable for this column, 
send it to Short Circuit, E&MM, 
Alexander House,- 1 Milton Road, 
Cambridge, CB4 1 UY. 

Theremin Continued 
Short Circuit didn't exactly get off to 

the most auspicious of starts in E&MM 
November, when our theremin circuit 
was published minus a parts list. Those 
responsible have been given free mem-
bership to the British Sub-Aqua Canoe 
Club, while the values are shown below 
for all you budding, er, thereminists . 

Resistors 
R1 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 

Diodes 
D1 
D2 

Capacitors 
C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 
C7 
C8 

220K 
220K 
1M2 
4K7 
100K 

DA90 
DA90 

150pF 
220pF 
0.1µF 
100nF 
220nF 
10nF 
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And dor't forget our very special 
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The Choice is Yours! 
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/TECHNOLOGY/ 
BASICS BACK  

Or everything you always wanted to know about synthesisers but were 
afraid to ask. If you're new to the world of electronic music, this new 

series is for you. Steve Howell 

S
o there you are, listening to the 
radio, watching Top of the Pops 
(more fool you!), and all the while 

being exposed to a mysterious musical 
instrument that seems to be the key to 
fame, fortune, nubile women, large 
amounts of smoking substances of 
dubious legality, and the opportunity to 
do no more real work for the rest of your 

your money and walk out, the proud 
owner of one of these said instruments. 
You take it home, remove the machine's 
attendant polystyrene packaging (good 
for lining cat litters, this), and discover to 
your horror that even connecting the 
synth to the mains poses problems. 

In search of help, you make a quick 
sortie on the local newsagent, where-

The Roland SH101 - one of the most popular beginner's synths ever produced. 

life. Further enquiries yield the following 
information: the instrument in question is 
the synthesiser. 
Once you've learned how to pron-

ounce it, you make haste to your local 
music store, cash in hand (the bank 
manager is friendly), and on entering are 
confronted with a bewildering array of 
hi-tech machinery that seems about as 
easy to get to know as a Yugoslav rail-
way timetable. Worse, the equipment 
possesses a unique terminology so 
complex that it could easily pass for an 
ancient ritualistic version of Serbo Croat. 

Undeterred by all this, you hand over 

upon you discover a smart, colourful and 
neatly-packaged periodical by the name 
of Guitarist. There are no synthesisers in 
it, so you put it back, picking up in its 
place the January issue of Electronics & 
Music Maker which, to your complete 
and un-precedented astonishment, con-
tains the first in a series on how to get 
your synthesiser working. In the begin-
ning, from the ground up, and for the 
complete novice. 

The Theory 
It's pretty obvious that if you want to 

tigulLELLA 

get the most out of any musical instru-
ment, you need to know as much about 
it as possible. This is especially true of 
synthesisers, as not only do you have to 
get your musical ideas into shape (can't 
help much with them, I'm afraid), you also 
need to be at least reasonably familiar 
with your model's technical operation. 

Don't panic. This isn't nearly as diffi-
cult as it might appear at first, and will 
not require a degree in quantum astro-
physics: the rules, such as they are, are 
actually quite straightforward. 
Now for the boring bit. 
Contrary to semi-popular belief, syn-

thesisers have been with us for rather a 
long time — it could even be argued that 
they date back to the simple keyboard 
instruments of the Middle Ages — experi-
mentation with electronic sound begin-
ning at the turn of the century with such 
instruments as the Telharmonium and 
the Ondes Martenot. These were im-
preSsive machines that incorporated 
valves the size of large lightbulbs and 
allowed some quite intriguing creative 
projects to be realised, but further pro-
gress was lamentably slow: even in the 
fifties, composers such as Varèse and 
Stockhausen were messing about (aca-
demics call it 'experimenting') with 
sound generators and tone controls of 
an extremely basic nature. 

It wasn't until the mid-sixties that a 
gentleman by the name of Robert 
Moog (pronounced as in Vogue, by the 
way) produced the first instrument we'd 
recognise today as a synthesiser. He 
succeeded in assembling a complete 
synthesiser system comprising the basic 
building blocks of sound, and these 
could be linked together (the process is 
often referred to as ' patching') in an 
almost infinite variety of permutations. 
The major difference between Moog's r> 

The Prophet 5 - analogue synthesis applied to a polyphonic instrument. Programmable memories made it an overnight success. 
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KORG CX3 Organ (used but in bene!) C475 
YAMAHA Dx7 FM Synth POA 
YAMAHA Portasound (used) £75 
FENDER Rnodes stage 73 puma  
CASIO MT400V 
CASIO MT800  
CASO KX101 £199 
CASIO PT30 £2.5 
CASIO PT50 £79 
ELSA RHAPSODY (used) Cl KI 
Keyboard Stand   C2I) 
Keyboard Extenseon adaptor CO 

£25 
 te low to 

RHYTHM/DRUM SYNTH 
SEO CIRCUITS Drumtraks (Latest Model  
ROLAND 0866 Phone 
ROLAND 119606 Drumato £510 
ROLAND TR707 Ring us puée»! 
ROLAND TR909 £825 
ROLAND TR808 (used)  
BOSS DRI 10 £109 
KORG Percusseon DIDM220 £525 
KORG DM110 Drum Machene  £325 
YAMAHAMRI 0 ruser» £59 

RECORDING EQUIPMENT 
TASCAM Porta 1 our fastest senne unit.  £419 
TASCAM Portastudeo M244 £559 
TASCAM 32 ( 1/2 Track) £7O5 
TASCAM 34 (4 Trace() £309 
TASCAM DX2D Noise Red £186 
TASCAM DX4D Noise Red £238 
TASCAM MO9 (4 Into 2 Mixer). [ln 
TASCAM MB20 Meter Bridge £149 
TASGAM EX20 4th Mexer/Exp £99 
TASCAM RC71 Remote Control £42 
TASCAM MC120 £ 9 
TASCAM RC3Op Remote match £15 
TEAC V330 Cassette Deck es 
TEAC V360C Cassette Deck E111 
rEac Head Cleaner TZ 26111 £5.95 
TEAC Rubber Cleaner TZ 2614 £8.85 
TEAC Poll Compact DIsc Player 
(Vary Tasty) Phone 

HEADPHONES 
BEYER DT330 £34 
BEYEFI DT441 £40 
REVER D1320 £26 
REVER 019 w/Boom Abc £77 
TECH. PROJECTS DM1201..ightvielget 
ve"Boom Mic  

MICROPHONES 
BEVER M200 £49 
REVER M300 NCS £15 
BEYER M400 NCS  £99 
ELECTROVOICE PL I 1  £ 5 
ELECTROVOICE PL77b £105 
ELECTROVOICE P1_95a £94 
AUDIO TECH Pro 2 £22 
AUDIO TECH Pro 3 £38 
ALIDO TECH Pro 4L 153 
AUDIO TECH AIMAI X63 
CHASER 444 £34 
CHASER 555 £57 

:i-LASER 666  £3.5 

MIC/SPEAKER S rANDS 
Mix Bourn ehra PaeN) LI 7 
Mou Boom STand MET) 120 
MIC Stand (Veen) .. C29 
Speaker Stand  £2 

PEDALS AND EFFECTS 
BOSS BF2 Manger t139 
BOSS 001 OvereftiO MS 
BOSS FIM2 Heavy Metal ..  £40 
BOSS CE2 Chorus £09 
BOSS CE3 Slereo Chorus £68 
BOSS OS1 Distortion OS 
BOSS t301 Suoer Overdrive  £42 

..  KW 
BOSS 002 Digits Delay £139 
BOSS OkA3 Delay DE 
BOSS SPI Spectrum  £39 
BOSS rWI " ouch Wall £55 
BOSS SOI Slow Gear . £59 
BOSS NFI Noise-Gate £29 
BOSS CS2 Comp/Sustan £54 
BOSS OC2 0.1aver £55 
BOSS VB2 Vibrato £55 
BOSS 9111R F'haser...... - - .......... . .............  [SO 
BOSS PC2 PercLssion £44 
BOSS HC2 Hundclapper £49 
BOSS %Mil Mascot Amp £ 1 
BOSS DES Dame.. £15 
BOSS PRIMO Mens Adaptor £12 
BOSS ACA22D Mans A.doolor ...-....-   C12 
BOSSMSA00 Stand Adapta' eo 

 £113 
BOSSFS2 Footsench  £20 
BOSS1-LA5 Alaytrir  £57 
BOSSRH1 I ro Stereo FM Mac £58 
BANI2 PTO Phasor .. .... ..... . ...... .... .............  129 

 £48 
BANEZ CS9 Chorus  £99 
PANEZ SD9 SOniC DIStORICTI.  £25 
FANEZ ADS analog delay .. ...... ....  £99 
BANEZ TSe4 Tube Screamer £33 
BANEZ GE9 Grapiw £99 
BANEZ CP9 Compressor [39 
CARLSBRO Comp. Mende. £34 
CARLSBRO Flareger Minitui £ 8 
CARLSBRO AD' Echa £125 
CARLSBRO Proie>: ADFIli £338 
MELOS DE1 Deg.tal Echo  £79 
EC500 Super Erne Unit FM 
EP259 Super EcrtoPet £150 
CORC, Signal Del./ £149 
AE2aiR Anabgemecho/revede £145 
H/FI Deal Muet Echos/h ..... ...... . .............  £150 
SCHALLER Volume %da'. £19 
SOIR Blue Bcx (used) £59 
GOLDEN THROAT (usec)  £40 
CRy Baby Pedo .. ..... ...._ ........ _... .  I34 

„mit .--77711Mbianualer 
NT-STOP SERVICE 

FOR FAST RELIABLE REPAIRS TO 
[25 I MAKES DF EQUPMENT 

BUZZ KEVIN AND 1-LIS TE AM OF 
MFCE.A.vrif- (0705) 660E36 

SANOX PEDALS (same as Framtne) 
SANOX 3:;sx Crossover .. £ 0 
SANOX 5405 Graphe., ...  £50 
SANOX 6845 lester:en Box £7 
SANOX 7055 Rocket Arne £15 
SANOS 7Isx Pert Synth 1  £20 
SANOS 85,.. Flange £35 
SANOS 95,5 Power Supgly £13 
SANOX 10, x Exc dor  £20 
SAFIOX 112 so Pararnetne eg £20 

47%,_ 

‘4;41 
ROSS 11.112 £39 
BOSS TU120  
KORG GT605 225 
KORG Micro 6 Lii 

TUNERS 
 71.160 

PRELUDE Guitar Chord Computer £30 
NOTE, Please add fl Post d Packeng to MI PEDAL 
TUNER u MIC Pnces 

OVATION GUITARS 
ELECTRIC Anniversary Mi» 
ELECTRIC Glen Campbell £499 
ELECTRIC Legend » DO 
ELECTRIC Balladeer Cutaway 2599 
ULTRA Acoustic f230 
APPLAUSE ElecrAcousbc £179 
APPLAUSE Round Back Acoustic £145 

ACOUSTIC GUITARS 
FENDER F03 Jumbo £88 
FENDER F65 £59 
FENDER F75 £129 
CLASS CAL GUITARS From £58 

ELECTRIC GUITARS 
STATUS De-luxe Bass (What a Beagle £899 
FENDER Preceseon (Special) Bass C495 
FENDER Precisionmin  0135 
FENDER Precision (used) £199 
FENDER Tele TIN Whrte £279 
FENDER Tele Custom RIN Black 2299 
SOUIER 52 Telecaster £235 
SOUIER 57 Sirat (used) £195 
SOUIER 57 Strat £237 
SOUIER 62 Precesion Bass £199 
FENDER Bullett Bass De luxe M/N. £199 
FENDER Bullen Bass III M/N £199 
TOKAI FST 50 (Selection Of Colours) £199 
TOKAI TTE 50 (Selection of Colours £199 
TOKAI TALBO (NEW Soled Metal Body 
Nece One!) ME 

TOKAI Standard Bass £199 
IBANEZ Roadstw (all colours) £188 
IBANEZ RS440 Guitar 1225 
IBANEZ RS530 Guitar 0173 
IBANEZ Roadstar Natural £139 
IBANEZ Roadstar Bass Mn 
YAMAHA SG1000 (used) £2 50 
SHERGOLD Meteor (used) £149 
GIBSON RD Custom (used) £2 50 
WESTONE Thunder 1Ia guitar £102 
WESTONE Thunder 1 guitar £1» 
WESTONE Thunder 11 Bass Fretlese [240 
WESTONE Thunder 111 Bass £2 20 
VOX Custom Bass LI» 
VOX White Custom Bass FretleS3 £182 

TRACE EWOT AMPLIFICATION 
TRACE ELUOT 110 Bass Combo £ 47 
TRACE ELUOT AH 250 Bass Amp £973 
TRACE ELUOT AH 150 Bass Amp £ 17 
TRACE ELUOT 1048 (4 x 10) Bass Cab £303 
TRACE ELLIOT 1518 (1 ir 15) Bass Cab £226 

MARSHALL AMPLIFICIATION We are Specialists 
en the sale and senne'? of Marshall Arnplfication We 
carry large stocks of new/used equerrient - stock 
changes dady so ring for a competitive quote. 
MARSHALL Super Bass Amp Old Style £170 
MARSHALL Super Bass Arne MKI 1 s/h £195 
MARE:HALL 100W MV Amp 1320 
MARSHALL 50W MV Amp CM 
MARSHALL 100W Valve Switch Combo 0370 
MARSHALL 50W Valve Switch Combo 1:315 
MARSHALL 12W Transestor Combo £87 
MARSHALL 20W 1010 Keyboard Combo 11113 
MARSHALL 30W Transestor Combo £140 
MARSHALL 50W 1.12 MV Valve Combo [270 
MARSHALL 50W 2 012 Valve Combo £380 
MARSHALL 75W 1012 trans. Combo £248 
MARSHALL 100W 2x 12 Valve Combo £340 
MARSHALL 280W 4.12 1960b Cab £241 

WE HAVE OVER 2000 SQ FT OF SHOWROOMS 
CRAMMED FULL OF GOODIES. HP P/X NO PROBLEM 

à 

à  

MARSHALL 4 x 12 1960B Cab Wh C120 
MARSHALL 4 x 12 1935A Cab VII  £1 20 
MARSHALL 2.15 200W Bass Cab £540 

II 

MARSHALL 4 x 12 260W Cab £261 

ROLAND GOMBOS 
ROLAND SPIRIT 10A...................... £09 
ROLAND SPIRIT 10 £75 
ROLAND SPIRIT 25 £129 
ROLAND SPIRR 30 £125 
ROLAND JC120 Chorus Combo Phone Now! 

HIGH QUAL1TY PA 
ROLAND SPA 240 Stereo Amp a/h UN 

JBL 4612 Speakers sisoiled  
BOSE 802 senes Il speakers MO 111 VOS 

D» 

BOSE 1800 Stereo Amp IKW MIN 
BOSE 302 Bass Bins  

ACES Graphec Eq. (Rack  £120 
ACES Spring Une Reverb (rn lniekinting) £84 

Il 
ACES 100W Slave wer/Graphic «m'Oser £184 
ACES 300W Stereo Power Amp (Rack 
Mounting) UN 

WANTED FOR CASH 
ALL MAKES OF GROUP EQUIPMENT 
RING CLIVE ON 107051 860038 NOW 

SESSION 75-112 Combo  11 
AMPS CABS GOMBOS [2» 

SESSION 75-210 Combo ME 
it/H MAI30 PA Amp £186 

H/H MA150 150W PA Arne  
FVH S150 Slave Are £1 1290 II 82 

I-VH MA100 100W PA Amp (taled)  Ll 75 

FVH Bassamp 100W Amp £188 
FVH K150 150W Keyboard Amp 0140 
FVH V-S Bass Amp (used) £96 
H/H IC 103 Amp £96 
FVH V-S Musicien Lead Amp 296 
WH V.S Mus. Combo Wh [175 

II 

I-VH Pro 100 PA Speakers (Pau) ME 
YAMAHA G50 lx 12 Combo 2299 
YAMAHA JX3013 Combo (  £185 
PEAVEY Special Combo (  £150 
FENDERIWIN REVERS (EV Speakers) Wh 020 

1 

VOX VENUE 100 Watt Lead Combo £192 
VOX VENUE 120 Watt PA Amp £192 
VOX 15 Watt 2 x 1 [ Combo £108 

m FENDER Bandwter Valve Amp (usad) £136 
FENDER Basane, 100 Cab£ 

I 
 2150 

DYNACHORD BI001 Bass Amp (used) £85 

CARLSBRO AMPUFICAT1ON 
CARLSBRO 53004, Stereo Amp 1315 
CARLSBRO Martin 6ch 150W PA Amp 1286 
CARLSBRO Martin 8th 300,« PA Amp £388 
CARLSBRO M150 150W Slave Arno L'185 
CARLSBRO I . 12H 75W Spkr Cabs (per pee)  C220 
CARLSBRO 2 x 12H 150W spkr Cabs (per pair) Da 
CARLSBRO Stingray Bassamps from £170 
CARLSBRO Stingray Bossâmes (used) £125 
CARLSBRO Stengray Bass Combo (used) £196 
CARLSBRO Stingray Multichorus Keyboard 
tee 0175 
C,ARLSBRO 90 Keyboard Combo 2275 
CARLSBRO 90 Twin combo 2240 
CARLSBRO Coda 90 Baas Combo £318 
CARLSBRO Cobra 90 Lead Combo 22113 
CARLSBRO 150 Bess Combo 0154 
CARLSBRO Homet 45 Laid Combo £182 
CARLSBRO Hornet 45 keyboard£   s combo C199 
CARLSBRO Waso Lead 
CARLSBRO 150 Keyboard Amp 2230 
CARLSBRO 150 Keyboard Combo £418 
CARLSBRO Scorpion Lead Combo ace 
CARLSBRO 

CHASS1S SPEAKERS 
McKenzie 15 150W (high Quality) £80 
McKenzie 12" 80W (high Owility) 238 
RTC 15" 100W  

(A Division of Mike Devereux Music Ltd.) FVH HF200 Bullett Horns  %MO HF Homs  
Many more chassie speakers ln stock ring for detalla 

126 

111 

111 

189 London Road, North End, Portsmouth 202 9AE. Tel: ( 0705) 660036. Telex: 869107 TELCOMIJ 
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Figure 1. The effect of applying a slowly rising and falling voltage to the input of a VCO. 

> work and those of competing designers 
was his rationalisation of the way in 
which these synth modules could be 
connected and manipulated. His theo-
ries were based around a system known 
as 'voltage control', and this principle 
has, as it turns out, formed the basis of 
almost all analogue synthesisers ever 
since. 
The principle is based on the theory 

that applying a voltage to any voltage-
controlled unit will have some sort of 
effect on that unit. In other words, if you 
apply a rising and falling voltage to the 
voltage control input of an oscillator, the 
pitch of that oscillator will rise and fall 
accordingly (and for those for whom 
even a thousand words cannot convey 
an image accurately, this action is 
shown in Figure 1). 

Figure 2, meanwhile, shows the basic 
layout of a typical synthesiser in the form 
of a block diagram. Boxes with a heavy 
outline show the path of the audio sig-
nal, while those with a lighter border 
indicate purely controlling modules. 
Turning our attention first of all to the 
audio signal, it's useful to remember that 
any sound is made up of three different 
components — pitch, tone and ampli-
tude. An analogue synth allows you con-
trol of these parameters through its 

Figure 2. Typical analogue synthesiser layout. 

VCO, VCF and VCA sections, and the 
signal passes through these oscillators, 
filters and amplifiers in turn. 

Voltage-controlled devices may have 
various controllers routed to them and in 
amongst these you should find a low 
frequency oscillator (LFO), an envelope 
generator or two, and of course the key-
board itself. Controllers generate volt-
ages which are then applied to voltage-
controlled modules, and, logically 
enough, the more VC modules that can 

be affected by each controller, the 
greater the sonic possibilities your synth 
will be capable of producing. 

The Practice 
If you've just bought your first synth, 

chances are it'll be of the analogue, 
monophonic variety — examples of this 
are the Roland SH series, Korg's MS10 
and 20, and all the monosynths from the 
Yamaha and Moog stables, among 
others. All these instruments make use 
of the analogue synthesis principle I've 
just been discussing, as do a surprisingly 
large number of today's polyphonic syn-
thesisers. 
The major difference between mono 

and polysynths (as most of you are pro-
bably already aware) is that whereas the 
former only allow you to play one note at 
a time on the keyboard, polyphonic 
instruments allow you to play four or 
more. Obviously, in order to facilitate 
this, a polysynth has to have at least as 
many oscillators as it provides voices: 
some provide two oscillators for each 
voice in the interests of fattening the 
instrument's sonic output. 
As it happens, analogue polysynths 

(even those that use digitally controlled 
sound generators and modifiers) don't 
differ all that greatly in method of oper-
ation from their monophonic counter-
parts: examples of such instruments are 
the Korg Polysix, Roland Jupiter series, 
and SCI's highly-successful Prophet 
models. 

It's not beyond the realms of possibil-
ity that your first synth has rather more in 
the way of facilities than the 'typical' 
instrument shown in Figure 2. The stan-
dard VCA and VCF sound modifiers are 
often supplemented by onboard signal 
processors such as chorus, phase shift-
ing and flanging units, while almost all 
synths have some form of pitch-bender 
to augment the pitch control already 
provided by the keyboard. 

But whatever your newly-acquired 
synth has come equipped with, none of 
it is so mind-bogglingly complicated to 
prevent you from getting the most out of 
it. Or at least, it shouldn't be if you carry 
on reading Back to Basics . . . 

Obsolete but still available 

in some shops, the Korg MS20 was essentially a modular synthesiser in miniature. Its patching section 
forms an excellent guide to the principles of analogue synthesis. 
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originate 

When you play an SDS8 you're playing an original, 
an instrument that is changing the face of drumming today. 

As innovators of electronic percussion, we knew 
that drummers would marvel at the crystal clear power 
of the Simmons sound and delight ¡n the sheer beauty 
of the unique hexagonal pads. 

And now it seems we are not alone in our mission 
to bring drums into the eighties — well they do say 
that imitation is the sincerest form of flaitery. 

SIMMONS 
S D S 8 - now everyone can own an original 

Simmons Electronics Ltd., 
Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 OJH, 
Telephone (0727) 36191 (5 lines) 
Telex 291326 HEXDRM G 
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PATCHWORK 
Readers send in details of their own synth patches and how to play them... patchwork provides you with a chance to show off your best synth sounds, so if you're of a sharing nature, send your offering or 

a copy of an owner's manual patch chart (including a blank one for artwork purposes) to: Patchwork, E&MM, Alexander } 
House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge, CB4 1UY. 

OSCar 'Frankie Gets an OSCar' - hil Mas 
- nwal 

This sound makes good use of the OSCar's ability to combine an analogue-type waveform (Pulse Width Modulation on OSC1) with 
a digital one (preset waveform — 7 on OSC2, selected by holding down the OSC2 waveform button and playing key — 7, the F below 
middle C) with both sent through a dual resonant peak filter. Note that the bottom octave should be selected and that Filter Drive 
(programmed by holding down Store and turning the volume control to full) should be on maximum to provide harmonic distortion. 
The actual keyboard pitch should ideally be bottom E, and the Repeat 1 and 2 setting of the Triggering Switch (together with the 

shown Tempo position) gives the rough speed of ' Relax'. If you turn the triggering switch to SG (single), any bass-line programmed 
into the sequencer can imitate bass guitar hammer-ons using the ' legato' facility: just play any 'hammered-on' notes that take your 
fancy in a legato phrase, and any 'plucked' notes staccato. 

Adjusting the Frequency, Separation and C) controls varies the amplitude of the sound's ' synthetic' component, while adding 
noise will mix in an electronic snare. 
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KORG MONO/POLY `No Strings Attached ' Steve Clark 
London 

Korg's Mono/Poly is a welcome newcomer to Patchwork. Featuring four VCOs and an unusual (in both its concept and its sonic 
results) Effects section, the Mono/Poly can operate in either mono (unison) or four-voice poly mode, as its name implies. 
Steve suggests using a chorus unit to enrich his Strings patch, whereupon the sound shouhiclosely resemble a CRB Diamond 709 

string machine (remember them?) on full throttle. 

VCO VCF EG Effects 
Waveform Range Level Attack 0 X-Mod 0 

VC01 8 10 Decay 6 Frequency Mod 0 
VCO2 8 10 Sustain 10 Switches VCF/Sync/Single 
VC03 8 10 Release 1 Key Assign Unison 
VC04 PWM 8 10 (or Share with Effects off) 
PWM Intensity 7 Performance Controls Portamento 1 
PWM Source MG2 Bend Intensty 0 Detune 0 
PW Setting — Mod Intensity 1 Transpose Normal 

Switching Pitch Noise 0 
VCF MG1 (MG2) Frequency 23/4  ( 1) 
Cutoff 43/4 MG1 Waveform 
Resonance 1 
EG Intensity +3 
Keyboard Track 10 
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MOOG PRODIGY 'Hams Solo' Ian Popperwell 
Coventry 

No, not a Star Wars sound effect. Ian has submitted a solo Hammond patch for the Prodigy which uses both oscillators set to 
triangle waveshapes, VCO2 being set an octave and a fifth above VC01. The filter is set to remove the higher harmonics generated, 
the envelope has a sharp attack (for the well-known ' keyclick' sound), and the release time is designed to emulate a Hammond's 
distinctive envelope characteristics. 
A fast staccato playing technique at the upper end of the keyboard adds to the patch's realism, while a touch of vibrato might not 

go amiss, either. 
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YAMAHA DX7 'Synth Full' Martin Russ 
Ipswich 

Synth Full is a muted voice at low key velocities, but a strident, 
gives the same sort of aural effect as a filter decay, and 
The patch makes use of Algorithm 9: Operators 1 and 

modulator (0P2) frequency at just over half the carrier 
harmonics. Operators 3, 4, 5 and 6 lack the sharp attack 
Operators 2 and 6 are deliberately mis-tuned to 1.01 - changing 
the effect of the brassy-sounding filter decay. 

Some players might feel the patch has 
too much release as it stands, but this 
can be reduced via EG rates 3 and 4 on 

penetrating brass sound at higher 
a metallic edge toughens up the attack 

2 are set to give a variation on the classic 
(0P1) frequency. This gives a bright 
of 1 and 2, but supply instead the touch 

this to 1.00 reduces the beating in the 

ones. A sweep of high harmonics 
portion of the envelope. 
FM sawtooth by having the 

sound with plenty of bunched 
-sensitivity and overall tone. 

upper octaves but also flattens 

OP 

OPs 1 and 3. The LFO speed is set to fill 
out the sound when the DX is used with 
an echo unit, while the LFO rate can be 
speeded up for vibrato effects. Finally, 9 
the touch-sensitivity helps create a highly 
expressive voice without users having to 

to 
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Once again. Powertran and E8(MM combine to bring you 

versatility and top quality from a product out of the 
realms of fantasy and within the reach of the active 
musician. 

The MCS-1 will take any sound, store it and play it back 
from a keyboard (either MIDI or Iv/octave). Pitch bend or 
vibrato can be added and infinite sustain is possible 

thanks ;c a sophisticated, looping system. 

All the usual delay line features (Vibrato, Phasing, 

Flanging, ADT, Echo) are available with delays of up -o 32 
secs. A special interface enables sampled sounds to be 
stored digitally on a floppy disc via a BBC 
microcomputer. 

The MCS-1 gives you many of the effects created by top 
professional units such as the Fairlight or Emulator. But the 
MCS-1 doesn't come with a 5-figure price tag. And, if 
you're prepared to invest your time, it's almost cheap! 

Write or phone now to place an order. 
Powerfran Cybernetics Limited, 
Portway Industrial Estate, 

Andover, Hants, SPI 0 3EM. 

Telephone: 0264 64455 

Specification 

Memory Size: Variable from 8 bytes to 64K bytes. 

Storage time at 32 KHz sampling rate: 2 seconds. 

Storage time at 8 KHz samplIng rate: 8 seconds. 

Longest replay time (for special effects): 32 seconds. 

Converters, ADC 8( DAC: 8 bit companding. Dynamic 
range: 72 dB. 

Audio Bandwidth: Variable friom 12 KHz to 300 Hz. 

Internal 4 pole tracking filters for anti-aliasing and 
recovery. 

Programmable wide range sinewave sweep generator. 

MIDI control range: 5 octaves. 

1N/octave control range: 2 octaves with optional 
transpose of a further 5 octaves. 

Introduced in 1982, Powertran's 
DLL has brought digital qualdy 

effects to thousands of 

mLsicians. Still available in 
14f form at only £179.00 + VAT. 



HELP US 
TO HELP YOU 

THE E&MM 
READERSHIP 
SURVEY 1985  

Computer musical instrument 

Digital polyphonic synthesiser 

Analogue polyphonic synthesiser 
(MIDI) 113 

Analogue polyphonic synthesiser 

(non-MIDI) E 4 Graphic or parametric EQ 

of ticking appropriate boxes and listing 
make and model on the lines provided. 

Analogue delay line 

Digital delay line 

Reverb unit 

Monophonic synthesiser EIS Stand-alone effects pedals 

Digital drum machine (MIDI) 

E125 

E. Combo amp 

Digital drum machine (non-MIDI) 1117 PA rig 

Analogue drum machine 

11127 

E 8 Microphones 

Digital sequencer (MIDI) E9 

Digital sequencer (non-MIDI) Do 

Analogue sequencer 

T his is where E&MM's staff writers Organ 

and contributors let go of the 
reins and give you, the long-

suffering reader, a chance to have your Portable keyboard 
say in the direction the magazine is 
taking. Fill in the questions below, 
send the completed form to us (a 
photocopy will do), and your comments 
will be taken into account as E&MM 
leaps into its fifth year. Acoustic piano 

If you're happy with the way things 
are, this is your opportunity to pat us 
all on the editorial back. If you aren't, Electronic drums 
now's the ideal time to air your 
grievances. And as an additional 
incentive, we're offering a year's Acoustic drums 
subscr ption to E&MM to the first ten 
reply forms pulled out of the hat. 
Thanks in advance for your help. 

PART TWO: 
YOUR MUSIC 

Are you in a band? E. 
Or do you play your music solo? 1E3° 

Do you play original compositions? E3, 

111 12 Or simply arrangements of existing 
material? 111. 
Do you gig on at least a fairly 
regular basis? 

Do you record material in a studio? 

D. If you do, is it at home? 

Or at a commercially-run studio? 

Would you class yourself as 
professional? 

Semi-professional? 

Or amateur? 

D" 

Electric piano 

PART ONE: 

YOUR EQUIPMENT 
Below is a list of modern musical 
instruments. Please indicate which of 
these you play, stating the make and 
model on the li le underneath each 
categcry. 

Do 

0,7 

Electric guitar 

If you could place your music in one or 
more of the categories listed below, 
which would it be? 

Instrumental electronic music 

ID 14 Electro-pop 

Electro-funk 

Avant garde 

Ja77/jaZZ rock 

Progressive rock 

E120 Ethnic 

New wave 

Acoustic guitar 

Bass guitar 

Now a further list, this time for auxiliary 
equipment. Follow the same procedure 

Conventional pop 

Classical 

Euro rock 
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PART THREE: 
YOUR INTERESTS 

Do you have an interest in 
electronics? 

If you do, do you build your own 
electronic music devices? 

Are any of these your own designs? 

Do you buy kits or PCBs from E&MM?Es. 

Do you buy kits, PCBs or 
components from other sources in 
order to build E&MM projects? 

Do you have an interest in 

computing? 

If you do, do you have a home 
computer of your own? 11157 

Of yes, please specify make and model) 

EI51 

11152 

055 

(1156 

Is your computer actively 
engaged in making music? 

Is this music dependent 
entirely on the computer's 
internal sound chip? 

Or does it involve external 
synthesis hardware? 

Have you used any music software? 

Have you written any music 
software of your own? 

Does your daytime occupation 
involve music? 

Or electronics? 

Or computers? 

Do you have any formal 
qualifications in music theory? 

In music composition? 

In music performance? 

In electronic design? 

Or in computing? 

E" 

PART FOUR: 
YOUR VIEWS 

In your answers to the questions 
below,tick the first box if you'd like to 
see more of the feature under dis-
cussion, the second if you think the 
present level of coverage is about 
right, and the third if you'd like to see 
less of it. 

First, your views on E&MM's sub-
divisions. 

News 

Hardware 

More Same Lem 

coverage coverage coverage 

111 ,, 172 11173 
1117. 11175 1117. 

Music 

Technology 

Computer Musician 

O. E. O. 
[J68 [187 1182 

O. D. 

And now, your feelings on specific 
features. 

Newsdesk 

Interface 

Synthesiser reviews 

Portable keyboard 
reviews 

Electronic percussion 
review 

Effects reviews 

Amplification reviews 

Sequencer reviews 

Accessory reviews 

Artist interviews 

On Record 

On Cassette 

On Stage 

Build it! projects 

Instructional articles 

Computer hardware 
reviews 

Computer software 
reviews E134 n. E136 

Computer music features 0,37111138 E139 

Do you look at all the advertisements 
within E&MM's pages? E140 

Or just some of them? E141 

Or none at all? E142 

Which of the following publications do 
you also read regularly? 

D. E. D. 
D. 0. Di 
0. O. III. 

111. D. D. 

D. E. 01.0 
Di. Di. 
Di. Eli. 01. 
Di. 
1111. D 111 D 112 

D113 D 114 D 115 

[11 116 0 117 D 119 

D119 Di. D 121 

D 22 D 123 D 24 

D125 E 125 111 127 

D129 D 129 D 139 

D131 Di. Di. 

Melody Maker 

Sounds 

New Musical Express 

International Musician 

One Two Testing 

Music UK 

Electronic Soundmaker 

Studio Sound 

Sound Engineer 

Home Studio Recording 

Keyboard 

What Keyboard? 

Guitarist 

Guitar Player 

Do you also read any organ 
magazines? 

Electronics monthlies? 

Or computer magazines? 

Do you buy E&MM every month? 

More than six times a year? 

D1.5 

0147 

Di. 
111 151 
D152 

D153 

D s. 

Di. 

157 

n1. 
D159 

D199 

Less than six times a year? 

Do you obtain E&MM on 
subscription? 
From a newsagent? 

By borrowing it from a friend or 
library? 

If you buy your copy, how many other 
people read it? 
None 

1-5 

More than 5 

What happens to your E&MM? Do 
you 

keep it? 

Pass it on? 

Or throw it away? 

o1. 
O.7 
Di. 

E169 
11117. 
D 171 

PART FIVE: 
YOUR STATUS 

Your sex: 
Male 

Female 

Your age: 
Under 18 

18-21 

22-25 

26-30 

31-35 

36-40 

Over 40 

Your occupation: 
Professional musician 

Studio engineer 

Computer operator 

Electronics engineer 

Teacher 

Civil servant 

Manual labourer 

Self-employed 

Student 

Other (please specify) 

D174 

E182 

El. 

Your annual income: 
Less than £5000 

£5000—£8000 

£8000—£10,000 

£10,000—£20,000 

The average amount you spend on 
equipment to make music in a year: 

Under £500 

£500—£750 

£750—£1000 

£1000—£2000 

£2000—£5000 

£5000—£10,000 

Over £10,000 

O., 
019' 
D193 

01. 
Di. 

Di. 
D oc 

Please feel free to ignore this section and fill it in only if you wish your questionnaire to be included in the draw for ten free 
subscriptions to Electronics & Music Maker. All information given will be treated in the strictest confidence — and thank you 
once again for your co-operation. 

Name   

Address   

 Post Code  

Send to: E&MM Readership Survey 1985, Music Maker Publications, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 lUY. 

11•., 
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Watt Keyboard 
Options! 

With the vast range of keyboards available on the 
Market, it must be extremely difficult making a choice. 
However, when it comes to a keyboard amplifier or 
combo there is only one Brand — CARLSBRO! 

Only Carisbro are able to offer the wide range of 
power, channels and features needed to match the 
vast selection of keyboards currently available. 
Whether it's 45 or I 50 watts, 3 or 5 channels, combo 
or separate amplifier and speakers, Carlsbro have a 
model for you! 

Carlsbro, a company of extensive experience — 24 
years in fact — a company which has had the time and 
development resources to refine the ultimate in 
keyboard amplification and PA. 

Give your keyboard a chance — Choose a CARLSBRO! 

Main Features from a selection of the Range: 

KEYBOARD 150 HEAD AND COMBO 
le 6 Band Graphic Equaliser 
• 9 Inputs on 5 channels 
e Reverb and Effects switching on Channels 1-4 
e Tape!Aux input on Channel 5 
• 150 watts RMS Output 
• Electronic remote FSE2 Footswitch with LED status 

indicator for Reverb switching 

COMBO ONLY 
e Ported cabinet with 15" Loudspeaker, plus two 

bullet tweeters giving wide frequency response 

PROCAB 1 x 15 RH 200 
• 200 watts RMS 
• 15" Loudspeaker plus two Radial Horns 
• Available in 4018 ohms impedance 

COBRA 90 KEYBOARD HEAD AND COMBO 
• 3 separate controllable channels 
• Reverb Effects svvitching on all channels 
• Master Reverb, Attack and Volume controls 
• 19" Accutronic Reverb 
• 90 watts RMS Output 

COMBO di 1 x 15 1H 100w ENCLOSURE 
• 15" 100 watt Loudspeaker plus bullet tweeter 

HORNET 45 COMBO 
• 2 channels with 4 inputs 
• Reverb with channel switching 
• Headphone socket 
• Master Reverb and Volumé controls 
• 45 watt RMS Output 

All models except Hornet come complete with heavy 
duty vinyl covers and footswitches. 

Guaranteed for two years. 

I Carlsbro Sales Limited. Cross Drive, 
Kirkby-in-Ashfield, Notts. NG17 7LD, England  

I Please send me full details of the Carlsbro range 
or Tel: (0623J 753902) 

Name  

ORISSA° Address   

 Tel   

E& v1M JANUARY 1985 
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get the best from 
together. Part 

and 
set-up is aston-

must at some time or 
adding a 

idea it is. Suzanne 
extraordinaire, feels 

important a piece of 
as the filter or the 

I tend to agree 
as many would have 
to make up for de- 

Instead they 
that would 

precision has 
some may argue 
it remains a fact 

technically-proficient 
employ sequencers 

their music. And se-
who would 

realise his or her 
quite impressively, 

owning a sequencer 
a whole lot better 
boring it will remain 

or no sequencer. 
are wonder- 

are the age-old 
synchronisation. Those 

month's enthralling 
recall that while many 

control voltage 
gate and trigger 

always match up so 

one method of 
be used with se- 

method without 
for which were 

other way round this 
equipment, 

as you may wish 
by a sequencer 

with your synth. Con-
should present 

.••.... ,., 

. . 
, 

• 

• 

but KiL..h. 
Or how to 

Even if your synthesiser 
ishingly basic, you 
other have contemplated 

sequencer. And what a good 
Cianni, American synthesist 
the' sequencer to be as 
electronic music hardware 
'voltage-controlled oscillator 
with her. They are not, 
you believe, something 
ficiencies in playing technique. 
allow control over a synthesiser 
otherwise be impossible. 
The sequencer's metronomic 

a ' feel' all its own and whilst 
that this is cold and clinical, 
that some of the most 
synth and keyboard players 
and microcomposers in 
quencers also allow someone 
otherwise be unable to 
musical ideas to do so 
though having said that, 
won't make your music 
overnight - if its dull and 
dull and boring, sequencer 
So, with reservations, sequencers 
ful. The only real problems 
ones of interfacing and 
of you who read last 
instalment will no doubt 
synths operate under a standard 
law of one volt per octave, 
inputs and outputs don't 
readily. 
Now, synths that feature 

triggering cannot normally 
quencers employing a different 
a suitable interface, circuits 
published last month. The 
problem is to use only compatible 
but this isn't always feasible, 
to use the facilities provided 
not entirely compatible 
struction of these interfaces 

thc chcn• 
your electronic instruments by syncing them 
three looks at drum machines 

sequencers. Steve Howell 
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TRIGGER 
OUTPUTS 

TRIGGER INPUTS 
ROLAND ARP MOOG OBERHEIM YAMAHA LINN EMU HAMMOND SCI BOSS KORG 

ROLAND S,M,C,PT C,PT C,PT(I) X M,S PT S S MPT,C PT,C S,PT,C(I) 
ARP PT,C PT,C PT,C(I) X X PT X X PT,C PT,C PT,C(I) 
MOOG PT,C(I) PT,C(I) PT,C X X PT(I) X X PT,C(I) PT,C(I) PT,C(I) 
OBERHEIM X PT PT(l) S,PT S X X X PT,S PT PT(I) 
YAMAHA S,M X x x S,M x x X S M x 
LINN PT PT PT(I) X S S X X PT,S PT PT(I) 
EMU S,PT PT PI(I) X S X S S PT,S PT PT(I),S 
HAMMOND S x x x S x S S S x S 
SCI S,M X X X S,M X S S S,M X S 
BOSS PT,C PT,C PT,C(I) X X X X X PT,C PT,C PT,C(I) 
KORG S,PT,C(I) PT,C(I) PT,C(I) X S X S S S,PT,C(I) PT,C(I) PT,C,S 

% 
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 /TECHNOLOGY 
few if any difficulties and only costs a few quid, 
so the problem is not as serious as it seems. 

Drum Machine 
Having successfully connected sequencer 

to synthesiser, you now have the problem of 
interfacing sequencer to drum machine. Again, 
this procedure can be fraught with problems in 
the wake of manufacturers fitting their own 
interfacing systems. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the internal layout of a 
typical sequencer and a typical drum machine 
respectively. They operate in a similar way in 
that the memory sections or both of them are 
stepped through by a clock of some form. It 
therefore follows that if you replace the clock in 
the sequencer, with the clock from the drum 
machine, you can control both units simul-
taneously and in perfect synchronisation. Well, 
that's the theory anyway! 

If the drum machine's output isn't the same 
as the sequencer's, things may go drastically 
wrong. Let me explain... 

In the good old days, when Cardiff City were 
in the First Division and things were a lot 
simpler than they are now, sequencers needed 
only one pulse to step through one note. And 
to oblige, drum machines used to output one 
pulse for each beat. Then one day Roland, in 
their infinite wisdom, decided that in order to 
improve the resolution of real-time sequencer 
programming they would use a system of 24 
pulses for every note, and to this end devised 
their now famous five-pin DIN Sync socket. 
The pins carried the 24 pulses-per-beat clock 
output and a special start/stop pulse, effectively 
prohibiting any marriage between Sync-
equipped hardware and earlier machines. 01 
course, it was a jolly good wheeze on Roland's 
part because people were more or less forced 
to buy their sequencers and microcomposers. 
In an attempt to follow suit, many drum 
machine manufacturers started incorporating 
this system into their products but, astonishing 
though it may seem, they couldn't even get 
that right and so we now have drum machines 
that output a variety of different clock time-
bases: 
24 pulses-per-beat — Roland, Hammond, 

Korg, E-mu Systems 
48 pulses-per-beat — Linn 
96 pulses-per-beat — Oberheim 
Variable — Yamaha, 

Sequential Circuits 

What this means in practice is that if you try 
to connect a Roland MC202 to a Linn it will run 
at twice its speed, while an Oberheim run off a 
Linn will run at half its speed. You follow? 
To overcome this, you could try programming 

your sequencer at half or twice the normal 
speed (depending on the situation you find 
yourself in), though on purely musical grounds 
this isn't an altogether satisfactory solution. 
An alternative is to invest in one of the 

several sync converters currently available 
(previous instalments in this series have already 
been through these, so I won't bore you by 
listing them all again), but seeing as some of 
these cost about the same as a decent 
programmable drum machine anyway, you've 
got to be pretty serious about your syncing 
before you invest in one. 

Still, the advent of MIDI is a concrete 
indication that manufacturers are now willing 
to co-operate to some degree on this matter: 
in the meantime, things will just have to remain 
a little bit complicated. In an attempt to ease 
this complication, I've drawn up a table that 
sets out the sort of link-ups that can be 
achieved (albeit with a fair bit of customisation 
in many cases) and a list of 'commandments' 
which, if strictly adhered to, should make drum 
machine and sequencer syncing a lot less 
painful. • 

Gate 

Ext 
Clock 
in 

Clock 
out 

Figure 1. Sequencer layout. 

Figure 2. Drum machine layout. 

Tempo 

THE SIX SYNCING 
COMMANDMENTS 

1 Thou shalt not try to connect equipment of opposing trigger type without the 
assistance of a suitable interface. 
2 The DIN socket that is part of the Roland sync standard is not the same as that 
which represents the MIDI standard, nor can the two be considered compatible in 
any way, unless thou hast a Korg KMS30. 
3 Thou shalt not use one pulse-per-beat hardware in conjunction with a device 
employing a multiple-beat system, unless the latter has an alternative trigger 
output. 
4 The arpeggiators and auto-accompaniment sections fitted to domestic 
keyboards are not directly syncable to professional hardware, at least not without 
specialist — and very clever — customisation work. 
5 The MPC Sync Track, though it be a wonderful device in many ways, cannot 
make machines of different trigger and clock systems instantly compatible. 
6 Thou shalt not interface thy nine-foot Steinway concert grand with a Hammond 
B3 using MIDI, though who knoweth what the future may hold? 
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P•R•0•G•R•A•M S•D•S•7 
III REVOLUTIONARY SIMMONS SDS7 
El NOT SO MUCH DRUM KIT/MORE SOUND CAMERA. 

SDS EPB DIGITAL SAMPLER OPTION ENABLES DRUMMER TO RECORD ANY 
SOUND/THEN TO RE-CREATE BY STRIKING DRUM PAD. 

4 

• 

e 

e 

11 MODULAR FORMAT SDS 7 CARE OF MAXIMUM OF 12 MODULES. 
2 INDEPENDENT SOUND SOURCES IN EACH (I> ANALOGUE/TO PRODUCE 
CLASSIC 'SIMMONS SOUND» (2> DIGITAL/FOR MEMORY-STORED REAL DRUMS 
OR SOUNDS SAMPLED BY EFB. 
El PROGRAM PAD ENABLE EVERY MODULE TO STORE 99 SOUND CONFIGUR-
ATIONS (DRUM KITS> ANY 16 OF \M-11CH INSTANTLY RECALLED VV1TH SELECTOR 



• 
+en.. 

PAD. IF 12 MODULES OBTAINED/DRUMMER HAS CHCICE OF 1188 
PROGRAMMABLE SOUNDS. 
E SOUND MANIPULATION. CHOOSE SAMPLED OR ',DRUM KIT» SOUND, THEN 
BEND UP/DOWN/ALTER PITCH ETC. ALL POSSIBLE \MTH SDS 7 FILTER SYSTEM. 
E DEVASTATING DYNAMICS. NEW/EXTRA-SENSITIVE PADS PROVIDE SOFTER/ 

LOUDER/BRIGHTER SOUNDS/SIMPLY WITH STICK CONTROL 
H IMPORTANT TO ACQUIRE MORE DATA ON 
SDS 7 SEE AND HEAR IN ACTION CONTACT 
NEAREST SIMMONS DEALER WITHOUT DELAY 

SIMMONS ELECTRONICS JD. ALBAN PARK, HATFIELD ROAD, ST ALBANS, HERTS. AL4 0.1H. TEL (0727) 36191 ( 5 LINES) TELEX. 291326 HEXDRM G 

SIMMONS 
electronic drums 



NOW AVAILABLE WITH MIDI!Z 
+ 1500 EVENT SEQUENCER 

+ 36 USER PROGRAMMABLE MEMORIES 
All earlier models can be updated to the new specification 

• u y programma e monop onic with duophonic option, and rew note priority keyboard • 24 factory preset sounds plus 
12 user programmable sounds • Two digital oscillators that never go out of tune • Full complement of "standard" 
waveforms, plus the option of creating and storing your own digital waveforms, by adding any of 24 different harmonics up 
to 16 times each • Unique dual peak filter with low pass, high pass and band pass modes • 6 option L.F.O. with variable 
delay • 6 different glide modes including a unique constant glide time function • Programmable wheel amounts • Pro-
grammable arpeggiator with up, down, up/down and hold functions • Fully comprehensive sequencer with 12 sequences 
and 1C5.chains. Voice changes, legato phrasing, repeat event, rests and tied notes can all be incorporated • Cassette inter-
face to selectively save programmable waveforms, voices and sequences 
The OSCar is unrivalled for performance and sound creaacr. Cantact your local dealer now for a demonstration. 

MAIN DEALERS 
Rod Argents, London WC2 

Chromatix, Ealing Broadway W5 
Dougies Music, Northwich 
Gig Sounds, Catford SE6 

McCormacks Music, Glasgow 
Flash St. Electro Music, Bolton 

Musical Exchanges, Birmingham 
Musicland, Cardiff 

Rock City, Newcastle 
Sound Control, Dunfermline 
Sounds Control, Edinburgh 

Sounds Plus, Bury St. Edmunds 
Southern Music Brighton 

White Electric Music, Sunderland 
Eddie Moors, Bournemouth 

JSG, Bingley 
Carlsbro Sounds Centres: 

Nottingham 
Leicester 
Sheffield 
Mansfield 
Norwich 

Future Music Southampton 
Future Music Portsmouth 
Rock Bottom Croydon 

Sensomania, Amsterdam 

OXFORD SYNTHESISER COMPANY LTD., 5 Glacslone Court, Gladstone Road, Headington, Oxford. 
Tel: (08675) 5277/(0865) 67065 

P.E. AUDIO EFFECTS AND OTHER SUPER SOUND KITS! 

P.E. MONO-STEREO ECHO-REVERB (SEP84) 200ms echo, lengthy 
reverb, multi-tracking kit as published - BLK box: SET 218 £55.66 

99_ ° Q,Q 
P.E. FILTER-SHIFT PHASER (OCT84). Enhanced Phasing with 

modulated filter shifting. Kit as published -BU box: SET 226 £39.13 

P.E. PING MODULATOR (NOV84). With multi-waveform VCO, Noise 
Gate & Auto-level Control Kit as published - BLK box: SET 231 

£39.99 

I .ote-tI 

-te y-- 

P.E. MONO-STEREO 
mode music 

CHORUS FLANGER (JAN84). Superb dual 
enhancement. Kit as published - BLK box: SET 235 

£55.66 
BLK BOX steel & aluminium, black plastic finish STD BOX plain aluminium, lipped lid 
SET codes include PCBs, parts. instructions, boxes, wire, solder 
More details & lots in catalogue send SAE lOverseas El or 5 IRC"s1 

BASS 830ST: Increases volume of lower octaves 
BLOW BOX: Voice operated VU' & VCA for fascinating effects 
CHORUS (SIMPLE): Multiplied solo enhancement 
COMPRESSOR: Limits & levels maximum signal strength 
ENVELOPE SHAPER: Note triggered ADSR unit with VCA 
EQUAIISER: Variable combinations of Low, Mid, Top & Notch 
EQUALISER: 10 Channels fully variable 
FADER: Voice operated with 5 response controls 
FLANGER ( SIMPLE): Fascinating phased resonance effects 
FREQUENCY CHANGER: Tunable note 8i waveform modifier 
FREMENCY DOUBLER: Guitar octave raiser & tone changer 
FUNKY-WOBULO: Modulates a singing voice 
FUZZ: Smooth distortion, reteins attack & decay 
GUITAR OVERDRIVE: Heavy Issu with selectable qualities 
GUITAR SUS1AIN: Extends note decay time, with noise gate 
GUITAR TO SYNTH INTERFACE: With voltage & trig outputs 
HAND CLAPPER: Auto & manual variable clap effects 
HEACPHONE AMP: 2 watts intc phones or speaker, variable 
JABEERVOX: Voice disguiser wth reverb & tremolo 
METRONOME: With audio output & visuel beat & downbeat 
MIC PRE-AMP: Variable again & switched tone response 
MIXERS: Several in catalogue 
MOCK STEREO: Splits mono signal into stereo simulation 
MULTIPROCESSOR: Flng, Rvb, Faze, Fuzz, Wah, Trem, Vib 
MUSIC MODULO: 8 variable tremolo & vvah guitar effects 
MUSICAL CALL SIGN: Programmed call sign generator 
NOISE GATE: Reduces tape & system noise 
PHASER (SIMPLE): Auto & manuel rate & depth controls 
REVERB (SIMPLE) Mono/stereo, variable depth & delay 
RHYTHM GENERATOR: Computer driven, 9 drum effects 
RHYTHM GENERATOR: 15 pre-programmed rhythms, 9 effects 
ROBOVCX: Versatile robot type vcice modifier 
SPEECH PROCESSOR: Clearer speech and level control 
STORMS EFFECTS: Auto & manual wind, rain & surf effects 
SWEEP GENERATOR: Auto sine wave 20Hz-15KHz, variable 
TOM-TOM SYNTH: Sound triggered, multivanable 
TONE CONTROL: Bass, mid, treble, gain & cut 
TREBLE BOOST: Ircreases volune of upper octaves 
TREMOLO: Mono variable rate & depth modulation 
VOLTAGE CONTROLLED FILTER: 12dB, variable modes 
VOCODAVOX: Modular vocoder, 7 charts, extendable 
VODALEft: Robot type voice moduator 
VOICE OP SWITCH: Variable sensitivity & delay 
WAN WAH: Auto, manual & note triggered 
MAIL ORDER: Add 15% VAT 8i fi P&P to all orders ( overseas details in cat). Payment CWO, CHO, PO, 
ACCESS VISA Details correct at press E&OE Despatch normally by return of post 

CODE 
SET 138B 
SET 214 
SET 162 
SET 133 
SET 174 
SET 217 
SET 134 
SET 167 
SET 153 
SET 172 
SET 98 
SET 149 
SET 91 
SET 56 
SET m 
SET 173 
SET 197 
SET 156M 
SET 150 
SET 143 
SET 147 

SET 213 
SET 189 
SET 196 
SET 121 
SET 145 
SET 164 
SET HG 
SET 185 
SET 170 
SET 165 
SET 110 
SET 154 
SET 169 
SET 190 
SET 139 
SET 138T 
SET 136 
SET 178 
SET 152 
SET 155 
SET 123L 
SET 140 

STI) BOX BLK BOX 
£8.46 £11.46 
f2423 £2823 
£31.40 £34.90 
£10/6 11386 
£11.15 £20.65 
£2233 £2513 
£3723 £41,83 
£1421 £1721 
£72.74 £2624 
£34.46 £37.96 
£910 £12113 
£12.40 £15.40 
£10.57 £13.57 
£19.73 £2323 
£2211 E25.31 
£32.81 £3637 
£22_69 £25,69 
£12.03 £15,53 
£2314 £27.34 
£1311 £1611 
£7.13 110.13 

£19/7 £7337 
137.14 £61.14 
£18.79 £21.79 
£12.91 £16.41 
£9.97 £12.97 

£18.40 f21.90 
£25.54 £29.54 
£30.64 £34.64 
£35.64 £39.14 
f21.03 E24.53 
£9.68 £12,68 
£15.86 £19.36 
£16.41 £19.91 
£15.05 £18.05 
£13.17 £16.67 
£113 £11.13 
£9.71 £12.71 

£17.02 f20.52 
£6431 £6831 
£1244 £15.M 
£13.41 £16.41 
£17.26 E20.76 

PHONOSONICS, DEPT MM51,8 FINUCANE DRIVE, ORPINGTON, KENT, BR5 4ED 
Tel: Orpington 37821 (STD 0689, London 66), Mon-Fri 10-7. 
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T
• here's a major row orewinq on the music pub ishing scene at I 

present. .-old it''i ali .• result of the problems posed by trying to 
pigeon-i ,•sc new tec sology. Let's take an example: anew band 

'called ' Deep Perorators' leas penned a successful ditty (Venus 
Returns') that's been immortalised in vinyl by a record company called 
Deep Records Ltd and turned into slhoet music by a publishing com-
pany colled Deep Music i td. Every time a copy of the 'Venus Returns' 
single is bought, a sace 01 the action goes in the direction of the group, 
ano*.her slice in the direction of Deep Records Ltd, a further slice to 
Deep Music Ltd, and a standard 10% to the Mechanical Copyright 
Protection Society, or MCPS for short. The MCPS ooks after the 
interests of the composer, musician, or record compary when the 
sound on a record is recorded onto a particular sort of medrum — vinyl, 
tape, CD, film, vid'eo or whatever. But note the tag 'sound'. 

Every time 'Venus Returns' is ;:• layeC over the air (assuming that 
enough freebies have beer pushed in the direction of Rad o 1 DJs and 
it's got past the BBC's obscenity squad), the Performing Rigrts Society 
(PRS for short) colects royalties !wh chi are distributed between the 
composer (in this instance the group, the creation of 'Venus Returns' 
being a democratic process), the publish ng compary Peep Music 
Ltd:, the arranger (the Trevor Horn looks ike), and the PRS itself ('for 
administration costs''. Fair enough. 

But let's suppose you don't want to listen to 'Venus Returns' on the• 
rad•o, or even purchase the single:. Let's say, being of a more creative 
bert, you want to Play the music from the sheet music score So you go 
along to the aforementioned shop, part with a bob or three, and walk 
back to your home studio.. As you start to think of ways and means of, 
playing the music, bear in mind where that money will be going after 
subtraction of profit rrargins and the like — namely 50/50 between the 
group and Deep Musk Ltd. Note•that neither the MCPS nor the PRS are 
involved in this trarsaction. 

After much deliberation, you decide that the best way to do the piece 
justice is to enter the printed notes into a computer so that it'll play via 
some MIDI keyboards and a drum nachine. Let's say you're so pleasec 
with the outcome that you oecide to add your arrangement of 'Venus 

Returns' to a collection of MIDI-Ted pop songs that you're marketing on 
floppy disk. At this stage, you start to think about copyright. Well. 
you're the arranger cl this version of 'Venus Returns'„ sc you write to 
Deep Music amd tell t^em about wr•al you've done. They're gLite happy 
about this, and you agree on directing a F:ercentage of the sale of the 
floppy disk in their direction. Next, you write to the PRS to notify them 
you've made an arrangement of Venus Returns' for performance via 
MIDI, and as the arranger, you know you'll receive a third of any 
royalties that might come in. Now all you have to do is sit back and wait 
for the PRS cheques.. 
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And that's where it all ends. Or does it?- Well this is where we 
introduce the thorn in the flesh — the MCPS. They'd argue that the 
encoded MIDI score on the floppy disk comes under their jurisdiction. 
They'd maintain that it's a 'transcription' of the copyright work, and that 
this sort of storage of copyright music (meaning ' sound' in their eyes/ 
ears), by a machine is a mechanical copy. But as anyone with an ounce 
of sense can see, il plainly isn't — that's why the distinction between 
'sound' and ' score' is so important. 
The reason all this has come to a head just now is not entirely 

unconnected with Hybrid Technology and ther new Music 500 system. 
Not surprisingly, HT wanted tc put together a rumber of AMPLE-
encoded pieces for their demonstration (software!) cassette. They 
thought it'd be a good idea to check with the MCPS that it was OK with 
them for arrangements of vario,:s pieces to be included. After many 
months of deliberation, the MCPS informed -7-lybrid that they couldn t 
u'-.e arrangements of pieces by Paul Simon, Kraftwerk, or Ultravox, and 
that they'd have to pay a medhanical royalty on two other pieces 
('Popcorn' and Satie's 'Gymnopédie'). On top of that, they put their 
coliective feet well and truly down on the idea of the listing of AMPLE-
encoded score being printed in any form. 

Well, we all know that this is absurd. After all, an AMPLE-enooded 
piece, like any MCI- or MIDI-encoded piece, is merely an alternative 
fo-mat of the score, and has nothing directly to do with the sound 'itself. 
So by all conventional logic, this should be outside the territory of the 

MCPS. 
Which begs the question as to why the MCPS are insisting that they 

have mechanical rights on something that's purely and simply a variant 
of !music publishing. More to the point, who's going to be able to 
convince the MCPS now that they think they've got Hybrid Technology 
wnere they want them? 
What's curious is that floppy disk music publieing had been goirg 

on for several years prior to Hybrid coming on the scene. Syntauri 
Corporation in the States have been gaily giving away disks with their 
anrangements of Henry Mancin! et a/ for their alphaSyntauri systen, 
Yamaha have their bar code versions of Christmas Carols and sundry 
pops, and Passpor Designs ano Rittor Music have released MIDI disks 
of music by artists as diverse as The Beatles and Richard Clayderman. 

A:I of which makes me think that what appears to be a publishing 
loop-hole in the UK is something that's already been plugged else-
where. But then again, maybe imusic publisners haven't woken up to 
the new technology, and maybe that explains why they're not doing 
anything to stop the MCPS from milking their just rewards. 

'lo doubt we'll be hearing more about this in the New Year . . 
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Rumblings 

s
ynergy Plus is the name given to the 
reincarnation of the Synergy just 
announced by Digital Keyboards 

Inc. Although it maintains its predecessor's 
penchant for pretending to be a high-tech 
grand piano (I'm not a lover of glossy 
black exteriors!), the insides of the new 
machine have had a thorough working 
over, with the addition of the General 
Development System voicing and cart-
ridge generation software. What all this 
means is that the Synergy owner is now 

able to program his or her own voices (by 
virtue of GDS-like displays of waveforms, 
envelopes et al), extend the on-board 
sequencer's capabilities, and add the 
inevitable MIDI link. 
To perform these musical miracles, an 

external micro has been tagged on, and 
Digital Keyboards' suggested computer 
is the Kaypro II. Their choice seems 
curious — the Kaypro II isn't the micro 
that'd spring to my mind — but they do say 
that other CPM 2.2, Z80-based computers 
can also be used. The other good news is 
that existing Synergy owners (but do 
Synergy owners exist? — that's the ques-
tion) can upgrade to the Synergy Plus. 
And the price? Well, $7,500 is what's 

being quoted for the Synergy Plus with 
the Kaypro ll computer. Sounds like good 
value — especially considering the $30,000 
price tag of the GDS. For more informa-
tion, contact Tim Piggott at Digital Key-
boards Inc, 105 Fifth Avenue, Garden 
City Park, New York, NY 11040, USA. 

Grand Canonical 
Ensemble 
This somewhat bizarre name is attached 

to a new digital synthesiser that the 
equally curiously-named Altered Media 
Project have just released in the States 
(where else?). The GCE is said to be a 
'high-speed, high-fidelity digital sound 
synthesiser capable of real-time operation 
with 16-bit stereo quadraphonic outputs'. 
At the heart of the system, there's a 16-

bit computer designed for real-time addi-
tive and FM synthesis. 128 instructions 
are provided in the operating system for 
defining the 'oscillators', including control 
of the waveshape, frequency, amplitude, 

and frequency or amplitude modulation. 
Other options include facilities for VOSIM 
synthesis and filtering, and the processing 
of external sounds. The maximum number 
of 128 oscillators is achieved with an 
individual sample rate of 32kHz (giving a 
bandwidth of something less than 16kHz). 
However, by reducing the number of 
oscillators to 80, the sampling rate can be 
made to exceed 50kHz, with a corres-
ponding increase in sound quality. 
The individual parts of the GCE include 

the synthesiser boards (a massive 13.5" 
x 17" each), a 16-bit processor, memory, 
a high-speed DAC, a high-speed DMA 
link for communicating with the user's 
controlling computer, and all via a 16-bit 
S100 bus. In fact, there's room on the bus 
to accommodate a further seven GCE 
synthesisers, and there's a special 24-bit 
bus for communication of digital sound 
between any devices plugged onto the 
bus. Not surprisingly, this isn't the sort of 
system you tag onto any old eight-bit 
micro that's lying around in the attic: the 
GCE needs something along the lines of a 
Unix 68000 system with a lot of disk 
space. Lucky you if you've got a sugar 
parent who'll drop one of those in your 
Christmas stocking... 

But it does look as if the GCE's been 
designed with a rather keener eye on the 
old wallet than Lucasfilms' $750,000 
Audio Signal Processor. Although no 
price has been confirmed, Altered Media 
say that the GCE is ' in the price range of 
current commercial digital synthesisers, 
but has the power and flexibility of the 
large research systems'. 
The mind boggles at the thought of 

what Trevor Horn would get up to if he got 
hold of one of these — sampling the 
Portsmouth Sinfonia playing Beethoven's 
Ninth to sound like the Berlin Phil playing 
Beethoven's Ninth, perhaps? Still, if your 
name isn't Trevor Horn or Paul Morley 
and you're interested in knowing more 
about the GCE, you're invited to contact 
Altered Media Project Inc at 1811 Ward 
Street, Berkeley, CA 94703, USA. Er. 415-
658-9562. • 

Machinations 
The battle between Syntauri and Pass-

port for the musical Apple user has by 
now reached legend proportions. Not 
that they ever actually gouged each 
other's eyes out, but you get the impres-
sion it's a good thing that Los Altos (home 
of Syntauri) and Half Moon Bay (Pass-
port's base) aren't within spitting dis-
tance of each other. 

Syntauri recently released their Music-
land software — a suite of four ' musical 
games' aimed at the kids amongst us — 
designed by Martin Lamb at the University 
of Toronto and developed as part of the 
so-called Structured Sound Synthesis 
Project. Currently, the package includes 
Sound Factory (designing a sound 
through harmonic addition and envelope 
drawing), Timbre Painting (painting with 
tone colours), Music Doodles (drawing 
song shapes with an 'electronic crayon'), 
and Music Blocks (connecting together 
blocks of melodies). This seems eminen-
tly imaginative, and reasonably priced at 
£150, but it's a shame that Syntauri are 
still using the Mountain Computer syn-
thesiser hardware, which is now looking 
rather expensive and distinctly lacklustre. 

Still, if you're out to extract as much as 
possible from this five-year-old hard-
ware, an item of software called Meta-
wave, written by Paul Lehrman in the. 
States, could prove useful. This takes as 
its starting point the Decillionix DX1 card, 
which is used to sample a sound into 
memory. The program then allows the . \\N 
user tq play around with the sample, 
truncating it, filtering it, or whatever, and 
then saving it onto disk for use by 
Syntauri's other software. And all for 
$89.95. For more information on this, or 
other things Syntauri-ish, contact Com-
puter Music Studios at Berwick Farm, 
Berwick Road, Bynea, Dyfed, South 
Wales. er (0554) 751169. 
This would be all very fine and dandy if 

it wasn't for the fact that Syntauri have 
been rather slow to jump onto the MIDI 
bandwagon — more than a year behind 
Passport, in fact — which has created 
certain problems as regards street credi-
bility: the `no MIDI, no way' syndrome. 
And the result of this is that Syntauri is no 
longer, though the company's products 
will continue to be marketed under the 
name Metamatics and the guiding hand 
of original Syntauri software designer, 
Charlie Kellner. 

All of which leaves Passport Designs in 
a rather comfortable position. They've 
been quick to see the wider potential of 
the MIDI, and aside from the fact that 
Yamaha and Korg are using their Apple 
MIDI card, Passport have also signed a 
co-licensing deal with various music 
publishers (Hal Leonard in the States and 
Rittor Music in Japan) for the marketing of 
what they term 'computer sheet music'. A 
canny move, this — as will be obvious 
from this month's Editorial. 
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THE DIGISOUND VOICE CARD 

Qt(-) 00 
.»...00 

SOON TO BE FEATURED IN 
ELECTRONICS AND MUSIC MAKER 

The Digisound Voice Card is based on the popular range of 

custom-designed integrated circuits from Curt 's Electromusic 

Specialities which are currently used as the basis of many of today's 

most popular synthesisers. 

On-board design includes: Two VC0s, a four pole low pass VCF, 
two ADSR envelope generators and five VCAs which together 

comprise an elaborate synthesiser voice. 

The Voice Card can be used very effectively as a stand-alone unit 

and with the addition of a keyboard and related circuitry a com-
plete monophonic synthesiser is available. The use of several Voice 

Cards together could form the basis of an exceptional polyphonic 

system with the possibility of each voice under independent control 
if desired. The Voice Card is also fully compatible with the extensive 
range of modules which make up the Digisound 80 Modular 

S ,--itfuesiser. 

The Voice Card is available in kit form or ready built. 

The fully inclusive kit prices a-e: 

A) PC3 and all board components £74.40 
B) Set of 18 control po:s and 16 control switches £21.05 

C) 9 x 9 inch front panel and PCB mounting kit £17.20 

The PCB is double-sided and very compact. For people who would 
prefer not to build their own, the Voice Card may be purchased 

ready built and fully tested. The fully inclusive price is: 

DI Ready-built Voice Card (Kits A, B & C plus 18 K8 knobs and 20 
3 5mm jack sockets) £' 78.25 

YOU 

DIGISOUND 
To order or for further 

contact 

14/16 QUEEN ST., BLACKPOOL, 

Tel: 

NEED 

ID 

details and our latest price list, 

us at: 
LANCS, FY1 1PQ 

(0253) 28900 
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ROLAND 
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M K B- 1000 
MOTHER KEYBOARD .._... 

New from Roland 
In Stock Now 
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MKS-30 

MC202 MICRO COMPOSER 
This super-value 2-channel 

"ie micro-composer with built-in 
eirtt We •". / i synth will directly interface 

a a il' -----• with SH101, TR606, TB303 
and incorporates tape-sync. 

... " (very useful for home 
recording). Phone for details. 

CASIO CT6000 

It's new, it's touch sensitive, it's MIDI, it's amazing, 

IT'S IN STOCK (WE HOPE) 

The 
latin 
(U2 can 
(We 

DDM110 and DDM220 

digital drum machines 
is truly excellent 
Should directly 

are in stock by the 

The 
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i 
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.. 
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super-budget price 
percussion expander 

go to Hollywood). 
sincerely hope they 

from KORG. 
for that Frankie Sound. 
interface with TR606. 
time you read this 

ROLAND TR707 .,_,.„.. 
I • tostottot 

- New all digital drum 
11 "*" " •• ••••• Ill tilk machine from Roland 
II 311111111111111111111111111111111111 
a iiiiimm eiiiiiiii As reviewed in 
- .... , December issue 

GOODIE IN ST* K! 
DE200 DDL - SDD1000 DDL - EX800 MIDI EXPANDER 

DYNACHORD DIGITAL REVERB 
TASCAM 225 SYNCASSETTE AND TASCAM PORTA ONE 

ALL PRODUCTS CARRY 
FULL MANUFACTURERS WARRANTY 

ACCESS—BARCLAYCARD--AMERICAN EXPRESS 

0524,60740 or 34443 
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LEM! Future Shock and 
AMP 83 

MIDI Hardware and Software for Apple II Micro 

After months of Commodore, Spectrum and BBC MIDI domination, the 
Apple bites back with some new Italian 
hardware and software. David Ellis 

F
or some reason or other, the Apple Il 
has emerged as one of the least 
popular contenders in the MIDI 

applications stakes. As last month's 
Software Surplus demonstrated, every-
one's rushing around the Commodore 64 
and Spectrum like bees round a honey 
pot, but for all the look that the Apple gets 
in the picture, you might be led to believe 
that it has as much going for it in the 
direction of advancing science as a ton of 
Golden Delicious descending on Isaac 
Newton's head. 

In fact, the Apple makes a pretty good 
starting point for any MIDI system, purely 
and simply because it doesn't suffer from 
some of the failings inherent in much of 
the opposition. For instance, any disk-
based software running on the Com-
modore 64 is beset with a gremlin- infil-
trated disk drive and DOS that'd give 
even Stephen Spielberg nightmares 
about what Snow White and her dwarves 
get up to in the forest — and no jokes 
about poisoned apples, either. Returning 
to the (in)sanity of the Spectrum point of 
view, there's the dubious pleasure of its 
rubbery keyboard, dodgy edge connector, 
and erratic cassette interface. So, in 
contrast, the venerable Apple looks like a 
breath of fresh air, with a decent DOS that 
can be souped-up with some of the fast 
DOS options on the market, a thoroughly 
workable keyboard, and of course, those 
expansion connectors on the mother-
board that lend the Apple to MIDIfication 
with the minimum of hassle. 
The only thorn in the flesh is the cost of 

the thing, but there is some sign (at long 
last) that Apple may be bringing down the 
cost of the Ile to a more equitable level. 
And if not, there are always the lookalikes 
and secondhand Apple Ils (down to the 
cost of a BBC Micro these days) to 
consider. 

Until recently, the only Apple MIDI card 
that's been available is that from Passport 
Designs in the States, along with their 
MIDI/4 4-track sequencing software 
(reviewed in E&MM September 84). The 
card alone carries the fairly hefty price tag 
of $ 195 (translating into a UK price of just 
over the £200 mark), which is pushing it a 
bit for something that's really just a 
handful of chips on a smallish PCB with a 
trio of dangling DIN sockets. Especially 
when you consider that what's on it is 
little more than the sort of RS232 circuitry 
that's being pumped out with gay abandon 

by umpteen clone manufacturers in 
Taiwan for less than £30 a go. And any 
hopes that Yamaha would produce their 
own Apple MIDI card seem to have been 
dissipated by the news that their software 
(when/if it comes out) will use the 
Passport card. So all in all, the Apple 
owner seems to be getting a bit of a raw 
deal. 
Which is where the Italian firm of LEMI 

step into the picture with their package of 
MIDI software and hardware. The card in 
question comprises the usual assortment 
of ACA, opto-isolator and parallel port, 
but curiously, it also incorporates a 2716 
ROM, which seems to have something to 
do with the 'AMP 83' software that's also 
available for running with the hardware. 
What makes the LEMI card potentially 
more hard-wearing and professional than 
the Passport version is the fact that all the 
MIDI DIN sockets (3 Out and 1 In), 
together with the external clock and 
footswitch jacks are mounted in a separ-

ate chunky aluminium box that connects 
via a multicore cable to the MIDI card in 
the Apple. I heartily approve of this, but 
there's no doubt that it also adds to the 
cost of the hardware — a still reasonable 
£120 (in Italy, anyway). 

The Core of the Matter 
. . . is the software, which in the case of 

LEMI's home-grown program goes by 
the bizarre title of ' Future Shock'. This 
costs £60, comes on a single copyable 
disk, and provides the capabilities of an 
eight-track, real time, overdubbable 
sequencer. There's also a manual, which 
is currently undergoing a painful trans-
mogrification from the original Italian into 
the Queen's English. As LEMI point out, 
sequencers need to be easy to understand, 
and that's also true of the manuals that 
come with them. In fact, the Future Shock 
software meets this requirement admir-
ably by using single-key instructions 
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arranged in alphabetical order. So for 
instance, the command 'A' switches on 
auto-repeat, ' B' sets beats per minute, 
'C' clears a track of notes,and so on to 
'Z', which zeroes bars down to zilch. And 
to make all this plain even to Adam, 
there's also a Help page (accessed with 
the command 'H', not surprisingly) which 
lists all these commands just in case 
you've forgotten any of them. 

There's actually only one other display 
page involved in the software (meaning 
that yours truly doesn't have to take any 
more of his customary appalling screen-
shots. .), and it's here that you do battle 
with the MIDI bytes. The first thing to note 
is that the serried ranks of MIDI events are 
shown as horizontal bars across the 
screen: A long bar means lots of notes 
(relatively speaking) on that track, and no 
bar means no notes at all. Down in the 
bottom right-hand corner, there's a 
counter which shows how many pages of 
memory you've used up: With all the 
tracks empty, it shows '92', which trans-
lates into something like 23K-worth of 
RAM. When a particular track is recorded 
onto (by pressing ' R' for record, ' 1' to '8' 
for the track number, 'G' to go, and the 
space bar to put everything in motion), 
whatever's left of those 92 pages will be 
'dynamically allocated' (trendy term for 
'every man for himself . . .') to that track. 
So, doing that on all eight tracks means 
you end up with a maximum of around 
5800 MIDI events or 2900 notes (a figure 
that plummets downwards if modulation 
wheels and the like are engaged) spread 
around the Apple's memory. 

Now, it strikes me that 2900 notes in 
23K isn't inordinately generous by the 
standards set by other MIDI software 
packages. Passport's MIDI/4 software 
manages to find space for 4000 notes, for 
instance, and Siel's Live Sequencer 
(admittedly on the Commodore 64) quotes 
space for 9000 events. It'd be nice to see 
LEMI using data compression techniques 
to remove redundant bytes of MIDI data, 
or adding something along the lines of 
the compaction facility that's provided in 
the UMI BBC Micro MIDI package. 
Another obvious addition would be to 
provide the user with the option of using a 
RAM card for more event storage. As it 
happens a £40 16K RAM card (which the 
majority of Apple owners will probably 
have already) would open up space for 
another 2500 events, and I'm reliably 
informed that the next version of the 
software (out in January) will include this 
facility. 
The recording side of any MIDI software 

is a pretty mechanical operation — either 
the MIDI bytes get recorded or they don't, 
and if it's the latter, you soon know about 
it. Luckily this side of Future Shock's 
operation seemed faultless, in that what 
you get is precisely what you put in (as far 
as I could judge, anyway). The only 
problem is that using a Yamaha DX7 as 
the source of MIDI events demonstrated 
in no uncertain way how using after-
touch chews up those 92 pages of 
memory. Actually my own feeling is that 
the recording of MIDI frills like release 
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velocity and after-touch should be options 
that are selectable on recording, or 
alternatively, you should be able to edit 
them out at the production stage (with 
something like the UMI compaction 
facility) if that's what you want. Again, this 
is something that's already occurred to 
LEMI, and a later version of Future Shock 
will have an ' 0' (for options) command 
that allow the user to decide whether or 
not he or she wants after-touch and mod 
wheel data to be entered into the Apple's 
frames of reference. 

In fact, 'options' could be said to be the 
cornerstone of the LEMI software. For 
instance, a quantisation option (accessed 
with the '0' command) allows each track 
to be quantised independently at a 
particular level on playback. This is a 
much more musical way of going about 
things than the Sequential Circuits 64 
Sequencer, which obliges you to set the 
quantisation level on record and live with 
the results. Furthermore, the 64 Sequencer 
only quantises forwards to the nearest 
note, whereas the LEMI software will 
quantise both back and forth depending 
on which is nearest. 

Next, there's the ' D' (for disable) option 
which selectively cuts out tracks on 
playback — ideal if you're using sync-to-
tape from a conneCted drum machine to 
record each of the eight tracks onto a 
multitrack machine. Also on the menu is 
an auto-repeat facility which operates on 
each track independently. Thus, if you 
record a couple of bars on Track 1, you 
can auto-repeat them to form a riff basis 
for further tracks, with each of the 
subsequent tracks having their own 
assignable loopings dependent on how 
many bars are recorded onto them. LEMI 
are also contemplating adding a means 
of specifying over how many bars these 
individual loopings are to take place on 
each track, which should make this part 
of the software an even more flexible 
friend. 

Also equally independent is the 'T' (for 
transpose) command, which allows each 
track to be transposed separately in 
semitone steps up to an octave above or 
below the original. In contrast, the equiva-
lent function on the Passport MIDI/4 
software requires all the tracks to be 
transposed at the same time. Another 
area where the LEMI package has a point 
of comparison with Passport's software 
is in the area of mixing tracks together. 
The beauty of the LEMI implementation is 
that when tracks are mixed together, they 
retain their MIDI channels. This facility 
also serves in a different direction — that 
of providing what LEMI call ' an intelligent 
punch-in/punch-out facility. To start this 
editing process, the ' Z' (for zero) option is 
engaged to erase a certain number of 
bars on a particular track. Once that's 
done, another track is engaged with the 
same MIDI channel selected, the new 
notes put down in the gap left by the 
zeroing, and the two tracks then mixed 
together to recreate a new, (probably) 
faultless original. Now that's what I call 
intelligent. In contrast, the Passport 
'punch-in' facility obliges you to re-
record the entire track right from the point 
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where you punched-in: in 'other words 
there's no punch-out whatsoever. 
Other Future Shock options include 

seven different time signature modes, a 
bar counter at the bottom of the screen, a 
click-track box at the top left flashing and 
clicking away (with an over-sized flash 
and a louder click for the down-beat), 
plus all manner of disk operations that 
allow you to save or load tracks indi-
vidually or en masse. 

Pips and Pulp 
In addition to Future Shock, LEMI also 

market a software package called 
'AMP 83', originating from the States and 
written by one 0 Z Hall. The approach this 
takes to MIDI sequencing is markedly 
different to that of Future Shock, Indeed, 
whereas the latter makes a virtue out of 
simplicity, AMP 83 positively revels in 
multiple menus and covoluted commands 
— not that the results aren't impressive, I 
hasten to add. The point is that this is one 
suite of programs where a manual is a 
necessity (no Help pages this time 
round ...), so it was rather unfortunate 
that LEMI's sole UK market at present — 
Computer Music Studios — saw fit to nab 
the AMP 83 manual and not return it in 
time for the Editor's deadline. 

Briefly, though, the AMP 83 software 
comprises both a step- and real-time 
sequencer, and a collection of — well, let's 

say more experimental — programs. The 
capacity for the sequencer is claimed to 
be 4000 notes, and these can be déoided 
up over 16 soft tracks. As with Future 
Shock, quantisation options are provided, 
as are transpositions, editing et al. The 
editing facilities look promising (though 
the resultant display is of the column and 
row variety I'm afraid) but more than that I 
can't say, as I got hopelessly lost without 
the manual. 
Of the other programs provided on the 

disk (but all accessed via a main menu), 
those of current interest are the ones that 
do unusual things with MIDI data — the 
'Keyboard Echo', 'Random Notes', and 
'Keyboard Tracking' programs. Keyboard 
Echo cunningly simulates a DDL with no 
regeneration, and the delay time can be 
varied between a matter of milliseconds 
and up to a minute or so — great for doing 
Robert Fripp impersonations. This seems 
an imaginative way of using MIDI, but 
unfortunately the effect only works in 
isolation, not within tracks of the AMP 83 
program. 

This singularity of purpose is also true 
of the other two programs. As far as 
Random Notes is concerned, though, 
that's no love lost — a monophonic 
random note generator is really pretty 
mindless, whether it's via MIDI or any 
other route — but the Keyboard Tracking 
is a good idea, as it allows (among other 
things) keyboard filter tracking and track-

ing program changes if you've got access 
to System Exclusive codes, and is cer-
tainly worth inclusion in the context of a 
sequencer program. 

Conclusions 
Taken as it stands, the Future Shock 

software is a pretty good real-time MIDI 
sequencer. With the additions that are in 
the offing, it should easily stand compari-
son with the best around at present — the 
JMS 12-track Recording Studio and the 
rather pricey UMI software, for instance. 
The Apple MIDI card also seems a good 
buy, but it remains to be seen what the 
Italian price will translate into in the UK. 
The AMP 83 software (also £60) is some-
thing of a hodge-podge of programs that 
seems designed more for the average 
Apple hacker than the committed MIDI 
musician, but bear in mind that that 
comment is made in the absence of any 
instructional assistance. 

Still, the success of LEMI's products 
depends ultimately on how widely they're 
distributed, and like other companies 
outside conventional technological trading 
routes, the Italian firm are finding it tough 
going. In fact, LEMI would be pleased to 
hear from any potential distributors in the 
UK, Europe, America or anywhere else on 
the surface of the globe. The man to 
contact is Felice Manzo at 37 Corso 
Matteoti, 10121 Torino, lialy (lie 011-
541654). 
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XRI SYSTEMS-M ICON CLEF ELECTRONIC MUSIC 

cAse 

MIDI SYSTEM CONTROLLER 
FOR A 48K 

ZX SPECTRUM 
Features include: 

• STEP SEQUENCER 
with 24000 events 

Music Score 
Full Edit Facilities 
Input from Synth 

• REAL TIME SEQUENCER 
with Correct 

10 Sequences 
Patch Dump 
Recording with Metronome 
External Drum Machine 

• SYNC 
from MIDI 

Sync 24 
or Internal Micon Clock 
• PRICE — Interface and Software -- cheques and 
PO's payable to XRI Systems rg 08 
• TRADE — enquiries welcome re 
• ADDRESS — 10 Sunnybank Road, 

Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands. 
Tel. ( 021) 382 6048 Evenings, 'phone: 

(021) 477 4590  1 

The NEW CLEF DIGITAL C.M.S. 
WHEN WE SAY 'PROGRAMMABLE' WE MEAN IT! 
The new Clef Computer Music System is a FULLY 
programmable Digital Synthesizer. It's so programmable 
that you need a BBC Microcomputer to run it. 
Programmable waveforms on 32 independent oscillators. 
Programmable shape and keyboard touch response on 32 
envelopes. Programmable stereo on each Osc/Env. Up to 
four different Osc/Env's per note. 5 Octave touch sensitive 
keyboard, real time polyphonic sequencing and massive 
potential for future software. In short, the Musical control 
you've always wanted at an affordable price. 
Just £495.00 inc. VAT!!! Complete with software disc. 

BAND-BOX 
Programmable backing trio 
THREE PIECE BACKING BAND 
Generates the sounds of three 

instrumentalists to back 
Soloists & Cabaret Acts 

DRUMS-I- BASS+ KEYBOADS 
Over 3,000 chord changes (60 
scores) on 132 different chords 

- 16 chord sounds 
RAP £499.00 

Phone or write for full details 
EXPERIMENTERS! PDSG, 
P.S.U. & Keyboard available 
separately as promised in 
E&MM. Demonstrations by 
appointment at: 

CLEF PRODUCTS (ELECTRONIC) LIMITED 
(Dept E&MM/12/84) 44a Bramhall Lane South, Bramhall, 

Stockport, Cheshire SK7 IAN. 061-439 3297 

COUVITIU mUSIC CUITFIE 
FOR THE BEST DEAL - BEST SERVICE 
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Plus loads to keep the guitarist happy. Always a large 
selection of acoustic and electric guitars (including left-
handed and fretless) by Tokai, Washburn, Westone, 
Squier, Peavey, Fender, ESP, Riverhead, Gordon Smith, 
Yamaha, Aria, Ibanez, Vox etc. and amplifiers by 
Marshall, Trace Elliott, Roland, Laney (hear the new Pro 
Tube valve amps, great!), Session, McGregor, Carlsbro, 
ER and loads of effects, strings and accessories. 
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COMPLETE MUSIC SYSTEM 
FOR THE ZX SPECTRUM 

MUSIC TYPEWRITER gives you all facilities needed for music making. Using a special 
keyboard overlay it turns SPECTRUM into simulated music keyboard and enables you to 
write, edit, play & store music. Music is shown as played in STANDARD NOTATION and 
can be copied to a printer (see example above). MUSIC TYPEWRITER is easy to use even 
without any music knowledge and is an ideal educational tool for learning music. It's fun to 
play with for music novices and yet offers a lot even to professional musicians (like full 
transposing). 
It has up to 16 compositions; 6 octave raiage; treble & bass clefs; two staffs on screen; 
most time signatures & note values including dotted notes & tnplets; staccato, tenuto: 
many automated features like tails dire<hon, bar lengths, use of accidentals; error 
trapping; on-screen instructions; eight page manual, overlay and much more. 
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1981 
MARCH (SOLD OUT) Music BBC 
Radiophonic Workshop Hardware 
Yamaha SK20 Computer Musician 
(CM) Using Microprocessors Tech-
nology Advanced Music Synthesis 
(VC0s, FM), Spectrum Synth, Hi-Fi 
Sub-Bass Woofer 
APRIL Music Warren Cann (Ultravox) 
CM Using Micros Pt2, Programming 
Micros Technology Advanced Music 
Synthesis (PWM), Spectrum Synth 
Pt2, Syntom I 
MAY Music Tim Souster CM Apple 
Music System, Using Micros Pt3 
Technology Spectrum Synth P13, 
Noise Reduction Unit 
JUNE Music David Vorhaus Hard-
ware Fairlight CMI, Yamaha PS20 CM 
Using Micros Pt4 Technology Mosfet 
Amp 
JULY (SOLD OUT) Music Duncan 
Mackay Hardware PPG Wave 2 CM 
Using Micros Pt5 
AUGUST Music Irmin Schmidt Hard-
ware Resynator Synth, Casio VL1 
Technology Harmonics, PA Signal 
Processor Pt1 
SEPTEMBER (SOLD OUT) Music 
Kraftwerk Hardware Linn LM1 CM 
Using Micros Pt6 Technology Noise 
Gate, PA Signal Processor Pt2 
OCTOBER CM Using Micros Pt7 
Technology Harmony Generator, 
Effects Link FX1, dbx Explained 
NOVEMBER Music Landscape Hard-
ware Casio MT30, Roland GR300 and 
CPE800 CM Using Micros Pt8 Tech-
nology Speech Synthesis, EMT (Phas-
ing), Auto Swell Pedal 
DECEMBER (SOLD OUT) Music Rick 
Wakeman, OMD Hardware Yamaha 
CS70M, Vox Custom Bass & Custom 
25, Roland CR5000 & CR8000, Elka-
Orla X50, Vox AC30, aphaSyntauri, 
Fostex 250, ElectroVoice Mics Tech-
nology Synclock 

1982 
JANUARY Music Tangerine Dream 
Hardware Casio 701, Teisco SX400, 
Aria TS400, MCS Percussion Corti-
puler, Soundchaser, Beyer Mics 
Technology EMT (Flanging), Spec-
trum Synth Update Pt1, Volume Pedal 
FEBRUARY Music Ike Isaacs Hard-
ware Korg Trident, AKG Mics, Roland 
TR606, Fostex A8, Tokai ST50 and 
PB80 CM PolySequencing on ZX81 
Technology Yamaha GS1&2 (FM) Ex-
plained, Digital Delay Line Pt1, Spec-
trum Synth Update Pt2 
MARCH (SOLD OUT) Music Klaus 
Schulze, Robert Schróder, Kraftwerk 
'Computer World' Music Hardware 
Firstman SQ01, SCI Pro One, Tascam 
124AV, Shure Mics, Hamer Prototype 
Technology Power 200 Speakers, 
Digital Delay Line Pt2 

APRIL Music Martin Rushent (Human 
League) Hardware Korg MonoPoly, 
Fostex 350, Roland TB303 Tech-
nology MF1 Sync Unit, MultiReverb 
MAY Music Holger Czukay, Depeche 
Mode Hardware Moog Source & 
Rogue, Calrec Soundfield Mic Tech-
nology Soft Distortion, Quadramix 
JUNE Music Jean-Michel Jarre, 
Classix Nouveaux Hardware Emu-
lator, Carlsbro Minifex Technology 
Panolo, Multisplit 

JULY Music Ronny with Warren Cann 
& Hans Zimmer, J-M Jarre ' Magnetic 
Fields' Music Hardware Roland Juno 
6, Peavey Heritage, Steinberger Bass 
Technology Universal Trigger Inter-
face 
AUGUST Music Kitaro, Jon Lord 
Hardware Synergy, Korg Polysix, 
Tascam M244 Portastudio, Shergold 
Modulator 12-string, Yamaha Pro-FX 

Back issues are available at £ 1.30 each ( inc. p&p) for 1983/84, while 198 I /82 issues are available 
at a special price of 130p each ( inc. p&p). All prices refer to the UK and surface mail to Europe 
and Overseas. Photocopies of articles from SOLD OUT issues can be obtained at 50p per 

article. Orders please to: E&MM Mail Order Department, Alexander House, 1 Milton Road, 
Cambridge, CB4 I UY. 

This back issues page supercedes all previous listings, and the contents of each issue are 
presented in summarised form. See MIN Feb 83 and Feb 84 for full Indices of 1981/82 and 

1983 issues respectively. 

Technology 8201 Line Mixer, Guitar 
Buddy practice amp 
SEPTEMBER (SOLD OUT) Music 
Richard Pinhas Hardware Yamaha 
CS01, Jen SX1000, Casio 1000P, 
Fender Squier, Carlsbro Stingray, 
Pearl Effectors Technology Comp-
Lim, Twinpak 
OCTOBER (SOLD OUT) Music Kate 
Bush, Ken Freeman Hardware Fender 
Vintage Series, Rhodes Chroma, Kay 
Memory Rhythm Technology EMT 
(Performance Controls), ElectroMix 
842 Pt1 
NOVEMBER Music Patrick Moraz, 
Robert Moog, Bill Nelson Hardware 
Yamaha PC100, Technics SXK200, 
Casio MT70, Hohner P100, JVC 
KB500, Gibson Firebird 2, Alligator 
AT150, AHB 1221 Mixer Technology 
EléctroMix 842 Pt2, Sweep Equaliser 
DECEMBER Music Cliff Richard 
Hardware Elka Synthex, Crumar 
Stratus, Tokai Basses, Shure PE Mics, 
The Kit Technology Transpozer Pt1, 
Canjak 

1983 
JANUARY Music Richard Barbieri 
(Japan) Hardware Westone Bass, 
BGW 750C Amp, Korg EPS1, Clef 
BandBox, Zildjian Cymbals Tech-
nology Synblo, Transpozer Pt2 
FEBRUARY Music lsao Tomita, 
Human League Hardware Novatron, 
LinnDrum, Simmons SDS6, Klone Kit, 
Movement Drum Computer 2, Korg 
KPR77, MemoryMoog, Synclavier II, 
Powertran Polysynth, Vigier Guitars, 
Pearl Mics Technology Synbal, Cal-
tune 
MARCH Music Klaus Schulze, 
Michael Karoli, Francis Monkman, 
Bernard Xolotl, Chris Franke Hard-
ware RSF Kobol Expander, Korg Poly 
61, Aria Mics, BGW 7000 Amp, Ibanez 
Pedals, Tokai Flying V Technology 
Shaper, 842 Mixer Meter Bridge 

APRIL Music Naked Eyes, Gabor 
Presser Hardware Casio 7000, SCI 
Prophet 600, Chroma/Apple Interface, 
Eko Bass pedals, Vox Guitars Tech-
nology Syntom II 
MAY Music Keith Emerson Hardware 
Roland MC202, Fostex X15, Carlsbro 
Cobra 90 Kbd Combo, MM K1/B Kit, 
Echo Unit Supplement (13 reviews, 

inc. Roland SDE2000, Fostex 3050, 
Korg SDD3000) Technology Intro-
ducing the MIDI, MicroMIDI, Active 
Speaker 
JUNE Music Steve Hillage, Arthur 
Brown Hardware Synclavier II, Synton 
Syrinx, Emu Drumulator, Vestal ire Dual 
Flanger, Aria ADO5 Delay, Suzuki Mics, 
Clarion and Cutec four-tracks Tech-

nology OMDAC 
JULY Music Medan, Hans Zimmer 
Hardware Trident VFM Mixer, Kawai 
SX210, Aria U60 Deluxe BBS, Dean-
yard VA3OK Amp, MXR Omni FX, 
Milab Mics Technology Yamaha DX 
synthesisers, Digital Signal Processing 
Pt1, Tap Tempo 
AUGUST Music Bill Nelson, Hubert 
Bognermayr, Barclay James Harvest 
Hardware Roland JX3P/PG200, 

OSCar, 360 Systems Digital Kbd, MPC 
Music Percussion Computer, Yamaha 
SG200, Fender 100W Stage Lead, 
Frontline FX Technology Digital Signal 
Processing Pt2 
SEPTEMBER (SOLD OUT) Music 
Peter Vettese Hardware Prophet 18, 
Oberheim DX, SCI Pro-FX 500, Rick-
enbacker 360 12-string & TR75 GT 
Combo Computer Musician (CM) 
Music Composition Languages Pt1, 
Sounding Out the Micro Pli Tech-
nology Which Synth Guide, Synclap 

OCTOBER (SOLD OUT) Music John 
Miles, Andrew Powell Hardware 
Yamaha DX1, OctavePlateau Voyetra 
8, Siel Opera 6, MXR 185 Drum Com-
puter, Ross Pedals, Fender Elite 
Precision Bass 1, Steinberger six-
string CM Sounding Out the Micro Pt2, 
Speech Synthesis, Technology Digital 
Signal Processing Pt3, Mains Distri-
bution Board 

NOVEMBER Music Tony Banks, John 
Foxx Hardware Seiko Digital Key-
boards, Eko EM10, UC1 Sequencer for 
SCI Pro One, Doctor Click, Klone Kit 2, 
Ibanez HD1000, Korg KMX8 Mixer, 
Ibanez RS315SC Guitar CM Music 
Composition Languages Pt2, Software 
Envelope Generator (ZX Spectrum), 
MUZIX 81 (ZX81) Technology Digital 
Signal Processing Pt4 
DECEMBER (SOLD OUT) Music Gary 
Numan, Psychic TV, Philip Glass 
Hardware Prophet T8, Yamaha 
PC1000, Carlsbro AD1 Echo, Personal 
Keyboard Guide CM Decillionix (sound 
sampling for Apple) Technology Valve 
Driver 

1984 
JANUARY Music Simple Minds, 
Saga, Hawkwind, Dave Hewson Hard-
ware Oberheim 0(38, Vigier Bass, Siel 
Cruise, Ibanez DM2000, The Kit + 
Accessories Technology Using 
Sequencers, Electronic Metronome 

FEBRUARY Music Daniel Miller, 
China Crisis, Don Airey Hardware 
Korg Poly 800, Siel PX, Yamaha PS55, 
Eko EM12, Boss DE200, Roland 
Chorus Cube 60, Washburn Bantam 
Bass, Carlsbro Marlin, Dr Böhm Digital 
Drums CM Mainframe Technology 
Drumatix Mods, Voltage-Controlled 
Clock 

MARCH Music Vince Clarke & Eric 
Radcliffe, Blancmange Hardware SCI 
SixTrak, Roland SDE3000, Roland 
System 1130M, Electronic Percussion 
Guide (nine reviews inc. SCI Drum-
traks, Boss DR110, AHB Inpulse One, 
Hammond DPM48) CM Music 
Composition Languages Pt3 Tech-
nology S-trigger Converter, Lead 
Tester 
APRIL (SOLD OUT) Music Fad Gadget, 
Vic Emerson (Sad Café) Hardware 
Simmons SDS7 & SDS8, Jupiter 6, 
Roland TR909 & MSQ700, Yamaha PS 
Kbds, Crumar Composer, Ibanez UE400 
& UE405, Klone Dual Percussion Synth, 
Vox White Shadow Bass CM Gentle Art 
of Transcription Pt1, Ins & Outs of 
Digital Design Technology Under-
standing the DX7 Pt1, Synqrom Pt1, 
Bass Pedal Synth 

MAY Music Wang Chung Hardware 
PPG Wave 2.3 & Waveterm, Roland 
Juno 106, Roland JSQ60, Casio 310, 
MM Electronic Drums, Dynacord 
P0014 CM PDSG Pt1, Technology 
Understanding the DX7 Pt2, String 

Damper MIDI Supplement Pt1 Speci-
fication, Theory & Practice, Product 
Guide, MIDI By Numbers (Steve 
Levine) 
JUNE Music OMD Hardware Roland 
GR700/G707, SynthAxe, Siel Expan-
der, SCI Model 64 Sequencer, 
MFB512 Digital Drum m/c, Jen Muss-
pack 1.0, Boss DD2 Delay Pedal CM 
Gentle Art of Transcription Pt2, PDSG 
Pt2 Technology Understanding the 
DX7 Pt3, Syndrom Pt2, Multiwave LFO 
MIDI Supplement Pt2 Inside MIDI, 
MIDI & The Micro, BeeBMIDI Interface 
Pli 
JULY Music Human League, Steve 
Jolliffe, Jade Warrior Hardware 
Yamaha DX9, Korg Super Section, 
Yamaha MK100, Microsound 64 Kbd, 
TED Digisound, Ibanez DM1100 DOL 
CM JMS MIDI Software, PDSG Pt3 
Technology Spectrum MIDI (SCI 
SixTrak and DX7 Patch Dump), Under-
standing the DX7 Pt4, RackPack, 
BeeBMIDI Pt2 

AUGUST Music Rusty Egan (Visage), 
Cocteau Twins, Hans-Joachim Roe-
delius Hardware Synclavier Update, 
Technics SXK250, Yamaha PF10 & 
PF15, Siel Piano Quattro & PX jr, 
Roland HP300, HP400, PB300 & 
PR800, Garfield Electronics MiniDoc, 
Electro Harmonix Instant Replay & 
Super Replay CM EMR BBC B MIDI 
Software, Fairlight Explained F11 
Technology Understanding the DX7 
Pt5, BeeBMIDI P13, Syndrom Pt3, Mini-
blo, SynthMix Pit. 

SEPTEMBER Music Thomas Leer, 
Chris & Cosey Hardware Oberheim 
Xpander, Korg EX800 & RK100, Digi-
Atom 4800, Cutec MX1210, Microlink 
ML10 System, Roland MPU401, 
Sycologic AMI & MX1 CM OMDAC 
Update, Passport MIDI/4 Software, 
Fairlight Explained P12, Steptime 
Composition on the SCI Model 64 
Technology SynthMix Pt2, Dual 
VCLFO, Understanding the DX7 Pt6 

OCTOBER Music Ultravox Hardware 
Roland Mother Keyboard System, 360 
Systems Update, Yamaha PS6100, 
DDrums, Yamaha RX Series, Korg 
DDM220, Tama Techstar Electronic Kit, 
Frazer Wyatt Speakers CM Yamaha 
CX5M & Software, Greengate DS3 
Sampler, PDSG Pt4, Fairlight Ex-
plained Pt3, OMDAC Update 2 Tech-
nology Powertran MCS1 Pt1, Under-
standing the DX7 Pt7. 

NOVEMBER Music Cabaret Voltaire, 
Peter Hammill, Axxess Hardware 
Chroma Polaris, Emulator II, Chase Bit 
One, Casio CT6000, Yamaha D1500 

Delay, Ricol Action Replay CM 
Amstrad CPC464, BeeBMIDI 4, 
Fairlight Explained Pt4, PDSG Pt5, 
Drum Sequencer (BBC B), 
Wasp/CBM64 Sequencer Technology 
Powertran MSC1 Pt2, Everything But 
The Kitchen (syncing to tape) 

DECEMBER Music Vangelis, Tangerine 
Dream Hardware Kurzweil 250, Akai 
AX80, Siel DK600, Technics Digital 10, 
Roland TR707, Korg DDM110, MPC 
DSM8, Ultimate Percussion UP5 CM 
Acorn Music 500, BeeBMIDI 5, Fairlight 
Explained Pt5, Software reviews: Music 
Maker (CBM64), Siel Expander Editor 
(Spectrum), Island Logic Music System 
(BBC B), UMI 1B (BBC B), Siel 
Composer/Arranger (CBM64), JMS 12-
Track Recording Studio (CBM 64) 
Technology Powertran MCS1 Pt3, 
Everything But The Kitchen... 
(interfacing analogue synths), Syndrom 
Pt4 
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OPEN 
ACCESS + MON 11-9 pm 

BARCLAYCARD CLOSED TUESDAY jsG musc VVED 10.30-5.30 
PHONE DETAILS THUR 11-9 

FOR IMMEDIATE FRI 10.30-5.30 

DESPATCH SAT 10-5.30 

Tel: 0274 568843/564389/561044 

WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST SELECTIONS OF KEYBOARDS IN THE UK 
IN STOCK ALL PRICES [NCLUDE VAT 

'   IN 
reALIR l2Roland çie OW kill( kiln 

ROLAND MAIN AGENT 
JUNO 106 

THE AMAZING NEW 

0 YAMAHA CX5 NEW OBER'HEIM EXPANDER 
NOW IN STOCK 

..., = 
- 

ki III II Iii11 - s " t wee , ,,,,r. , ,   

JX3P MSQ100 
SH101 JSQ60 

_ 

_ NI>, 
HP30 TR909 

TR808 HP60 
TR606 FIP70 

iiiime:. , jav ie,jeih  OB8 8 Y 120 PROGRAMS 
4 b. S, 100 SONG MEMORY 

3 S 50 SONG MEMORY 
DR110 HP300 

HP400 
• • E' 600UNOTES 

• EC IOL MS0700 
MD8 INTERFACE 
MM4 MIDI THRO BO). THE ULTIMATE KEYBOAF11; 

IN STOC 

MC202 SPECIAL OFFER 350 SYSTEMS IN STOCK SIMMONS ...a" 
imm 
YAMAHA 

a nA .... 
FM KEYBOARDS 

.... > 

-- Ili ll 1 inin Iii, - 

t . .. 
Ilakiii... 

-‘-.,  ̀ spli lc dou • n . 5 10 
, /1 

. 

if\ 

Alt; 
la - 

PF10 STEREO 10 PRESETS 73 NOTE 
PF15 STEREO 10 PRESETS 88 NOTE 
KX5 16 NOTE POLY REMOTE KEYBOARD 

- . od 4.7 
Soundirr .er e * daily 

DIGITALCIMPLÈK ' - *ARID 

SDS5 - SDS7 - SDS8 
ALL IN STOCK 

RING FOR COLOURS 
SAMPL NG SYSTEM NOW AVAILABLE 

RX11 DIGI DRUMS 29 VOICE 10 OUTPUTS 
PX15 DIGIDRUMS 15 VOICE STEREO OUT 
0X7 Sk1ALGORHYTI-IM SYNTHESISE 

MPG 5 DRUMS 
MODULAR SYSTEM 

àEOUIEllZitIL 
CACTUS KITS 

7 ARAGON MODULAR DRUMS 

CiRCUFEI inc 
6 TRAKS 
DRUMTRAKS DRLim -FRA,„ 
PRO 600 e,,, 
PROPHET T8 

- 
--e e 

PSS50 

KEYBOARD COMBOS 
PEAVEY KB100 
PEAVEY KB300 

CARLSBRO HORNET 45 
szt SEQUENCER 
AND SOFTWARE 
ALL IN STOCK 

SUPER RK100 EX800 
SECTION REMOTE EXPANDER 

NOW IN STOCK 

CAR LSBRO COBRA 90 
MCGREGOR 200 

H/H K80 

,,c4 Pee 

P‘-‘518 Oliillaiiille 0 ' &-----z-, pB_ 

also 
POLY 61M (MIDI) 

POLY 80C. (BLACK KEYS) Special Price 
MONO/POLY 

DDM110 and DDM220 in stock 

MOOG 
MEMCRY MOOG 
MOOG SOJRCE 
MOOG ROGUE 

HOME COMPUTERS, SOFTWARE, AND PERIPHERALS IN STOCK 

WE ALSO HAVE A HUGE SELECTION OF GUITARS AMPS & RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

SALES CALL Free delivery UK Mainland 
AsIAR7IN or PAUL. Tel. 0274 568843/564389/561044 Instant Credit Subject to Status 

104-108 MAIN ST., BINGLEY, W. YORKSHIRE HP Facilities (HFC Trust) 
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m011181* 

P FESSIONAL 
EQUIPMENT 

UNIQUE COMBINATIONS OCCUR SO RARELY IN THE MUSIC BUSINESS 
THAT WE ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE OUR ASSOCIATION AND SUPPORT 

FOR THE BEST MUSICAL EQUIPMENT MONEY CAN BUY 

RX11-£749 
RX15-£449 

0 YAMAHA 

CX5ME 
INCLUDING FM COMPOSER 
AND FM VOICING SOFTWARE 

£599 
INC VAT 

Sinclair 48K Spectrum 
XR1 Micon Midi Controller 
8 -sack music composer 

(24000) real time sequencer 
cassette dump with many 

new sounds 
Function parameter edit 

£1449 
INCL VAT 

PLEASE 'PHONE FOR QUOTES ON ALL (21 YAMAHA PRODUCTS 
WE LITERALLY CARRY THE LOT! 

WE SUPPLY TYNE TEES TELEVISION `RAZZAMATAZ' AND CHANNEL 4 'THE 
TUBE' CONSTANTLY. THEY DEMAND THE BEST AND THAT'S WHY THEY 
INSIST ON YAMAHA. WATCH YOUR TV FOR THE SENSATIONAL DEBUT OF 

THE CX5ME AND HAVE A LOOK TO SEE WHAT THE MEGA-STARS ARE REALLY 
USING. WE ALSO ENDORSE AND SUPPORT THE DX OWNERS' CLUB FOR ITS 

FANTASTIC ENTHUSIASM ON YAMAHA 

YOUR YAMAHA ORDER FORM DELIVERY 
FREE UK 

Goods required  

I enclose a cheque or 
debit my Access/Barclaycard or American Express 
Card No. II II 
Name  

Address --

TeL No _Signature_ 

TO: 
ROCK CITY MUSIC 
10 MOSLEY STREET 
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE 
NE1 1DE 
0632-324175 

FOR A BETTER UK DEAL ON ALL YAMAHA - CONTACT ROCK CITY MUSIC 
WE'RE PROBABLY THE NEXT BEST THING TO A YAMAHA PRODUCT  



More than a piano 
less than a grand. 
ffle 
The Yamaha PF1C, has marked 

the beginning of a new age in 
professional electronic pianos. 

Yamaha's unique FM digital 
synthesis system lies at the heart of 
this instrument's powerful des gn Jt 
offers a range of ten rich, accurate 

- sounds, each with its own 
ik stunningly faithful touch response 
in characteristic. 

The PF10 is truly at the leading 
edge of creative music technology. It 
is so much more than just a piano, 

YAMAHA 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 

• MOUNT AVENUE. BLETCHLEY. MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS, MK11JE 
' (090E1) 640202 24hr Ansaph Dne I09011 649222 

butat £84(,-,-.00. it's surprisingly ; ess 
than a grand. *R.R.P 
• Voices: 3 acoustic pianos, 3 
electric pianos, 2 harpsichords. 
Clavinet, Vibes. 
• S:ereo Clhoirus • Key trar spose 
•76- note touch sensitive k.eyboan. 

CPFFC 10 Yamaha Flight 

Case available) 

mg gm milm limm mum 
Please send me ‘urther information on 

I : he PF10 Electronic Piano 
Name  

IAddress  

Yamaha-Kemble Music ( UK) Ltd, 
Mount Avenue-. Eletchiey, 
Milton Keynes Bucks MK11JE 
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 /COMPUTER MUSICIAL  

BeeBIVIIDI 6 
A program that allows you to dump Juno 106 voices onto disk or tape. 
And it can be adapted for other micros and MIDI synths. Jay Chapman 

T
his article is NOT just for Juno 
106 and BBC Micro owners. With a 
bit of luck the rest of you have now 

been dragged back from turning the 
page. Admittedly, if you don't have a BBC 
Micro you'll have to do a fair amount of 
work 'translating' this program for your 
micro, but the algorithms used should 
still be of interest. And if you have a MIDI 
synth other than the Roland Juno 106, the 
extra work is not so daunting: I'll mention 
the sort of changes you'll have to make as I 
go along. However, you will need to have 
a reasonable understanding of the MIDI 
protocol and its 'System Exclusive' details 
for your synth: if in doubt have a look at 
the user manual or, failing that, back 
issues of E&MM. 
On the other hand, if your synth won't 

transmit voice data via MIDI System 
Exclusive messages, then both this article 
and the program are not going to be of 
any practical use to you — sorry! Of 
course, you might be saving up for a 
better synth . . . Anyway, even if you do 
possess such an instrument, you may 
have to set some control to allow it to 
send the necessary messages. On the 
Juno 106, the required procedure is setting 
the MIDI Function Selector Switch on the 
back panel to Ill. Best to do this straight 
away, as if it's forgotten, the entire 
program will be about as useful as a fork 
for drinking soup. 

What Does it Do? 
The program listed on the following 

pages allows you to capture, name and 
save several hundred voice patches from 
the Juno 106 and, of course, send them 
back to the synth and write them into its 
memory. You can save and load the 
complete library to and from your current 
filestore, it's possible to display the names 
of all the voices in the library On case you 
forget what you called some stored 
marvel), and you can search for a particular 
name to confirm that it exists in the 
currently-loaded library. If you need to 
tidy the library up, you can de!ete voices, 
too. 
My own system, which has PAGE set at 

&1B00, can store about 250 sets of voice 
data. If you have PAGE set lower, you'll 
be able to increase the size of the arrays 
holding the data to store at least 300 sets 
(disk users with PAGE= &1900) and in 
some cases even more (tape and other 
users with PAGE = &E00). Try running the 
program with different values for 'max_ 
number_of_voices' set in line 2490. The 

procedure 'PROCclear_arrays' (line 3750) 
fills the arrays to their maximum size so 
that you run out of room immediately Of 
you're going to do at all) rather than have 
the program crash after saving a whole 
album's worth of voices. It might be 
sensible to save the growing library after 
every two or three additions anyway — no 
point in tempting fate. 

How Does it Work? 
'PROCinitialise' (line 2440) is called at 

the start of the program to set up various 
global values and ' DIMension' does the 
same for the data arrays. Notice that one 
of the values, `voice_data_size', needs 
altering if you have a synth other than the 
Juno 106: it represents the number of 
data bytes that must be transmitted 
within the MIDI System Exclusive message 
that conveys voice data. There are other 
bytes to be transmitted, starting with the 
System Exclus:ve byte (&FO) and the 
Roland Identification byte (&41), and end-
ing with the End of Exclusive byte (&F7). 
Obviously some of these also need altering 
in addition to the data bytes. A quick look 
at the assembly code routine 'TXvoice' 
will show all the bytes for the Juno 106. 

In other words, this is where you'll need 
some precise knowledge of the exact 
MIDI protocol for your synth . . . 

Lines 2570 to 2630 relate to the use of 
E&MM's BeeBMIDI board, which has 
already been covered several times in 
this series of articles. Line 2660 marks the 
buffer (which the transfers are effected 
from/to) as empty by setting an illegal 
value (ie. one that cannot occur .f real 
data were in the buffer) into the first byte 
of the buffer so that we can tell it's empty 
when necessary. 

Lines 2680 to 3340 assemble the 
routines which can't be in BASIC (either 
as a result of speed considerations or 
because, in the case of enabling and 
disabling interrupts, there is simply no 
other way of doing things) into the ' user 
defined character definitions' page at 
&COO, which is not in use. The interrupt 
enable and disable were discussed in last 
month's BeeBMIDI article. (You did get 
E&MM last month, didn't you?) 

After initialisation, the program loops 
around lines 1070 to 1290 until exited, 
displaying the menu, taking the user's 
selection and calling these procedures 
selected. Before describing these pro-
cedures it's worth looking at the data 
structures the program uses. 

Data Structures 
The names given to stored voices are 

kept, in alphabetical order, in' the array 
'nameS0'. Whenever a new name is 
inserted into the array, all the names 
above that new name are moved up one 
position to create a gap at the correct 
point in the array. Thus, the array remains 
in alphabetical order. 

This is not a terribly efficient way of 
inserting items, though it is simple. It 
does take some time when the array is 
nearly full, since on average about 150 
names need moving — even this amount 
of work should hardly be noticeable, 
however. 
So that we don't have to move the 

voice data about as well — which would 
slow the process down to an unreasonable 
degree — a second array, ' index°/00', 
holds a pointer to the start of the data for 
each ' name$'. Look at ' PROCinsert-voice' 
(line 3490). If some of this sounds a bit 
heavy you'll just have to brush up on your 
programming, I'm afraid! 
The reason for keeping the names in 

alphabetical order is so that we can look 
for a name in a more or less straightforward 
and logical manner. Rather than searching 
through the list linearly (ie. is the first 
name the one we want, is the second, is 
the third . . .?), which would be very slow 
and in the worst case (nearly full table and 
a search for a name that isn't there 
anyway) would end up with our doing 
several hundred comparisons just to find 
out that it wasn't worth bothering in the 
first place, we use the ' binary chop' 
algorithm encoded in ' FNfind_voice' (line 
3380). Actually, this is the same algorithm 
we use when we search for a name in a 
telephone directory. What we do is com-
pare the name in the middle of the list with 
the one we are searching for, and if they 
match up, we've finished. If they don't 
match, we decide whether the name we 
want is before or after (alphabetically) the 
name we just compared and look in the 
appropriate half of the list. We then apply 
the procedure to the new, shorter list. So, 
on each comparison that fails we are left 
with half of what we started with to 
search: if we had 256 names to search, in 
the worst case we would only have to 
make nine comparisons instead of 256. 
You compare successively one name in 
(approximately) 256, 128, 64, 32, 16, 8, 4, 
2 and finally 1. 
Another benefit of storing the names in 

alphabetical order is that ' PROCdisplay' 
(line 1320) becomes a relatively trivial 
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fiL_r_Roland 
NEW: MSQ 100 • GR700 • MKS 30 & 80 • MPU 401 

• MKEI 1000 & 300 • SI3X-80 • MCP-8 

Oi.ier the last couple of years. we have becom.: established as 
one o- the country's leading Roland sales and service centres. 

'n addition to all the main product lines :synths, sequencers, 
rhythm composers, effects, amps, computer peripherals, 
pianos. echos etc.) we carry all the accessories from pedals, 
switches and interfaces to flight cases and carrying bags. 
Ow approach to Roland is total. Our staff have been trained 

in demonstrating the features and functions of each piece of 
equipment (when you get your sequencer home and have 
difficu'ty getting the best resu'ts, we wor't tell you to " ring 
Roland") yet retain a musician's approach to Electronics. 
Serving largely profess onal clients, our service has to be, and 
is. like lightning. 

Roiand's emphasis has always been on hookup-ability. The 
capabilities of any system are far greater than the sum of the 
capanilities of its component units. We have several systems 
running. 
You may end up wasting time, money and effort if you don't 

check us out before you buy. We thick you'll be impressed. 

NEW Super drums £229 
sampled sound 

NEW Super percussion £229 
sampled sound 

NEW Ex 800 expander £425 
NEW RK 100 remote £499 

234 Syncaset   
ins Master cassette 2 speed  POA 
32 Open Reel Master   POA 

34 Open Reel 4 on Vi'  POA 
38 Open Reel 8 on 1/2 "  POA 
M2-A 6 4Mixing Desk  
M30 84 Mixing Desk POA 

Erhancement Series in stock eg 
P8-40 4 Band 4ch Parametric  POA 

P9-64 64 way Patch Bay  POA 
pk:s all Teac multitrack accessories 
cleaners, demagnetizers. cables etc. 

TASCAM MULTITRACK PRIMER 
kfieil written. extensive book on how to 
go the best results horn the smallest of 
!etups. 

£4.99 postage free 
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SyrlSOTIICS 
drums 

AS ADVERTISED ON T.V. 
• Bass. snare. 2 toms, Cymbal and HH • 
Use sticks or hands • Drum pads are touch 
sensitive • Tom Tom 1 can be tuned over a 
5 octave range • 3 separate 16 beat 
mentones allow storage of patterns tack 
memory may be layered indefinately with 
patterns • Ant button • Roll button 
cornes with leads to plug directly into your 
Hi-Fugurtar amp 

Rec Retail Price £99 95 
UNREPEATABLE OFFER it 59 
WHILE STOCKS LAST 
FULLY BUARARTEED 

kw p&p 

Wurlitzer Pianos  
Rhodes 73 from   
Roland J SO 600 Seq  

Roland CSO 100 Seq  
Roland CSO 600 Seq  
Roland Compumusic   
Korg analog Sequencer 
torres 10 20   

Four meters.' 
Input mixing. Zero return. 

•Ilectronic punch- in. Dbx noise 
r xhiction. At least ten tracks 
trounced down onto four 

£429 inc power supply and P+P 

Each channel has Ga.n Pan Treole Bs 
Aux Level and send and return jacks 
Also master send 8. return Ind L I 
effect level S N rat,o • 70 JO 

PROPHET 600  
PROPHET V . 111.0.1 . 
PROPHET T8  
SIXTRAX  
DRUMTRAX  
VOICE CHIPS FOR 
DRUMTRAX  
COM 64 SEQUENCER 
64 REAL TIME SOFT-
WARE  

UK'S LARGEST 
SALES & SERVICE 

CENTRE 

NEW USA FENDER STD STRATS 

with tram £299 inc P&P 

New Squiers from £ 1-5 Phone or write for details. New Prousions RH, 
LH and Fretless Seletion, £299 AS hi tech amps in stock Details on 
application 8300. 300W bass amp parainetnc, complete, soiled £299 
19824-bolt steal, small headstock. Two in the boxes of f ers. 

"cc COMPRESSOR'S/NOISE GATES FOSTEX 3070 Comp limrter 19'   POA 
Vestafire 19"   £225 
Accessrt Compressor   £52 
Accessrt Noise Gate   £52 

MISCELLANEOUS 
MPC Sync Trac (Drum Machine-Tope) £39 A> 
Headphones   from 

75 Mikes. Shure. Audio techruca 
Prices start from £25 
Boom stands from £18 # 
Many other effects 4 cp 
and accessones 
In stock 
Phone 

atable vahie   £225 e for 

.0 Effects   FO prices 

AYS 
 Port e 

O  POA 
  POA eç,> 

LI    POA ( S 
  POA 

Ibanez HD 1000 Harm ... £329 • ge 
Yamaha Midi   POA 
Maxim Dual Defay £165 

ANALOG DEL DEL c...z., e ye 
Evans EP 100 
Evans Mini £69Ab ,e (\ 
Boss DM2 £692e CD 
Razz R-8 £49r e 
200 m se " Ce  
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exercise, as does PROCsearch' (line 
1420) which uses the binary chop search 
routine ' FNfind_voice' to do its dirty 
work. 

Receive and Transmit 
'PROCreceive' (line 1520) calls the 

machine code routine ' RXvoice' to get 
the voice data into the byte array ' buffer', 
and then calls ' PROCinserLvoice' (line 
3490) which puts the user-given name 
and the voice data into the `name$0', 
'index%()' and voice data structures. 
Note that ' RXvoice' checks to see that 
the MIDI protocol is being followed 
correctly. 
The reason you have to indicate that 

you're about to press the last of the 
selection keypads (lines 1580 to 1600) is 
that the Juno 106 sends voice data on 
each Group, Bank and Patch Number 
keypress. If you were on B24 (Group B, 
Bank 2, Patch Number 4) and wanted to 
store A15, you'd send A24, A14 and 

1000 REM 
1010 REM rrr 

1020 REM ..= 
1030 REM rrr 

1040 REM   

 ¿COMPUTER -KAI 1r-1r-inn', 

finally A15, as you pressed the Group A, 
then the 1' and then the ' 5' keypads 
respectively. So, hit the space bar just 
before you press the ' 5' keypad on the 
Juno. 

'PROCtransmit' (line 1760) gets the 
voice data that the user specifies into 
'buffer' so that TXvoice' can transmit it. 
You should see the ' voice parameters 
altered' full-stops in the Roland's LED 
display come on when the transmission is 
complete. If you want to save the voice, 
simply follow the instructions in the Juno 
manual. 

Conclusion 
The rest of the program (PROCs delete', 

'load' and ' save') is fairly straightforward, 
but it's worth pointing out that when you 
save the library, a back-up copy is main-
tained. This assumes that you are using a 
disk-based filestore: cassette users will 
want to make changes around lines 2250 
to 2410. 

JUNO-106 VOICE DATA LIBRARY PROGRAM 

(c) 1984 J D 6 CHAPMAN 

1050 MODE 7 

1060 PROCinitialise 

1070 REPEAT 

1080 CLS 

1090 PRINT " CHRS141" JUNO-106 VOICE DATA LIBRARY' 

1100 PRINT CHRS141' JUNO-106 VOICE DATA LIBRARY" 

1110 PRINT '' I. DISPLAY Voice Names.' 

1120 PRINT " Z. SEARCH the Library for a Voice." 

1130 PRINT ' 3. RECEIVE Voice Data from JUNO-106.' 

1140 PRINT ' 4. TRANSMIT Voice Data to JUNO-106.' 
1150 PRINT ' S. DELETE Voice Data from Library.' 

1160 PRINT  ' 6. LOAD Library from Filestore.' 
1170 PRINT '' 7. SAVE Library to Filestore.' 
1180 PRINT ' 8. EXIT.' 

1190 PRINT"" Selection ( 1 to 7 ) "; 

1200 REPEAT INPUT selectiora:UNTIL selection; >. 1 AND selection% X. 8 
1210 IF selection/ . 1 THEN PROCdisplay 

1220 IF selection% r 2 THEN PROCsearch 

1230 IF selection% . 3 THEN PROCreceive 

1240 IF selection% . 4 THEN PROCtransmit 

1250 IF selection% . 5 THEN FROCdelete 

1260 IF selection% . 6 THEN PROCload 
1270 IF selection% . 7 THEN PROCsave 

1280 IF selection% ( I. 8 THEN PROCcontinue 
1290 UNTIL selection% . 8 

1300 CLS:END 

1310 

1320 DEF PROCdispla 

1330 LOCAL pointer% 

1340 CLS:IF number.of_voices . 0 THEN PRINT "" — TANIIII'Library EMPTY"":ENDFROC 
1350 FOR pointer%.1 TO number_of_voices 

1360 IF ( pointed - 1 1 MOD 2 . 0 THEN PRINT' 

1370 IF pointer% ) r 1 AND I pointer% - 1 MOD 20 . 0 THEN PROCcontinue:CLS:PRIN 
T' 

:380 PRINT "' nameS( pointer% 
090 NEXT pointer% 

1400 ENDPROC 

1410 
420 DEF PROCsearch 

1430 LOCAL ',cud 

:440 CLS:PRINT TW10,51'Voice to SEARCH for' 
:450 PRINT TAB(10,7:"(upto 16 characters) :" 
8460 PRINT TAB:11,91 ' 

:470 INPUT TA8112, 9ivoiceS:voiceS.LEFTS1 voice,'" It 

1480 IF FNfind_voice( voiceS i THEN PRINT TABI1,15)"Voice voice, 13 If 
:ENDFROC 

1490 PRINT TAB(1,151"Voice cud" NOT in Library" 

1500 ENDPROC 

.510 

:s:e DEF PROCreceive 
:57A LOCAL voiceS, pointer% 

CLS:PRINT TAB(1,51'Select the voice to be RECEIVED by the" 

FRINT TAB(1,6)"computer FROM the JUNO-106 Dy selecting' 
.50v PRINT TA8(1,7)"the Group. Bank and Patch Number OF' 

Don't be afraid to experiment with the 
program code: the procedures have all 
been kept quite independent so that you 
can put them into your own programs. 
Some of you might want to have several 
different libraries at your disposal, in 
which case you'll need to add some code 
to ask for the library name and create a 
suitable filename out of the answer in 
'PROCload' and 'PROCsave'. • 

If you can't face typing the program in. 
then EmmSoft will be delighted to supply 
you with a cassette at the suitably modest 
price of £3.95 including VAT. Incidentally, 
Jay Chapman 's earlier voice dump pro-
gram for the Yamaha DX7 is now also 
available at £3.95 - a price reduction of 
£4.00. If you're interested in either of 
these, send your order with payment in 
sterling cheque, postal order or bankers' 
draft payable to Music Maker Publica-
tions, to EmmSoft, E&MM, Alexander 
House, 1 Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 
1 UY. Please allow 28 days for delivery. 

:T.7é PRINT TAB(1,8111anual on the JUNO-106's control panel.' 
1580 PRINT TAB(1,11)"Fress the SPACE bar just before' 

.590 PRINT TAB(1,121'pressing the LAST selection keypad." 
vif dummyS.IN)11$(25000) 

610 CALL RXvoice 

1620 PRINT '" TAB(10)"Voice RECEIVED'' 
:o30 PROCcontinue 
1640 REPEAT 

.65ñ CLS:PRINT TA61,5. ' eat is Ire name for tP11, ,C,CE idté 

lie PRINT TAB(8,7)"Iupto 16 criarecters) 

.676 PRINT ::.'• ' 

ice INPUT TAF : 1. , raS:volcoS.LEFTU voiceS*" 
:690 pointer'. = .• 

74  IF poinii, • 'JOICE voice ' ExISTE 
,:imE•":PROCcon;. 

:Tio UNTIL 
720 FROCinser" .. 

;730 PRINT " TAB .. . ti:e4 • STORED— 
:740 ENDFROC 

:75A 

;700 DEE PROCtransmit 

1770 LOCAL voiceS, pointer, data.pointer% 

1780 CLS:FAINT TAB110,51"Voice to TRANSMIT" 

1790 FRINT TAB110,7."¡upto lb characters) :' 
1800 PRINT TABIi1,91" 

1810 INPUT TAB(12,91),oiceS:voiceS.LEFTS( voice$+" 

1820 pointer% = FNiind_voicei voiceS ) 

1830 IF pointer % . 0 THEN PRINT "' VOICE .",oiceS" NOT IN LIBRARY — :ENZFROC 

1640 FOR data_pointer% r ñ TO 17:bufferldata_pointerZ r voice_cata7( inde=%( 
èr% * voice_data_size • data_pointer% ): NEXT datajointerl 
1850 CALL Tivoice 

1860 PRINT " TAB(11:"Voice TRANSMITTED''' 
1870 ENDFROC 

1880 
1E190 DEF PROCdelete 

1900 LOCAL voiceS, pointer% 

910 CLS:FFINT TAB(0,51"Voice to DELETE" 

192i1 PRINT TAB(10,7)"(upto 16 characters) :' 
1930 PRINT TAB(11,9) -

1940 INPUT TAB(12, 9ivoiceS:voiceS.LEFT8( voiceSf' ', 16 ) 
:950 pointer% . FNfind voice( voiceS i 

1960 IF pointer% . é Ti4EN PRINT TAB11,15i'Voice ' voiceS" . NOT in Library':ENDPROC 
1970 voice_data7( inderli pointer% ) x voice data_size &FF:REM marl as empty 

lise IF pointer'/.number_oi_voices THEN FOR pointer% . pointer% • 1 TO number of 

_,A1c05 )AaNdi Pointer% - 1 ) r nameSI pointer% 1:inder%( pointer% - 1 1 = indevil 
pointer% .: NE0 pointer% 

1990 numbur_o4 voices . number_of voices - 1 

eee PRINT "' TAB:13I'Voice DELETED'' 
-010 ENDFROC 

42(1 

e3e DEF FROCloao 
;11) LOCAL filel, pointer% 

050 CLS:PRINT TAB(4,5CLOADING Vuice Data from Filestore" 
060 PRINT TAB112,8)'Flease WAIT ..."' 
070 PROCclear arrays 

:eso fileS . 6ENIN( ' Ll8106' 
2090 INPUTIfile%, number_of_voices 

2100 PRINT ''" Number of voices in Library is ": number_of_voices — 
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Digisound 
is a digital 
soundprocessor, 
cg.analog-Qigital-
analog conversion 
system with a 12 bits 
resolution. 
S/n rato: 76 dB. 
Digisound operates on 
direct parallel data 
transmission. 
Manufactured by TED, 
PO Box 55, Wijk en Aalburg, 
The Netherlands, Telex 35156. 
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 /tOMPUTER MUSICIAN/  
2110 FOR pointer% . I TO nueber_of_voices 
2120 INPUTtfilel, nasal pointer% 1 

2125 indeed. (pointer:) = pointer% 
:130 FOR data_pointer% TO 17:voiculatel pointer % * voice_data_size • data 

Pointer% 1.116ETIfilet:NEXT data_pointer% 
2140 PRINT 
2150 NEXT pointer% 
2160 PRINT " TA8(10)'library LOADED" 
2170 CLOSEllfile% 
2i80 ENDPROC 
2190 
2200 DEF PROCsave 

2210 LOCAL file%, pointeri, datajointer% 
2220 CLS:FfINT TAD14,50SAVING Voice Data to Filestire' 

2230 IF number_of_voices = 0 THEN PRINT TA8(5,121"Liorary EMFT\ - NOT seved°:ENDPROC 
2240 PRINT TA11112,81"Rlease WAIT ..."' 
2250 file . OPENOUTONLI8106') 
2260 PRINTtfilet, number_of_voices 
2270 FOR pointer% . I TO number of voices 
2280 PRINTIlfile, nand( poinieri 1 
2290 FOR datajointerI . 0 TO 17:8PUTIfilel, voice_data7( inded( pointer% tv 
oice_data size data_pointer% 1:NEXT data_pointer% 
2300 PRINT 
2310 NEXT pointer% 
2320 PRINT ' TAB(12)Library SAVED'' 
2330 CLOSEllfile 
2340 file/ = OPENIN( IL16106" ;: IF file% A THEN CLOSE4file% ELSE WO 2370 
2350 *ACCESS B1111106 
7360 *DELETE 111.18106 
2370 4141 OPENIN( "L18106" 1:IF filel ,A THEN CLOSE0filel ELSE BOTO 2400 
2388 *ACCESS 1.18106 
2390 *RENAME 118106 8118106 
2400 *RENAME 01.18106 118106 
2410 *ACCESS *LI8106 L 
242$ ENDPROC 
2430 
2440 DEF PROCinitialise 
2450 
2460 LOCAL passZ, pointer% 
2470 
2480 voice_data_size . IS 
2490 ear number_of_voices . 250 
2500 nueber_of_voices 
2510 last_data_inclex : 
:5:0 

mu DIM name*: ma,_riumber_0(_.cd:_ef.  ndev. ime_numper_oi_v,iies 

2540 DIM voice _date voice_data_sint * eam_number_of_voices 
550 PROCclear_arra¡s 
2560 
MU) control reg RFCFC 
2560 status_reg r 4FCFC 
:50 transmit _reg . &Fur 
:600 receive reg &FEED 
2610 
2620 7control_reg y 1.03:FEN Reset Atli; 
2630 7control_reg 415:REM Configure ACIA 
2640 
2650 DIM buffer voize_lata_slze - 
2660 buffer'0 r 4FF:FEM mari buffer as empty 
2670 
2680 ESE pass7..0 T:, .7 STEP 7 

2690 Fz.ecoè 
uée 1 OFT A \ put pass% instead Aà tp see assembly lusting 
271i, 

2720 . oisaC.e sei disable IRE interrupts 
27:d rts 

.enatle cii enable IRO interrupts 
rts 

:784\ .FTbOa ; la status_req , receive a oyte from IN 
21Si) and 1601 

2600 beg Ribyte 
:au) Ida recelve_reg 
2820 rts 
2830 

2840 . IXbyte pha transmit a byte to 
2850 . TXbytlp Ida sticus_reg 
2860 and Ile: 
2870 beg Tibytlp 
2880 pli 

2890 sta transmit_reg 
2900 rts 
2910 . RXvoice jsr Rlbyte t receive one set of JUNO-106 voice data 

2920 cep 81E0 1 Exclusive 
2930 bou RXvoite 
2940 jsr RIbyte 
2950 cep 8141 1 Roland ID 
2960 bee RIvoice 
2970 jsr Rhyte 
2980 and 8630 1 Group, Rank or Patch Change OR Manual 

2990 cep 8630 
3000 bne Rhoice 

3 2 00'0 10 jsr Rhyte Ignore Channel Number 
jsr Rhyte 1 Ignore Program Number 

3030 Ida *voice_data_size 

3040 eitIloop dex 1 18 bytes of voice data 
3050 jsr RXbyte 
3060 sta buffer,X 

33078: tea bee Mope 0  

3090 jsr RIbyte 
3100 cep 81E7 t check at End of Exclusive 
3110 bee RXvoice 
3120 rts 
3130 
3140 . TXvoice Ida 116F0 1 transmit one set of JUNO-106 voice data 
3158 jsr Tlbyte \ Exclusive 
3160 Ida 111,41 1 Roland ID 
3170 jsr IXbyte 
3180 Ida 4431 1 Manual 
3190 jsr Tibyte 
3200 ida 

IIT te&XD: MIDI channel 3210  0 

3220 Ida 11600 1 (confirms Manual) 
3230 jsr Tlbyte 

3240 Ida Ilvoice_data_size 
3250 . TXIoop dem a 18 bytes of voice data 
3260 Ida buffer,X 
3270 jsr IXbyte 
3280 tea 
3290 bee Moe 
3300 Ida 11117 1 End of Exclusive 
3310 jsr TXbyte 
3320 rts 
3330 I 
3340 NEXT pass% 
3350 
3360 ENDFROC 

33 70 
raceS 

pcirter%, dati_pointer% 
IF as . a THEN yV 

ia tott c:' = = nueber .o4_,cues 
FiFEV.' 

pci:tir% Diatom% . top% ) Ulu 2 
'd IF name!) pointer% yolie_natee THEN sottoel . pointer% • : E,: 

.:; -ter% valce.naaei THEN top% . pointer% - 1 
nateC poirter% r ,oice need OR top% bottom% 

Iemeii pointer% ,oice_nage-i THEN pc,:ter% . 
. .., ointer% 

DEF 
'2;q1 pointer. 

. 7miN FFINT g %.1:2E ELFFEF 72 ET2:RE 
;5:6 IF s méa r,,,eber .0ICK THEN POINT '" ol MORE RU, 

.7eTIONS : EE INSERTED' ENiFF2E 

7536 IF nueber_of voices r à THEN nueber_of_.cLies liramei, : • . ex•ee:pc 
ler% r1:GOTO 'Ted 

"2.5Mé number of voices . aueoer_o4_,oices • . 
3.556 FOR ponterT. r) _,;_.::: es - TI r 3TEF 

IF rOiC+rv,', tri: .:Ier% . THEN po; ,,ter% = urcar% 
terZ r voice_natet:: 
3570 oameti pointa:' a 1 . naaeit pouter', 
pointer% 1 
3580 NEXT 
3590 
7600 REF1AT 

3610 last_data_inele), last_data_ince, M)2E, ea,_nueber_of_voices • 
302é UNTIL • oire.data-, last_data.index • voice.data.sine ) r 4FF 
3630 indem%( pointer% . last_data_index 

3640 FOR data_pointer% . X( TO ycice_date.site - livoice.date, last.data.inde• • 
oice_data_size + data_pointer% 1 . buffer'data_pointer%:NEXT Jata_poinivi*,; 
3650 ENDPROC 
:660 
:670 DEF PROCcontinue 
3660 LOCAL duley$ 
:69 REPEAT 
*:7eo PRINT " TA813)"Press the SPACE GAR to cont,nue. 

7:10 duemyS.INKEYSI250001 
3720 UNTIL dummy4." 
3730 ENDPROC 
:740 

3750 DEF PROCclear_arrays 
3760 LOCAL pointer% 

3770 FOR pointer%.0 TO eax_number_of_voices 
3780 meet pointer% 1 
3790 voice_dateM pointer% * voice_data_size I y 1FE 

3800 NEXT pointer% 
3810 ENDPROC 
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àUBSCRIBE NOW to the biggest selling UK music monthly with a world wide readership frcm Cambridge to Cape Town! With 
coverage of all the la:est in instruments, amp ification and accessories, plus interviews with the leading artists and performers of the 
day — can you afford to do w•thout it? 
For 12 issues: 

UK & Eire  £15.50 
Europe & Overseas(sJrface) £16.20 
Airmail (Europe)  £23.50 
Airmail (outside Europe) £37.50 
(Would overseas subscribers including Eire please note that payment should be covered by bankers draft in pounds sterling.) 
Subscriptions normally start with the current issue of iE&PAM. 
Please fill in the ccupon below, and enclose it with your cheque (or bankers draft) to: Mail Order Dept, ELECTRONICS & 
MUSIC MAKER, Alexander louse, 1 Milton Road, Cambridçe CB4 1UY. 
Please send me the next 12 issues of Electronics & Music Maker, I enclose a cheque/postal order for £ 15.50/£16.20/£23.50/£37.50, 
made payable to Electronics & Music Maker. 
Please Print or type carefully: 
Name.   
Address  
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Professional Quality Kits 
For Stage and Studio 

A new se-1es of easy to assemble standard 19" rack mounting projects 

STUDIO PATCHBAY 
A 32 way patchbay using standard 
1/4 " jacks with rear panel phono 
connectors or hardwired. The circuit 
can be linked to operate in 3 
hormal sed or non-normaiised 
mode. if you can solder a jack plug 
you can build this 

£35 + VAT 

Write or phone now to place an order. 

Powerban Cybernetics Umtted, 

Porlway Industrial Estate, 

Andover. Hants, SP1 0 3EM. 

Telephone: 0264 64455 

HEADPHONE 
AMPLIFIER 
Six channels of powerful stereo or 
mono headphone monitoring. A 
single input feeds six individual 
headphone outputs or alternatively 
two ,nputs can feed two separate 
groups of three headphones. Ideal 
for stuc o foldback systens and 
Audio- isual applications. 

£89 + VAT 

VISA 

SYNTH MIX 
A six channel stereo keyboard mixer 
with wide range EQ, 3 auxiliary 
sends with sterao returns and a 
powe-ful headphone output. When 
combined with a suitable power 
amplifier the SM6 forms the basis of 
a comprehensive sound system. 
Will aso accept guitar, drum 
machine and high impedance 
microphone inputs. 

£169 + VAT 

POWERTRAN cybernetics Ill 
PORTWAY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDOVER, HANTS SP10 3NN 
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As hardware innovation grinds to a halt and designers turn their 
attention to software, E&MM looks at a new programming language that 
could be more than a little useful to the computer musician. Ed Stenson 

ZX Spectrum 

A version of PROLOG is available for the Sinclair Spectrum at only £24.95. 

T
he electronics industry is only just 
beginning to realise that the ' leaps-
and-bounds' progress it has be-

come used to over the last few years 
cannot go on indefinitely. Certainly, 
computer hardware will get a good deal 
more powerful over the next 20 years as 
new theories (like concurrency) become 
reality, but the end, as far as conventional 
techniques are concerned, is in sight. 
The reason is that, as computing de-

vices get both faster and smaller, the 
laws of nature come into play and de-
signers find themserves up against a 
brick walr, and there appear to be two 
possible ways around this. 
The first is to admit that present tech-

niques will be inadequate for the 1990s 
and to pursue new ideas such as the 
Josephson junction (which operates at 
very low temperatures to increase electron 
mobility and hence speed) or a computer 
that sends signals by means of pulses of 
light (since photons are rather more fleet 
of foot than electrons). However, such 
research would require a budget of similar 
magnitude to the GNP of a small country. 
The second, and seemingly more 

immediately viable possibility is to chan-
nel a large proportion of the research 
effort into the development of clever 
software that makes the most of the 
latest machines. The Japanese are already 
saying that while the seventies were the 
years of hardware innovation, the nineties 
will see the same advances in the area of 
software: the eighties are described, per-
haps rather cautiously, as the years of 
transition. The so-called 'software crisis' 
has arisen because computers have been 

toc difficult to program quickly, so that 
any bespoke software (made to measure 
for a particular task) is simply too expen-
sive for many companies to afford. Today's 
technological outlook puts the emphasis 
on user-friendly systems designed to 
overcome some of these problems. Lest 
anyone doubt the opportunities even the 
humblest of micros can provide, compare 
the games software currently available 
for a machine like the Spectrum with the 
quality of the product available shortly 
after the machine came out. The immense 
improvement amply demonstrates what 
can be achieved if the incentive is suf-
ficient. And business being what it is, that 
incentive is inevitably financial in nature. 

Prolog 
It's interesting to reflect that the best 

ideas are also often the simplest. A piece 
of software called Prolog, currently re-
ceiving a good deal of publicity, must 
rank as one of the simplest and yet most 
elegant cf ideas to have emerged in 
recent years. 
The current interest was triggered by 

the Japanese — a surprising move from a 
country not particularly noted for its 
computer industry despite its undoubted 
expert/se in the field of electronics — 
when the so-called Fifth Generation pro-
ject was announced three years ago. (For 
those unfamiliar with computer gener-
ations, the Fourth Generation refers to 
the super-micros currently being devel-
oped using 32-bit CPUs, while the Fifth 
Generation refers to the machines to 
follow.) Now, Fifth Generation computers 

are likely to abandon the traditional ap-
proach to computing (it's called Von 
Neumann architecture) in favour of a 
system of parallel processing: that is, 
doing several things at once. And amongst 
other things, the new computers will 
allow direct access using natural language, 
enabling users to issue commands in 
everyday English or, indeed, Japanese. 
The field of Artificial Intelligence (Al) 

was investigated for the Fifth Generation 
project and a programming language 
called Prolog, much favoured in Al circles, 
was adopted as the one most suitable for 
use. Overnight, Prolog rose from almost 
complete obscurity to gain a considerable 
share of the limelight. 

In fact, Prolog was first introduced in 
1972, (around the time that the ubiquitous 
teaching language Pascal emerged) and 
has therefore had plenty of time in which 
to make its impact. The important point is 
that the language has a lot to offer many 
different fields of interest, including music, 
and deserves a wider exposure than that 
afforded by research establishments 
alone. 
Not surprisingly, Prolog's sudden burst 

of popularity has been accompanied by a 
series of implementations on cheap home 
micros: there now seem to be almost as 
many versions of Prolog in the pipeline as 
there are versions of Forth, and what's 
more, they're reasonably priced. A copy 
of Prolog for the Spectrum costs just 
£24.95 — remarkably cheap for such a 
sophisticated piece of software. 

Philosophy 
To understand Prolog, it's important to 

appreciate that it's a ' descriptive' language 
rather than an ' algorithmic' one. Most 
common programming languages in use 
today are algorithmic — BASIC is a typical 
example. A BASIC program consists 
merely of a list of instructions that the 
computer executes to solve a particular 
problem. The list may contain jumps to 
other parts of the program, but in general 
the instructions are executed in more or 
less the order in which they were written. 
On the professional front, machine code is 
preferred for various reasons, particularly 
speed, but is in fact very similar to BASIC 
in that it also requires a list of instructions, 
albeit at a much simpler level. To produce 
a program, the user must still write a 
sequence of commands, type them into 
the machine and then go through the all-
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too-familiar process of debugging. 
At this point, we can begin to see just 

how dim most computers really are. If a 
programmer expects a machine to solve 
a problem, he or she must tell it precisely 
what it should do and in what order. In 
fact, the programmer doesn't need a 
computer at all: a BASIC (or machine 
code) program can be executed perfectly 
well using no more than a pencil and 
paper, since the program is simply a list 
of steps showing how to solve the prob-
lem. All the computer does, in most 
cases, is to execute the code quickly. It 
neither knows, nor cares, what it is really 
achieving. 
The list of commands (the program) is 

known as an algorithm, and hence BASIC. 
Fortran, Algol (which actually stands for 
algorithmic language), Pascal, COBOL, 
machine code and so on are all algorithmic 
languages. 

Prolog, in contrast, takes the bold step 
of abandoning the above approach al-
together. It doesn't actually require an 
algorithm of any sort, so that a programmer 
need never sit down and write a routine to 
tackle the problem in question. The reason 
for this is quite simple — Prolog does the 
thinking itself. All the programmer need 
do is tell the computer everything he or 
she knows (or more accurately, everything 
he or she wishes the computer to know) 
about the problem. The computer then 
uses Prolog to find one or more solutions 
consistent with what it has been told. 
Precisely how it achieves this need not 
concern the programmer particularly: that 
can safely be left to the machine. 

Of course, life is seldom that easy, and 
it's generally necessary to know the 
workings of a Prolog system in some 
detail before successful programs can be 
written. 
The information given to Prolog is held 

in a database that's accessed by the 
program as it runs. This data details the 
environment or ' universe' in which we 
wish to place our problem. For instance, if 
we were considering a problem in dy-
namics where balls were travelling over a 
surface and colliding with each other, our 
universe might be a snooker table. Alter-
natively, if we wanted a program to lay 
out the offices in a new building so as to 
minimise wasted space, comply with fire 
regulations, and ensure adequate power 
supplies in each room, we might define 
the universe as the floor space of the 
building. If we were considering a musical 
problem, the universe might be the 
chromatic scale, or indeed any other 
scale, for that matter. In such a definition, 
it's important to remember that Prolog 
will consider only the information it's 
given. Anything that leaves the universe 
(a ball that falls off the snooker table, say) 
will cease to exist as far as the computer 
is concerned, and this can lead to un-
expected results. It should therefore come 
as no surprise to know that considerable 
care is sometimes necessary whenever 
you describe a problem. 
The information you place in the data-

base (which is actually the Prolog program 
itself) is a description of the problem you 
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wish to solve. This explains the term 
'descriptive language' used earlier, since 
the language is really just a formal way of 
describing a problem. The Prolog inter-
preter consists of a series of searching 
and matching routines that are employed 
to search the database and find a suitable 
solution. 

Prolog is far less restrictive than an 
algorithmic language. When information 
is placed in the database, it's not always 
known exactly (or even roughly) what 
questions will be posed later on. The user 
might ask almost anything and the 
language is expected to cope. This highly 
flexible approach is absent in BASIC, 
where the programmer must have a fairly 
good idea of what has to be done before 
coding begins. 

Unfortunately, nothing is quite as 
straightforward as we'd all ideally like. 
The idea of a language that can apparently 
think for itself and look for the correct 
answer to a problem sounds wonderful, 
but Prolog (for the time being at least) 
does have certain drawbacks. 

First, it's rather inefficient in its use of 
memory. This may not seem much of a 
problem when the language is run on 
something as powerful as a minicomputer, 
but if it's implemented on a home micro, 
64K suddenly becomes surprisingly re-
strictive, especially when a large part of it 
is taken up by ROM. The language isn't 
particularly fast to run, either, since a 
complex task can require a large number 
of successive searches through the 
database before all the required answers 
are found. And although new computers 
are appearing with 16-bit or even 32-bit 
architecture which makes the processor 
considerably more powerful than current 
devices and allows easy addressing and 
fast access to much more than 64K of 
memory, a somewhat limited subset of 
the language is all that most users can 
hope for at present. This is perfectly 
sufficient to give a taste of Prolog, how-
ever. 

Symbols 
In common with other Al languages, 

Prolog is a symbolic code rather than a 
numeric one. It's ideally suited to the 
manipulation of complicated structures 
(such as lists) that are necessary for many 
Al problems. On the other hand, Prolog is 
relatively poor at handling numbers, 
though fortunately, Al problems are rarely 
soluble by number crunching alone. 
A typical example of an Al task is the 

understanding of natural language — 
English as it is spoken in conversation, for 
instance. In this case, a lot of meaning is 
implied, with context serving to resolve 
ambiguities. The human brain can gen-
erally cope with this problem quite easily, 
but most computers are totally baffled; 
after all, the days of machines like HAL 
are still some way off. The reason for the 
great interest in this problem is simply 
that traditional ways of communicating 
with a computer are poor; some people 
cannot or will not use a typewriter key-
board, and many more shudder at the 
prospect of sitting in front of a VDU for 

long periods. Wouldn't it all be so much 
easier if we could talk to a computer and if 
it in turn could 'tell' us the answers? 
Decoding of the spoken word is difficult, 
but can still be performed — even today — 
with some measure of success. However, 
decomposing sentences in order to ex-
tract their precise meaning is a very tricky 
task, because as any journalist will tell 
you, there are all manner of different ways 
of saying the same thing. However, the 
problem can be resolved down to the 
manipulation of symbols (letters or words) 
and is well suited to Prolog. In contrast, 
such a task in BASIC would be rather 
frightening, to put it mildly. 

Applications 
So, to come to the really important 

question, what impact is Prolog likely to 
have for the computer musician? 

Well, if a system can be developed to 
analyse notation in English, it should 
equally well be able to deal with musical 
notation, since the latter is also symbolic 
and concerned with lists of things. 

Next, the analysis of a score could be 
performed to assist with the interpretation 
of a difficult piece. This could include 
various facilities such as pinpointing the 
introduction of themes (a base of pattern 
recognition if ever there was one) or, for 
the more technically minded, a frequency 
scan to delineate the harmonic structure 
of a piece. Mozart, with his penchant for 
strings, produced music with a high-
frequency component significantly greater 
than average, so perhaps other com-
posers have unwittingly left a musical 
'fingerprint' behind in their orchestrations 
to identify themselves. Prolog would tell 
us who they are and what they've done. 
Automatic composition is a slightly 

more obvious application. It would cer-
tainly be interesting to produce a system 
that could hold samples of a composer's 
work in its database and then produce 
music in a similar style. 

Unfortunately, none of the above 
examples could be achieved in real time, 
since Prolog is far too slow at present, but 
the results could always be saved (to 
disk, tape or RAM) and inspected later at 
leisure. 
The suggestions I've made are some-

what tentative, I admit. However, some 
are being actively considered as you read 
this, even if others may as yet be a little 
out of reach. All I can say is that it's 
unfortunate that no implementation of 
Prolog currently available can drive a 
micro's sound generators, meaning that 
the language cannot actually produce 
any audible results. 

Still, the version of Prolog for the 
Spectrum can be highly recommended, 
since it includes a fairly substantial 
paperback book explaining the language 
in detail. For anyone seeking further 
information, the standard textbook on the 
subject is Programming in Prolog by 
Clocksin and Mellish, published by 
Springer-Verlag. It's occasionally heavy 
going but covers the language in great 
detail with plenty of explanatory 
examples. • 
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One finger and halfa brain 
are all you need to make music 

on the new Music System. 

•ISIANDI LOGIC -

You're looking at a composer. 
It's hard to believe, I know. But 

with the aid of The Music System 
program, he has just written a 
whole 'song' completely by himself. 

Clever boy. 
"Toxteth Dawn" is the name of 

the 'song: 
It's a love song. 
Without any knowledge of 

music he bought the music system 
program, went home, 
booted it up on his dad's 
BBC B and started to 
create. 

He used the synthe-
siser part of the program 
to make a few noises. 

Added a pinch of an old song from 
the Song and Sound Library. 

Laid down some percussion. 
And put a hint of bassoon and 
strings over the top. 

And hey presto. 
The musical answer to zits. 

"Toxteth Dawn: 
Because his dad's computer 

had a printer as well, the program 
even printed out the composition 
in full musical-manuscript form. 

So he could show it to the rest 
of the band. And they could say. 
WOSSAT?' 

Isn't it time you 
became a composer 
too? 

The brand new 
Music System from 
Island Logic. 

DISK PACK £24.95 INC VAT CASSETTE 1 (SYNTHESISER, KEYBOARD, SONG ANC 
SOUND LIBRARY) £12.95 INC VAT CASSETTE 2 (EDITOR. PRINT-OUT SONG 
AND SOUND LIBRARY) £12.95 INC VAT PLEASE ADD £1.25 P8 P PER ORDER AND 
SEND A CHEQUE/PO. ACCESS OR VISA CARD NO. WITH ORDER TO SYSTEM, 
12 COLLEGIATE CRES., SHEFFIELD 510 2BA. (CREDIT CARD HOTLINE 0742 682321) 

THIS PROGRAM IS RECORDED ON THE HIGHEST POSSIBLE 
QUALITY DISKS, AS SUPPLIED BY MEMOREX 



HARDWARE 

Keyboards/Synths 
Akai AX80 
Casio CT310 
Casio CT6000 
Chase Bit One 
Chroma Polaris 
Crumar Composer 
Eko EM12 
Emulator Il 
Korg EX800 
Korg Poly 800 
Korg Poly 800 (Brian Chatton) 
Korg RK100 
Kurzweil 250 
Microsound 64 
Oberheim OB8 
Oberheim Performance System 
Oberheim Xpander 
PPG Wave 2.3 & Waveterm 
Roland HP300, HP400, PB300, 
PR800 

Roland Juno 106 
Roland Jupiter 6 (Ian Boddy) 
Roland Mother Keyboard System 
Roland System 100M 
SCI SixTrak 
Siel Cruise 
Siel DK600 
Siel Expander 
Siel Piano Quattro 
Siel PX 
Siel PX jr 
Synclavier Update 
Technics Digital 10 
Technics SXK250 
360 Systems Keyboard 
Yamaha DX9 
Yamaha MK100 
Yamaha PF10, PF15 
Yamaha PS Series 
Yamaha PS55 
Yamaha PS6100 

Percussion 
AHB Inpulse 1 Drum Computer 

Boss DR110 
Cactus Desert Drums 
Cactus Mk11 Electronic Drums 
DDrums 
Dr Bohm Digital Drums 
Hammond DPM48 
The Kit & accessories 
Klone Dual Percussion Synth 
Korg DDM110 

Dec 
May 
Nov 
Nov 
Nov 
April 
Feb 
Nov 
Sept 
Feb 
April 
Sept 
Dec 
July 
Jan 
Jan 
Sept 
May 

Aug 
May 
April 
Oct 

March 
March 

Jan 
Dec 
June 
Aug 
Feb 
Aug 
Aug 
Dec 
Aug 
Oct 
July 
July 
Aug 
April 
Feb 
Oct 

March 

March 
March 
Sept 
Oct 
Feb 

March 
Jan 

April 
Dec 

Korg DDM220 
Korg Super Section 
M&A Electronic Drums 
MFB 512 Digital Drum Machine 
MPC Drum Synthesiser Modules 
MPC DSM8 
Roland TR707 
Roland TR909 — Preview 

— Review 
SCI Drumtraks 
Simmons SDS7 & SDS8 
Tama Techstar Electronic Drums 
TED Digisound 
Ultimate Percussion UP5 
Yamaha MR10 
Yamaha RX11 & RX15 — Preview 

— Review 

Guitars 
Roland GR700/G707 Guitar 
Synth 

Seiwa SR100 
SynthAxe 
Vigier Nautilus Bass 
Vox White Shadow Bass 
Washburn Bantam Bass 

Sound Equipment 
Audio Electronics Speakers 
Carlsbro Marlin 
Custom Sound 727 
Cutec MX1210 Mixer 
Dynacord GS824 Guitar Combo 
Frazer Wyatt Speakers 
Roland Chorus Cube 60 
Vox Venue Keyboard Combo 
Vox Venue PA 

Oct 
July 
May 
June 

March 
Dec 
Dec 

March 
April 

March 
April 
Oct 
July 
Dec 

March 
March 

Oct 

June 
March 
June 
Jan 

April 
Feb 

Sept 
Feb 
Aug 
Sept 

March 
Oct 
Feb 

March 
April 

Effects 
Amdek DMK 200 Delay March 
Boss DD2 Delay Pedal June 
Boss DE200 Digital Delay Feb 
Dynacord PDD14 Digital Delay Line May 
Ibanez DM2000 Delay Unit 
Ibanez UE400 & UE405 
Ibanez DM1100 DDL 
Roland SDE3000 Delay 
Washburn Stack in a Box AD3 
Yamaha D1500 Delay 

Jan 
April 
July 

March 
March 
Nov 

Accessories 
Casio Microlink ML1 March 
Digi-Atom 4800 Sept 
Electro Harmonix Replay & Super 
Replay Aug 

Garfield Electronics MiniDoc Aug 
Hot Licks Instruction Tapes Jan, Nov 

MicroLink ML10 System 
MPC Sync Track 
Ricol Action Replay 
Roland MPU401 
Roland MS0700 
Roland JSQ60 Keyboard Recorder 
SCI Model 64 Sequencer 

Special Articles 
Frankfurt Preview 
Frankfurt Review 
Synthesis on a Budget 

MUSIC 
Musicians 
Don Airey 
Blancmange 
Cabaret Voltaire 
China Crisis 
Chris and Cosey 
Vince Clarke & Eric Radcliffe 
Cocteau Twins 
Vic Emerson (Sad Café) 
Fad Gadget 
Hawkwind 
Peter Hammill 
Dave Hewson 
Human League 
Jade Warrior 
Steve Jolliffe 
Thomas Leer 
Steve Levine 
Mainframe 
Daniel Miller 
Patrick Mimram (Axxess) 
OMD 
Hans-Joachim Roedelius 
Saga 
Simple Minds 
Mark Stanway 
Tangerine Dream 
Ultravox 
Vangelis 
Visage (Rusty Egan) 
Wang Chung 

Jan 
March 

July 

Sept 
May 
Nov 
Sept 
April 
May 
June 

Feb 
March 
Nov 
Feb 
Sept 

March 
Aug 
April 
April 
Jan 
Nov 
Jan 
July 
July 
July 
Sept 
May 
Feb 
Feb 
Nov 
June 
Aug 
Jan 
Jan 
Feb 
Dec 
Oct 
Dec 
Aug 
May 

Features 
Hot Licks Instruction Tapes Jan, Nov 
Huddersfield Music May 
Mind Over Music Feb, April 
Picture Music (composing film 

scores) Dec 
Stagefright (Ian Boddy) July—Aug 
State of Independence 

(independent record labels) June 
Studios — East London Community, 

Hollow Sun, Computer Music Oct 
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On Stage 
John Foxx 
Herbie Hancock 
John Miles 
Musica Nova 
Michael Nyman 
Ozzy Osboume 
UK Electronica 
U ltravox 

On Record 
Ian Anderson 
Laurie Anderson 
Axxess 
Blancmange 
Harold Budd and Brian Eno 
Cocteau Twins 
Depeche Mode 
Thomas Dolby 
Echo & the Bunnymen 
Fontana Mix 
400 Blows 
Frankie Goes to Hollywood 
Heaven 17 
Hirudo 
Human League 
Howard Jones 
Jon and Vangelis 
Chaka Khan 
Kitaro 
Thomas Leer 
K Leimer 
M+M 
Neuronium 
Sal Paradise 
Terry Riley 
Saga 
Klaus Schulze 
Paul Simon 
Smple Minds 
The Smiths 
Soft Cell 
Tim Story 
David Sylvian 
This Mortal Coil 
Steve Tibbetts 
Torch Song 
23 Skidoo 
Wang Chung 
You 

TECHNOLOGY 
Projects 
Amdek Octaver 
Headphone Attenuator 
Electronic Metronome 
Drumatix Modifications 

Feb 
April 
April 
Dec 
Sept 
Jan 
Nov 
Sept 

Jan 
April 
May 
July 
Oct 
Dec 
Nov 
April 
June 
Oct 
Oct 
Dec 
Nov 
Aug 
July 
April 
Sept 
Dec 
Sept 
Sept 
May 
Nov 
Oct 

June 
July 
Jan 
Aug 
Jan 

April 
April 
May 
Aug 
Aug 
Dec 
May 
Sept 
Sept 
May 
June 

Jan 
Jan 
Jan 
Feb 

Amdek Handclapper Feb 
Voltage Controlled Clock Feb 
S-Trigger Converter March 
Audio Lead Tester March 
Syndrom- Pt 1 April 

- Pt 2 June 
- Pt 3 Aug 
- Pt 4 Dec 

Universal Bass Pedal Synth April 
String Damper May 
Multi-waveform LFO June 
BeeBMIDI - Pt 1 June 

- Pt 2 July 
- Pt 3 Aug 
- Pt 4 Nov 
- Pt 5 Dec 

RackPack July 
Miniblo (Breath Controller) Aug 
SynthMix - Pt 1 Aug 

- Pt 2 Sept 
Dual VCLFO Sept 
Powertran MCS1 Oct 

Dec 
Analogue Electronic Drum System Oct 

Features 
Modular Synthesis 
- Strings Jan 
- Brass Feb 
- Bass March 
- Drum Kit Sounds April 
- Percussion (continued) May 
- Woodwind June 
- Human Voice July 
- Mono Sequencers Aug 
- Sequencing Sept 
- Click Tracks Oct 
- Syncing to Tape Nov 
- Conclusions Dec 
Using Sequencers - Pt 1 Jan 

- Pt 2 March 
Understanding the DX7 (Pts 1 to 7) April 

to Oct 
Poor Man's Guide to Clap Sounds May 
Everything but the Kitchen... o 
(syncing to tape) ‘' Nov 
(linking analogue synths) Dec 

MIDI Supplement Part 1 
Introduction 
The Latest Specification 
MlDI Theory and Practice 
Product Guide 
MIDI by Numbers (Steve Levine) 

MIDI Supplement Part 2 
Technical Introduction 
Inside MIDI 
MIDI ard the Micro 

May 

June 

COMPUTER 
MUSICIAN 
Features 
Surrey Sound Studio 
CAMI - Pitch Training on the BBC 
Music Composition Languages 
- Pt 3 

CM Questionnaire Results - Pt 1 
- Pt 2 

The Gentle Art of Transcription 
(music printing 
instruments) - Pt 1 

- Pt 2 
The Ins and Outs of Digital Design 
The Fairlight Explained 

OMDAC Update 
OM DAC Update 2 

Hardware 
Texas TMS 5220 Speech Chip 
E&MM Digital Music (PDSG) 
- Pt 1 
- Pt 2 
- Pt 3 
- Pt 4 
- Pt 5 

Jen Musipack 1.0 
Yamaha CX5M and Software 
Greengate DS3 
Amstrad CPC464 Computer 
Acorn Music 500 

Software 
Musicsoft Keyboa,ds 
Editing on the SCI Model 64 
Jellinghaus Composers 
ElectroMusic Research 
Passport MIDI/4 
Step-time Composition for the 
Model 64 

Yamaha CX5M Software 
(YRM11 Music Macro, YRM12 FM 
Voicing Program, YRM13 DX7 
Voicing Program, YRM15 
Music Compose, 

Electronic Drum Sequencer 
Wasp synth/CBM 64 Sequencer 
Commodore Music Maker 
Siel Expander Editor 
The Music System (Island Logic) 
UMI 1B (London Rock Shop) 
Siel 6-Track Composer/Arranger 
Jellinghaus 12-Track Recording 

Studio 

Feb 
Feb 

March 
March 
May 

April 
June 
April 
Aug 

to Dec 
Sept 
Oct 

Jan 

May 
June 
July 
Oct 
Nov 
May 
Oct 
Oct 
Nov 
Dec 

April 
June 
July 
Aug 
Sept 

Sept 

Oct 
Nov 
Nov 
Dec 
Dec 
Dec 
Dec 
Dec 

Dec 
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FOR SALE 
CORDLESS TELEPHONES. A NEW FREEDOM! Local or 
worldwide vess-button cordless calling from absolutely any-
where within 700" of house, garden, workshop, farmyard, 
bathroom, factory. shop-floor, office, neighbour's even the 
local pub' Send £89 ( inc. P&P) today or phone 0274 871090. 
Or send stamp for literature Access/Amex Credit Cards 
phone anytime. Churchill Cavendish, Blenheim Ridings, 
Timothy Lane. Upper Batley, W. Yorks. 

MAPLIN 5800 PCBs and panels (untouched) £40. Kimber 
and Allen 3 octave keyboard with contacts £25. E&MM 
transpozer £ 150. Tel. (0942) 892193 
EtIMM complete issue 1 to date. ASO Studio 4 Multitrack, 
Synctrack, Roland TB-303, TA-606, Alphadac, Superb 
Maplin 5600's stereo synth, all as new, bargains. (0487) 
813961. 
YAMAHA CX5M Music Computer for hire. DX7 and com-
poser programs. Details Heywood (0706) 65802. 
GLEE r/4 octave piano, black case, chrome stand, £ 150. 
Clef Microsynth £60 ono. 0703 783525. 
ROLAND SH101 synth, El 80 MC202 Micro Composer £ 175. 
TR606 Drumatix £ 130. TB303 £ 130. All £600. Phone 57285 
473 after 9 pm or Weekend. 
NOW AVAILABLE your next Vistor Cassette Album only 
£1.99. Also available environmental tapes. Send SAE. for 
list. Y.N.V. available from: Mr M. H. Naylor, 34 Bassingham 
Road, Wembley, Middlesex HAO 4RL. 
ROBERT FRIPP LOOK-ALIKE ENVIRONMENTAL 
MUSICIAN available for hire £50 per day. Contact Martin 
Howard Naylor, 34 Bassingham Road, Wembley, Middlesex 
HAO 4RL. 
ARP ODYSSEY and Roland 100 system and SEO for sale or 
swap, part ex. Drumatix Bass Line, Casio 1000P. 021 788 
1112 
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The Gateway School of 
Recording and Music 

Technology 

Consultants in 
Studio Synthesiser 
and Computer Music 

applications 

RECORDING & 
SYNTHESISER COURSES 

Call us at Gateway for details of our 
Primary and Advanced recording 
courses, Synthesiser courses and 
Specialist courses in Computer/ 
Synthesiser interfacing. We are at 
present planning short orientation 
courses for the Synclavier and other 
advanced keyboards, and we would like 
to hear from you about courses you 
would like to be involved in. 
Write to Gateway School of Recording 
and Music Technology, la Salcott Road, 
London SW11 50D or call 01-350 0340. 
Our courses are arranged in co-
operation with Bandive, The Fostex 
Corporation, Soundcraft, Teac and 
Roland UK. 

These courses should not be confused 
with any others 

HI-TECH 
MUSIC CENTRES 

YES, we've got the latest gear you want from 
YAMAHA, ROLAND, SCI, KORG etc. like DX-7's, 
PF-15's, JUNO 108, Six-trac, Drumtraks, Poly-800 
all on demonstration and available at the right prices, 

Plus INTERFACES for BBC B and CBM 64 
Computers, all MIDIed up and ready for you to try 
Call 01-863 1841 for Catalogues, Prices. and Advice 

City 
Music 

Pnone 01-863 1841 
for an invitation to 

our next 
Midi Synth Show 

NORTH HARROW: Pinner Rd. 01-863 1841 
TORQUAY: 65 Market St. 0803 25488 

EXETER: Queen st. 0392 51846 
PLYMOUTH: Drake Circus 0752 23011 

TRURO: 16 Pydar St. 0872 71359 
JERSEY: 8 Esplanade 0534 78901  

music! 
I-ell SERVICE 

RE VOX 
TEAC/TASCAM 

Service Agents 
A fast, efficient repair service 

with collection and 
delivery available 

Contact Nikki Anton iou on 

01-388 5392 
72 Eversholt Street, London NW] 1BY 

FLIGHT CASES custom built to protect 
the appearance, reliability and resale 
value of your... ELECTRIC & 

ELECTRONIC KEYBOARDS* 
ELECTRIC & ACOUSTIC 
GUITARS. COMBO AMPS 
RACK -MOUNT AMPS & 
EFFECTS. AMP HEADS 
SPEAKER CABS. MICS 
MIXERS• STANDS. 
DRUM KITS•CABLES 
& ACCESSORIES, 

Repairs&Mods 
undertaken to 
any make. 

For a quick quote, telephone or write giving 
details of your requirements or vist our  

showroom near Kew Bridge. 

01-994 2689 

Loudspeaker 
Cabinet 
Fittings 
From Adam Hall Supplies: 

Coverings & frets • flight case parts 
• Celestial) power speakers • 

Rean jacks & fittings • P&N stands 

Send 30p PO/cheque for Illustrated 
catalogue 

ADAM HALL 
SUPPLIES LTD 

Unit M, 
Carlton Court, 
Grainger Road, 
Southend-on-Sea 

Essex 

MAKING TRAKS HIRE 
RENTS MIDI SYSTEMS 

NEW SYSTEMS FOR THE NEW YEAR 
Yamaha CX5ME with full keyboard £15 per day 
Yamaha RX11 Digital Drums £15 per day 
Yamaha DX7 £8 per day 
Yamaha R100o Digital Reverb £8 per day 
SCI Sixtracks  £12 per day 
Tascas 244 Portastudio  £10 per day 

RING FOR PACKAGE PRICES 
We oetiver free ! n London 

TELEPHONE: 01-727 7758 A 

ABC Music 
Argents   
Axe Music   
Capelle Music 
Carlsbro Sales Ltd   75 
Chase Musicians   1 
Circolec  24 
Clartaley Elec. Ltd   59 
Clet Products 87 
Computer Music Studios  59 
Coventry Music 
Digisound 
Dougies Music  61 
Eddie Moors Music 59 
Elka-Orla (UK) Ltd  32 
Flash St Electrornusic   61 
Freedmans  63 
Future Music  38/39/40/41 
Gigsounds  65 
Hammond UK 24 
Hobbs Music  83 
Honky Tonk Music   5 
ITA  29 
Island Logic   100/101 
Jones & Crossland   21 
JSG Music  89 
London Rock Shop   13/14/15/16 
MJL Systems  21 
Music Village   7 
Oxford Synth Co  80 
Peavey UK  56 
Phonosonics 
Powertran   72/97 
PPG UK  IBC 
Rock City  90 
Roland UK   IFC 
Romantic Robot 86 
RS Keyboards  21 
Sequential Circuits Inc.   53 
Simmons Electronics   49/69/78/79 
Soho Soundhouse  93 
Sty  24 
Summed *Id  OBC 
Syco Systems 46/47 
Telecomms 67 
Turnkey 45 
XRI Systems  87 
Yamaha 37/91 
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• ELECTRONIC PERCUSSION 
FOR THE NEW AGE 

TEEhiTAM 
The Techstar Electronic Percussion System from Tama embodies the design philosophy for the New Age—bold, functional 
and totally new ! The designers at Tama have incorporated technical innovations and imaginative system designs to rewrite 
the book on electronic percussion. Advanced drum-voice generation techniques create an exciting range of professional 
drum sounds, from subtle to awesome! The revolutionary Techstar Drum Pad brings back the performance, the " feel" 
and the sensitivity of acoustic drums. Professional features make Techstar perfect for stage, studio and for private prac-
ticing. The Techstar System lets you integrate leading-edge percussion technology into your sound quickly, easily, af-
fordably. Bring on the New Age—with Techstar ! 

L..2y2,z,72,1  

ffl 

For latest full colour catalogue of Tama Techstar Electronic Drums, send 30 pence to Summer-field (Dept EMM) 
Saltmeadows Road, Gateshead NE8 3AJ. 




